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Abstract
Optimizing a computer for highest performance dictates the efficient use of its limited resources.
Computers as a whole are rather complex. Therefore, it is not sufficient to consider optimizing
hardware and software components independently. Instead, a holistic view to manage the interactions
of all components is essential to achieve system-wide efficiency.
For High Performance Computing (HPC) systems, today, the major limiting resources are energy

and power. The hardware mechanisms to measure and control energy and power are exposed to
software. The software systems using these mechanisms range from firmware, operating system,
system software to tools and applications. Efforts to improve energy and power efficiency of HPC
systems and the infrastructure of HPC centers achieve perpetual advances. In isolation, these efforts
are unable to cope with the rising energy and power demands of large scale systems. A systematic way
to integrate multiple optimization strategies, which build on complementary, interacting hardware
and software systems is missing.
This work provides a reference model for integrated energy and power management of HPC sys-

tems: the Open Integrated Energy and Power (OIEP) reference model. The goal is to enable the
implementation, setup, and maintenance of modular system-wide energy and power management
solutions. The proposed model goes beyond current practices, which focus on individual HPC cen-
ters or implementations, in that it allows to universally describe any hierarchical energy and power
management systems with a multitude of requirements. The model builds solid foundations to be
understandable and verifiable, to guarantee stable interaction of hardware and software components,
for a known and trusted chain of command. This work identifies the main building blocks of the OIEP
reference model, describes their abstract setup, and shows concrete instances thereof. A principal
aspect is how the individual components are connected, interface in a hierarchical manner and thus
can optimize for the global policy, pursued as a computing center’s operating strategy. In addition
to the reference model itself, a method for applying the reference model is presented. This method
is used to show the practicality of the reference model and its application.
For future research in energy and power management of HPC systems, the OIEP reference model

forms a cornerstone to realize — plan, develop and integrate — innovative energy and power manage-
ment solutions. For HPC systems themselves, it supports to transparently manage current systems
with their inherent complexity, it allows to integrate novel solutions into existing setups, and it en-
ables to design new systems from scratch. In fact, the OIEP reference model represents a basis for
holistic efficient optimization.
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Zusammenfassung
Computer auf höchstmögliche Rechenleistung zu optimieren bedingt Effizienzmaximierung aller lim-
itierenden Ressourcen. Computer sind komplexe Systeme. Deshalb ist es nicht ausreichend, Hard-
ware und Software isoliert zu betrachten. Stattdessen ist eine Gesamtsicht des Systems notwendig,
um die Interaktionen aller Einzelkomponenten zu organisieren und systemweite Optimierungen zu
ermöglichen.
Für Höchstleistungsrechner (HLR) ist die limitierende Ressource heute ihre Leistungsaufnahme

und der resultierende Gesamtenergieverbrauch. In aktuellen HLR-Systemen sind Energie- und Leis-
tungsaufnahme programmatisch auslesbar als auch direkt und indirekt steuerbar. Diese Mechanismen
werden in diversen Softwarekomponenten von Firmware, Betriebssystem, Systemsoftware bis hin zu
Werkzeugen und Anwendungen genutzt und stetig weiterentwickelt. Durch die Komplexität der inter-
agierenden Systeme ist eine systematische Optimierung des Gesamtsystems nur schwer durchführbar,
als auch nachvollziehbar. Ein methodisches Vorgehen zur Integration verschiedener Optimierungsan-
sätze, die auf komplementäre, interagierende Hardware- und Softwaresysteme aufbauen, fehlt.
Diese Arbeit beschreibt ein Referenzmodell für integriertes Energie- und Leistungsmanagement

von HLR-Systemen, das „Open Integrated Energy and Power (OIEP)“ Referenzmodell. Das Ziel ist
ein Referenzmodell, dass die Entwicklung von modularen, systemweiten energie- und leistungsopti-
mierenden Sofware-Verbunden ermöglicht und diese als allgemeines hierarchisches Managementsys-
tem beschreibt. Dies hebt das Modell von bisherigen Ansätzen ab, welche sich auf Einzellösungen,
spezifischen Software oder die Bedürfnisse einzelner Rechenzentren beschränken. Dazu beschreibt
es Grundlagen für ein planbares und verifizierbares Gesamtsystem und erlaubt nachvollziehbares
und sicheres Delegieren von Energie- und Leistungsmanagement an Untersysteme unter Aufrechter-
haltung der Befehlskette. Die Arbeit liefert die Grundlagen des Referenzmodells. Hierbei werden
die Einzelkomponenten der Software-Verbunde identifiziert, deren abstrakter Aufbau sowie konkrete
Instanziierungen gezeigt. Spezielles Augenmerk liegt auf dem hierarchischen Aufbau und der resul-
tierenden Interaktionen der Komponenten. Die allgemeine Beschreibung des Referenzmodells erlaubt
den Entwurf von Systemarchitekturen, welche letztendlich die Effizienzmaximierung der Ressource
Energie mit den gegebenen Mechanismen ganzheitlich umsetzen können. Hierfür wird ein Verfahren
zur methodischen Anwendung des Referenzmodells beschrieben, welches die Modellierung beliebiger
Energie- und Leistungsverwaltungssystemen ermöglicht.
Für Forschung im Bereich des Energie- und Leistungsmanagement für HLR bildet das OIEP Refe-

renzmodell Eckstein, um Planung, Entwicklung und Integration von innovativen Lösungen umzuset-
zen. Für die HLR-Systeme selbst unterstützt es nachvollziehbare Verwaltung der komplexen Systeme
und bietet die Möglichkeit, neue Beschaffungen und Entwicklungen erfolgreich zu integrieren. Das
OIEP Referenzmodell bietet somit ein Fundament für gesamtheitliche effiziente Systemoptimierung.
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Preface
Contemporary society is relying on the “power of computation” without giving it a second thought,
even though computing machinery has only very recently entered the toolset of mankind: Bab-
bage’s analytical engine is often regarded as the first computing machine, which he conceived in
1833 [Cam+13, p. 42]. In 1941 Zuse built the first binary based programmable Turing complete
computer, the Z3 [Zus10, p. 55].
Today, computer chips in smartphones, laptop computers and embedded systems make it ubiquitous

to generate, send and receive data and process information anywhere. Where local processing power,
its performance or storage capability, is not sufficient, distributed resources are used.
The seemingly simple task of getting an accurate weather forecast on a mobile phone is only

possible by querying information from large simulations. These simulations are not able to run on
one’s phone but require dedicated computer systems. By operating High Performance Computing
(HPC) systems, which run these simulations in regular intervals (e.g. several times a day) current
and accurate forecasts are possible. The quality of Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) is in direct
correlation with the performance of the computational systems available to the national meteorological
and hydrological services. In 1950 the first weather models were calculated, however only by the 1970s
it was feasible to solve the full set of equations for weather forecasting as proposed by Abbe [Abb01]
and Bjerknes [Bje04] as early as 1901. Since then, every decade added one day of useful forecast by
improvements to both the numerical models and the performance of the computer systems [BTB15].
This public commodity is driven by the progress in computation:

“Computation is essential in everything discussed here[1]. Progress will involve larger
ensembles of model runs at higher resolution leading to improved probabilistic forecasts,
including those of hazardous weather. This can be realized if governments maintain a
steady schedule of investment in high-speed computing, recognizing the strong evidence
that such investments will be repaid many times over in savings to the economy.”

Alley, Emanuel and Zhang, 2019 [AEZ19, p. 344]

The impact to society justifies the investment in large computing resources: Recent estimates of the
cost to benefit ratio for national weather services range from 1 : 3 to 1 : 10, above all by avoiding
weather related damages and guiding decision making [Per+13]. To reach the performance required
for NWP the weather services employ computer systems which are among the fastest HPC systems in
the world [BTB15]. In their review on “the quiet revolution of numerical weather prediction”, Bauer
et al. [BTB15] discuss the scientific challenges for reaching and keeping the pace of improvements for
NWP. Ensemble models and an increased simulation granularity in the order of 100 to 1000 regarding
computational tasks are likely for the next 10 years.
Regarding technological challenges, co-relating this development with processor performance im-

provements, historically going hand in hand with the advances of Moore’s law [Moo65], the energy
consumption will increase accordingly: To be able to simulate the anticipated weather models with
todays technology will require 10 times more power. In the review by Bauer et al. the researchers
mention an upper limit for affordable power of centers such as the European Centre for Medium-Range
Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) of about 20MVA [BTB15] or 20MW.
In other words, the colloquial “power of computation” – performance, as stated above – is tightly

coupled to actual power, the consumption of energy. This is critical for computing centers reaching
the scales of industrial energy consumers, capable of generating high dynamic loads [Ste+19b].
Energy and power is among the primary issues to resolve for the exascale era, the era of computers

reaching 1018 FLoating point Operations Per Second (FLOPS).
In this work the author strives to contribute a small aspect to computer science and engineering

to move beyond a theoretical hurdle on the path to extend what is possible with HPC systems.
1The authors in [AEZ19] specifically talk about numerical modeling in weather prediction. However, this can likely
be generalized to any scientific discipline which has to rely on theory, experiment and modeling & simulation.
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High Performance Computing (HPC) combines approaches from several disciplines of computer sci-
ence and computer engineering striving to maximize the computational performance achievable using
a computer system. The goal of HPC is to make challenging problems of science and engineering com-
putable which are otherwise infeasible to compute in reasonable time or with the desired problem size
or resolution. This drive to improve computation is accomplished by advancing the state-of-the-art of
computer hardware and software. The notion of HPC, the advancement of what is computationally
viable on computer systems, is also referred to as high-end capability computing [Nat08, p. 1].
HPC demands for specialized computer systems to achieve the high computational performance

required. The computer systems purpose built for HPC are called HPC systems. HPC systems are
designed to solve computational problems which are infeasible to be solved on so-called commodity
computers.
Historically, HPC systems were large vector processing machine installations. These were eventu-

ally replaced by system installations utilizing interconnected microprocessors, linked up as a cluster
of computers [Mar91]. Modern HPC systems are almost exclusively clusters of connected comput-
ers [TOPg].
A compute cluster, or cluster for short, is a system of computers, co-located in physical proximity

and connected using high-performance network infrastructure. The individual computer systems
which make up the cluster system are called nodes and, in general, are commodity server computers.
These compute clusters represent an important class of distributed systems [ST18, p. 25]. For usage
in HPC, the nodes are connected via a high-speed network to efficiently process complex tasks in
parallel. Additionally, the cluster as a complete system has access to storage or archive systems to be
operationally ready for HPC applications. These HPC applications are applications from science and
engineering designed to run on HPC systems due to their need for high computational performance.
Regarding the network infrastructure, the notion of physical proximity allows the nodes to benefit

from fast networks using high-performance hardware. This allows for low latencies to minimize
waiting times during the execution of parallel applications, where dependencies of tasks exist. By
contrast Local Area Networks (LANs) using common networking hardware, which are not able to
achieve low latencies or high data rates, introduce inefficiencies. Waiting for data transfers results
in idle nodes, which stall the applications. Wide Area Networks (WANs) as well as even farther
distributed networks are not able to achieve low latencies simply by physical limits due to distance
and signal speed. This emphasizes the need for both a high-performance network and close physical
proximity for the nodes of a HPC cluster.
HPC has advanced in such way that installation of the current generation of the fastest HPC

systems is not possible without dedicated infrastructure to support these computer systems. An
HPC center is a computing center housing one or more HPC systems. The centers provide the
required infrastructure, and also employ the experts to operate and maintain the computer systems.
Due to associated costs, HPC centers are funded by state actors or corporations. The motivations to
operate such center are either to advance research or to obtain results which justify the costs [AEZ19;
Koe+18; Mai+18].
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An example for a state funded HPC center is the Leibniz Supercomputing Center (Ger. Leibniz-
Rechenzentrum) (LRZ), an institute of the Bavarian Academy of Sciences and Humanities (Ger. Bay-
erische Akademie der Wissenschaften) (BAdW) in Garching near Munich, Germany. LRZ currently
houses several HPC systems, among them, the SuperMUC-NG system. At the time of installation
SuperMUC-NG was the eight fastest computer in the world, as of the November 2018 TOP500 list of
the fastest supercomputers [TOPb]. SuperMUC-NG is a cluster installation of 6480 nodes, achiev-
ing a maximum performance of 19.4 petaFLOPS [Pal17; Pal18], indicating the number of FLoating
point Operations Per Second (FLOPS) obtained by running the LINPACK benchmark [Don+79;
DL11]. The FLOPS metric serves as a proxy for a HPC system’s capability to do useful work in HPC
applications1.
To identify the fastest HPC systems, LINPACK benchmark measurements are submitted to gen-

erate the list of the top 500 fastest supercomputers of the world. The TOP500 list was established in
1993 and is updated twice a year [TOPg]. The first system to reach the milestone performance of one
petaFLOPS, or 1× 1015 FLoating point Operations Per Second (1 000 000 000 000 000 FLOPS) was
the Roadrunner system at Los Alamos National Laboratory, NM, USA, in 2008 [TOPa]. The first
system to reach a performance of one exaFLOPS, or 1× 1018 FLoating point Operations Per Sec-
ond (1 000 000 000 000 000 000 FLOPS) is expected to be operational before the end of 2021 [ANLpr;
Don16]. While centers and nations are in the race to reach this milestone, preparations for HPC
systems in the 1 exaFLOPS to 10 exaFLOPS range have already started and researchers are already
thinking about the next milestone of how to reach performances of more than one zettaFLOPS or
1× 1021 FLOPS [Lia+18]. The constant improvement of computational capabilities is necessary to
support science and engineering requiring advanced simulations [Ger+18].2
To maintain the rapid improvements as observed over the years by the TOP500 list, constant per-

formance advancements of computer systems are needed. HPC clusters advance due to improvements
of both, node performance and increased levels of parallelism, respectively.
Node performance is tied to technology improvements primarily of the Central Processing Unit

(CPU), memory and network hardware, and possibly accelerator hardware, such as Graphics Pro-
cessing Units (GPUs). Micro-processing technology shows steady improvements since its inception,
as stated by Gordon E. Moore in 1965 [Moo65]:

“[The number of components per integrated circuit] has increased at a rate of roughly a
factor of two per year (see graph [in Figure 1.1]). Certainly over the short term this rate
can be expected to continue, if not to increase. Over the longer term, the rate of increase
is a bit more uncertain, although there is no reason to believe it will not remain nearly
constant for at least 10 years.”

Gordon E. Moore, 1965 [Moo65]

In 1975, Moore again wrote about the state of the observed doubling law from 1965, 10 years after
the original prediction [Moo75]. Today his statement is widely known as Moore’s law. The predicted
improvements have prevailed for more than 40 years [BC11], and are often associated with an im-
provement of performance. The corresponding performance improvement is, however, a combined
effect achieved by improvements of:

• transistor area reduction and transistor density increase;
• switching delay reduction and frequency increase;
• supply voltage and power reduction per transistor [BC11].

1The author is well aware of ongoing discussions regarding usefulness of metrics for different performance indicators
used in HPC. As starting point please refer to [DH13].

2HPC systems are often described as petascale systems or exascale systems, et cetera. Such description serves as
a rough classification of the magnitude or scale of the computer’s performance, denoted using the corresponding
International System of Units (Fr. Le Système international d’unités) (SI) prefix.

For example: Petascale systems reach at least a performance of 1 × 1015 FLOPS, exascale systems reach at least
1 × 1018 FLOPS. At the time of writing, future and near future systems are called exascale (in the 2020-2030 time-
frame) and zettascale (targeted by 2035 [Lia+18]), while current production supercomputers are petascale systems.
For reference single commodity servers at the time of writing reach 1 × 1012 FLOPS to 10 × 1012 FLOPS and can
compete with terascale systems from 20 years ago.
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Figure 1.1.: Graph from Moore’s paper, as seen in [Moo65].

To achieve and maintain the expected performance gains in HPC, parallelization is a critical addition
to the micro-architectural improvements listed above: First regarding parallelization and multiple
processing cores within the CPU; Second by increasing the number of nodes making up a HPC
cluster.
The drive for high performance and the resulting increase in parallelization lead to an increase

in overall power consumption of a cluster. The notion of energy is the electrical work in joule
(J = m2kg/s2) or kW h (1 kW h=3.6× 106 J), whereas electrical power is the change of a specific
amount of energy over a specified time period in watt (W = J/s) [Org19].3 The overall increase
in power consumption is present, even with a constant improvement of power efficiency techniques,
such as reduction of supply voltage and reduction of power on a per transistor basis. The efforts to
improve energy and power efficiency of computer systems and the infrastructure of HPC computing
centers achieve perpetual advances, but are unable to stop the rising power demands of the complete
systems [Sub+13].
With the increase in number of nodes, the operation of large cluster installations require a substan-

tial amount of power. The CPUs used in server computers, which serve as processors of the nodes
of the cluster, consume around 45 W to 200 W [ME12]. A complete server node, however has many
additional hardware components consuming power [ME12; Vas+10]. Total power consumption of a
cluster is the sum of all components for all nodes, including its infrastructure [Gre+]. For example,
in 2018 the highest power consumption of a single HPC system listed on the TOP500 was 18.4 MW,
using 16 000 nodes [TOPb]. Operating such large scale systems poses substantial challenges to safely
operate and manage.
Operating centers with total power consumption in the MW range and associated annual energy

usage directly translates to high operating expenses (OPEX). Depending on the HPC center’s circum-
stances, electrical energy costs are anywhere between 10% and up to 50% of the capital expenditure
(CAPEX) for a HPC system [Sho+14]. Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) of a HPC system is the sum
of CAPEX and the total OPEX over the lifetime of the system [Koo+08].
HPC centers with OPEX dominated by the electricity costs have a high incentive to optimize en-

ergy usage close to their financial optimum [Auw+14]. For HPC centers where electrical OPEX is
dwarfed by CAPEX due to low energy pricing, optimization around maximizing energy utilization
is the optimal operating strategy [Pat+16]. For any case an optimal operating points can be de-
termined [Bor+19]. Pursuing an optimization strategy requires active management of resources to

3This work explicitly names energy, where a specific amount energy consumed is considered. Equivalently, the work
explicitly names power, where the change in energy over time is considered. In the case where both energy and
power are considered both are explicitly named together.
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achieve the required resource usage with desired energy and power characteristics.
Due to the fact that HPC centers are large energy consumers, increased interaction of centers

and Electricity Service Providers (ESPs) has been observed over the years [Bat+15; Pat+16]. In
contrast to other industrial consumers, HPC centers may observe large variable loads [Ste+19b]. For
an outside observer, such as ESPs, this poses a challenge to prediction the centers’ fluctuating energy
demand. At the same time, the potential rapid changes in energy demand can be an issue for energy
grid stability if not controlled or mitigated. Therefore, several centers already communicate their
expected energy demand with ESPs [Cla+19a].
A HPC system’s power consumption is largely dependent on the characteristics of applications

running on the clusters. Each individual HPC application has a different performance and power
characteristic. At the same time, the exact behavior may depend on several factors, which vary
from execution to execution. Examples for different energy and power characteristics are the number
of nodes used, process placement, the applications communications behavior, own and interfering
network load, input data sets and versions of libraries, and the application itself. Cluster management
software has only started to include measurement and control capabilities for energy and power.
From an electrical engineering and industrial systems engineering standpoint safe operation can be
guaranteed by installation of hardware fail-safe mechanisms. From a software perspective, however,
many additional possibilities of optimization and control for how software and hardware interact with
the system and influence power consumption can be taken. The highly parallel nature of applications
and the large parallel hardware setups of systems is both opportunity and challenge for optimization
and efficiency gains. For energy and power optimization only initial steps have been taken so far.
The potential of integrating several energy and power management solutions for increased efficiency
and possible optimization have largely been untouched.
The software required to operate HPC systems is becoming more and more energy and power

aware [LZ10; Hac+15; Mai+17; Mai+18; Koe+18; CPK19]. Multiple software components managing
different hardware components of a system, the interaction of software with different scopes for energy
management and coordination of the management functionalities are all non-trivial problems. With
interacting management solutions HPC centers can holistically optimize for their operational goals.
Such goals can be as simple as staying within a power limit, or optimizing for energy efficiency. More
complex goals are optimizing performance with controllable cost, managing component specific limi-
tations, or managing peculiarities of the center, its environment and state of affairs, or a combination
of these examples.
A structural approach to describe, manage and implement integrated energy and power solutions

for HPC centers and their respective cluster installations has not been formulated. While individual
approaches are taken and lead to individual solutions, the formulation of a model to describe holistic
energy and power management systems is still missing.
The potential benefits of such model are:

• Transparency of energy and power management system, making all interactions of the partici-
pating energy and power management sub-systems or components identifiable. This allows for
a understandable the energy and power management processes.

• Manageability in terms of planning, organization and operation of energy and power systems,
sub-systems and component in HPC systems. This allows for transparent operation and opti-
mization of production HPC systems.

• Strategic system development for continuous evolution of the overall systems, enabling con-
tinuous controllable system improvements. This allows for targeted research and development
in the energy and power and performance space, contributing innovations back to production
systems.

• Comparability of different energy and power management approaches and solutions. This en-
ables to understand advantages and disadvantages of different setups and allows to make in-
formed design decisions.

By contributing a such energy and power managment model for HPC systems, this work aims enables
these benefits.
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1.1. Problem Statement
The challenge addressed in this work is the definition of a reference model for integrated energy and
power management of HPC systems.
The target systems under consideration are HPC systems which consist of locally distributed,

clustered hardware [ST18, pp. 25–27] and software components of mixed capability and scope. This
clustered nature of both hardware and software as well as their specific scope and interaction with
the remaining system are part of the challenge. The problem is not confined to a specific HPC system
or cluster size. Arbitrary scaling regarding number of nodes of the system, but also regarding the
degree of abstraction in terms of number of indirections for management, and scaling of sheer power
consumption have to be considered for the problem.
The problem entails that the goals regarding management and optimization of energy and power

differ from HPC center to HPC center. This stems from their often unique funding structure, con-
tracts with ESP, but also environmental conditions and available capabilities [Mai+18]. Distinct
solutions are required at each center. The set goals and circumstances of a HPC center influence the
selection of the employed approaches, tools and technologies for a selected solution. To transfer and
adapt a solution from one center to another — or to a successor system at the same center — requires
major re-engineering efforts. Limited transparency and the lack of a detailed description make the
process of transfer and adaptation of existing approaches notoriously hard. This lack in transparency
and overview regarding energy and power management is present regarding the combined energy
and power management capabilities, capabilities of individual system software for energy and power
management and the interactions of this overall ensemble. Operational and configuration manage-
ment using system software is often still very simple or neglected altogether, due to complexity and
feasibility concerns. A comprehensive approach has to be elaborated to make energy and power man-
agement widely available in a integrated system-wide manner. This stands in stark contrast with the
isolated solutions consisting of single software tools, often seen today.
Goals and sub-goals of a center regarding energy and power management have to be expressible

in a comprehensive way, while the solution has to be presentable in a structured and transparent
manner. Formalization of a structured approach can overcome these issues partially, while agreement
on standardized use of such structure depends on active employment of the developed methods by
the different actors in HPC.
To illustrate a possible approach for solving the associated issues, three questions are asked.

Q1 – How to model energy and power management systems for HPC systems in an integrated,
holistic way?

Q2 – What is an appropriate structure of such model and what are its required building blocks?
Q3 – How can such a model be applied to concrete system architectures for energy and power

management of HPC systems?

The first question is the problem statement of this work, while the second and third question
address additional aspects to satisfy the problem statement and supplement it.
The problem statement, question Q1, asks for a systematic model for energy and power management

in HPC. To obtain an adequate solution, question Q2 has to be answered first. Question Q2 asks
not only for the fundamental building blocks of the solution to question Q1, but also for a good
understanding of existing software and hardware environment, which the model and the resulting
solution has to operate in and build upon. The challenge is to identify an adequate level of abstraction
for a modeling approach. By answering question Q2, the understanding for question Q1 is scoped. To
address Q3 a method for applying such model to concrete systems architectures has to be outlined.
Using this method and applying it, the fitness of the model can be assessed.
By leading with question Q2 and following up with question Q3 information regarding the ques-

tion Q1 is supplemented drawing a complete picture for its answer.
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Figure 1.2.: Methodical approach for the development of reference models used in this work. Adaption
according to the iterative process of reference model building from [Sch00, p. 78].

1.2. Methodical Approach
To answer the research questions, a novel reference model is developed. The reference model provides
a common method to describe energy and power management system of an HPC system. This allows
any HPC center to construct a system model according to the requirements of the respective HPC
system under consideration. For the construction of such reference model, a reference model building
process is needed.
Two useful methodical approaches for reference model building in the area of information systems

are presented in [Sch00, pp. 77–91] and [Sch98, pp. 178–320]. The work at hand uses an adaptation of
the structure of [Sch00, pp. 77–91] with influences from the five phases of [Sch98, pp. 184–188]. The
method is subject to alterations to make the approach suitable for the development of a reference
model for energy and power management of HPC systems.
Figure 1.2 shows the methodical approach followed for the remainder of this work. The approach

is split in two parts according to the left and right circle of the figure:

• The circle for reference model building (left);
• The circle for the application of the reference model (right).

The method for reference model building (left circle of Fig. 1.2) follows the steps of:

1. Problem definition (see Sec. 1.1);
2. Problem domain analysis (see Ch. 2);
3. Reference model construction (see Ch. 3);
4. Evaluation (see Ch. 5) and evolution (see Ch. 6).

After the reference model construction, step 3 of the reference model building process, the right circle
for application of the reference model is used to describe systems using the reference model. Such
instances of the reference model are referred to as architectures (presented in Ch. 4). The methodical
presentation of the right circle allows to proceed with the reference model building loop on the left
of Figure 1.2.
The application of the reference model (right circle of Fig. 1.2) is HPC system specific and done

according to the following steps:
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a.) HPC system specific problem description;
b.) Identification of requirements;
c.) Reference model selection or architecture selection;
d.) Architecture construction or adaption;
e.) Resulting in: a specific architecture.

In the reference model selection step, already constructed architectures can be re-used and changed to
fit the specific problem and requirements. The iterative process model for reference model building is
followed once, shaping the structure of this work, while the iterative process model for application of
the reference model is followed for selected system presented in Chapter 4. After the application of the
reference model is concluded, step 4 of the methodical approach is conducted, to complete the right
circle for reference model building. The outlined sequence concludes the methodical development of
the reference model presented as solution to the research question.

1.3. Contributions
In the following the key contributions of this work are listed. The contribution list is followed by
the list of preliminary publications of the author. This thesis represents a monograph where the
preliminary publications do not constitute any chapter.

1.3.1. Key Contributions of This Work
The list of contributions is as follows:

1. The Open Integrated Energy and Power (OIEP) reference model.
2. A methodical approach for model building for an energy and power management reference

model of HPC systems.
3. The description of the buildings blocks of the OIEP reference model, and their structural

composition.
4. A method for the creation of concrete instances of the OIEP reference model, called OIEP

architectures.
5. The design of OIEP architectures for a selection energy and power management setups of HPC

systems.

The author’s main contribution in this work is the OIEP reference model, an open reference model
for integrated energy and power management of HPC systems. The work introduces the concepts of
the OIEP reference model, as well as the notion of an OIEP architecture, where OIEP architectures
are instances of the OIEP reference model.
The OIEP reference model allows HPC centers to describe their goals for energy and power man-

agement of HPC systems, its roles and responsibilities. Using such description HPC centers can
layout their HPC system energy and power management design according to their individual needs,
integrating the used hardware and software components. Such structured representation allows to
make energy and power management setups understandable, enabling configuration management and
operation of complex interacting systems.
The OIEP reference model is a structured representation of interacting hardware and software com-

ponents to enable configuration and operation of complex energy and power management systems.
Individual components have varying scope and granularities. The concepts of the OIEP reference
model allow components to communicate objectives according to the management setup and ulti-
mately represents a blueprint to orchestrate the complete heterogeneous setup and design.
The model is designed with scalability in mind to fit the needs of massively parallel HPC systems.

The structure of the reference model allows to identify possible scaling and performance bottlenecks
so that designs can avoid them before the setup. Additionally, the potential for performance im-
provements, and the potential for improved, overhauled or new component approaches (and how to
integrate them into the overall system) can be identified.
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The reference model additionally serves as documentation and comprehensive overview for the
HPC centers. It allows centers to keep their system management according to physical and logical
setup of the energy and power management system. Decisions and actions, and possibly faults,
can subsequently be traced back to intentions of well-defined goals. Extensions and alterations of
the energy and power management system become more manageable with reduced impact regarding
changes to the HPC system. The reference model allows for traceability and transparency and makes
energy and power management verifiable from a structural perspective. Possible incompatibilities
and hidden conflicts are exposed by the concepts and the design of the OIEP reference model.
The work at hand is the first work aspiring to describe a structured setup for a modular adaptive

approach that allows to combine the approaches the design of different components for energy and
power management together in a structured reference model, without being tied to a fixed solution or
a static setup. The model is supported by the presentation of a transparent method for the reference
model construction, as well as the method for applying the reference model.

1.3.2. Author’s Preliminary Work
The list of publications following below contributed to the author’s realization of the necessity of a
reference model for energy and power management. This thesis is a distinct and independent work,
without reproducing content published in these preliminary works. When content is used this is done
according to best practices as with any bibliographic reference.
Individual solutions by themselves are important contributions to the scientific landscape. To be

useful, however, they have to be manageable and usable at real centers in production environments.
Unstructured combinations of solutions are error prone when interacting and management overhead
even for understanding the setup and possibly changing the energy and power management system
is high. Therefore, the OIEP reference model has the potential to make the individual contributions
in prior work more applicable in production environments.
The OIEP reference model is therefore paving the way for future research in the area of energy

and power management in HPC, as a tool to give HPC centers, researchers and development teams
the necessary descriptive concepts to employ and integrate energy and power solutions at their target
systems.

Preliminary Work Related to the Thesis: The author has contributed to the state of the research
of energy and power in HPC in earlier publications. These related work items are related to the thesis
as they are in the research area of energy and power, and can either be part of an OIEP architecture
as a component, or help with the understanding of modern energy and power management systems in
HPC. The details for each bibliographic entry followed by a comment on the summary of the content
and contribution by the author are listed below:

• Tapasya Patki, David K. Lowenthal, Anjana Sasidharan,Matthias Maiterth, Barry Rountree,
Martin Schulz and Bronis R. de Supinski: “Practical Resource Management in Power-
Constrained, High Performance Computing”, in: 24th International ACM Symposium on
High-Performance Parallel and Distributed Computing (HPDC’15), ACM, June 2015, Portland,
OR, USA [Pat+15]

In [Pat+15] the author contributed to the modeling section, results generation, as well as result anal-
ysis. The paper was developed and driven by the principal author, Tapasya Patki, with contributions
by the remaining authors. The work shows how power-aware resource manager for a special use case
of hardware over-provisioned systems can be realized. The work compares traditional scheduling vs
adaptive scheduling where back-filling is performed with possible performance degradation of indi-
vidual jobs. This allows to fit jobs into a not utilized power slot, compared to free nodes with no
available power, and thus allows for faster turnaround time. System power utilization is increased and
average power turn around time is improved by 19%. The work shows that advanced job management
with performance considerations based on power can improve utilization and users perceived time to
completion. This work is used as a reference in Section 2.1.2 on page 21, in Appendix A.1.1.3 on
page 109, and in Appendix B.1.2.2 on pages 130–131.
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1.3. Contributions

• Matthias Maiterth, Martin Schulz, Barry Rountree and Dieter Kranzlmüller: “Power Bal-
ancing in an Emulated Exascale Environment”, in: The 12th IEEE Workshop on High-
Performance, Power-Aware Computing (HPPAC’16), IEEE, Mai 2016, Chicago, IL,
USA [Mai+16]

In [Mai+16] the author developed a power balancing algorithm to show that default power utilization
of clusters is not optimal and can be improved. The author is the principal author, with strong stylistic
and conceptual contributions from the second author, and minor comments from the remaining au-
thors. The paper shows that under a fixed power limit the impact of processor performance variation
is large enough to redistribute the allocated power and counter the inherent manufacturing variability.
This is done using the GREMLIN framework co-developed by the author in prior work [Mai15], while
[Mai+16] is the first peer-reviewed publication introducing the GREMLIN framework. By statically
redistributing power after measuring the individual node performance, overall efficiency was improved
by both, reducing runtime and using less energy. This work is used as a reference in Section 2.1.2 on
pages 19–21 (with Fig. 2.3 on p. 22), and in Appendix A.1.1.3 on page 109.

• Jonathan Eastep, Steve Sylvester, Christopher Cantalupo, Brad Geltz, Federico Ardanaz, Asma
Al-Rawi, Kelly Livingston, Fuat Keceli, Matthias Maiterth and Siddhartha Jana: “Global
Extensible Open Power Manager: A Vehicle for HPC Community Collaboration
Toward Co-Designed Energy Management Solutions”, in: High Performance Computing
- 32st International Conference, ISC High Performance 2017, Springer, June 2017, Frankfurt,
Germany [Eas+17]

In [Eas+17] the author contributed minor parts to the overall development of the framework as
part of the Power Pathfinding to Product-Team (P3-Team) at Intel Corporation (Intel). The paper
introduces the runtime framework Global Extensible Open Power Manager (GEOPM). The paper was
developed and driven by the principal author, Jonathan Eastep (who also represents the team lead and
principal engineer of the product), as a large collaborative effort with contributions by the remaining
authors regarding software development, documentation and experimental setup and execution. The
production-grade framework allows for easy integration of power management algorithms in a scalable
fashion, and allows to experiment on optimization algorithms in the stable runtime environment.
This work is used as a reference in Section 2.1.2 on pages 19–21, in Appendix A.1.1.3 on page 109, in
Appendix B.1.2.2 on page 132, and in Appendix D.2 on pages 151–160 (with Fig D.3 on p. 152 and
Fig. D.4 on p. 153).

• Matthias Maiterth, Torsten Wilde, David K. Lowenthal, Barry Rountree, Martin Schulz,
Jonathan Eastep and Dieter Kranzlmüller: “Power Aware High Performance Computing:
Challenges and Opportunities for Application and System Developers – Survey &
Tutorial”, in: 2017 International Conference on High Performance Computing & Simulation,
HPCS 2017, IEEE, July 2017, Genoa, Italy [Mai+17]

In [Mai+17] the author surveyed the current state of the research for application and system devel-
opers regarding energy and power optimization. The work surveys infrastructure and facility basics,
metrics for infrastructure and facilities, user interaction with power management and goes into de-
tail on system software with power considerations. The system software analysis shows low-level
power interfaces, interaction of energy and power aware scheduling, and concludes with energy and
power runtimes. The paper supplements the tutorial ’Power Aware High Performance Computing:
Challenges and Opportunities for Application and System Developers’ at International Conference
on High Performance Computing and Simulation (HPCS), 2017. The remaining authors contributed
to the tutorial and prior incarnations of the tutorial held at ACM/IEEE Supercomputing Conference
(SC) 2015 & SC 2016, held prior to the involvement of the author. This work is used as a reference
in Section 1 on page 4.

• Matthias Maiterth, Gregory A. Koenig, Kevin Pedretti, Siddhartha Jana, Natalie Bates,
Andrea Borghesi, Dave Montoya, Andrea Bartolini and Milos Puzovic: “Energy and Power
Aware Job Scheduling and Resource Management: Global Survey — Initial Anal-
ysis”, in: The 14th IEEE Workshop on High-Performance, Power-Aware Computing (HP-
PAC’18), IEEE, Mai 2018, Vancouver, BC, Canada [Mai+18]
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In [Mai+18] the author contributed to a global survey of HPC centers and their strategies towards
energy and power aware job scheduling and resource management. The work was conducted with
the Energy Efficient High Performance Computing Working Group (EE-HPC-WG) as part of the
Energy and Power Aware Job Scheduler and Resource Manager (EPA-JSRM) sub-group. The
survey spanned a two-year period, lead by Greg Koenig and Natalie Bates, resulting in three pa-
pers: [Mai+18], [Koe+18] and [Koe+19]. In the survey, centers were identified using such scheduling
and resource management approaches for energy efficiency. A questionnaire was formulated and sent
to each center to have representative and comparable answers about their practices. The author
contributed in the analysis and presentation of the results and replies. The remaining authors greatly
supported in the interviews, background work and parts of the analysis and representation.
The first paper [Mai+18] with the author of this work as the principal author, shows the breath of

the survey conducted, presents the questionnaire and brings some of its highlights into presentable
form. The paper was followed up by a Birds-of-a-Feather (BoF) discussion session at International
Supercomputing Conference - High Performance (ISC) 2018 in Frankfurt [BoF’18]. This work is used
as a reference in Section 1 on pages 1–4, in Section 1.1 on page 5, in Section 2.1.1.2 on page 18, in
Appendix A.1.1.3 on page 110, in Appendix A.1.2.3 on page 112, in Appendix A.1.3.2 on page 114,
in Appendix B.1.1.1 on pages 120–121, in Appendix B.1.2.2 on page 131, and in Appendix D.3 on
page 163.

• Gregory A. Koenig, Matthias Maiterth, Siddhartha Jana, Natalie Bates, Kevin Pedretti,
Milos Puzovic, Andrea Borghesi, Andrea Bartolini and Dave Montoya: “Energy and Power
Aware Job Scheduling and Resource Management: Global Survey — An In-Depth
Analysis”, in: The 2nd International Industry/University Workshop on Data-center Automa-
tion, Analytics, and Control (DAAC’18), DAAC 2018, online (peer-reviewed), November 2018,
Dallas, Texas, USA, [Koe+18]

In [Koe+18] the full analysis of the survey started in [Mai+18] was published. The author participated
as a main contributor with focus on the analysis section, however not as principal author, while
continuing the previous work’s effort. In the tradition of the work’s effort, all authors contributed
their share to the paper. This work put special emphasis on the diversity of the surveyed centers,
their individual motivation of why employing energy and power management solutions. This work is
used as a reference in Section 1 on pages 1–4, in Section 2.1.1.2 on page 18, in Appendix A.1.1.3 on
page 110, in Appendix B.1.2.2 on page 131, and in Appendix D.3 on page 163.

• Gregory Allen Koenig, Matthias Maiterth, Siddhartha Jana, Natalie Bates, Kevin Pedretti,
Andrea Borghesi and Andrea Bartolini: “Techniques and Trends in Energy and Power
Aware Job Scheduling and Resource Management”, Unpublished, Submitted for re-
view. [Koe+19]

The work of the EE-HPC-WG EPA-JSRM sub-group is concluded in a journal submission [Koe+19].
Here all findings are summarized and general synopsis is given, again lead by Greg Koenig. In the
three publications [Koe+18; Mai+18; Koe+19] the author contributed to the community of energy
and power researchers in HPC as member of the EE-HPC-WG as major contributor to the analysis
of the survey. This work is used as a reference in Section 2.1.1.2 on page 18, in Appendix A.1.1.3 on
page 110, in Appendix B.1.2.2 on page 131, and in Appendix D.3 on page 163.

• Gence Ozer, Sarthak Garg, Neda Davoudi, Gabrielle Poerwawinata, Matthias Maiterth,
Alessio Netti and Daniele Tafani: “Towards a Predictive Energy Model for HPC Run-
time Systems Using Supervised Learning”, in: PMACS - Performance Monitoring and
Analysis of Cluster Systems (Euro-Par 2019 Workshop), August 2019, Göttingen,
Germany [Oze+19]

In [Oze+19] the author contributed to the work investigating predictive models for energy and power
as well as performance based on hardware metrics, contributing to the usage of GEOPM for the
paper. The execution of the paper was driven by the four leading authors, where the later three
authors supported the work from a technical, stylistic and conceptual side. The work investigates the
possibility to enable the usage of machine learning for optimization algorithm in the energy efficiency
runtimes GEOPM. The work also used system monitoring tool DCDB [Net+19] to investigate the
complementary effects of runtime system and system monitoring. This work is not used as a reference.
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Other HPC Related Preliminary Work: In addition to the publications in energy and power, the
author contributed to research in HPC in the work:

• Karl Fürlinger, Colin W. Glass, José Gracia, Andreas Knüpfer Jie Tao, Denis Hünich, Kamran
Idrees, Matthias Maiterth, Yousri Mhedheb and Huan Zhou: “DASH: Data Structures
and Algorithms with Support for Hierarchical Locality”, in: SPPEXA - Workshop on
Software for Exascale Computing (Euro-Par 2014), August 2014, Porto,
Portugal [Für+14]

In [Für+14] the author contributed to the DASH-Project [Für] as student research assistant for Karl
Fürlinger, culminating in the paper introducing DASH, a Partitioned Global Address Space (PGAS)
programming model in the form of a C++ template library. The main contributions and efforts of
the paper were driven by the main project lead, Karl Fürlinger, where the remaining contributors
and authors worked on the different layers of the DASH library, the DASH runtime (DART), and
libraries and applications. This work is not used as a reference.

Active Participation in Scientific Working Groups: In addition to the publications, the author also
actively contributes to the professional groups for energy and power in HPC, the EE-HPC-WG and
the PowerStack community.
The EE-HPC-WG is a group of more than 700 members from 20 countries trying to tackle issues

regarding energy efficiency in HPC. The author actively contributed to the EPA-JSRM sub-group,
as well as the procurement considerations sub-group.
The PowerStack community is a group of collaborators with the goal of designing a power software

management stack ready for the challenges HPC faces in the light of exascale computing. The group
has started to coordinate bi-annual seminar events to synchronize the group’s efforts in 2018 with
its initial strawman document [Can+18]. The group itself is organized by thirteen core committee
members of which the author is one.
With this work at hand the author contributes to the PowerStack group’s concepts and vocabulary,

to assist their goal of designing a holistic software stack with the goal of a standardized ecosystem.
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1. Introduction

1.4. Thesis Outline

Chapter 1

Chapter 2

Chapter 3

Chapter 4

Chapter 5

Chapter 6

Chapter 7

Introduction Problem Statement Thesis Method Contributions Outline

Motivation Problem Scope Problem Requirements Related Work

The OIEP Reference Model

Chapter Method Fundamentals Reference Model Description

OIEP Architectures

Chapter Method OIEP Architecture Construction by Example

Assessment

Future Work

Conclusions

1

2

3

a
b

c
d

e

4

Chapters Contents Method
steps

Figure 1.3.: Thesis outline. Chapters and contents are listed with a reference to the corresponding
step from the methodical approach of Figure 1.2 as described in Section 1.2.

Figure 1.3 shows the structure of this work, described in the following:
The introduction in the current chapter, Chapter 1, provides the basic terms needed for under-

standing the research questions of this work. The problem statement and research questions of the
thesis are described, the methodical approach outlined and the contributions listed, including the au-
thor’s previous publications. The work is thereafter structured with the aim to generate a reference
model for integrated energy and power management of HPC systems. The chapter covers the first
step of the methodical approach, the problem definition (as indicated under “Method steps” on the
right-hand side of Fig. 1.3, as outlined in Sec. 1.2).
The next step in the methodical approach is the problem domain analysis, which is presented in

the background chapter (see Ch. 2). The background is split into four parts:

1. Section 2.1, presents the motivation regarding the problem domain and the contribution of this
work;

2. Section 2.2, presents a delimitation to focus the problem scope;
3. Section 2.3, presents a requirements’ analysis to be able to generate the intended reference

model.
4. Section 2.4, presents the related work. The section shows different approaches taken for holistic

and structured energy and power management with possible application in the problem domain
and how they compare.

After the essential preluding parts, Chapter 3 presents the core part of this work, the OIEP reference
model. The chapter presents the OIEP reference model in three parts:

1. The method for the reference model generation is outlined (Sec. 3.1).
2. Required fundamental concepts for the design are presented (Sec. 3.2).
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1.4. Thesis Outline

3. Finally, the individual elements of the OIEP reference model are presented (Sec. 3.3). This is
done in four parts, which make up the OIEP reference model description:
a) OIEP levels and the OIEP level tree (Sec. 3.3.2);
b) OIEP components and the OIEP component tree (Sec. 3.3.1);
c) OIEP data sources and the OIEP monitoring overlay (Sec. 3.3.3);
d) OIEP operating states and the OIEP state diagram (Sec. 3.3.4);

The reference model description completes the third step of the methodical approach (as of Sec. 1.2).
In the next step of the thesis, the work transitions to the application of the reference model

presented in Chapter 4, as featured in the methodical outline on the right-hand side circle of Figure 1.2.
Chapter 4 presents the application of the OIEP reference model in two steps:

1. A method for the application of the OIEP reference model (Sec. 4.1).
2. An application of the OIEP reference model by example of the PowerStack (Sec. 4.2).

Such constructed applied models of the OIEP reference model are called OIEP architectures. For
applying the method the steps a to e of the thesis method are followed, which is indicated on the
right-hand side of Figure 1.3. Appendix D provides five additional OIEP architectures to check
the applicability of the reference model, which also follow the application method. The appended
supplementary OIEP architecture constructions model the following energy and power management
setups:

• The PowerStack prototype, in Appendix D.1;
• The GEOPM framework, in Appendix D.2;
• The SuperMUC system at LRZ, in Appendix D.3;
• The SuperMUC-NG systems at LRZ, in Appendix D.4;
• The Fugaku system at RIKEN Center for Computational Science (R-CCS), in Appendix D.5.

For each exemplary system, the method’s application of the reference model circle is iterated for a
total of six times (see Sec. 1.2). The main body of the work therefore only presents the reference
model application cycle once, for brevity.
Following the reference model definition, the method for model application and the construction

for the exemplary OIEP architectures, the reference model requires an evaluation. This initiates the
last part of the thesis method: evaluation and evolution.
Chapter 5 presents the evaluation in the form of an initial assessment of the work. This is done

with regard to the requirements of Section 2.3 as a summary (in Sec. 5.1), with a summary of the
identified limitations (Sec. 5.2).
The chapter is followed up by an outlook to future work in Chapter 6. The discussion on future

work is split into three areas:

1. For the OIEP reference model itself (Sec. 6.1);
2. For the application of the reference model in the form of OIEP architectures (Sec. 6.2);
3. General future work in energy and power management of HPC systems enabled and supported

by the presented contributions (Sec. 6.3).

Chapter 5 & 6 close the methodical approach, by completing the sequence outlined by the left and
right circle of the presented method of Section 1.2.
The final chapter, Chapter 7, summarizes the work and draws conclusions from the problem state-

ment and research questions, completing the works’ contributions.
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1. Introduction

Chapter Summary
To advance compuational performance of HPC systems managing energy and power is important for
any upcoming system. For this a reference model for integration of software and hardware for energy
and power management is required. The problem statement on how to model energy and power
management system in an ingegrated holistic way is presented, broken down in five parts, followd
by the presentation of a methodical approach to obtain an adequate solution. A summary of the
contributions of the work and the preliminaty contributions for this work by the author are given.
This marks the first step of the thesis.

Problem definition1

Problem domain
analysis2

Reference model
construction3

Evaluation and
evolution4

Reference model building

HPC system specific
problem descriptiona

Identification of
requirementsb

Reference model-
/ Architecture-

selection
c

Architecture
construction
/ -adaptation

d

Specific architecture e

Application of the reference model

Figure 1.4.: Method completion after Chapter 1.
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This chapter motivates active energy and power management using software and gives structure. The
main challenges for systems reaching exaFLOPS performance are raised in Sections 2.1.1, setting the
stage for approaching the issues of energy and power at this stage of HPC systems. The focus of this
work on addressing energy and power management from a software side is motivated in Section 2.1.2.
Section 2.1.3 motivates the need of a well integrated holistic reference structure for software to manage
energy and power. For a solid problem domain analysis, proper scoping of the issue of interacting
software for energy and power in modern HPC systems is presented in Section 2.2. Thereafter,
requirements for energy and power management systems are derived in Section 2.3. The background
is concluded with the related work in Section 2.4.

2.1. Motivation
The efforts to build large scale computer systems is, in simple terms, an issue of hardware capabilities:
processing, memory and interconnection performance of individual hardware components and their
efficient usage. In preparation for terascale systems the hardware performance and programmability
of such system presented itself as the major challenges [Ko02]. In preparation for petascale systems the
persistent challenges of terascale systems were acknowledged, recognizing an increase in complexity for
the scaling of application codes [Aik07]. Arising issues with total system power were recognized and
additionally major advances in diagnostics proposed, for all aspects of the systems including energy
and power consumption [Kra+07]. After the bring-up of petascale systems, active power management
from the software side was deployed at several centers [Auw+14]. For the preparation for exascale
systems energy and power has been identified as one of the major challenges to overcome. [Alm+17]

2.1.1. Energy and Power – a Major Challenge for Exascale and Beyond
In the advance from petaFLOPS to exaFLOPS performance the issues of energy and power present
a major hurdle. The associated challenges are identified and tackled by different entities in various
ways. First and foremost stands the identification of the issue to be able to strategically overcome
and harness the effects to one’s advantage. The motivation is presented from the perspective of the
United States Department of Energy (U.S. DOE) and efforts to overcome the issues are presented
for the international effort of the EE-HPC-WG. Both are among the first to identify and address the
looming issues.
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2. Background

2.1.1.1. United States Department of Energy’s Perspective on Exascale

The U.S. DOE, one of the largest scientific organization procuring HPC systems, reviewed their com-
putational requirements for its scientific domains in preparation for Request For Informations (RFIs)
and Request For Proposals (RFPs) for exascale systems. The associated published reports span the
scientific domains from Advanced Scientific Computing [Alm+17], Basic Energy Sciences [Win+17],
Biological and Environmental Research [Ark+16], Fusion Energy Sciences [Cha+17], High Energy
Physics [Hab+16], to Nuclear Physics [Car+17]. These reports have slightly different domain spe-
cific requirements, but each of them reaches the conclusion that improved, large scale computational
systems are existential for scientific progress. The goals in all domains are improved accuracy, reso-
lution or scale of existing computational models and possibly new or coupled physics models, which
allows to better understand the phenomenons under investigation [Ger+18]. It is widely accepted
that, what is compute-able is not only restricted by the current scientific models, but moreover by
the computational resources available to run these simulations [Cha+17; Car+17; Hab+16; Bis+09;
You+09; BM10]. This emphasizes the importance of the move from current petascale systems to
exascale systems.
In a summary report [Don+14] the exascale system requirement documents mentioned above have

been analyzed systematically, acknowledging five major challenges:

• Power
• Extreme Concurrency
• Limited Memory
• Data Locality
• Resilience

These challenges are elaborated below:

• Power is a major issue impacting architectural design decisions for upcoming HPC systems.
The constant expected increase of numbers of active transistors per unit volume in Metal-
oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOSFET) devices with equivalent power density,
often so-called Dennard scaling [Den+99], has broken down [JN16]. Power density (W/m3) of
transistors in a fixed volume can not be increased arbitrarily, due to available power delivery
and heat dissipation. This means that using the same architectural designs while increasing
frequency, a standard practice in the past, has become infeasible [Sut05].
Modern HPC systems are built from a massive number of concurrently operating MOSFET
devices [Mar91], thus associated challenges regarding their power management have to be solved.
In addition to the power consumption of individual components, total power consumption of
a single HPC systems to reach exaFLOPS performance is an issue. To incentivize innovation
the U.S. DOE’s original target regrading power consumption for exascale systems was set to
20 MW [Don+14].

• Extreme concurrency is the standard for machine design and the system architecture in HPC
today. When looking at modern HPC systems, the microprocessors themselves are massively
parallel systems [GK06; Kri+12]. CPUs are designed using concurrency and parallelism in the
form of Instruction-Level Parallelism (ILP), Data-Level Parallelism (DLP), as well as multi-
and many-core architectures [HP17]. While frequency increases have stagnated the primary
performance improvements are seen due to increases in concurrency [Rup; Nat12].
An additional source of performance improvements is made possible by increasing the total num-
ber of compute nodes, thus again increasing concurrency. A prime example is the Japanese Fu-
gaku system at R-CCS. It amasses a total of 158 976 compute nodes and a total of 7 630 848 cores.
The systems peak performance reaches up to 415 PFLOPS at a power draw of 28 MW [Don20].
The system is the fastest HPC system listed starting June 2020 TOP500 list [TOPc]. The sys-
tem’s performance advantage is due to its massive concurrency, while node peak performance is
lower compared to the systems in second and third place [Don20].1 Follow-up systems to reach
higher performance are likely to have even higher concurrency.

1The last TOP500 list with single core systems listed was in 1996 with 3 systems [TOPg].
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• Limited memory of computer systems is critical to performance. Improvements in memory
technology have grown slower than the rapid increments in hardware parallelism, thus experi-
encing a decrease on per core basis. For the top system of the TOP500 list as of June 2020,
even with memory totaling to 4.85 PB, memory per processor core is at an average of only
635.6 MB [Don20]. System performance limitations due to the fact that memory performance
can dominate processor performance is called the memory wall [WM96; Leo+11].

• Data locality is the issue of data placement in relation to the location where the data is needed
for processing. Data locality is both, an issue of time (when the data is needed) and space
(where the data is needed). With the transformation of processor designs and clusters as the
primary system design for HPC, the issue has increased significance. Multi-core systems and
single processors are constructed using concurrent shared memory systems. Regarding on-
chip data access, processors have on-chip networks. The resulting setups are generally fast
Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA) systems. For modern CPU and memory architectures,
UniformMemory Access (UMA) (an approach favorable regarding programmability and reduced
complexity [HP17, pp. 370–374]) is only possible by gating access latencies, thus uniformly
slowing and homogenizing memory latencies [Dre; Lam13]. This results in a trade-off for speed
versus uniformity of access and ease of programmability. Similarly, access to data on remote
nodes is expensive due to access via the network, while access times are non-uniform due to the
network topology and access latencies.

• Resilience is another major challenge identified: The capability to cope with and recover from
faults and failures [Don+14]. Scale of the system contributes immensely to issues for resilience,
since a constant failure rate for individual parts, combined with an increased number of total
parts increases overall failure likelihood. Techniques for resiliency are known to be vitally
important to generate correct results on HPC systems [GC17; Ho+12].

The methods to tackle the identified challenges often have adverse interaction and show a com-
plex coupling: By example, to overcome the power challenge, by the usage of low power and near
threshold voltage operation of processors, soft errors (erroneous results without existing errors in
hardware [KH04]) have been shown to increase [Dre+10; Wan+16]. Soft errors, in turn, need re-
silience techniques to cope with. Similarly, measuring the impact of resilience techniques has shown
increased energy demand [Gra+14]. At the same time, the latter three points, limited memory, data
locality and resilience, directly result from the issue of limited power density and the need for extreme
concurrency. All of which are means to reach higher performance to be able to push the frontier of
what is computationally possible [Don+14].

2.1.1.2. Overcoming the Virtual Brick Wall2 for Computer Architecture

The five identified challenges have been addressed in several forms over the past by changes in
processor technology and system design. To increase the achievable performance several techniques
have been exploited which have eventually hit virtual walls regarding their technical merit [Asa+06]:

• ILP improvement has hit the “ILP wall” [SMO04]. The ILP wall describes a sweet spot of cost
effective processor design for independent data streams and pipeline depth based on available
data in the processor.

• Performance gains by increases in frequency have hit the “power wall”. The associated archi-
tecture overhauls for frequency and clock speed are limited by feasible cooling. The power wall
is sometimes referred to as the “free lunch is over” [Sut05].

• Performance improvement in combination with memory has hit the “memory wall”. Due to
the disparity of memory performance compared to node performance overall performance is
limited [WM96; Leo+11].

The introduction of multi- and many-core systems has delayed the onset of these limits. Alternative
processing techniques to improve with special types of instructions have been introduced to accelerate

2In [Asa+06] the virtual walls for power, memory and ILP are summarized as “Power Wall + Memory Wall + ILP
Wall = Brick Wall”.
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specific tasks. Examples for these are the extension of CPUs to include wide vector processing units,
the usage of GPUs for computation as General Purpose Graphics Processing Units (GPGPUs), or
even Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) as co-processors. Such specialized processors have
the flaw that they are not general purpose unit processing units are specialized instruction units
for highly specialized tasks, unlike general purpose processing units [KP02]. Additionally, all of
these alternative designs need traditional CPUs in the system to execute and feed the instruction
stream [HP17].
The mentioned approaches may be able to increase performance density in a system. Innovation

of processor (and co-processor) designs may alters its structure, showing promising use-case specific
improvements. The inherited underlying physical limits, as present in any MOSFET device still
applies.
For the near-term exascale system goal, innovation regarding both, single compute nodes and

innovations concerning the complete system are needed [Vil+14]. The issue of high power density
regarding individual processors carries forward to the complete system: Power delivery and getting
rid of the heat. Operating a large number of nodes with significant power consumption naturally leads
to high power consumption for the complete system. Management for these consumers is needed.
“Even a small HPC centre with power consumption reaching 1 MW is generally classified as a

major customer by energy suppliers” [Pos+, p. 13]. Due to the associated costs, OPEX and CAPEX,
considerations for energy efficiency are only natural. Optimal operating strategies and how to realize
these are under active research. At the same time current top ten HPC systems alone are in the
1 MW to 30 MW range [TOPd] where some centers house several systems of comparable scale. For
these centers energy and power considerations are essential.
From a detailed survey published over the course of three papers by the EE-HPC-WG’s EPA-JSRM

sub-group [Koe+18; Mai+18; Koe+19], it is visible that computing centers take very different paths
to achieve their goal for energy or power efficiency. The approaches strongly depend on funding,
geographical location, and type of center, namely industrial, government or academic center. The
geographical location does not only dictate the environmental conditions and operating environment,
but also available energy sources. This impacts the available contracts with the local ESP. Thus, a
one-size-fits-all solution regarding how to design run and operate centers is often not applicable. Shar-
ing of best practices and lessons learned is vital to improve upon different approaches and translate
them to a respective center’s operating environment, according to [Koe+19].
Software is gaining a major role in the optimization of energy and power. With the introduction

of different measurement and control capabilities from infrastructure, the computer system to the
processor, effective usage and control of parameters impacting energy and power in software is gain-
ing importance. By usage of software, the optimization of the computer’s hardware capabilities for
performance and efficiency is getting pushed to the extreme. At the same time system wide opti-
mization for a well orchestrated software system still allows for large additional improvements. This
is the case for both performance, as well as energy and power to surpass the challenges faced to go
beyond exaFLOPS performance.

2.1.2. Managing Energy and Power Using Software
In the above sections it has been established, that software is the only viable approach to step beyond
incremental improvements for energy and power efficiency. In the following a short view on what is
possible using software is given, and what the needed next steps are, from a systematic standpoint.
Control-able hardware features enable software to control the hardware’s performance, energy

and power behavior. When combining several interacting software systems, network effects can be
harnessed. This requires active management. Therefore, this section discusses:

• Hardware features for performance and efficiency, showing the potential for interaction;
• Processor and application power characteristics, showing the potential for optimization;
• Variability characteristics on multiple nodes, showing the potential for orchestration;
• Combining multiple optimizations and the need for a managed structure.

The following paragraphs give insight into the possibilities and pitfalls of optimizing for performance,
energy and power and motivate a structured approach for a holistic system optimization.
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Hardware Features for Performance and Efficiency: Monitoring and control mechanisms intro-
duced in server CPUs have provided the opportunity to utilize frequency controls to tune and alter
performance and resulting power consumption of processors. This is done using Dynamic Voltage
and Frequency Scaling (DVFS), a feature present on processors from all vendors.
On Intel platforms, for example, the initial hardware feature to control frequency was introduced

as Intel SpeedStep technology [Int04]. The referenced document not only introduced the necessary
information to use DVFS functionality, but also produced information on power dissipation and
Thermal Design Power (TDP) for the Pentium processor line [Int04]. TDP represents the maximum
power draw of a processor or domain (in watt [W]), for which the value is specified. This feature
has been augmented over the years and the Intel Sandy Bridge processors introduced an additional
feature relying on a variation of DVFS: Intel’s Running Average Power Limit (RAPL). Intel’s Run-
ning Average Power Limit (RAPL) allows measuring and setting two explicit limits for the power
consumption of the processor, referred to as power caps [Int15b]. These power caps allow setting
registers to limit the power consumption over a specified period of time. TDP is set at the manu-
facturing process indicating the maximum power consumption of processors, RAPL allows to lower
this limit artificially using software. This technology has since been extensively explored, validated
and utilized by the research community to verify and understand the behavior of processors as well
as applications [Hac+15; Sch+19; Sch+16b; DPW16; Kha+18; Mai+16; Eas+17; Kha+18; Rou+12;
Rot+12]. Most conclusions drawn from the research named above are not limited to DVFS and
RAPL explicitly but apply to any technique altering and impacting power voltage capacitance and
frequency behavior. Given the necessary permissions, control of DVFS is possible from the Operating
System (OS), system software, libraries and applications.

Processor and Application Power Characteristics: Power consumption is typically described using
the simplified formula [CSB92; FHR99]:

P = CV 2F

where C is the capacitance, V is voltage, and F is frequency.
Low voltage computation is a technical challenge for processor manufacturers, where voltage levels

have to be distinguishable for switching. Increased frequency directly results in higher processor
performance. At the same time it is the main contributor regarding heat generation. The capacitance
C impact depends on which part of the processor gets activated and has to switch from ground state
to active and back. Thus, even if frequency is controllable, the power consumption largely depends on
the part of the processor utilized. The details of the above formula are discussed in the background
section (Sec. B.1.1). Since not all parts of the processor are used equally for every part of the
application and complex instruction pipelines, applications do have specific power characteristics at
each frequency.
For example, Figure 2.1 shows the power consumption over the execution time of a simple synthetic

benchmark measurement, with power on the x-axis, and time on the y-axis. The measurement shows
regular power fluctuation in a range between 80 W to 200 W over a time period of approximately three
seconds. The test system is a single node of a Knights Landing system (Intel® Xeon Phi™ Processor
7210F 16 GB [Int], 1.30 GHz, 64 cores, 96 GB Double Data Rate 4 Synchronous Dynamic Random-
Access Memory (DDR4 SDRAM), TDP 230 W) The test system is operated at fixed frequency while
the application runs ten iteration of the benchmark phases sleep, stream, dgemm, stream (repeated)
and all2all, in succession. After the first iteration, the following 9 iterations show the exact same
power characteristics.
A plot of a single iteration of this benchmark run shows the power characteristics in more detail,

as seen in Figure 2.2 The plot shows the power fluctuation in the 80 W to 200 W range in the time
interval from ∼7.9 s to ∼8.2 s, which is the detailed view of the first regular iteration of Figure 2.1.
A single iteration is split up in 5 parts. The iteration starts with a short sleep phase, where the
processor is idle (∼80 W). Next a stream phase is started where memory is fetched and a simple
stream operation, STREAM Triad, is performed stressing memory bandwidth. This initiates the idle
CPU and brings the processor to ∼130 W of power consumption. The next phase is dgemm. In Double-
precision GEneral Matrix-Matrix multiplication (DGEMM) a large Matrix-Matrix multiplication is
performed stressing arithmetic units of the processor. Subsequently, power consumption surges to
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2. Background

Figure 2.1.: Socket power measurement of ten iterations of a synthetic benchmark, with 4 phases:
sleep, stream, dgemm and all2all. Measured on a single node of a Knights Lading
system (Intel® Xeon Phi™ Processor 7210F 16 GB [Int], 1.30 GHz, 64 cores, 96 GB DDR4
SDRAM, TDP 230 W) at nominal frequency 1.3 GHz.

up to ∼200 W. This is 87% of the processors power limit at 230 W. This is followed by another
stream region, where power drops again to ∼130 W. Afterwards an all2all communication pattern
is executed, dropping the power consumption close to the initial idle CPU power draw, falling off to
around 80 W.
Such application specific power consumption is very typical and patterns like these can be used and

exploited by tuning DVFS frequencies. Thus, for distinct parts of an application this can be utilized
for increasing or decreasing frequencies, such as long-lasting communication sections [Ces+18]. The
differences between idle and near 100% TDP usage become more and more prominent with increases
in the amount of dark silicon on a single chip [Har12; Hen+15; Ger+16]. The term “dark silicon”
describes the amount of silicon that has to remain inactive at any point in time. The inactivity is
either due to power and thermal limits, safeguarded by TDP, or chip complexity prohibiting full
simultaneous utilization [Har12].

Variability Characteristics on Multiple Nodes: When running jobs on multiple nodes manufacturing
variability is observable. Due to the manufacturing process not all silicon wavers have the exact
same physical characteristics. Even though foundries employ tight quality controls the resulting,
theoretically identical, processors subsequently show differences in their power consumption at the
exact same performance with a fixed frequency.
When using single processors the manufacturing variability is present but does not impact the

application behavior. Energy and power consumption is impacted and may be lower or higher,
depending on the quality of the processor within the quality category. Groups of processors in the
same quality category are said to be in the same bin [HGM12]. A difference in operation is not directly
noticeable, since the slightly lower power consumption is well within specification of the processor.
For the usage of multiple processors in a cluster, a normal distribution of node quality is measurable.

In case the cluster is not performance limited by TDP or set at fixed frequency, this distribution
is only visible in the power consumption of the processors. The power distribution, follows the
normal distribution of processor quality [Mai15]. The resulting power differences among application
running on different parts of a system can be as large as 20% [Sco+15]. Therefore, energy and
power consumption is directly impacted by node selection of the scheduler. In the case, that the
performance is limited by TDP and an application utilizes multiple or even all the nodes in the
cluster the application performance and is impacted by this variance. This effect has been shown in
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Figure 2.2.: Socket power measurement of one iteration of the synthetic benchmark shown in Fig-
ure 2.1, with 5 phases: sleep, stream, dgemm, stream and all2all. Phase identifiers
added in the plot. Measured on a single node of the Knights Lading system (Intel® Xeon
Phi™ Processor 7210F 16 GB [Int], 1.30 GHz, 64 cores, 96 GB DDR4 SDRAM, TDP
230 W) at nominal frequency 1.3 GHz.

several studies [Mai+16; Rou+07; Rou+09; Rou+11; Rou+12]. The effect can be utilized for node
characterization and static frequency tuning, for scheduling in power limited systems [Pat15], and
runtime optimization.
Figure 2.3 from [Mai+16] shows this performance variation at different power caps and the asso-

ciated performance distribution is visible in the set. The plot shows time on the y-axis and nodes
sorted according to 50 W performance on the x-axis. The figure shows measurements from 256 com-
pute nodes on an Intel Xeon E5-2670 cluster with the exact same specification of processors installed
and according performance at 50 W, 65 W, 80 W, 95 W and 115 W. The node order is fixed for all
data points from best to worst according to their performance at 50 W. The performance at the more
relaxed power limits still follows the same performance trend as the ordered 50 W group, but the order
of the performance is not strict anymore. This is due to a non-linear dependence of performance to
power across manufacturing variation.
Such distribution of performance is not problematic for single node compute jobs, however as

soon as multiple nodes partake in a job the application is limited by the slowest processor [Mai+16].
Imbalances in the overall algorithmic structure are typically addressed in critical path analysis [YM88]
and resolutions by managing frequency have been proposed [Rou+09]. Similar mitigation methods
also apply to homogeneous systems and code paths due to power and performance characteristics.
This effect can be utilized and exploited to improve performance, and to control system properties

hidden before [AK16; Ina+15; Mar+17; DPW16; Kha+18; Mai+16; Eas+17; Kha+18; Rou+12;
Sch+19; Rot+12]. In literature the effect is also used to better understand processors [Dav+10;
Hac+15; Sch+16a; Sch+19; Sch+16b], applications (on specific processor architectures) [Lab+19;
CG19; VKP13], scheduling [Raj+17; Kum+20; Cha19; Cha+19; Pat+15; Ell+15b; Sar+14; Auw+14],
autotuning and configuration management [Ole+15; Sch+17; VZŘ18], as well as runtime systems
[Ole+15; Eas+17; Por+15]. Runtime systems allow to exploit the mentioned effects in the most
dynamic manner.

Combining Multiple Optimizations and the Need for a Managed Structure: There is no silver bul-
let and general optimization is often difficult to achieve. Workload characteristics are vast and plenty
and optimization approaches may not benefit all applications or use-cases. Additionally, there is often
no clear way to combine different approaches, since their required control mechanisms and monitoring
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Figure 2.3.: CoMD single-node performance variation, as seen in [Mai+16]. Average performance over
five measurements. The plot shows the averaged performance over five measurements of
single node measurements of the CoMD application on 256 nodes an Intel Xeon E5-2670
cluster, with applied power caps of 50 W, 65 W, 80 W, 95 W and 115 W. The nodes are
ordered from best to worst performance with 50 W power cap. Applying power caps
makes performance variation visible.

data may conflict. To avoid the usage of the wrong tools, with little to no gains, interchangeability
as well as co-existence is needed.
Having choice and ways to combine different approaches allows to achieve interchangeable opti-

mization goals within the tools, as well as the selection and configuration of these tools, as needed.
Therefore, to properly combine and possibly integrate runtime systems, power aware schedulers,

system tools and power aware applications at HPC centers, the need for an energy and power man-
agement software stack is proposed and discussed.

2.1.3. The Need for an Energy and Power Management Software Stack
For the proposal of a software stack, which can combine different approaches to energy and power, a
management infrastructure has to be able to handle all parts of such a system. For a management
infrastructure a structured approach is needed first.
In general, open access to control parameters allows all kinds of tools to explore how they can

interact and drive their optimization goals. The utilized algorithmic approaches differ based on the
location (e.g. application software compared to system software or OS software) of such tools and
software components withing the system. An optimization mechanism bases its decisions on available
or requested information. Each tool and software system has different scope on which information
it uses (such as only local information or from locally distributed cluster components, and including
external infrastructure measurements).
In the case that access to control parameters of the underlying system are possible for everyone,

conflicting decisions can occur. Looking at a single node, an application process most likely has
a different goal than the OS. For the application such goal is completing as fast a possible. By
contrast, an OS optimizes for fair share regarding the node’s resources. The result is overriding of
control values, with the need to restrict access to control mechanisms. This is illustrated in the
example shown in the three Figures 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6.
Figure 2.4 presents an abstracted software stack. HPC applications are executed at the application

level. The level also houses other user level applications such as tools. On the system software
level software is placed changing the behavior of the system or providing specific functionality to
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Application

System Software

Operating System

Hardware

Kernel

PMU

Figure 2.4.: Typical, simplified software stack on a single node. The figure shows an application block
and system software, interact with the operating system to access hardware.

applications, not directly exposed by the OS. Both interact with the OS level, which is responsible
for all resources of the system. At hardware level the Power Management Unit (PMU) is of special
interest.
In the case that the applications wants to actively alter the system’s frequency, it has to interact

with the hardware. Either by interacting with system software or the OS. The system software has
to interact with the OS, as does the application, which then gives access to the hardware. For the OS
this is realized using kernel functionality or kernel modules. The PMU controls power management
on the hardware. The OS has direct access to limited functionality of the PMU.
To enable possible optimizations, the OS has to expose power management features to tools and

applications, giving access to a subset of this functionality via the kernel of the OS.

Application

System Software

Operating System

Hardware

Kernel

PMU

FIFO!

(1)

(2)

(3)
(4) (5) (6)

Figure 2.5.: Conflicting interactions when accessing power controls in unmanaged software environ-
ments.
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By exposing such controls in an unmanaged or unrestricted way several conflicting interactions are
possible (shown in Fig. 2.5).

(1) The application is interacting with the OS to set CPU frequency, e.g. via cpufreq-set or
manipulating /sys/devices/system/cpu/cpu*/cpufreq.

(2) The application interacts with system software which can manipulate power or energy settings.
(3) System software, possibly multiple tools, are interacting with the kernel.
(4) The operating system itself optimizes functionality (e.g. the process scheduler) altering effective

energy and power behavior.
(5) Specific loaded kernel modules change energy and power settings, such as CPU performance

scaling governors and drivers.
(6) The application interacts with the kernel directly, via Model Specific Registers (MSRs).

The interaction from kernel to PMU is implemented using a First-In, First-Out (FIFO) queue. This
means that whichever interaction sets their request last overrides previous changes. In other words,
if multiple software components interact with the power or frequency settings directly or indirectly,
without being completely transparent about resulting behavior, the resulting behavior becomes un-
predictable.

Application

System Software

Operating System

Hardware

Kernel

PMU

FIFO!

(1)

(2) (3)

Figure 2.6.: Resolution of conflicts by limiting access and enforcing hierarchical software stack inter-
action.

A more desirable interaction is shown in Figure 2.6:

(1) There is one application interacting with system software.

The application and the system software share information required for a desired and possible opti-
mization.

(2) Coordinated system software interacts with the operating system, sharing the desired changes.

At the same time all system software interacting with the OS is known and guaranteed to create no
otherwise conflicting interactions. Possible setting overrides are accounted for and taken care of.

(3) The OS settings are set accordingly in a way that OS settings, kernel functionality and system
software resolve possible conflicts and their interaction is always in a known state.
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In such setup, interactions from the kernel to the PMU are approved and known, and overall opti-
mization for the desired goal is possible.
Because of the unwanted nature of the interactions of Figure 2.5, all interactions are usually locked

down by system administrators. This prevents any optimization potential. The msr-safe tool tries
to make such interaction manageable by using Linux group permissions allowing a privileged user to
interact with the kernel directly creating such known interaction and restricting the control param-
eters to a defined wanted subset (compare for [Sho+]). The solution provided by msr-safe can not
distinguish different tools and only allows a single tool to safely perform alterations.
For such a multiple optimization tool scenario specific rules and guidelines have to be developed.

Due to the fact that such interactions are already hard at a single node level a robust and well-
structured approach is needed for locally distributed energy and power management environments,
as seen in HPC clusters.

2.2. Scoping of Energy and Power Management Systems
To understand potential approaches to energy and power management systems a clear understanding
for

• Sources of variability;
• Optimization goals;
• Aspects of energy and power management setups;

is needed.3 These points are discussed below.

2.2.1. Sources of Variability
As previously established, even though computers process logic operations as programmed, their
physical behavior and performance is strongly influenced by the characteristics of the computers and
their organization (in other words hardware and software). In general, this performance variation is
at tolerable levels, however only at large scale systems the variability effects have observable impact
(as seen in Fig 2.3). The upside is that utilizing these effects allows for potential optimization.
To exploit the variability of HPC systems their sources, how to observe and utilize them has to be

understood. Variability is split into three different categories in the context of HPC system.

1. Hardware variability;
2. Job configuration;
3. Environment settings.

These three categories form the axis of Figure 2.7, which gives an overview of the sources of variability.
These are discussed in the paragraphs below.

Hardware Variability: The items on the hardware axis of Figure 2.7 range form small to large.
Hardware variability is seen at all scales of a system. This is exemplified using different scales of
hardware components:

• Sub-components, such as Arithmetic Logic Units (ALUs), Streaming SIMD Extensions (SSE)4

units, caches or individual CPU and GPGPU cores;
• Server hardware components, e.g. CPUs, memory modules and GPUs, etc.;
• Nodes;
• Racks;

3In addition to the general background and scope, a detailed description of contemporary hardware and software is
presented in Appendix B.1. The appendix provides supplementary hardware and software background as well as
the required information for later instantiations of the OIEP reference model in Chapter 4 and Appendix D.

4Single-instruction stream – multiple-data stream (SIMD) [Fly72]
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Figure 2.7.: Sources of variability of compute jobs.

• Individual clusters;
• Multiple clusters;
• Complete centers and their infrastructure.

There are two kinds of variability possible in the items listed in on this axis.

1. The change of an item for an item of the same category but of different type.5

This is typical for changing hardware components, the computer system or CPU vendor. Upgrades
to new versions of the same hardware item also show such changes [Hac+15; Sch+16a; Sch+19].

2. Changing an item for the exact replica of the same item of that very category. Even with all
other parameters kept constant changes in energy consumption are observable. This is called
manufacturing variability [Ina+15].

This is the variability observed in Figure 2.3.

Job Configuration: The second axis of Figure 2.7 shows the major items changing job configuration.
These are:

• Changes in the input data [Ara+20; LJ16; Chu+17; Mar+17];
• Application parameters;
• The algorithm used to compute the problem (including supporting libraries, such as Partial

Differential Equation (PDE) solvers and math libraries);
• The tool-chain, for how the software is built;
• Finally, a complete change of the application or workload that is to be computed in the job.

All of these items have an impact on job performance, impacting energy and power behavior of the
system. These changes are generally no observable by system tools such as schedulers. So far such
information has to be passed explicitly to the appropriate systems.

5Such changes imply that all other items on the diagram stay fixed. The changed item is also changed for all
occurrences such that the complete system still appears as homogeneous as the initial system. For example: CPU
generation X is exchanged for CPU generation Y , this means that all CPUs are changed in a homogeneous way.
Introduction of new heterogeneity, e.g. n − 1 generation X and one generation Y , which obviously introduces
performance and power prediction problems, is excluded.
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Figure 2.8.: Goals of optimization, regarding energy and power management systems and tools. The
values min and max are absolute maximum and minimum values. The values minth.
and maxth. are threshold values, set by the entity setting the optimization goals, when
specifying tolerable ranges for an axis. If only a single value for an axis is tolerable, that
value is fixed. In general min ≤ minth. ≤ fixed ≤ maxth. ≤ max holds.

Environment Settings: The third group of properties is environment settings, seen on the third axis
of Figure 2.7:

• Pinning and placement within the assigned environment;
• Different job partition environments;
• Operating system environment;
• Interference by the system and tools present in the system.

This group of properties is generally controlled by the administrators and tools providing a known
environment. Items such as the provided job partitions, for example, have strong interaction with
hardware variability. Specific placement or the selection of an explicit job partition shows the inher-
ent variability again, exposing the statistical variance.

With several jobs running, each showing different behavior, the overall variable system behavior
becomes obvious. At the same time, this makes explicit and reactive control and optimization of the
complete system a challenging task.
All parameters which are variable in a system allow for exploitation to improve the overall system.

Such optimization is done in autotuning and is present in runtime systems with the goal for energy
and power optimization, as example. Every tool has optimization goals, even if implicit, such as not
to introduce overheads.

2.2.2. Optimization Goals of Energy and Power Management Systems
Figure 2.8 shows a possible optimization space. The listed optimization parameters are: time, per-
formance, energy, power and money.
For energy and power management, the obvious goals of optimization are energy and power. The

other optimization parameters, time, performance and money, should not be neglected. Using this
set context specific optimization goals for each actor can be specified.
Depending on the responsible actor, different goals are prioritized. In case a decision hierarchy is

in place decisions further along this hierarchy may be restricted already, without the knowledge of
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other actors. The outcome of such goals largely depends on the scope, placement and authority of
the tool and actor enforcing decisions. By identifying actors, tools and goals adversary effects can be
identified and synergies made explicit.
For example, consider four possible actors with adverse optimization:

• Center leadership;
• Infrastructure administrator (admin);
• System admin;
• Users.

The center leadership has a specific fixed monetary budget. This budget is directly related to the
energy spent, since the ESP bills accordingly. The center leadership then dictates to minimize energy
spent.
The infrastructure admin has machine specifications and has knowledge of safe operational power

consumption, dictating specific values for minimum and maximum thresholds regarding save power
consumption, minth. and maxth. (as seen in Figure 2.8).
The system admin on the other hand are responsible for a fair share of access time, with limited

knowledge of power consumption.
The users are mostly interested in the highest performance possible with the optimization to mini-

mize the time the application takes to generate their results, at the same time having an overall large
fraction of system time for their own applications.
Every center has a different combination of such optimization goals. Additionally, each center

has a different set of actors of distinct importance. Such scenarios are important to keep in mind
when identifying and characterize energy and power management systems, especially in context of
management hierarchies.

2.2.3. Aspects of Energy and Power Management Setups
To be able to describe energy and power management systems it is important to describe such setups
in a meaningful way. The following section helps to describe both individual elements of a setup and
complete systems as a combination of elements of different structure and scope.6

Figure 2.9 describes energy and power management systems according to eight independent axes:

• Hardware sensors;
• Hardware controls;
• Management roles;
• Interfaces;
• Modularity;
• Structure;
• Software scope;
• Automation of the systems.

For the transformation of an unstructured setup of software and hardware to a structured energy
and power management system, an assessment of the participating elements and their composition
is needed.
The first two axes are hardware sensors and control:

1. At sub-component levels (e.g. per core);
2. Server component (e.g. per CPU, memory module, etc.);
3. Node (e.g. Baseboard Management Controller (BMC));

6An element is referred to as the linear-combination of the properties as depicted in Fig. 2.9, whereas a setup is called
the sum over the elements used in combination. The work talks of an energy and power management system if such
setup works in a coordinated way.
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Figure 2.9.: Energy and power management systems, structure and scope.

4. Rack, (e.g. Power Distribution Unit (PDU), or aggregated information thereof);
5. Single cluster;
6. Multiple clusters;
7. Infrastructure / Center level.

These two axes describe the location of hardware sensors, i.e., the location where measurements are
taken and the location of hardware control, i.e. the location where an element can actively alter energy
and power consumption. These axes are independent and measurement and control do not have to
be co-located. For both, hardware controls and sensors location, granularity is of importance. Access
rights and latency are critical parameters. For the sensors temporal resolution and data volume are
of importance. For any element the basic principle holds: Only measurable systems can be reliably
controlled.
The essential part of energy and power management systems are the different software systems

controlling and monitoring the hardware. The scope of software is listed as:

1. Firmware;
2. OS;
3. Reliability Availability Serviceability (RAS);
4. Power schedulers;
5. Job scheduler;
6. Job runtime;
7. Tools;
8. Applications.
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Where RAS, power scheduler, job scheduler and job runtime are marked with system software. The
types of software systems are not tied to specific hardware controls and sensors. Identifying all
software interacting with energy and power is critical to resolve control conflicts.
In a cluster installation with several software actors it is important to know how these systems

interface. In other words, if interfaces are:

1. Non-existent (closed system);
2. Proprietary;
3. Open.

In closed systems extension and interaction with other systems is not possible. For proprietary
interfaces, extension and interface with other systems as needed is not possible without licensing or
remaining in the given vendor ecosystem. For open interfaces extension is possible according to the
needs of the tools, actors and the center.
Regarding the structure of interacting software for energy and power management different styles

of interaction are possible. These are:

1. Stand-alone management elements;
2. Centralized;
3. Decentralized.

For stand-alone elements no integrated management is needed. Some elements managing systems
critical hardware components, for energy and power are operated stand-alone. For these, a more
integrated structure allows to enable different optimization strategies, but for safety this is often not
wanted. For example, facility cooling is not steered by energy demand, but by using closed control
loops based on temperature sensors for cooling.
Systems where elements interact and integration of different systems for management is required

are either managed centralized and decentralized. A centralized structure means that a central
entity collects sensor data, has access to hardware controls and is in control of the software systems
making decision. Typical examples are RAS systems with administrative control by a human. A
decentralized structure is similar to a peer-to-peer system where software components do not report
to a centralized controller, but interact for distributed decision-making. Decentralized systems avoid
potential bottlenecks and allow for better scaling, but the quality of the decisions may not be the
same, compared to a centralized controller.
Regarding Modularity, two options are possible:

1. Modular;
2. Fixed.

Modular systems allow the replacement of elements, for a different type with similar functionality.
Fixed systems do not allow such replacement. Extending a system requires a partially modular setup.
Awareness of the degree of automation of a system is critical to understand and improve a system.

The levels of automation are described by Parasuraman in [PSW00]. The levels can be group for the
use-case at hand according to:

Level 1: Completely manual;

Levels 2 – 4: Computer aided decision-making;

Levels 5 & 6: Automatic execution with approval or veto of human interaction;

Level 7: Executing autonomously with necessity to inform human operator;

Level 8: Executing autonomously and reporting if asked;

Level 9: Reporting to the human by choice of the computer system;

Level 10: Ignoring human interaction altogether.
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Different elements of a system require different levels of automation. When combining elements it
is critical to have knowledge of processing speed, not only in terms of computer performance, but
also if manual intervention is required. This is important for fail-safe operation. For HPC systems
high degree of automation is desirable, some elements of a system are inevitably in the range of Level
2 – 4. Different solutions and parts of the energy and power management systems are of varying
automation level by design.
Finally, the last remaining axis describes management roles:
1. Users;
2. System administrators;
3. System management;
4. Center leadership.

A management role describes which human entity has control over each element of a system. This
is important to know, for access rights, goals and interaction. Centers may have additional roles not
identified here. These can be added if needed.
The diagram of Figure 2.9 allows to describe any element and setup of energy and power manage-

ment. It forms the basis to describe existing, setups or identify requirements and limitations for new
energy and power management systems. It is also suited to maintain knowledge about the individual
elements to maintain a well managed, integrated energy and power management system.

2.3. Requirements for Reference Models for Energy and Power
Management

The requirements analysis for the reference model construction of energy and power management
systems for HPC systems is based on the requirements definition concepts as defined in [RS77]. The
contents of Sections 2.1 and 2.2 are considered for the analysis of the requirements. All aspects are
assessed from a technical, operational and economic7 viewpoint.
Table 2.1 summarizes the resulting requirements of the requirements definition. The table lists the

technical, operational and economic requirements according to:
1. Context analysis,
2. Functional specification,
3. Design constraints.

The full requirements’ definition is presented in the Appendix A.1. Given the methodic approach
these requirements are adequate and sufficient to commence with the reference model construction.

For complete requirements model building the found requirements are compared with existing ap-
proaches for model building. Since energy and power management for HPC systems does not have
any model building practices, related fields are analyzed. These are:

• Data model quality indicators [BCN91; MS94],
• Model building principles [Sch98],
• Reference modeling [Sch99] and [Sch00] using the principles of [Sch98].

The comparison itself is performed in Appendix A.2 while the result is presented in Table 2.2.
The table lists the identified requirements and marks the existence of equivalent requirements for

the other models.
In summary, all requirements identified have equivalent requirements in other models. The only

requirements not present are either specific to energy and power management or specific to applied
models. The two applied requirements are manageability and automation.

This is noteworthy and sets this applied reference model apart, since manageability is one of the
prime reasons to use a reference model. At the same time automation is one of the fundamental
economic values of having well-defined systems operating according to a reference model.

7Economic in terms of economic impact/viability/sustainability, whereas the work is not assessing profitability.
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Table 2.1.: Summary of the derived requirements.

Technical Operational Economic
Assessment Assessment Assessment

Context • Locally distributed • Reference model • Variability
Analysis environment for energy and power • Optimization goals

• Diverse hardware • Model structure and
components building blocks

• Diverse software • Applicability and
components systematic construction

Functionality • Modularity • Scalability • Manageability
Analysis • Limiting scope and remit • Chain of command and • Simplicity and

• Opaque components traceability readability
• Transparent structure • Completeness and

and information flow relevance
• Comparability
• Automation

Design • Formality • Static and • Cost of integration
Constraints • Expressiveness dynamic control • Feasibility and

• Structural equivalence • Operating modes implementability
• Adaptiveness
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Table 2.2.: Requirements for energy and power management reference models, contrasted with generic
modeling requirements and quality indicators from different disciplines as presented
in [BCN91; MS94; Sch98; Sch99; Sch00]. Requirements specific to energy and power
management systems in HPC are indicated by an asterisk (*).

[BCN91] [MS94] [Sch98] [Sch99] [Sch00] D/E ←
Locally distributed environment *

Diverse hardware components *

Diverse software components *

Reference Model for energy and power *

Model structure and building blocks (X) (X)
Applicability and systematic construction X X

Variability *

Optimization goals *

Modularity X X

Limiting scope and remit X X

Opaque components X

Transparent structure and information flow (X)
Scalability *

Chain of Command and Traceability * (X)
Manageability
Simplicity and readability X X X

Completeness and Relevance X X (X) (X)
Comparability X

Automation
Formality X (X)
Expressiveness X (X)
Structural equivalence (X)
Static and dynamic control *

Operating modes *

Cost of integration (X) (X)
Feasibility and Implementability X

Adaptiveness X X X
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2.4. Related Work
For related work comparable approaches targeting models for integrated energy and power manage-
ment are compared to the OIEP reference model presented in this work. The related work section is
split into the following parts:

• Structured energy and power management approaches in HPC;
• Compound software setups for energy and power management in HPC;
• Modeling of complex control systems.

Each related work item is split into four parts for comparison with the presented approach:

1. A brief description of the work;
2. A description of similarities;
3. A description of differences;
4. Highlighting of the contributions of the OIEP reference model in light of the related work.

2.4.1. Structured Energy and Power Management Approaches in HPC
The initial section discusses projects and solutions providing an open and adaptable structure for in-
tegrated power management. These approaches however either do not have management as a primary
goal, or do not provide the structure or the means to describe the energy and power management
structure. This section discusses:

• The 4-Pillar Framework
• PowerAPI
• PowerStack

The 4-Pillar Framework: The “4 Pillar Framework for Energy Efficient HPC Data Centers” by
Wilde, Auweter and Shoukourian [WAS14] propose a holistic way to evaluate energy efficient efforts
of a site. The authors identify the issue that, compartmentalized solutions are developed without
awareness of common goals, since they work isolated and no common framework exists to relate
different projects and products present in an HPC center.
The 4-Pillar framework identifies the four main areas of improvement for energy efficiency as its four

pillars: Pillar 1 – building infrastructure; pillar 2 – system hardware; pillar 3 – system software; pillar 4
– applications. A center utilizing the 4-pillar framework can place its projects and employed products
for energy efficiency within these main areas. Such mapping helps centers to identify possible areas of
improvement, required products and solutions, identifying resources and stakeholders for managing
energy efficiency to guide the efforts to a common goal. The 4-pillar framework also helps the plan
future efforts and present results to center stakeholders, encouraging cross-pillar optimization.
The 4-Pillar framework shows and places projects and solutions within the HPC data center,

whereas the solution presented within this work maps the structure and hierarchy of interacting
systems. Both approaches help to identify synergies of HPC software and hardware utilized within
the system. The work at hand provides potentials to check conflict free interaction of systems. The
4-pillar framework can only identify if two projects are placed within the same pillar, where positive
effects are identified if projects span multiple pillars and are not confined to a single pillar.
The OIEP reference model is a structured approach where each component collaborates to have a

conflict free system architecture with each component working at the appropriate level of abstraction.
The 4-Pillar framework is nevertheless helpful to identify projects and products that should be placed
in proximity to each other in the structure of the OIEP reference model.
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PowerAPI: Power-API [Gra+16; III+16] is a Application Programming Interface (API) specifica-
tion for measurement and control of energy and power in HPC. It is designed to satisfy a wide range
of use-cases and different types of requirements of different actors and system for HPC systems. The
Power-API is motivated by the fact that many software entities exist managing and controlling energy
and power without any standardized API. The technical report published by Laros III et al. [III+13]
contains an initial requirements’ analysis identifying use-cases to be covered by the Power-API. Using
this analysis a conceptual diagram is presented identifying all actors/roles and systems to be cov-
ered [III+16, Fig 1.1]. Additionally, a hierarchical representation of a generic system representation
is given (see [III+16, Fig 2.1]) along with a system description. The API’s main part covers theory
of operation, type definitions, core (common) interface functions, and high-level (common) functions.
The second main part are role/system interfaces, specifying API-functions required for interaction
between specific actors or systems. The Power-API is an API specification direly needed in HPC
to have a common interface between systems. The conceptual design is organized according to the
identified roles and system parts of an HPC system. Several centers and vendors of software systems
use Power-API in their products to enable integration into the larger system setup.
Power-API does not mandate any use of its proposed interfaces, the role and system diagram serves

as use-cases analysis and possible setup. This allows any center to freely design their own setup of
tools and systems. At the same time having a reliable API reduces development efforts for the
integration of several systems. The work at hand relies interfaces such as Power-API and hardware
and software components relying on such standardizations.
The contribution of the OIEP reference model is to give structure and rules to structuring inter-

acting systems, where Power-API gives the means to do so. Both Power-API and this document
complement each other, where the Power-API provides specific use-cases of Power-API, and inter-
face definitions. Contrary, the OIEP reference model focuses on the provision of building blocks and
mechanisms to describe the structure for modeling energy and power management systems and their
control interactions.

PowerStack: The PowerStack, as described in the PowerStack strawman document [Can+18], is a
holistic extensible power management framework, designed and organized by a committee consisting
of members from National Laboratories, Industry and Academia.8 Current software systems and
solutions for optimization of energy and power are specialized on specific parts and sub-domains of
the HPC system. Limited efforts to connect such isolated systems demand the development of systems
and techniques to interface solutions to be able to optimize in an integrated manner. The PowerStack
is a proposed design for a holistic energy and power management stack, which the work [Can+18]
refers to as the HPC PowerStack.
For such integration the following requirements have to be met: A holistic system view, extensibil-

ity, support of current and future needs of various kinds of HPC centers, coordinated management
at different granularity, seamless integration of software from different developer groups and ven-
dors. The goal is to align development and research efforts across communities, share development
effort and avoid duplicate efforts while benefiting the HPC community. The anticipated outcome
of the PowerStack effort is a holistic flexible, and extensible concept of a software stack that allows
to combine product grade open-source software components into the same ecosystem to enable opti-
mization of system power, energy and performance. For this an initial stack-concept for discussion
and development is proposed in the PowerStack strawman document [Can+18]. The document de-
scribes possible layouts of the components and their interactions, also software components enabling
the functionality at each level and the interactions and required interfaces between each other. The
proposed design is a layered software stack with 3 levels9, a node-manager level, job level and system
level. The PowerStack strawman design was followed up by a kick-off seminar and has since then
been shaped in regular discussions synchronizing in annual seminar meetings[PS’18; PS’19a; PS’19b].
As part of the PowerStack core committee, the author of the work at hand identified that one

of the main challenges for the PowerStack group in the seminar meetings is to agree on a structure
that works for every participating interest group. The solution proposed as PowerStack identified

8The author of this work is part of the PowerStack core committee [SPSweb].
9Layers and levels are used interchangeably within the PowerStack description. This document sticks to the wording
“levels”.
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the main focus areas required to enable energy and power optimization, in a systemic way for the
HPC computer system. Namely, access to hardware via the node level (i.e. software interfaces for
node level control, as well as software optimizers and interfaces at this level), the runtime level (i.e.
software optimizing the node level components with scope of a job), and the system level (i.e. software
managing energy and power on a level of multiple jobs and the computer cluster scope). The stack is
set up in a way, that typical software solutions have their space in these areas, but also to harden these
places and be able to express requirements for the other software in this stack. These requirements
can be interfaces, access to hardware control parameters, or meta-data needed for the optimization at
individual software components of the layer. The goal is to have the formulation and concepts which
capture the needs and requirements of centers enabling software and hardware solutions yet rigid
enough to have a common ground and a solution which is implementable either as initial prototype
or for future PowerStack compatible systems.
By contrast, the OIEP reference model provides the means to describe such a structure. The

OIEP reference model provides the means to describe levels (or layers in PowerStack nomenclature),
describe the hierarchy of these levels, describe components placed inside these levels. They OIEP
reference model also, describes how components are connected and thus how control is guaranteed and
passed throughout the system. The ability to swap components is also part of OIEP reference model
to identify required changes in the setup. The reference model thus helps to describe conceptual
and structural concepts important to reason about the PowerStack solution. The OIEP reference
model does not fix a specific layout and thus also allows to describe systems that do not follow
the PowerStack but enables energy and power management system understand their control flow
regarding decision made to alter hardware settings. In Section 4.2 of Chapter 4 the PowerStack (as
of the second PowerStack seminar [PS’19a]) is presented as an OIEP architecture.

2.4.2. Compound Software Setups for Energy and Power Management in HPC
The next section describes Project that use a structured approach or have an aggregate solution by
combining products and software which they provide. These approaches are very useful and valuable,
however their goal is not to provide and extensible and open structure, but propose a very specific
system design. This section discusses:

• The Argo Project
• The READEX Project
• The Flux Framework

The Argo Project: The Argo project [Per+15] describes an exascale software stack for a distributed
collection of services in the manner of an OS and runtime. The initial concept for a machine descrip-
tion for the Argo project are enclaves. The system is a logical hierarchy of groups of nodes. These
nested enclaves specify common configuration finally encapsulating user jobs. Such Argo machine
consists of four types of components: The NodeOS (cf . [Per+17]), a Linux based node level operat-
ing system; Argobots (cf . [Seo+18]), a thread level runtime capable of massive intra-node parallelism;
the backplane, a global information bus providing advanced communication services including and a
pub-sub system for services and components; And the GlobalOS, managing the enclaves and services.
The enclaves are logical groupings managed by a master node with capable of arbitrary nesting.
The paper [Per+15] describes three typical services for GlobalOS describing the typical usage and

mode of operation for an Argo machine. First, a hierarchical control bus service following the enclave
hierarchy. Using the backplane messages can be arbitrarily directed. The hierarchical control bus
service allows to direct messages according to the hierarchy relation of the enclaves. This allows to
direct messages to all parent enclaves or child enclaves, but also specifies a ‘closest’ and ‘all’ relation.
This allows other services to direct messages according to the structure of enclaves without having to
rely on point-to-point messages via the backplane. Second, a distributed power management service.
For this a reader service and power control service are provided. The system uses a reader service
and a power control service. The power control service reacts to global power limits and information
on limits and consumption from the enclaves. Messages are directed using the global backplane or
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the hierarchical control bus service. Third, an exception service for managing failure is presented.
This describes failure handling using the hierarchy and services in a scalable manner.
The Argo project has a much wider scope compared to OIEP reference model. The Argo project

tries to form a complete cluster OS, both local and global, providing communication infrastructure
and services. For the OIEP reference model, provides the structure for hierarchical control for energy
and power management. Such system can be build using the Argo project. However, the broad
nature of an Argo machine can violate some of the restrictions set by the OIEP reference model. An
example for this is the appropriation and chain of command requirements of discussed in Section 2.3.
This is easily violate-able using arbitrary messages, allowed by usage of the Backplane of Argo. In the
case that the subset of services, their setup and communication structure is restricted and controlled,
a subset of service specifically selected and controlled can satisfy the OIEP reference model.
While the Argo project has a much wider scope provide necessary contributions to manage next

generation computer systems, aspects of both complement each other. While large scale systems need
a kind of global Operating System, OIEP reference model provides a method to describe a scalable
and controllable comprehensive way to manage energy and power. A possible implementation of a
OIEP architecture can be achieved using enclaves, services and other concepts of the Argo project.
The Argo project provides much additional contributions to understanding management of power

at different levels HPC systems (cf . [Ram+19; Ell+16a; Per+17; Per+19; Seo+18]).

The READEX Project: The Runtime Exploitation of Application Dynamism for Energy-efficient
eXascale computing (READEX) project [Ole+15] builds a tool-aided, scenario driven auto-tuning
methodology utilizing dynamic behavior of HPC applications to improve energy efficiency and per-
formance. The approach is guided by long-standing knowledge in static auto-tuning by its project
participants, identifying that a single tool is not sufficient to optimize for the dynamic behavior of sys-
tems leading up to exascale. By building on proven technology for performance tools the application
scenarios are supported throughout the application life-cycle for automatic dynamic tuning, ready for
heterogeneous systems and multi objective optimizations. The project also introduces programming
paradigms for application domain dynamism. These aspects allow the project partners’ tools and
applications to be considered exascale ready.
The READEX approach differs from the previously discussed approaches in that it provides a

tool-set working around the application life-cycle, where the majority of tools was concerned with the
optimization of specific aspects of the computer system or providing individual solutions for single
parts of the application life-cycle. This is done by combining tools such as Scalable Performance
Measurement Infrastructure for Parallel Codes (Score-P) [Knü+11], Periscope Tuning Framework
(PTF) [BPG09], as an example. Success in the support of applications and application life-cycle has
been shown in various applications [Die16; Kum+19; Soj+17].
Regarding the OIEP reference model the approaches are orthogonal in concept. The reference model

discussed in this approach requires approaches targeting application support for performance, as well
as energy and power considerations. The individual tools that projects such as READEX use, have to
be grounded and well integrated into a system model. Without a mental model of a computer system,
and its energy and power management capabilities, the capabilities of an application life-cycle model
are drastically limited. The READEX project shows, that clear formulation and characterization of
interfaces, that are openly available are not well described. (This is shown by the fact that significant
effort had to be put into the understanding of processor architectures[Hac+15; Sch+19; Mol+17], or
the introduction of measurement technologies [Hac+14; Ils+19b; Ils+15], which they project group
had to integrate and provide themselves.) By using the tools and interfaces the work of the READEX
project provides synergies can be used to either expose or hide system complexity, depending on the
need.
It is important to distinguish READEX from individual tools, since by building on an open-source

technology stack, it builds on open interfaces and enables interactions for other tools. Currently,
READEX resides in the application space, integration of its required technology into a systematic
description of for example a OIEP architecture also enables other technologies to build on the capa-
bilities contributed by sophisticated projects such as READEX.
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The Flux Framework: The Flux framework [Ahn+14; Ahn+13], is a framework for resource man-
agement, going beyond traditional schedulers. Flux enables the inclusion of arbitrary resources into
the scheduling process. For Flux, energy and power are among these primary resources to be schedu-
lable, at the same time they are not treated as mandatory, nor is Flux solely focusing on energy
and power. The framework is extensible and scalable and takes a meta-scheduling approach where
resources to be managed go beyond clusters, partitions and nodes. Monitoring and resource aggrega-
tion play a large role from a conceptual side. The framework addresses their major issues, identified
as: Multidimensional scaling, diverse workloads, dynamic workloads, productivity, system challenges.
To address these challenges and be able to provide a practical system Flux solves these using: A uni-
fied job model, a job hierarchy model, a generalized resource model, a multilevel resource elasticity
model and a common scalable communication infrastructure model [Ahn+14]. The Flux framework
is functionally split into core, and specific parts needed for the different aspects of the framework,
implemented and to be found on the project repositories [Labb; Laba].
The scheduling approach of Flux is hierarchical and federated with measurement, monitoring and

decision-making functionality. The hierarchy of the system is according to the system implementation
and resembles a meta scheduler including all relevant groupings identified and implemented. The
hierarchy is extensible and has to be adapted to fit the centers scheduling intent. The approach is
useful and novel, since it can supersede traditional schedulers trying to include energy and power,
whereas in Flux energy and power as considered by design since it can be represented as a resource
such as nodes or time.
Flux has a wider approach regarding resources, where admins can implement their requirements

regarding any resource relevant and implementable. At the same time the approach is focused on
scheduling, where the wider impact of energy and power is not directly in scope if the resource to be
controlled is not involved in the scheduling process. OIEP reference model takes a different approach,
where energy and power management is the primary focus, and schedulers can be part of the system
if they interact with energy and power, such as the power aware aspect of the Flux framework.
Both of the systems can work in symbiosis, where Flux can act as a scheduling component within

an OIEP architecture. The advantage compared to traditional schedulers is that energy and power
can be modeled as a first class citizen among the resources, therefore directly involved in energy and
power management, which can be tightly coupled with the overall approach of the OIEP reference
model. At the same time an OIEP architecture can help to identify where to interact with the
schedulable resource. For Flux, this may reduce the risk of aversely affecting optimization goals with
respect to decision-making.

2.4.3. Modeling of Complex Control Systems
After discussing three important projects and aspects with very specific approaches to energy and
power management, the section at hand transitions to a more general kind of related work. Generic
models and methodologies exist to describe systems using methods of wide adoption. The concepts
and ideas of these are discussed, identifying and contrasting the need for OIEP reference model.
The following approaches are discussed:

• UML
• Hierarchical Control Systems

UML: Unified Modelling Language (UML) [Obj17] is a standardized visual object modeling specifi-
cation. This allows system architects, software engineers and software developers to describe, design,
analyze and implement software systems. Modeling a system using UML is applicable for any system
or process which can be described using software. UML provides precise definitions, abstract syntax
rules, semantics, modular language structures. UML is both a computer readable tool, and can be
presented visually, as well. The key concepts are formally defined in the specification itself [Obj17],
as well as supplemented by Meta Object Facility (MOF) [Obj10] for the specification of meta ob-
jects, Object Constraint Language (OCL) [Obj14] for the specification of formal constraints, XML
Metadata Interchange (XMI) [Obj15b] for the specification regarding computer readable descrip-
tion, exchange, linking, validation and identity using eXtensible Markup Language (XML), Diagram
Definition (DD) [Obj15a] and primitives for graphical representation.
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UML provides a precise specification to model systems, and using the supplements such as OCL the
necessary aspects to formalize them for automated processing. The diagrams cover all usage models
required to formally model any process, even though the specifications acknowledge that:

“A UML diagram, such as a class diagram, is typically not refined enough to provide all
the relevant aspects of a specification. Such constraints are often described in natural
language. Practice has shown that this will always result in ambiguities.” [Obj14, p. 5]

This makes it obvious that even with such precise specifications the interpretation of a model can
pose challenges, even when done by experts.
HPC systems are very domain specific, containing intrinsic knowledge about possible interactions,

but also knowledge about performance problems especially in the HPC domain of high-performance
clusters. By defining a reference model for systems to allow centers to express their setup of interacting
energy and power management systems, the OIEP reference model puts very tight constraints onto
what setups are allowed in an OIEP architecture. This limits the expressiveness to a domain specific
system. At the same time, it allows to control the critical parts of the system to allow users to reason
about the parts and confirm applicability and systematic construction, manageability, structural
equivalence and feasibility and implementability of the system, as demanded in the requirements
section for the reference model as presented in Section 2.3.
Due to the universality of UML, it is to be noted that OIEP reference model uses some represen-

tations provided by UML. Additionally, the OIEP reference model can be supplemented by UML
diagrams. The parts of the model described using UML still has to follow the restrictions of the
OIEP reference model. For example, OIEP state diagrams (see Section 3.3.4.2) are modeled using
UML state diagrams. In a similar fashion, Power-API uses UML to formalize its use-cases.

Hierarchical Control Systems: The individual components used within HPC systems can be mod-
eled as traditional control systems, with sensors, actuators and a control loops. Scientific literature
discusses these topics in control theory. For example, Parolini et al. [Par+12] investigate how control
theory helps to model data centers to understand coordinated control. Such models help to under-
stand impact and efficiency of coordinated control, however not how to structure, build, setup and
operate them.
Åström [Åst65] states that for the design of control systems the fundamental problem is to find

a suitable control law. The individual components of the OIEP reference model can be modeled as
control systems, however the properties of stability and performance are challenging to model as soon
as multiple agents are discussed in an open control loop of distributed nature.
Model theory describes distributed and hierarchical control systems of several types, as for example

the classification of Model Predictive Control (MPC) architectures by Scattolini [Sca09]:

• Decentralized control systems (coupled agents influencing overall system output),
• Distributed control systems (with transmission of information between agents in addition to

coupling),
• Hierarchical control systems for coordination (decentralized agents with the addition of a global

agent calibrating the individual agents),
• Hierarchical control of multilayer systems (agents of time scales of varying degree or echelon

structure),
• Coordinated control of independent systems (with common optimization goal).

The reader is kindly referred to the review paper [Sca09] and textbook references such as [MME70],
[Fin+80] and [AM08] for details.
The approach needed for integrated energy and power management of HPC systems combines

requires hierarchical multilayer systems as well as coordination of independent systems. The con-
tributions in control theory and MPC provide the theoretical basis for robustness, stability, and
mathematical principles of coordination, and build important fundamentals.
The approaches discussed above do however not show how multi agent systems operate on multiple

functional environments of a system; How such systems are constructed maintained for functionality
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or updated, upgraded and altered over time by design or as a required change. For any of these
systems the structure of the approach is not matched in a way required by large scale HPC systems.
These approaches work well to investigate system stability, optimality and robustness. Modeling the
structure of hardware and software systems is however only possible to a limited degree. Especially
since issues such as scaling and dynamic behavior of the software systems are not easily captured
within the models.
The control systems most closely related to the functionality and structure present in OIEP refer-

ence model is presented in real-time control system (RCS) with a large base of fundamental research
provided by Albus et al. [Alb92; Alb97; Alb+02; AB05]. The focus of Albus’ research is in the field
of autonomous systems and autonomous vehicles. The concepts and parts of the reference model
4D/RCS [Alb+02] has a good overlap with the ideas developed for the OIEP reference model.10

With similarities of the models, also major differences are presented simply by domain of application
and characteristics of the agents within the system.
The 4D/RCS [Alb+02] model describes the design methodology in 6 steps:

1. Task analysis;
2. Mapping onto organisational units;
3. Developing state graph and state models representing procedural knowledge required to accom-

plish the tasks;
4. Defining the transition conditions that separate sub-tasks;
5. Define objects events and relationships that define the transition conditions and develop the

data structures to support planning and of intelligent behavior;
6. Develop specifications for sensors and gather information about the world and for sensors.

These aspects are highly relevant for application in a HPC system, but are minted for usage in
autonomous systems. Drawbacks of Albus’ model, are self-identified and addressed in the discussion
section of his work [AB05]. For high-performance clusters additional considerations have to be made,
which are out of scope for the 4D/RCS. These are:

• Scalability (number of agents),
• Dynamicity (exchange of agents and even sub-trees),
• Heterogeneity (in both hardware and software),

These are addressed in the OIEP reference model, which supports system design, procurement and
future developments within the ecosystem of large scale HPC systems. One of the main contributions
that sets control theory approaches and the OIEP reference model apart is the structural setup of
the system. This allows to reflect the needs of HPC centers and combines control of heterogeneous
control structures internally.
By formulating the OIEP reference model, the author contributes a reference model – in the eyes

of control theory, an applied model – which can serve to communicate issues unique to HPC and
transfer these back to existing knowledge in regular control systems, where the structural setup of
the system is of importance.

2.4.4. Related Work – Summary of Characteristics
Table 2.3 summarizes the related work by indicating characteristics of the approaches of interest to
this work. These are:

• Is the work related to energy and power management;
• Does the work provide structure;
• Does the work providing a model;

10The work of James S. Albus was not known to the author when developing the OIEP reference model. Seeing a
similar successfully employed approach in a different area of control systems and system optimization reaffirms the
author of the usefulness and additions needed for the author’s area of research.
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• Does the work providing a reference model;

The OIEP reference model is the first energy and power management specific reference model that
provides a structured approach to energy and power management of HPC systems. The OIEP
reference model itself does not provide a model, but is used to generate models based on the reference
model approach (thus marked by an asterisk).

Table 2.3.: Overview related work.

Energy and Power Providing Structure Model Reference Model
4-Pillar Framework X (X) (X)
PowerAPI X (X)
PowerStack X X (X)
Argo Project (X) (X) (X)
READEX Project (X) (X)
Flux Framework (X) (X)
UML (X) X

Hierarchical X X X

Control Systems
OIEP reference model X X (X)* X

Chapter Summary
Chapter 2 provides the motivation, scopes the problem and derives a requirements’ analysis for a
reference model for energy and power management systems for HPC systems. Additionally, the
related work is presented. This presents the problem domain analysis according to the methodical
approach of this work (see Sec. 1.2).
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analysis2
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evolution4

Reference model building
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Figure 2.10.: Method completion after Chapter 2.
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To make energy and power of HPC systems controllable, optimizable and manageable and allow HPC
systems to benefit from modular components, a common model for system description is needed. For
this the Open Integrated Energy and Power (OIEP) reference model is developed. To understand
the goal of this effort, having a definition of the term is necessary.

Open Integrated Energy and Power – OIEP refers to a common open model to represent
holistic energy and power management systems of HPC systems in an integrated fashion.
The concepts of OIEP are used to define a reference model for the description of energy
and power management system of HPC systems, the OIEP reference model. The OIEP
reference model provides common vocabulary and methods to describe energy and power
management system architectures of planned or existing HPC systems. Energy and power
management system architectures described using the OIEP reference model are called
OIEP architectures.

This chapter is split in three parts: In Section 3.1 the methodical approach used for the reference
model generation is outlined; In Section 3.2 the fundamentals of the reference design including basic
definitions are set; Finally, in Section 3.3 the full description of the OIEP reference model is presented.
The chapter results in a complete reference model which can be used to model and describe well-
defined energy and power management systems of any HPC system.
The chapter presents the reference model construction of the methodical approach of this work,

and forms the major contribution of this work, addressing research question Q1 and Q2.

3.1. Methodical Approach for the Reference Model Construction
For the construction of a reference model a methodical approach has to be followed. The development
of the methodical approach is elaborated in Appendix C.1, taking considerations from model theory
and reference modeling into account.
The next paragraph introduces the resulting method for the construction of the OIEP reference

model.

Method for the Construction of the OIEP Reference Model: The methodical approach for refer-
ence model construction of this work is done using the following steps:

1. Definition of basic terms and definitions;
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Preceding the reference model description, basic definitions are presented in Section 3.2.1. These
terms and definitions serve as common vocabulary in the context of the OIEP reference model.

2. Introduction of basic design considerations of the reference model;

The basic design considerations for the reference model are presented in Section 3.2.2. The reference
model is a structural reference model for energy and power management in HPC. Using these design
considerations the needed model building blocks are identified.

3. Presentation of model building blocks;

4. Presentation of structural relation of the model building blocks.

The steps three and four are presented in Section 3.3 and build the core part of this work. The
presentation of model building blocks and their associated structural relation is done in tandem,
before moving on to the next building block type.
The presented design choice shows that the structure is a major part of the reference model. For this

reason the OIEP reference model is referred to as a structural reference model. The major building
blocks of the OIEP reference model are: levels and components. Other building blocks presented
are data-sources for monitoring and the concept of states used for state-diagrams. This method is
followed for the remainder of this chapter.

Method to Identify the Need for Distinguishing Two Building Blocks of the Same Kind: With
the introduction of building blocks and instances thereof, it is necessary to identify when two building
blocks represent the same object or need to be differentiated.
The work [Tha10] presents fundamental structural relations between objects. In the following basic

structural relations between objects are characterized for their methodical construction, described
according to [Tha10, p. 3113]:

• Aggregation / participation: One object is part of another object, by logical aggregation of
objects to a group. This is made explicit by naming.

• Generalization / specialization: One object is a specialization or generalization of another object.

• Exhibition / characterization: One object is exhibiting (exposing) another object or character-
izing an object.

• Classification / instantiation: An object classifies another object or is an instance of another
object.

• Introduction / utilisation: An object introduces another object or utilizes another object.

Two objects of the same kind are different if one of the five structural relations, as listed above, are
identified. Additionally, it is to be considered if such distinction of objects is needed for the creator or
users of the model. In the context of energy and power management using the OIEP reference model
the objects of the above criterion are Open Integrated Energy and Power (OIEP) building blocks.
This method of distinction is used to identify the need for the introduction of additional — or the
merge of two — instances of building blocks of the same kind.
This method is used in Section 3.3, in Chapter 4 and in Appendix D, when deciding to introduce

or merge instances of building blocks.

3.2. Fundamentals of the OIEP Reference Model
In the following the fundamental considerations for the OIEP reference model are presented. The
fundamentals are split into:

• Basic Terms and Definitions,
• Basic Design Considerations for the OIEP Reference Model.

The section is followed by a detailed description of the OIEP reference model.
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3.2.1. Basic Terms and Definitions
For a common vocabulary within the context of OIEP the following terms are defined:

• Model
• Reference model
• Architecture
• Reference architecture

There are several reference models in computer science. Most notably the International Standard
ISO/IEC 7498 Open Systems Interconnection (ISO/OSI) reference model [ISO-7498; ISO-2382]1, and
the OASIS Reference Model for Service Oriented Architecture (OASIS SOA) reference model [OAS06].
The OASIS SOA does define the term reference model to clarify the usage of the term for their

context [OAS06, p. 4]. Similarly, 4D/RCS also provides some of these terms and definitions [Alb+02,
p. 9].
Knowing that the notion of the terms are similar, but no universally agreed upon definition exists,

this work defines the required terms for the usage in the document at hand. Therefore, the terms
model and reference model are defined as follows:
Def.: A model is a representation of an object, system or concept, relevant to the model-user,

reduced to the essential attributes of the object, system or concept, valid or useful over a
specific period of time to achieve a specified task or goal.

Def.: A reference model is a model serving as reference for the description of models of the same
kind.

The OIEP reference model is used to generate models for potential and existing energy and power
management systems of HPC systems, called OIEP architectures. Therefore, the terms architecture
as well as reference architecture are defined:
Def.: An architecture is a model description of a real or conceptual system with exact specifica-

tion of the parts, their relations, interfaces and the overall structure. Architectures are best
described using a reference model.

Def.: A reference architecture is a model of a hypothetical architecture, which can serve as a
reference for planned or existing system architectures with the same purpose.

The OIEP reference model is a reference model for the description of energy and power management
systems of HPC systems. Therefore, architectures of energy and power management systems, which
are described using the concepts of OIEP reference model are referred to as OIEP architectures.
The OIEP reference model is an attempt to give the scientific community and HPC system engi-

neers the vocabulary to agree upon and standardize a reference architecture for energy and power
management of HPC systems.2

3.2.2. Basic Design Considerations for the OIEP Reference Model
In the following the structure of the OIEP reference model is introduced, presenting the reasoning
for the hierarchical setup and the integrated component structure.
To build an appropriate reference model, the right abstraction and design for a model to manage

energy and power for HPC systems has to be chosen. Such abstractions and the appropriate structure
are domain specific. For example, the ISO/OSI reference model [Zim80] uses a layered setup, used to
represent the abstractions needed for network functionality. Even though networking poses different
technical challenges, some inspiration can be drawn from the networking communities’ approach to
manage complexity and build standardized, reliable systems:

1At the same time neither document [ISO-7498] and [Zim80] define the term reference model. Nor does the document
for vocabulary definition of the ISO/OSI reference model [ISO-2382].

2This work does not supply a reference architecture, but the concepts for formalizing such a description.
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“To reduce their design complexity, most networks are organized as a stack of layers or
levels, each one built upon its predecessor. The number of layers, the name of each layer,
and the function of each layer differ from network to network. However, in all networks,
the purpose of each layer is to offer certain services to the higher layers, shielding those
layers from the details of how the offered services are actually implemented.”

Andrew Stuart Tanenbaum, 1981 [Tan81, p. 10]

The ISO/OSI reference model set the appropriate abstraction for individual systems communicating
over a network using layers. Upon creation of their reference model the goal was a self-organizing
system, that allows for open implementations of compatible networking and communication mecha-
nisms. The ISO/OSI has seven fixed layers starting at layer one, the physical layer, up to the seventh
layer, the application layer, at the top. Each layer uses the functionality of the layer directly un-
derneath, while providing a service to the layer above. Overall this stacked architecture provides a
robust abstraction of networking functionality [ISO-7498].
For energy and power management systems, similar considerations can be made resulting in a

slightly different structure. Using the information of the analysis of the problem domain in the
previous chapters and the requirements of Section 2.3, the basic design for the OIEP reference model
is derived. The model has to represent an energy and power management system

• in a locally distributed environment,
• of diverse hardware components,
• of diverse software components.

Energy and power management systems with multiple software components form implicit control
hierarchies.3 The hardware components are the final entities being controlled, while the software
components act on decisions and command control. A conflict exists when software components
override each others control decision without any synchronization. Thus, the implicit control hierarchy
has to be made explicit to make energy and power controls with complex software systems manageable.
To structure a functioning control hierarchy, such hierarchies have to be clearly defined by the

model creator. For this the OIEP reference model uses the concept of directed trees as tool to
represent the hierarchical control structure.
Def.: A directed tree is a directed graph, of vertexes and edges, with a specified vertex R such

that:

• Each vertex V 6= R is the terminal vertex of exactly one edge.
• R is the terminal vertex of no edge.
• R is a root, in the sense that for each vertex V 6= R there is a directed path from R to V .

Each edge has an initial vertex V1 and a distinct terminal vertex V2, where V1 is called the
parent of V2 and V2 the child of V1. Vertices without out-going edges, thus child vertices, are
called leaf vertices. The degree of a vertex is the number of out-going edges, or child vertices.
The depth of a vertex V is the length of the path from root R to V .
(Definition as adaption of [Knu97, p. 372]’s oriented tree with inverted edges, supplemented
with information of [Knu97, pp. 308–376].)

For the use in the OIEP reference model edges represent control. A path from the root of the tree
down to a single hardware component clearly identifies which sequence of software components made
the decisions for a specific control outcome. Thus, a clear chain of command is identifiable, given by
the structure of the OIEP reference model. This is true even if the individual control decisions are
made by complex control algorithms for each participating software component.
Figure 3.1 shows components organized in a tree structure. Each vertex is an instance of an

energy and power management software or. In the figure the root can for example represent a cluster

3Simultaneous control is impossible by design of computer systems: In the trivial case the control hierarchy is a static
one to one mapping of software component to hardware controllers; In the worst (read: unmanaged) case the control
hierarchy rapidly changes in a non-deterministic way, but nevertheless is representable by a control hierarchy at
each point in time.
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Figure 3.1.: Introductory example for components organized in a tree structure. The directed edges
represent control of a component over the component at the next depth. Leaf vertices
represent hardware components. For example, the components of striped pattern may
represent a specific sub-system of the HPC system with associated components, e.g. a
partition of the HPC system of different configuration.

management tool, and the leafs of the tree the hardware components. The example in Figure 3.1 shows
vertices at four different depths, where at the second depth, a group of components is indicated, by a
striped pattern. The group of striped components in Fig. 3.1 may for example represent components
associated with a specific sub-system of the overall energy and power management system, such as: a
second partition with different configuration or components associated with infrastructure, or similar.
Each software component has specific information to derive control decisions. These control deci-

sions are forwarded to the child components. The child components take the control command from
the parent component and derive their own control decision for their respective child components.
This way control decisions are adjusted and passed down to the hardware components, the leafs of
the tree. The control decisions at the leaf vertices finally have an impact on the energy and power
behavior of the hardware. Given the right components and their placement in such control tree
structure the overall system can be represented transparently.
To make such a specific system of components a modular system, formalisms and mechanisms

have to be introduced. Modular system have interchangeable components with the same, similar, or
interchangeable functionality. For such interchangeable components functional groupings have to be
provided, while still maintaining the intended structure. For this the OIEP reference model introduces
OIEP levels. Figure 3.2 shows the same components as Figure 3.1 with added level structure. The

Level 0

Level 1

Level 2a Level 2b

Level 3a Level 3b

Figure 3.2.: Introductory Example of Figure 3.1 with added levels, indicating common scope of com-
ponents on the same level.

components are located on levels according to their depth, while the left branch at Level 2a and
the right branch at Level 2b are grouped according to their functionality or domain of responsibility
of the indicated sub-systems of the example. This way modularity and clear understanding of the
components’ interaction is represented in a visual way. Such level structure serves the same purpose,
as in the layers in the quote of Tannenbaum’s work, stated above: To reduce design complexity the
OIEP reference model organizes components in levels. These OIEP levels are themselves organized
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as a tree structure4.
For model creators to construct architectures using the OIEP reference model, the exact definitions

of the model’s basic building blocks, and their rules and their structure have to be provided. The
description of basic building blocks and the complete OIEP reference model is found in the following
section.

3.3. Description of the OIEP Reference Model
The basic building blocks of the OIEP reference model are OIEP levels and OIEP components. Both
levels and components are organized in a tree structure. These are the OIEP level tree and the OIEP
component tree. The overlay of these two tree structures represents the control hierarchy and control
flow within the OIEP reference model. For a complete model, two additional aspects are required:
One, a representation of the flow of monitoring information to support components’ control decision,
and two, a representation of the different operating states of an HPC system’s energy and power
management setup. The flow of monitoring information is presented by an overlay graph called the
OIEP monitoring overlay, while the operating states are captured by OIEP state diagrams.
For each of these parts of the reference model, first the concept is introduced, followed by description

of the structure. The section is split into the following four parts:

1. OIEP levels and the OIEP level tree;
2. OIEP components and the OIEP component tree;
3. OIEP data sources and the OIEP monitoring overlay;
4. OIEP operating states and the OIEP state diagram;

These four parts form the OIEP reference model and are detailed below.

3.3.1. OIEP Levels and the OIEP Level Tree
OIEP levels represent abstract control domains. The hierarchy of these levels forms the underlying
structure of the OIEP reference model, the OIEP level tree.

3.3.1.1. OIEP Levels

An OIEP level represents an abstraction of a control domain for the management of energy and power.
A domain of control for energy and power represents a logical placement of required functionality and
scope within the HPC system. For the purpose of the OIEP reference model, individual components
are placed within an OIEP level. With such placement, functionality and scope within the HPC
system, an OIEP level fulfills the purpose to contain hardware or software components. Ultimately,
the components provide the realization of the energy and power management functionality at that
level.
OIEP levels have associated goals, dictated by the requirements of the parent levels or the ca-

pabilities of the child levels. The hierarchy of levels allows for each level to focus on its abstract
responsibilities. Components of other OIEP levels are shielded from the complexity of the contained
components and their implementation, provided interfaces for control and information flow are known.
The OIEP levels are vertices within the OIEP level tree. This implies that each OIEP level has one

incoming edge from the parent level, and outgoing edges to the child levels. These edges represent
direct control of a higher level over a lower level.
OIEP levels group components within the same control domain. Each hardware or software com-

ponent of specific functionality is placed within one distinct OIEP level. These components realize
the optimization goal of the level. Thus, by following the level concept modularity of the energy
and power management system is achieved. The considerations for OIEP levels are summarized as
follows:
An OIEP level is an abstract energy and power control domain composed of:

4As opposed to the stack structure of layers as mentioned in the quoted text from [Tan81, p. 10], as seen above.
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a) A specified level scope;
b) An associated optimization goal;
c) Logical placement and physical location;
d) Required functionality for energy and power management;
e) Hardware or software components associated with the level.

Specified Scope of Energy and Power Management: Each OIEP level in the reference model has
to have a specific scope. The exact scope of each level is to be defined by the creator of a specific
OIEP architecture. This also implies that the number and layout of levels can differ among, OIEP
architectures.
The scope of a single level should have exact limits and fit the interacting systems of the HPC

system’s setup. The scope also specifies the managed resource and possible sub-components, which
are generally delimited as child levels following the same principles. The scope of an OIEP level
only contains relevant aspects of energy and power management, following the Keep It Simple Stupid
(KISS) principle. Breaking down large levels into several smaller levels is advised. These levels
themselves have to form properly scoped hierarchies. Such scoping of levels allows for modularity of
the design. By limiting scope and remit of the energy and power management responsibilities of a
level, the latter introduced components can be employed in an interchangeable way. Such setup allows
for opaque usage of the model components within an OIEP level. Knowledge about implementation
details is contained to each level and component within the level.
Examples for such scopes are: Scheduler-level, node-level, job-level, among others. The name of a

level is set by the model creator, who specifies the OIEP architecture for a specific energy and power
management system of an HPC system. Names of OIEP levels are advised to reflect the scope of the
levels.

Associated Optimization Goal: Each OIEP level has an associated optimization goal. An optimiza-
tion goal for a level, is either a management goal, or goal for budgeting resources associated with
energy and power at the level.
HPC systems which introduce energy and power management systems have an overall goal for

energy and power management. In general this is the reason for the introduction of such management
system, in the first place. For each level within an OIEP architecture an optimization goal specific
to the scope and capabilities of the OIEP level has to be specified. Several levels can have the same
goal, while differing in scope, placement, functionality, and actual components placed within each
level.
For examples of optimization goals, the typical candidates are: Minimization of energy consumed,

constant power draw, maintaining an upper or lower bound of power draw. Indirect goals for energy
and power are managing the energy and power consumption for specific resource utilization at the
OIEP level. Such goals can also be indirect computational load balancing, enabled by maintaining
an overall energy and power management goal.

Logical Placement and Physical Location: With the given hardware setup of the system and
software components required for energy and power management, each OIEP level has a specific
location associated with it. This is both a logical placement within the energy and power management
system, and a physical placement within the HPC system.
Each hardware and software component has such location within the energy and power management

system. This is either the physical mounting point of the hardware, or, for software, a resource where
that component is operating on. Levels form abstractions for these systems. By providing a logical
placement within an OIEP architecture for a specific HPC system, the real components and potential
candidates have associated locations planned for in the system. This serves as a control to ensure
proper planning of the management system in terms of resources and to prevent potential issues
or mismatch in logical layout and physical layout. Hardware and software always have resources
associated needed for operation. The expected load and capacity of these resources and potential
scaling needs need to be considered when provisioning.
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The logical placement of the levels within the energy and power management system necessitates
for the model creator to think about the physical placement of the components. This helps to design
a sound logical structure of the flow of control decision within an OIEP architecture, forming the later
OIEP level tree. Additionally, hardware and software components need physical resources to function.
The logical placement and the physical location are often related. Thus, having a logical place for
a level in the hierarchy helps to verify the structural setup of the energy and power management
functionality.

Required Functionality for Energy and Power Management: To realize the optimization goals
specific functionality provided by an OIEP level is required.
The required functionality can be a listing of provided and served interfaces for control decision to

other (lower) levels, and information flow. The functionality is an abstract specification of what is to
be implemented by components placed at that level. Such required functionality provides, and at the
same time restricts, the freedom of components to fulfill the requirements of a level. A description
of required functionality can be seen as an abstract function description of the OIEP level. Given
specific control input (control decisions from the parent level), and control output (control decisions
passed to child levels), identifying the functionality needed at the specific OIEP level.
The required functionality often reflects either demanded functionality in an RFP, a specific soft-

ware or hardware solutions which is to be employed, or functionality associated with the above named
scope.

Associated Hardware or Software Components: Given the above four paragraphs, OIEP levels can
be specified. The aim of the level concept is to place components within these levels as specified by
the model creator. Therefore, hardware and software components need to be placed within the OIEP
levels. These components are the elements OIEP levels are intended to group.
OIEP levels are abstractions for hardware and software components, thus it is important to have

real software-systems and hardware in mind. Placing associated components within the levels allows
to verify that the granularity of an individual level is set right for a HPC system and the OIEP
architecture modeling the system.
The components of a level operate within a) the scope of the level, b) working towards an optimiza-

tion goal, c) at the logical placement and physical location within the system, and d) implementing
specified functionality. The specifics regarding components of a level are listed in detail in Sec-
tion 3.3.2 discussing OIEP components.

For a given OIEP architecture the individual characteristics of the OIEP levels differ (as well as
the total number of required levels to represent the respective energy and power management sys-
tem). The individual levels’ descriptions are adapted according to the needs for an energy and power
management system, while following the above principles. Chapter 4 (with App. D) presents examples
for different level incarnations as found in OIEP architectures.
To identify a needed split of a single level into two, the method to identify the need to distinguish

two building blocks of the same kind, presented in Section 3.1, can be applied.

3.3.1.2. The OIEP Level Tree

The OIEP level tree forms the control hierarchy of levels representing an OIEP architecture. The
vertices of the tree are the OIEP levels. Edges represent control of a level over its child levels.
In the OIEP reference model the OIEP level tree is generally represented as a hierarchy. This
convention helps with the visualization of the OIEP reference model, while both hierarchies and trees
are equivalent.
Two examples show the structure and basic principles of the OIEP level tree concept:

1. A tree segment (see Fig. 3.3);
2. A simple level tree (see Fig. 3.4).

Figure 3.3 shows a segment of an OIEP level tree. The indicated tree segment shows level k with
parent level k− 1, as well as its child levels ka + 1 and kb + 1 (where in this example ka indicates the
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Level k-1

Level k

Level ka+1

Level ka+2

Level kb+1

Level kb+2

Figure 3.3.: Tree segment of an OIEP level tree. Levels serve as nodes of the tree, edges are repre-
sented implicitly in the hierarchy of levels. The indicated tree segment shows level k with
parent level k − 1, as well as its child levels ka + 1 and kb + 1. In this example the level
ka + 1 has a child level ka + 2, accordingly kb + 1 has child level kb + 2.

left branch and kb the right branch, accordingly). In this example the level ka + 1 has a child level
ka+2, accordingly kb+1 with child level kb+2. The hierarchy of control of this segment implies that
level k − 1 has direct control over level k, whereas level k has direct control over ka + 1 and kb + 1.
The example continues with ka + 1 having direct control over ka + 2. Respectively kb + 1 has control
over kb + 2.
Such control hierarchy implies that even though level k− 1 has no direct control over level ka + 2,

by design of the control hierarchy and the levels present in the tree the model creator makes sure
that the levels are specified accordingly and placed within the OIEP architecture, such that goals and
functionality of all levels along a path are conflict-free. The number of child levels of an individual
level solely depends on the setup and design of the energy and power management system represented
in the OIEP architecture.
The depth of an OIEP level tree is the maximum depth of all of its levels. The levels are indexed

by their depth and a branch identifier. The degree of a level in an OIEP level tree is the number of
associated child levels, in accordance to the definition of directed trees. For identification and naming
of the levels, these can be referred to with depth and branch identifier, but generally a mnemonic
identifier is preferred.
The implicit edges of the OIEP level tree from a level to its child levels is made explicit by the

components and the component tree. Components are situation within one distinct level and have
interfaces to components of child and parent levels, as detailed in Section 3.3.2 (which introduces
OIEP components and the OIEP component tree). Flow of control in an OIEP architecture is always
from level to level, traversing down the OIEP level tree.
Next, Figure 3.4 presents a simple OIEP level tree. The figure is used to identify how levels are

placed within the OIEP level tree, how naming of levels works and functionality of the tree is identified.
Additionally, the root level and leaf levels are put into context of energy and power management.
Figure 3.4 shows a simple instance of a OIEP level tree. The tree has n levels with one child

per level. The example OIEP level tree is populated with dummy representations of components
for illustrative purpose, as a trivial component tree. The placeholder components form a simple
linear OIEP component tree for completeness, following the structure of the trivial OIEP level tree
of degree 1.

The root of the OIEP level tree is level 0. In the example of Figure 3.4, the level is named “Center
Leadership”. The level has an implicit edge to level 1.
In the example, a level on depth x is identified as the “Application Environment” level. As for any

level this level x has a set scoped, optimization goal, logical and physical location, functionality, and
associated software component. In the OIEP level tree it is passed control directives by its parent level.
According to the layout of the OIEP level tree the only energy and power mechanisms the application
environment on level x can directly interact with is the parent level x−1 and its child level x+1. This
encapsulates the application environment making sure that the designated mechanisms are used. The
level x − 1 is responsible for its specific scope, goal, and provides specific functionality, with direct
control interface to level x. (The functionality is realized by the respective components on these
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Figure 3.4.: Exemplary OIEP level tree of degree 1 with simple overlayed OIEP component tree. The
components placed within the level 0 to n make the control hierarchy explicit. A chain
of command from the level 0, the center leadership, down to the hardware interfaces on
level n is shown. Arrows down represent direct control.

levels.) Similarly, the level x has its scope, goal and provides specific functionality, receiving control
directives from level x− 1 and passing control directives to level x+ 1 (again realized by components
located on this level). The decisions based on these control directives are processed by a component
on the level and passed along the tree, accordingly.
Finally, the leaf of the OIEP level tree has access to hardware and its functionality provides the

hardware interface. Leaf levels are the only levels with direct access to hardware. All other levels make
their control decisions and pass them to other components as a hierarchy of software components. In
the example of Figure 3.4 the leaf level is at depth n.

In the example of Figure 3.4 a possible scenario is presented as follows: The center leadership has
the overall directive on how energy and power management is set. With narrowing down the scope
and functionality along the subsystems the user and application environment at one point have access
to energy and power control functionality. The decisions made at the application environment are
passed along to the exposed interfaces at the next level. Explicit hardware controls are not directly
exposed, but encapsulated in a way to protect from averse user action. The final control decision
is acted upon according to the control hierarchy, enabled by the different software levels. In this
example, the control flow is linear and no complex interaction is in place.
On the right-hand side of Figure 3.4 a less-than sign indicating authority, and a greater-than sign

indicating direct control is placed. With increasing depth of a level the authority of the level gets
narrower. Conversely, with increasing depth, the directness of control increases. This is due to the
fact that higher levels have a broader scope, while lower levels have less indirection and very specific
and actionable goals.
After the introduction of the OIEP level tree and the two illustrative examples, the following topics

of level trees are discussed in more detail in the upcoming paragraphs:

• Degree and branching of levels;
• Depth and paths of a tree;
• The root level;
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Level 0

Level 1

...

Level y

Level ya+1 Level yb+1

... ...
Level na-1

Level na Level mb-1

Level mb

Figure 3.5.: Branching OIEP level tree example. The system is branching at level y. The OIEP
level tree indicates this by the index ya + 1 and yb + 1. The chain of command also
splits accordingly to na and mb following a simple OIEP component tree. Arrows down
represent control.

• The leaf levels;
• Generation of an OIEP level tree for an OIEP architecture.

Degree and Branching of Levels: Above, the degree of a vertex has been introduced as it’s amount
of child vertices. The analogous definition holds for OIEP levels. In the following the implications of
multiple child levels of a level are introduced for OIEP architectures. Since the edges in the OIEP
reference model represent control, the concept is introduced as branching of the level tree into multiple
separate levels of control.
Figure 3.5 shows an abstract OIEP level tree with branching. Dummy components are added, one

at each level. The figure starts with the root level 0, as did the previous example. At level y the
OIEP level tree branches into two child levels, level ya + 1 and yb + 1. These levels themselves have
an arbitrary number of descendants. In the case of ya + 1, its child levels lead to the leaf level na,
while yb + 1 leads to the leaf level mb.
OIEP levels are abstractions of control domains. Thus, these child levels target two distinct control

domains, not influencing their energy and power control on lower levels. For the energy and power
control hierarchy to split into several child levels, this also necessitates that all following levels are
distinct control domains following this parent level. A level of the specific scope, optimization goal,
logical placement/physical location, with specific required energy and power management function-
ality, and associated components is placed above two levels such that: The two levels directly follow
the parent level within the control hierarchy, but are distinct. The control passed along the levels
follows their respective branch of the hierarchy until the leaf levels are reached.
Branching of levels is needed to clearly distinguish different sub-levels and associated sub-systems

for energy and power management. The levels differ in their level definition, but directly succeeding
the parent level in the hierarchy. In other words, at level y control decisions are made to be directed at
any of the child levels. The components placed within these levels have to be able to make decisions
targeting the interfaces exposed at all child levels. The parent level’s responsibility is to manage
control decisions on a macro-level, whereas the child levels act based on these directives, optimizing
with finer granularity. With such setup the level tree branches, while the components and their
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communication along their interfaces follow these branches. A chain of command for any control
decision can be traced along a single path along such branch of a level tree. The depth of each branch
can be arbitrary.
For example, a typical level branch occurs if compute resources are modeled distinct form cooling

resources. Assume that the branch following ya + 1 is the compute subsystems, while yb + 1 is the
cooling subsystem. Either has a different number of child levels themselves, depending on their setup.
The level y is able to provide control directives to either of its child levels, and the contained com-
ponents have to make informed decisions about control and delegation of their decisions. Following
the example, a component on level y then has to be able to give meaningful control directives to its
connection components on both the compute level and the cooling level.

Depth and Paths of a Tree: The depth of a OIEP level tree is the maximum depth of all of its
levels, as defined above.
Traversing the level tree from root to a specific leaf level follows a distinct path along the level tree.

Such path represents the chain of command of the levels, and shows how control decisions traverse
from root to leaf level. The length of the path is equal to the depth of the associated leaf level.
Different paths of the OIEP level tree can have different depths.
A deep level tree implies many intermediate levels until the hardware level is reached. Intermediate

levels can introduce latency and reaction times until control information propagates to the leaf levels.
It should be noted that time horizons for the energy and power management systems can be very
different: Real time, batched or even static, with various degrees of granularity. Considerations
regarding how components can behave on a level regarding time are crucial if control decisions affect
large parts of the complete OIEP level tree, in the case that regular changes are made near the root
of the tree in a deep level tree. At the same time, deep hierarchies allow for a very precise focus of
the level’s components on a specific functionality.
The example in Figure 3.5 shows branching at level y, while the paths along level ya + 1 to na and

along level yb + 1 to mb have individual length of n and m, respectively. The depth of the level tree
is the maximum of its paths, in this case m.
OIEP level trees can be very shallow or very deep. The design depends on the model creator and

the needs for the OIEP architecture. Model creators have to make practical considerations to model
the system with enough depth for clear separation of functionality, while keeping the OIEP level tree
shallow enough to be usable in practice.

The Root Level: At the top of the OIEP level tree the root level is situated, indicated as level 0.
The root level forms the anchor point of any OIEP architecture and is the main initial point of control
for the energy and power management system. This root level has a special responsibility for control
and model creation.
The root level has special characteristics, regarding:

a) A specified level scope: The scope of the root level is the complete energy and power manage-
ment system covered by the OIEP architecture. The root level’s responsibility is to separate
the complete management scope into the sub-levels of the OIEP level tree. The scope of the
root is the most general of the OIEP level tree, and covers the complete breath of the energy
and power management system, even if very abstract;

b) The associated optimization goal: The root node’s optimization goal is the overall optimization
goal of the OIEP architecture and the reason why the energy and power management setup using
the OIEP reference model. Such goals can be simple “minimizing energy to solution”, “staying
within a specific range of power consumption”, or “optimizing performance of applications with
high priority, while minimizing operational costs for any jobs with lower priority”, for example.

c) Logical placement and physical location: Depending on if the root level is a level with no active
component, but rather organizational characteristic, the logical placement is at the top of the
OIEP level tree and energy and power management hierarchy. Alternatively, if the level has
active software components associated, these components need associated hardware resource
for operation. In either case the associated documentation and configuration for the OIEP
architecture is co-located with the root node and needs a storage location;
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d) Required functionality for energy and power management: At the root level the required func-
tionality is to delegate the respective optimization goal to the root’s child levels. The root level
has no parent level itself, by definition and thus no functional requirements are set for incoming
control directives. Additional required functionalities specific to the root node are: The root
level guarantees that the rest of the OIEP architecture is set up in a conformal way, sufficing
the requirements and goals of the overall energy and power management system. This includes
the validation of the proper structure and of the lower levels during setup and regarding their
configuration. This is done by the model creator, who is delegated by the center leadership.
The root node is a proxy representative for this.

e) Hardware or software components associated with the level: Components associated with the
root level may be only virtual, and not an active component. For a virtual component the
functionality as obliged above is still necessary, especially for documentation purposes. If the
root node is a managed by an actual software component, sufficient documentation is to be
added to document the usage of OIEP architecture and energy and power management setup
according to the OIEP reference model.

The root level has the added required functional, to check the setup and to identify that the hierarchy
and its configurations are fit according to the desired architecture. This role is delegated in the form
of documentation and the responsibility of the model creator. The formal association is however at
the root level, such that this is part of the reference model itself. In terms of the design, the root
level (read “the model creator”) does not command control to a level which it does not “trust”. The
root level dictates the choices of tools and the initial selection of OIEP components for the OIEP
level tree and the overall OIEP architecture.

The Leaf Levels: The leaf levels are situated at the bottom of the OIEP level tree. The leaf levels
control and alter the hardware behavior directly. The number of leaf levels, is equal to the number
of different groups of hardware types. These hardware types are characterized by a unique feature
set as of the definition of level characterization and are thus to be managed in distinct fashion.
Since the OIEP reference model manages hardware using software, the leaf levels have only an

incoming edge. This cut-off (i.e. no out-going edges) at the leaf-level implies that there is no software
involved which can be altered by the users or creators of the OIEP architecture5. The transition to
hardware itself, the physical system, serves as cut-off for this distinction. The incoming edge from
the last level directly translate into control inputs provided by this last software mechanism. The
leaf levels thus represent the final interface to hardware impacting the energy and power behavior of
the overall system modeled by an OIEP architecture.
According to the OIEP level characteristics, the leaf levels of a OIEP architecture have the following

distinct properties:

a) A specified level scope: The leaf levels scope is limited to the hardware control and exposed
interface for the specific type of hardware feature of the level.

b) The associated optimization goal: In general the optimization goal of the leaf levels is a direct
translation of request for changes to hardware settings by the parent level. Optimization is gen-
erally done at a higher level, where tuning algorithms process additional information regarding
knowledge not present with the limited scope of individual isolated hardware components.

c) Logical placement and physical location: For logical placement, talking about hardware inter-
faces, the interface is either provided by firmware, or software. For firmware the hardware has
embedded micro-controllers, for software, the location is on the CPU/in memory. In both cases
these are co-located with the hardware they control, providing access to the management and
control feature.

d) Required functionality for energy and power management: For functionality, the leaf level’s
function is the provision of this explicit access to the hardware component’s control interfaces.
An additional required functionality is access control. In general access control has to be

5Firmware is considered not to be alterable within the OIEP reference model, however certainly functionality exposed
by firmware is used at the leaf levels.
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restricted enough so that such access control can be dealt with on a higher level, without active
management. In theory only the direct parent has access to the levels interfaces, to access,
control and set the hardware controls. This has to be guaranteed in practice by the level or
dealt with and guaranteed accordingly by a parent level.

e) Hardware or software components associated with the level: The associated hardware and
software components are the hardware components themselves, being exposed by hardware,
software, or firmware interfaces. Each level provides access to one type of component.

The OIEP level tree provides paths from the root level, to the leaf levels. The root level is a central
level having an abstract overview over the complete system and an overall optimization goals. The
leaf level by contrast have the finest granularity of the system, exposing actual hardware. The OIEP
level tree provides the overall optimization goal and its structure is an expression of how the overall
optimization is intended to be realized. The realization is refined down to the individual hardware
components which are used, at a step size of level granularity. Even though it is the responsibility
of the root level and each intermediate level for its descendants to guarantee a sound command of
control, an essential role for the functioning of an OIEP architecture is to make these choices and
construct such management setup. To have the right granularities and functionalities for each step
of the OIEP level tree a responsible model creator is needed. The next paragraph provides essential
considerations for the generation process for the OIEP level tree of an OIEP architecture.
Guidelines for the creation of OIEP levels and OIEP level trees for specific OIEP architectures are

presented in Appendix C.2.
This concludes the OIEP levels and OIEP level tree and sets the stage for detailed discussion on

components, which are discussed in the subsequent Section (Sec. 3.3.2).

3.3.2. OIEP Components and the OIEP Component Tree
OIEP components are the hardware and software components used within the OIEP reference model.
The OIEP components of an OIEP architecture are mapped to the architecture’s OIEP levels. The
OIEP components are connected following the layout of the associated OIEP level tree, forming the
OIEP component tree. These connected OIEP components of the OIEP component tree represent
an instantiation of an OIEP architecture.
The OIEP component tree is embedded into the OIEP level tree, but follows different rules and

serves a different purpose. The OIEP component trees shows the exact hardware and software
instances and its interfaces, which control the final hardware decisions. Such structured setup allows
to make individual energy and power decisions transparent in a complex multi-component setup. The
OIEP level tree, on the other hand, identifies only the general type of components required at a level.
For this reason the tree structure of OIEP components is made explicit as the OIEP component tree.
This section first introduces the concepts for OIEP components, followed by the concepts of the

OIEP component tree.

3.3.2.1. OIEP Components

An OIEP component represents the individual instances of software or hardware components in an
HPC system responsible for energy and power management functionality.
A set of OIEP components are the main active building blocks that make up the system design of

an OIEP architecture. Each component is situated on a specific OIEP level. These components are
software and hardware components that implement the functionality required to make decisions at
each level, as identified above. OIEP components have the following three characteristics:

• A component type;
• Component interfaces;
• Component functionality.

An OIEP component is typically an active software or hardware component in the HPC system,
as described in Chapter B.1. All components of an OIEP architecture have a specific active role in
energy and power management and need to be connected to other components to fulfill their roles.
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P&E Component

(a) Type i

P&EOriginal function

(b) Type ii

P&EOriginal function

(c) Type iii

P&E side-effect

(d) Type iv

Figure 3.6.: Types of OIEP components: Type i – pure energy and power (indicates as P&E) func-
tionality; Type ii – integrated energy and power functionality; Type iii – attached energy
and power functionality; Type iv – side-effect only, no direct energy and power function-
ality.

The identification of component type, interface and functionality specifies the individual capabilities
of the OIEP component. All regular OIEP components receive control directives from components
on higher levels, process them according to their control algorithms, and direct its control commands
to specific connected components on the next lower level, via the component interfaces. The details
of the OIEP components are discussed in the following paragraphs.

Component Types: The initial step for OIEP components is to identify the appropriate component
type. The levels of an OIEP architecture are often co-located with tools in the traditional HPC
software stack. Likewise, tools in energy and power management are located at specific physical and
logical locations of already existing tools. Therefore, the functionality is sometimes integrated with
these traditional tools, as discussed in Section B.1.2.2. The logical placement/ physical location for
OIEP levels can reflect this co-location of energy and power functionality with traditional HPC.
There are four types of OIEP components in terms of core functionality, as seen in Figure 3.6:

Type i – Pure energy and power functionality (see Fig 3.6a).
Type ii – Original core functionality outside of energy and power management, but energy

and power management functionality integrated into the core of the component (see
Fig 3.6b).

Type iii – Original core functionality outside of energy and power management, but energy
and power functionality logically or physically located alongside the component (see
Fig 3.6c).

Type iv – Core functionality completely lacking energy and power management functionality,
however with energy and power impact as side effect of the component (see Fig 3.6d).

These component types are discussed below.

Type i The fundamental component is component type i with pure energy and power function-
ality. Its functionality is purely focused on energy and power management, without additional non-
energy and power functionality. This means that the received control decisions, as well as additional
information received, are used exclusively to compute resulting actions to drive energy and power
decision. These are then delegated to underlying components or used to regulate control mechanisms
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in hardware, if the OIEP component is at the leaf level. These types of components are relatively
rare since pure energy and power management is a very recent concept6. Control of energy and power
in such component can have side effects on performance management, which is a separate issue not
dealt with by the component. This type of component is vital for clean system design. In the case
that a new tool in the energy and power space is developed this pure type should be considered.
As an example, the software components implementing Advanced Configuration and Power Interface
(ACPI) can be considered type i. On the hardware side, the RAPL-MSRs are such pure components
situated at a leaf levels.

Type ii A more involved component is component type ii. This component type has its original
core functionality outside energy and power, but with energy and power management capabilities
integrated. The original functionality of the component either has a direct benefit from managing
energy and power or needs to take care of energy and power management to function properly. The
energy and power functionality is often added after the original design of the tool, due to the fact that
improved performance or capabilities has become apparent through academic study (see Section 2.4)
or as a direct requirement by the HPC centers. Typical examples for this component type are RAS
systems.

Type iii Component type iii is similar to the previous type, but with a more decoupled approach.
The original core functionality of the component is outside of energy and power. The energy and
power considerations are not necessary for standalone operation of this original functionality. The
energy and power management functionality is added as a module or function. With the attachment
of energy and power functionality, these components add valuable features, which could in theory
be detached, but may serve as unique selling point for the product of the original functionality. For
energy and power management this type of component can be modeled without the non-energy and
power functionality, however the location of the component is dictated by this co-location. Typical
examples of such components are schedulers or profilers with added energy and power information.
For these schedulers and debuggers, the scheduling strategy or the profiling results do not depend on
the energy and power information. However, the added information can serve as control for other
components. If the energy and power information is actively used in the original functionality, the
component type is of type ii instead.

Type iv Components of type iv, components with energy and power side effect, can be either
of two cases: A component that has side effects that are wanted for energy and power management
and has indirect yet explicit control over energy and power consumption; A component that has side
effects to energy and power that are unwanted and thus have to be considered and accounted for.
The later case is very critical for correct operation, as well as accounting and should be modeled and
considered in OIEP architectures, if known. For the former case a very prominent example is man-
agement of energy consumption by frequency control via DVFS: The mechanisms primary concern is
performance with significant impact to energy and power, thus the control mechanism is chosen via
this indirect route. Location of such component in the system software is thus predefined since the
original component is already part of the HPC system. The associated OIEP level has to be selected
in the OIEP architecture creation accordingly. Due to the fact that this component type deals with
side effects of hardware devices, software and tools, identifying the right way for non-aversely interact
is critical. The interface to such component is also indirect, thus for energy and power management,
an OIEP level and OIEP component for translation of energy and power control to control of the side
effect is needed, if not handled by the component. Due to the fact that the component is a non-energy
and power component and has no active way of interacting with other OIEP components this kind
of component is always placed on leaf levels. As mentioned above, example components are explicit
frequency control of DVFS, or cooling infrastructure, both affecting energy and power consumption.

It should be noted, that components can be nested (see Section 3.3.2.2). In such case the assigned
component type is the component type of the outermost component of this nesting.

6With the exception of Basic Input Output System (BIOS) and OS.
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Level y
0..1

0..*

Figure 3.7.: A general OIEP component example. OIEP components have zero or one incoming
control interface, as well as an arbitrary number of outgoing control interfaces.

Component Interfaces: Components have incoming and outgoing control interfaces. These inter-
faces are needed to fulfill the specified level functionality.
The general case of a component and its interfaces is depicted in Figure 3.7.
A component has zero or one incoming edge for receiving command from components on levels

above the component’s level.
In the case that the component has no incoming edges, it is at the root of the OIEP component

tree. The component at the root level is the root component. If the component has an incoming edge,
the component has to be on a lower level. This incoming edge is the control interface for receiving
commands from the component on level above the component’s own level. Each component can only
be controlled by exactly one component, at each point in time.
The outgoing edges are used to delegate control decisions down to components on lower levels,

which adjust their energy and power decisions accordingly. If the component has no outgoing edges it
is a leaf component and the control decision affects energy and power consumption directly, without
passing additional commands to lower levels of the OIEP architecture, but by actuating hardware.
The outgoing edges can direct control decisions to either on one or multiple components on the levels
directly below the components current level. Additionally, a component can direct control to one or
multiple components, or multiple instances of the same component, on the next lower level.
The OIEP component interfaces are the implementations of the edges of the OIEP level tree. These

follow the OIEP level tree, and build the OIEP component tree as specified in the later section,
Sec 3.3.2.2.
Thus, model creators have to specify the levels, and select the components accordingly, to ensure

that components on all levels are able to interface with the components on their connected levels. If
a non-compatible component is detected the required interfaces have to be added or the component
is to be replaced.
The interfaces to direct control within the OIEP reference model must be exactly one level below

the components own level. Figure 3.7 shows the general case of a component: Zero or one incoming
control interface, and an arbitrary number of outgoing control interfaces.
Figure 3.8 shows the different edge configuration components have at intermediate, root and leaf

levels, as they appear in OIEP architecture: Figure 3.8a shows an intermediate component with ex-
actly one incoming edge and 1 to n outgoing edges to components on the next lower level. Figure 3.8b
shows the root component at the root level: No incoming control interface and an arbitrary number
of outgoing control edges to the next lower level. In each OIEP architecture there is exactly one such
root component. Figure 3.8c shows a leaf component, with exactly one incoming control interface,
situated at a leaf level.

Component Functionality: The core functionality of the OIEP component is to make decisions and
pass the resulting control delegation to components on lower levels. If the component is a leaf com-
ponent situated at a leaf level, the control decision are acted upon in the form of hardware actuation.
How this functionality of decision-making or hardware-actuation is realized is implementation spe-
cific. For most of the decision-making a single control directive from the parent component is not
sufficient, requiring additional information. Therefore, a mechanism for the exchange of energy and
power information is introduced in Section 3.3.3.2 as the OIEP monitoring overlay.
For any OIEP component the execution of the decision-making algorithm in the component is

triggered in one of four ways:

1. Based on the receival of control decision via the incoming control interface.
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Level y
1

1..*

(a) Intermediate OIEP components have a single incoming edge, and one or more outgoing edges to control
components on the levels directly below.

Level 0
1..*

(b) The root component of an OIEP architecture has
no incoming edges, it only has outgoing edges to
control components on the levels directly below.

Level n
1

(c) OIEP leaf components have no outgoing edges,
since their functionality is to set control mecha-
nism directly, not passing on control.

Figure 3.8.: OIEP components at different levels: intermediate, root and leaf OIEP components.

2. Based on time, e.g. a time interval, or time-based event.
3. Based on environment information of the component itself.
4. Based on information from the OIEP monitoring overlay.

The resulting decisions are acted upon accordingly and control decisions are delegated to components
connected via the outgoing edges. Which of the four above mentioned ways triggers the decision-
making process of a component depends on its implementation but also on the requirements of the
level.
The simplest form of a component functionality is passing on control without alteration, which

represents identity function in terms of component functionality. In general, a component’s function-
ality is a more sophisticated control mechanism based on the levels energy and power scope. The
component functionality, can also be distributed. In such case the single component can be modeled
as a OIEP architecture itself and then be used as a component in other OIEP architectures.
Decision-making and the generation of control directives can result in a cascade of decisions flowing

through to the leaf components of an OIEP architecture. For the OIEP reference model it should be
noted that there may be many individual components involved in a single change, thus stability of a
system is important! Additionally, changes propagate with a delay. The computation of the decision
algorithms, as well as information propagation has to be considered when designing “mission critical”
parts of the system.
In accordance to the concepts of batch systems, control decisions can also be batched or interactive:

When selecting and designing components it has to be communicated (and documented clearly), if
control decisions of a component are static or dynamic over the lifetime of its child components.
The implementation of the component functionality has to satisfy the optimization goal of its OIEP

level. For different components which are located on the same level different possible optimization
strategies exists. Given the same control input such components on the same level may reach different
results, while both are in accordance with the levels’ goals. Therefore, for a component to select,
instantiate and address the right component on the next lower level, in accordance with the OIEP
architecture and the capabilities of the HPC system, is important for the proper functioning of the
component.
A representation of a component’s control structure itself is a typical control loop, wherein all

problems of typical control theory apply.7

7For further reading refer to Findeisen et al. [Fin+80] or Åström and Murray [AM08]
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Figure 3.9.: Abstract and instantiated OIEP component tree.

3.3.2.2. OIEP Component Tree

To complete the main building blocks of the OIEP reference model the components described in
the previous section need to be connected and overlaid onto the OIEP level tree. For this the
OIEP component tree is constructed. The concepts of the OIEP component tree provide rules to
represent OIEP components controlling the flow of energy and power management decisions in an
OIEP architecture. For the construction of the OIEP component tree the OIEP level tree and the
individual OIEP components are used as a guideline for general structure and implicit requirements.
If components have requirements for specific components on lower levels, this dictates both the

structure of the OIEP level tree and the associated OIEP components. Thus, the selection of the
components influences the structure of the OIEP component tree. The appropriate construction is
the task of the model creator.
An OIEP component tree itself has two primary uses: On the on hand, an OIEP component tree

can represent all active OIEP components in an HPC system; On the other hand, a more practical
usage of the OIEP component tree is to visualize all correct, possible and intended combinations of
OIEP components for a specific OIEP architecture. Therefore, the OIEP reference model provides
concepts and rules for the OIEP component tree to represent all allowed setups using mechanisms to
have a simple, yet complete representation of any valid OIEP architecture.
The two resulting versions of the OIEP component tree are:

• The abstract component tree, giving an abstract view of all allowed compositions of OIEP
components for an OIEP architecture.8

• The instantiated component tree representing the concrete components when active and instan-
tiated in the system.

Both representations describe the control hierarchy of the specific OIEP architecture, which they
represent.
Figure 3.9 shows a possible abstract component tree and an instantiated component tree for the

example of Figure 3.2. A possible scenario for the setup is an energy and power management setup
using a cluster management tool on Level 0, and a scheduler on Level 1, managing batched single
node compute jobs with two CPUs on Level 2a and 3a, and high-availability interactive visualization
jobs with up to eight GPUs on Level 2b and 3b.
The figure shows an abstract component tree on the left side, and a possible instantiated component

tree on the right-hand side. The familiar OIEP level tree is the underlying structure. The levels are
now filled with components, and the edges between the components of the levels have multiplicity
indicators for the child components along the edges. The details and meaning thereof will be detailed
later in this section. On the right hand of Figure 3.9, a legal instantiation of the abstract component
tree is shown. In this example, there is one root component, which connects to exactly one component
on Level 1. The component on Level 1 can connect to an arbitrary number of components on Level 2a,
which requires exactly two connected components on Level 3a. In the instantiated component tree,
there are two components on Level 2a present, each commanding control to exactly two components
on Level 3a, as requested. The component on Level 1 also has to be connected to at least one

8The abstract component tree is by definition a directed acyclic graph (DAG), however, when finally expanded to
the instantiated component tree this always results in a tree structure according to the rules of the OIEP reference
model for the OIEP component tree, as described in this section.
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Level k

Level k+1

0..1 0..n * 1 1..n 1..* n n..m n..* x,y

Figure 3.10.: Multiplicity indicators of OIEP component indicate the number of controlled child com-
ponents. The notation indicates the number of controllable instances of child compo-
nents. Ranges are indicated by n..m, indicating a minimum number of n and a maximum
of m edges and thus control-able child components, where n,m ∈ N0; n ≤ m. In the
case that n 6= m the components can be instantiated based on demand of the control-
ling component. ∗ indicates an arbitrary number of component interfaces. x, y indicates
either x or y, where x and y can be any of the previous notation.

component on Level 2b. Such component on Level 2b has to control a specified amount of one to
eight components on Level 3b. In the example of the instantiated component tree the component
on Level 1 has three connected instantiated components on Level 2b. Two of them have exactly one
component on Level 3b, while one controls three.
This introductory example shows how components are presented the OIEP component tree and

how they are integrated into the control hierarchy. It also shows how a simple abstract component
tree might look like, while only including details on the number of interfaces of the components chosen
at each level and an instantiation of such tree.
To capture all possible allowed control hierarchies rules and concepts are needed for the OIEP

component tree. Each abstract component tree has to indicate the following information:

• Each level has to be occupied by at least one OIEP component.
• Each component has exactly one incoming edge, as described in Section 3.3.2.1.
• The outgoing edges have to be in accordance with the components, following the layout of the

OIEP level tree.
• The number of possible instances of control-able or required components have to be indicated

on the outgoing control interfaces and by connection to the appropriate components on the next
level.

• The selections of possibly allowed components on a level have to be indicated in the abstract
component tree.

Each instantiated component tree is a snapshot of such a tree at a specific point in time.
The following paragraphs complete the OIEP component tree by introducing detailed descriptions

on:

• Multiplicity indicators;
• The xor operator “⊕”;
• The virtually selected operator “∨”;
• Handling empty levels using bridge components;
• Nested components.

Multiplicity Indicators: The interfaces of the selected components indicate how the tree is con-
structed. The components’ interfaces represent the control flow, represented by the edges in the
OIEP component tree.
Depending on the component and the system setup, single components can control multiple compo-

nents on the next level. Control over different kinds of components is indicated using multiple edges,
control over the same kind of component is indicated using multiplicity indicators. For this each
edge of the abstract component tree is labeled providing information about the amount of possible
connected components for control.
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Figure 3.10 shows the possible indicators in case a component can control a variable number of
child components on the next level, using the same interface. The figure starts left to right (with
n,m ∈ N0; n ≤ m):

• With indicator 0..1 for the control of one or zero child components;
• With indicator 0..n for the control of zero up to a fixed number n;
• With indicator ∗ for an arbitrary number of components without upper limit;
• With indicator 1 for exactly one child component (default, indicator generally omitted);
• With indicator 1..n for up to n child components, but requiring a minimum of 1;
• With indicator 1..∗ for an arbitrary number, but requiring a minimum of 1;
• With indicator n for exactly n child component;
• With indicator n..m for an number of controlled child components between n and m (n < m);
• With indicator n..∗ for an arbitrary number, but requiring a minimum of n child components.
• With indicator x, y for a selection of either the indicator x or y, where x and y are themselves

any kind of indicator of this list.

This is used in the abstract component tree to indicated strict capabilities regarding the number of
components control-able using the interface of the parent component. The indicators are only given
on the outgoing side of the edge, since a component can control as many components as specified.
On the incoming side of the edge no indicator is needed, since each component is only controlled by
exactly one parent component. Unlabeled edges default to 1.

In the instantiated component tree one edge is an explicit control indicator from exactly one parent
component to a single child component. Thus, no range multiplicity indicators are given in the
instantiated component tree, but the exact number of controlled components is given. Alternatively
the component instances are shown explicitly as replicas, with unlabeled edges indicating a 1 to 1
connection.
Variable indicators and the 0 indicator within ranges are used, in case that the components can

instantiate child components during operation. This needs to be part of the parents’ functionality.
The model creator has to make sure that a maximum number of hardware controls is not exceeded
and that each leaf component is only controlled by a maximum of one component! For example, even
if a component can in theory be operated with interface 0..∗ the model creator may need to set an
upper limit for ∗ not to exceed the number of hardware controls. Additionally, a theoretical upper
limit of m may need to be lowered in the case that a component has trouble scaling to m controlled
components in a real world scenario without Quality of Service (QoS) degradation.
As mentioned, each OIEP level can have a number of OIEP components at each OIEP level. To

make sure that each leaf level component is only controlled by a single OIEP component two operators
for the OIEP component tree are introduced: the xor operator ⊕ and a second operator indicating a
preceding selection in the OIEP component tree diagram, the virtually selected operator ∨.

The Xor Operator “⊕”: When designing an OIEP architecture multiple components can be pro-
vided at the same level to facilitate the levels goals. In such a case, the component on the level above
has to choose one of these provided components when instantiating the OIEP component tree. This
exclusive choice of child components is indicated using the ⊕ sign in the abstract component tree.
The operator is called the xor operator ⊕.
The operator has one incoming edge and as many outgoing edges as components are provided for

the use-case in the OIEP architecture to select from for the parent component. A xor operator ⊕ can
only appear in an abstract component tree, since the instantiated component tree is the representation
of a concrete instance and no uncertainty is allowed. In the component tree, ⊕ sign of the operator
is always located above the components of the level it is situated on.
The parent component on the level above has to know about the fact that it has choice regarding

its child component to either be able to instantiate the right component and optimize internal choices
accordingly. The protocols for the OIEP architecture have to be selected according and specified
which take choice as by the usage of the xor operator in mind. Controlling the same lower level
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Level k

Level k+1 ...

n..m

Figure 3.11.: Xor operator indicating component selection, depicted by the ⊕ sign. The xor operator
indicates that for each instance of the control interface of a component exactly one
component on the sub-level has to be chosen. Multiplicity indicators, are given at the
edge of the parent, not at the ⊕ sign of the operator.

Level k
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Figure 3.12.: Virtually selected operator ∨, closing a preceding xor operator ⊕. The ∨ sign builds the
visual counterpart to the ⊕ sign, in the case that a choice of two or more components
can be instantiated at a component.

component at the same time by two different mechanisms/components is not allowed! Even with the
introduction of choice the instantiated component tree is and remains a tree structure.
The xor operator as explained is shown in Figure 3.11. The Figure shows a component on Level k

with multiplicity indicator n..m. On Level k+ 1 several components are shown, all connected by the
⊕ sign of the xor operator. This indicates that for each of the n to m instances controlled by the
component on Level k, the component can choose one of the components on Level k + 1 connected
via the edges from the xor operator to the respective components.
Due to the fact that a selection of components may want to access the same kind of lower level

child components, a visual indicator has to be added to the OIEP component tree to indicate that
a unique selection using the xor operator has taken place. This is done using the virtually selected
operator ∨.

The Virtually Selected Operator “∨”: The xor operator introduces the possibility of choice for a
component to select its child components. Since each leaf component is only allowed to be controlled
by exactly one parent, the traversal down to the leaf components also needs to form a tree structure
along the OIEP component tree. The xor operator introduces a perceived conflict in the case that two
of the components available for such selection target the same kind of child component. To resolve
this visually a counterpart to the ⊕ sign is introduced for the abstract component tree, the virtually
selected operator ∨.

Figure 3.12 shows the virtually selected operator indicated by the ∨ sign. The figure shows an xor
operator at Level k + 1. The component on Level k therefore can select which kind of component
to instantiate on Level k + 1. Below, on Level j, the components have a control interface to a single
kind of component on Level j + 1. Since direct control of multiple parent components having control
over the same child component is a violation of the tree structure for OIEP component trees. This
violation in the OIEP reference model has to be resolved. The virtually selected operator is added
at the bottom of Level j to indicate that each component of Level j has access to the same kind of
component on Level j + 1, but a unique instance thereof, for each control path.
Using the virtually selected operator, the abstract component tree shows a directed acyclic graph
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Figure 3.13.: OIEP component tree instantiation with xor operator and virtually selected operator.
The example instantiation shows one component for each possible path of component
selection for each xor operator. Both ⊕ and ∨ operator symbols are eliminated by the
instantiation process and ultimately only show the selected components on the paths to
the leafs.

(DAG) between the component on Level k and the component on Level j + 1. The instantiated
component tree expands to a normal tree without any components controlled by two parents, as
required by the OIEP component tree. Such instantiation of the same component type for each
control path is shown in Figure 3.13 in a more involved example.
Figure 3.13 shows an abstract component tree on the left and an instantiated component tree on

the right. The abstract component tree shows two xor operators, one at Level k + 1 and one at
Level k + 2. The first of the selections is matched by a virtually selected operator at Level k + 2,
while the second selection is matched by a virtually selected operator at Level k + 3.
On the right-hand side of Figure 3.13 the instantiated component tree shows one component in-

stance for each possible selection of the xor operator. This results in a unique instance of each com-
ponent kind after resolving each virtually selected operator, following three distinct control paths.
Therefore, component g on Level k + 3 is instantiated as component g1, controlled by component d
and component g2 controlled by component e. Similarly, component i is replicated as component i1
controlled by component g1, component i2 controlled by component g2 and component i3 controlled
by component h.

The virtually selected operator ∨ serves as a visual reminder that a choice of child components was
presented earlier using the xor operator. No instantiated component can be controlled by multiple
components from a parent level without violating the OIEP reference model principles. The operator
is not tied to any real component but serves as virtual reminder to verify that design is valid at
construction time of the OIEP architecture.

Following the examples for the xor operator and the virtually selected operator, the following sum-
mary is given:

• Controlling the same instance of a component at the same time from different parent components
is forbidden, violating the control tree structure of the OIEP component tree.

• The exclusive selection of a branch (read: instantiation of a child component using an xor
operator) is done by the parent component above the xor operator.

• Having an xor operator implies that the parent component knows about the selection and has
a protocol to perform this selection.

• After all selections are done for the instantiation of the OIEP component tree, there is no
ambiguity and each component is controlled by exactly one component as required by the
control tree structure.

• In the abstract component tree the path between ⊕ sign and ∨ sign is a DAG, making the
complete system a DAG. Thus calling the system a tree is wrong and OIEP component tree
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(a) Example 1.
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(b) Example 2.

Figure 3.14.: Two example cases with xor operator and virtually selected operator. Both examples
show the abstract component tree on the left and instantiated component tree on the
right. The instantiations show one instantiated component per possible xor operator
selection.

seems like a misnomer, but: By design this is a helper construct to manage complex energy and
power constructs, which is resolved into the required tree structure. The parent components can
not target the same component instance since the transformation from abstract to instantiated
component tree replicates the component type per control path.

• The virtually selected operator can not appear without a preceding xor operator, however the
xor operator can appear without a following virtually selected operator.

• Multiplicity indicators and the model creator have to ensure the number of components con-
trolled match the number of physical hardware components.

• Following this idea, the DAG is ultimately resolved to a tree structure. Thus, the tree termi-
nology is preferred for the OIEP reference model.

With these considerations the instantiated component tree does not violate the tree structure and
all requirements for the control tree are met. The constructs themselves support a transparent
management structure, simplicity and readability and overall manageability of any OIEP architecture
constructed using the OIEP reference model.
In the following two special examples are considered to illustrate allowed constructions and the

expressiveness of the OIEP component tree in Figure 3.14. For simplicity the components are repli-
cated exactly once for each possible choice of control path component combination in the instantiated
component tree.
Example 1 shown in Figure 3.14a shows three levels: k, k + 1 and k + 2 with components a, b, c

and d. In the example the xor operator and the virtually selected operator are located on the same
level. The meaning of this minimal example is as follows: An instance of component a can select to
instantiate any number of either component b or c. Both of them have an interface to a component
of kind d, generating unique access to any amount of unique instance of component of kind d. In
the example’s instantiated component tree on the right-hand side, component a commands control
to one component b and one component c, each of which command control to their unique instance
of component d, d1 and d2, respectively. It is to be noted, that for such simple choices, the ⊕ sign
and the ∨ sign are located on the same level.

Example 2 shown in Figure 3.14b shows a very similar example: This time the interest lies in
the interface of the two adjacent levels k + 1 and k + 2. On Level k + 1 the virtually selected
operator indicates that an exclusive component selection was done above. At the same time directly
succeeding this choice is an ⊕ symbol indicating choice of either a component of kind d or e. In
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such case both b and c have to implement and agree with component d and e on a protocol for
selection of the respectively components and for exchange of control commands and information. In
the example’s instantiated component tree on the right-hand side, component a commands control
to one component b and one component c, each of which command control to a unique instance of
exclusive selection of component d and e each. This results in component b commanding control
to instances d1 and e1, while component c commands control to instances d2 and e2. It is to be
noted that only when the same component is targeted by previous components the virtually selected
operator is needed. If an exclusive choice by an xor operator targets two different independent,
and/or exclusive components, no matching virtually selected operator is needed.
Given the examples of Figure 3.14, possible scenarios therefore are: Level k represents the job

scheduler level, having selection of multiple job runtimes at Level k + 1. As possible scenario for
Figure 3.14a, both runtime components, d and c, target the same hardware component at Level k +
2. As possible scenario for Figure 3.14b there is an available selection of two different hardware
controls, for example Voltage Regulators (VRs) represented as component d and fans represented as
component e.
With the introduced operators no duplication of the same component types is necessary to be either

situated at the same or even different levels in the OIEP component tree.

Handling Empty Levels Using Bridge Components: This paragraph discusses possibly empty lev-
els and bridge components as neutral elements for the OIEP component tree. Both concepts are
important to avoid conflicts in a system design and avoid possible erroneous construction of OIEP
architectures. Additionally, these serve as helper constructs when using the OIEP reference model
for RFPs, system proposals and planning for longer term system evolution. To start this paragraph
the following reminder is given: Any level k is only connected to directly adjacent levels k − 1 and
level k+ 1. Likewise, components on level k can only have edges to components on directly adjacent
levels k − 1 and level k + 1.
In the case that components can control a variable number of child components, indicated by

multiplicity indicator 0 or ∗, a level on the instantiated component tree can potentially be empty.
This component is then a leaf of the instantiated component tree, as control decisions can only be
propagated when a child component is instantiated. In such case, all components underneath such
components are not instantiated themselves, and the respective child levels are empty. All compo-
nents following the given variable multiplicity indicator have to have the capability to instantiate,
construct and deconstruct components. The protocols of each component interface have to support
such functionality. On the abstract component tree levels are never devoid of components.
At the design phase of the OIEP architecture each level has to have at least one component per

level. In the case that no functional components are available for a level k, possible bridge components
can be placed. Such bridge components take the incoming edges from the components on level k− 1
and route them to the appropriate connected component on level k + 1 without alteration. The
component’s functionality performs the identity function and if exactly one parent component is
connected to exactly one child component this is the simplest form of a bridge component. In
the case that the input from the parent is replicated among all components on the child level, the
bridge components functionality is to multiplex the control commands. In the case that the control
information needs to be split a simple division is applied as the functionality of the bridge component.
Bridge components can be useful if software is planned for a system design and a working place-

holder is needed. Alternatively, such bridge component can be used as a default of fall-back component
in the case that a component has not sufficient information to perform its functionality. In such case
notification system for admins should be in place. Bridge components on the leaf levels indicate a
non-functional design. These bridge components should be replaced by fully functional components
for the level to achieve the goal of the OIEP architecture.

Nested Components in the Component Tree: A single OIEP component of the OIEP component
tree can be a nested sub-tree of an OIEP architecture. This is referred to as a nested component
within the OIEP component tree. Such nested components have an internal level description, and are
built from OIEP components internally. A nested component can itself consist nested components.
Nested components have internal root and leaf components. The root and leaf components of the
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Figure 3.15.: Nested component – Left: Black box view of a nested component. Right: White box
view of the nested component with a possible instantiation.

nested component represent interfaces to the outside of the component, which are interfaces to the
child and parent levels of component itself. Since components can be viewed as a black box with
a known functionality, the internal working can be treated opaque and is of no relevance to the
components of other levels outside the component. Whether a component is a nested component or
not can be treated as an implementation detail. All other rules of the OIEP reference model apply.
Figure 3.15 shows a possible component design as used in a OIEP component tree for an arbitrarily

nested component. The left-hand side shows the black box view of the component on Level k. Right
of the black box view is the white box view, presented as an abstract component tree. For illustrative
purpose an instantiated component tree internally nested one time is given in Figure 3.15, as well.
The example component is identified as anest. The white box view shows an internal level structure,
for simplicity referred to as bottom and top level (unlabeled). The white box view also shows the
internal components it is composed of: On the top level, the component aselect is presented, with
multiplicity indicator for one or two child components. On the bottom level an xor operator gives
exclusive choice of either the component anest and aleaf. The bottom level is closed by the virtually
selected operator.
Given the black box view and the white box view of the component, the component anest is

instantiated on the right-hand side of Figure 3.15. The instantiated nested component shows anest1

with the internal top level component aselect1 . For the bottom level of the outer component two
instances of anest have been selected: anest2 and anest3 . These nested components themselves consists
of a top level component aselect. On the bottom level the nested components anest2 and anest3 consist
of two leaf components aleaf. In total, the outer component can command control to 4 components
on level k+1, while the functionality of the overall component depends on the functionality of aselect
and aleaf, which is not specified in this example.
Using this concept arbitrarily nested components are possible. Such components setups may expe-

rience scaling issues. This information is to be provided as documentation of the components. The
responsibility of proper function is put on the model creator, while the OIEP reference model only
provides the concepts to describe such energy and power management concepts.

3.3.3. OIEP Data Sources and the OIEP Monitoring Overlay
The OIEP levels, OIEP level tree, OIEP components and OIEP component tree represent the control
hierarchy and control flow within the OIEP reference model. For components to make decisions and
have the appropriate control decisions propagate throughout the constructed control hierarchy mod-
eled by the energy and power management system, OIEP components need additional information.
For this, OIEP data sources are introduced, with an additional overlay structure, the OIEP moni-

toring overlay. The OIEP monitoring overlay is an overlay-graph indicating the data flow from data
sources to the components, for them to derive the control decisions that propagates throughout the
OIEP component tree.
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3.3.3.1. OIEP Data Sources

For decision-making information is derived from either static or dynamic data. For static data,
obtaining it once and interpreting it is sufficient. Such data are for example configuration files.
The more critical information derived from dynamic data, obtained from sensors. Within the OIEP
reference model the sources of data are referred to as OIEP data sources. These are grouped into
three categories:

• OIEP components,
• Sensors (decoupled from controls), and
• Databases (aggregated data).

These are referred to as OIEP data sources. When using the data, OIEP components need a way to
get information about data quality, and a way to access or subscribe to the data.

OIEP Components as Data Sources: Control systems can only be effective if the impact of con-
trol is measurable. Therefore, many OIEP components at the leaf levels have sensors integrated.
Additionally, components aggregate information about their controlled components to verify control
decisions. Such information can in turn be sent up towards the parent component in aggregated form.
OIEP component, which do not have sensor capabilities, nevertheless propagate information, about

their control decisions. This is normally done along the edges of the OIEP component tree, informing
the component which they got a control command from about their action and/or the result of the
control command action. All OIEP components thus form a structure for sending information, in
inverse direction to the control commands of the OIEP component tree.
The following two examples show OIEP component with sensor and without sensor capabilities.

An OIEP component that can act as a sensor, as well as normal component is the for example RAPL
of the CPU interface. RAPL serves as a normal energy and power control interface, but also has
registers to get information about average power usage [Dav+10]. At the same time the RAPL
interfaces can be used as OIEP data source supplementing node power usage, even if it may not be
used as control for the complete node power in a given OIEP architecture.
An example for sending back information along the inverse edges of the OIEP component tree

where control commands were received, is the job runtime. The job runtime does not have any sensor
capabilities on its own, but can inform the job scheduler about the total amount of energy used.
Depending on the OIEP architecture setup, such information flow may either simply acknowledge
the limits set by the job scheduler, inform the job scheduler about total energy used, or even give
continuous aggregate information about the compute job’s total power consumption.

Sensors as Data Sources: The first additional source of information, outside the OIEP components,
is from sensors present in the HPC system.
These sensors are not coupled to any OIEP component, but the measured systems are affected by

OIEP components, or control decisions depend on the measured values or conditions they sense.
Examples for these sensors for example power panels inside PDUs. A sensors’ scope can also

be outside of energy and power measurement, while still relevant for the OIEP architecture: As
example serve the sensors for pump speed of the water chiller system, as indication of peak cooling
performance.

Databases as Aggregator Data Sources: HPC center have started utilizing databases collecting
operational information for short term, long term and topic specific use-cases. Such databases can
also serve the decisions of OIEP components if integrated properly.
Databases serve as a mediator to serve a larger audience than a single directly connected sensor.

Databases can deal with large number of sensors and address issues of multiple subscribers and
also infrastructure for large number of sensors publishing their data. Additionally, access rights are
generally addressed in such databases. Not all databases and sensor valuable for OIEP components’
decisions are necessarily limited to energy and power. All of them can serve decisions of OIEP
components, however. The decisions, if sensors should be collected in a database first, or directly
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used, mostly depends on the use-case, on the OIEP architecture and also on data management systems
and databases already available and in use at the respective center.
Examples for such databases are PerSyst [GHB14], collecting into a database for job performance,

Power Data Aggregation Manager (PowerDAM) [Wil18], collecting HPC Center and HPC system
infrastructure data, and Data Center Data Base (DCDB) [Net+19], a modular database for moni-
toring data in real time continuous fashion. All of these have slightly different targets, and are used
simultaneously at the LRZ.
All kinds of OIEP data sources can be used for different OIEP components and have different data

sources themselves, depending on the setup and use-case. Data-quality, delay of data availability and
relevance in time, as well as already performed preprocessing may differ. These are relevant aspects
to consider and know when designing management systems. A combine usage of all forms of OIEP
data sources may be needed, since a global collection of data is often not desirable because of various
technical and organizational reasons. The different data sources are included and required in the
OIEP reference model since the model creator and the target audience of the OIEP architecture may
need this information to be able to assess the quality of the energy and power management decisions.

3.3.3.2. OIEP Monitoring Overlay

The transmission of the information obtained from the OIEP data sources is modeled using a digraph.
In the OIEP reference model this auxiliary construct is called the OIEP monitoring overlay. Its
purpose is to identify which components use what additional information, aside from the control
commands, and how this data is propagated throughout the energy and power management system.
The OIEP monitoring overlay is constructed by combination of:

• A graph derived by inverting the OIEP component tree;
• The OIEP data sources, connected via edges to their data-consumers.

The resulting digraph shows the information flow of all additional data used within an OIEP archi-
tecture.9 The OIEP component tree and the OIEP monitoring overlay combined are used to derive
energy and power management decisions by the individual OIEP components.
Figure 3.16 shows two schematics of importance for the OIEP monitoring overlay: Figure 3.16a

shows the OIEP monitoring overlay itself, while Figure 3.16b shows the data source of the databases
within the example energy and power management system. Both figures use the base setup from the
example of Figure 3.5, showing an OIEP level tree and OIEP component tree with two branches of
depth na and mb, each occupied by one OIEP component.
Figure 3.16a shows an example OIEP monitoring overlay: The OIEP component tree is inverted

into a directed graph, and two sensors and a database used in the OIEP architecture are added.
Any OIEP data sources is added below the lowest component using it, such that information in the
OIEP monitoring overlay diagram always flows up. Therefore, Sensor 1 (Sens1) is placed under
the component of Level ya + 1, and Sensor 2 (Sens2) is placed under Level na − 1. The database,
DB1, is placed under Level yb + 1, since it is used at the components at Level yb + 1, ya + 1, as
well as Level 1. The OIEP monitoring overlay is designed to be acyclic. In combination, the OIEP
monitoring overlay, with information flow directed upwards and the OIEP component tree (in gray),
with flow of control command downwards, represent the complete data flow in the OIEP architecture
used to derive energy and power control decisions.
Figure 3.16b shows the databases present in the example energy and power management system,

and which OIEP components they obtain data from. The figure shows two databases, DB1 and
DB2. Database DB1 acquires data from components on Level mb, na, yb + 1 and y. Database DB2
acquires data from components on Level mb − 1 and na − 1. As seen in Figure 3.16a, since DB2 is
not used in the OIEP architecture it is not included in the OIEP monitoring overlay. There may
be an arbitrary additional number of databases in the HPC center. Only the databases used within
the OIEP architecture are to be included in the OIEP monitoring overlay. Therefore, database DB1
is part of the OIEP monitoring overlay of Fig. 3.16a. The side by side view of the two Figures of

9Multiplicity indicators for the OIEP monitoring overlay are handled in accordance with Section 3.3.2.2, where
incoming edges are labeled with indicators for multiplicity, in the case where a variable number of instances of
OIEP data sources exist.
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Figure 3.16.: Monitoring overlay depictions.

Figure 3.16 shows that the data sources and data consumers of DB1 overlap. This is allowed, since
databases are used as OIEP data source in an abstracted manner, disregarding where they obtain
information from. This is the case, since the structures of the OIEP reference model only guarantee
structural conflict free flow of control commands, but do not enforce usage or setup of the monitoring
systems. At the same time, having the information of where a database acquires its data from may
be beneficial to model creators and implementors of OIEP components to improve the quality of the
control decisions made.

3.3.4. OIEP Operating States and the OIEP State Diagram
With the introduced concepts of the OIEP reference model every interaction of energy and power
control in a complex HPC system can be mapped and expressed. Thus, the above stated mechanisms
provide all functionality to make normal operation manageable. In any HPC system default operation
is eventually interrupted by extraordinary circumstances. This results in a deviation from normal
operation and may result in the need to operate using a different energy and power management
strategy. These alternative energy and power management strategies are again expressible using the
means of the OIEP reference model.
To express different states of operation and the transition between them, the OIEP reference model

provides the concept of OIEP operating states. These affect the complete HPC system managed by
a described OIEP architecture. The OIEP operating states represented by an OIEP architecture are
represented in a finite state machine (FSM) called the OIEP state diagram. The OIEP state diagram
represents the default operating state and any additional operational mode required and predefined
for their respective energy and power management strategy.
In the following sections the concepts for OIEP operating states and OIEP state diagrams are

presented.

3.3.4.1. OIEP Operating States

An OIEP operating state is the energy and power management control hierarchy in place for a specific
system state or mode of operation of a given energy and power management system. Each OIEP
operating state of an OIEP architecture thus consists of:

• A state description and use-case;
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• Triggers for state transitions;
• An associated OIEP component tree for each state.

In combination an OIEP operating state describes the behavior of energy and power management in
the specified operating mode and when to exit the associated OIEP operating state.

State Description and Use-case: The state description and use-case sets the general goal of the
OIEP operating state. Such use-case or goal is also the primary goal of the OIEP component tree
used for the associated state.
Specification of the state-description is done before the construction on the individual OIEP level

tree and OIEP component tree, by capturing the intent of the energy and power management solution.
Examples for state-descriptions and use-cases for normal operation stated as energy and power

management system goals may be any examples for goals of an OIEP level tree’s root level. Examples
for these are:

• Operation under a power limit;
• Minimization of energy to solution for jobs;
• Staying within the budget;
• Optimizing for the ESPs’ pricing policy;

Additional examples are use-cases where multiple normal operation modes exist. Example for these
are:

• Operating modes depending on season;
• Operation depending on ambient temperature;
• Operating modes for the specific pricing policy for day and night cycles of the ESPs.

State descriptions with short term duration (being an exception to normal operation) are, for example:

• Operation in an emergency situation (brown-out/black-out, cooling loss, etc.);
• Operation during system benchmarking;
• Operation during complete system runs for high priority applications;
• Power ramp-up and ramp-down;
• Operation with exhausted budget of an operational resource;

The specifics of each state has to be captured by the model creator to represent the energy and power
management setup.

Triggers for State Transitions: When multiple OIEP operating states are present in a system, each
state needs triggers to transition from one state to the appropriate state for the circumstance.
In the default OIEP component tree each component has a component type, interfaces and func-

tionality for the default normal operation. The only allowed interaction to lower level controls is via
these prescribed interfaces. At the same time the overall system has a large number of sensors, not
only available to optimize default operation via the software components and OIEP components, but
also so sense critical events which need intervention. In such case the overall OIEP architecture has to
transition from one OIEP operating state to another. Otherwise, proper operation is not guaranteed.
For these implementations of the OIEP component, the OIEP component tree, OIEP data sources
and OIEP monitoring overlay need mechanisms to be informed of the OIEP operating state transition
and take appropriate action. These are cleanup, configuration and re-configuration, or initialization
of the following responsible components.
The triggers have to be implemented guaranteeing safe and sound emergency handling. Compo-

nents and sensor have to implement these and be given the necessary authority to escalate. Such
events should be treated as extra-ordinary and handled with care. A trigger can be a specific threshold
for a measured value, time and date information or an external input.
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All these operating states are a deviation from normal operation, where the course of action is not
handled by a component selecting sub-components and changing configurations, but by triggering a
switch in the mode of operation to a different control hierarchy, i.e.: It is handled by a different setup
of the OIEP component tree.

Associated OIEP Component Tree For Each State: Each OIEP operating state is in itself a
contained OIEP architecture without operating states. This means that the energy and power man-
agement system is handling energy and power control commands via the OIEP component tree.
Any OIEP component tree requires definition of OIEP level, an OIEP level tree, associated OIEP
components, as well as OIEP data sources and OIEP monitoring overlay if required.
The OIEP component trees is the primary structure for handling the energy and power control

commands. Structures of this primary OIEP component tree can be similar, with small modifications
to adapt the different operating modes, while a complete change in the control and command structure
may not be practical.
Emergency cases, may exclude specific optimization software components and take direct control,

while applying strong limitations and restrictions to operate in known safe states. The main burden
lies again on the model creator and center leadership approving and signing off the states OIEP
architecture for each state, as well as its state transitions.

3.3.4.2. OIEP State Diagram

The OIEP operating states of an OIEP architecture are represented in an FSM: the OIEP state
diagram. If the design of a system has a specific requirement which more easily maps to a different
form of automaton, it should be kept in mind that most automatons can be transformed into an
equivalent representation in the form of a different type of automaton [Chr07].
The trivial case has only the default operation and no transitions. All non-trivial cases with more

than one OIEP operating state require an OIEP state diagram. State diagrams consist of states, as
well as transitions. Any FSM has an initial state with the appropriate setup and initialization, to
have a known starting point and setup routine. Each transition requires the corresponding OIEP
components to respond with according state cleanup, possible transition and initialization.
The states are labeled according to identify the state description or use-case. By convention of

this work, the name of the state transition is the name of the entities triggering the state transition,
followed by the action triggering the state transition. If this convention does not apply to a use-case,
meaningful identifiers shall be used.
Each trigger is represented by an edge transitioning to the appropriate associate state of the OIEP

architecture. The labels or the edges should also be chosen in a mnemonic way, such that model
creators can easily identify which components have to implement functionality to respond to the
respective state transition. This includes information on who can trigger the state transition.
Figure 3.17 shows an example for an OIEP architecture’s state diagram as well as the according

OIEP component trees. In this example, normal operation equates to user selection of power man-
agement, as seen in Figure 3.17b. The OIEP component tree in Figure 3.17b shows seven levels:
Level 0, Center Leadership; Level 1, RAS-System; Level 2, the job scheduler; Level 3, the application
environment; Level 4, a MSR user space abstraction; Level 5, the kernel module abstraction; Level 6,
the CPU. Each of these levels is occupied by a specific software or hardware system modeled as OIEP
component. All of which have control interfaces to interact with the components on the lower levels.
This means that the center policy is set to USER, for which one RAS system is responsible. The RAS
system controls the scheduler, which uses the appropriate configurations and settings and itself sets
the appropriate application environment: In this case it allows user space control. The application
environment, and thus the user application, has access to libmsr , which in turn can write to an in-
stance of a kernel module abstraction, in this case: msr-safe. Msr-safe has the appropriate whitelist
setup and permissions to finally control the hardware, in such way that the whitelisted registers of
the CPU can be altered.
The OIEP component tree on the right in Figure 3.17c shows an alternative OIEP component tree

with four levels: Level 0 – center leadership; Level 1 – RAS-system; Level 2 – the kernel module
abstraction; Level 3 – the CPU; again occupied by their respective components. In this emergency
state, reduction to a minimum power consumption is dictated. Command is again turned to the RAS
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(a) A simple state diagram showing transition of normal operation state to emergency operation.
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(b) An exemplary OIEP component tree for safe user
operation. Components on Level 0 to Level 6
show the chain of command.
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(c) An exemplary OIEP component tree for emer-
gency operation at minimal Power consumption.
The Level hierarchy is reduced and the RAS sys-
tem takes control over msr-safe and the CPU.

Figure 3.17.: Exemplary OIEP state diagram with OIEP component trees. In case of an emergency
the example state diagram allows the admin to transition from the OIEP component
tree with use-case User operation to the OIEP component tree with goal minPowe.
Additionally, transition to normal operation is shown.

system, now having direct access to the kernel modules and whitelists, stripping out scheduler and
any user-space interaction and accesses. The RAS system sets the node configuration to a minimum
power setting directly. This is seen in Figure 3.17c. For the OIEP architecture a state diagram is
required, indicating the states, and their transitions.
Figure 3.17a shows the associated OIEP state diagram: The state diagram has two states, the

default state and the emergency state. Each OIEP operating state is represented by one OIEP
component tree. The state diagram is initialized in the default state while state transitions are set
by the admin. In normal operation the OIEP operating state Default is used where the center
leadership follows the use-case of USER operation. The OIEP component tree is set up in a way
to have all energy and power management systems set in place to allow the user application to set
energy and power settings in the application environment. In the example, the control interfaces of
userspace are restricted by prescribing the usage of libmsr , passing energy and power management
commands in a controlled fashion to the CPU. In the use-case, the setup allows the admin so set the
overall system into emergency state, where an OIEP component tree is set in place which excludes
the scheduler and any user space decisions. The example emergency override, provides direct access
of the RAS system to set the MSRs via the kernel module abstraction. This chain of command is not
allowed in the Default OIEP operating state. For such case, the RAS system as well as the Kernel
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module abstraction has to have mechanisms implemented to transfer control in the case of a state
transition, triggered by the admin.
The example illustrates a hypothetical use-case of two operation modes. Similar cases can be

constructed for any operating states, required by the center leadership, or as a response by a vendor
according to an RFP which request the proper handling of different operating scenarios.

Chapter Summary
Chapter 3 forms the centerpiece of this work: the introduction of the Open Integrated Energy and
Power (OIEP) reference model.
The Chapter lays out a methodical approach for reference model construction, and adapts it for

the generation of a reference model for energy and power management systems. The fundamental
concepts and design considerations for the reference model are outline and explained, leading to the
description of the OIEP reference model.
This chapter provides an approach and solution for problem statement Q1. The subquestion Q2 is

addressed, providing building blocks and the reference model for such energy and power management
design. To complete Q1 and Q2, the application and evaluation of the model are needed, following
this chapter as logical progression.

Problem definition1

Problem domain
analysis2

Reference model
construction3

Evaluation and
evolution4

Reference model building

HPC system specific
problem descriptiona

Identification of
requirementsb

Reference model-
/ Architecture-

selection
c

Architecture
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/ -adaptation

d

Specific architecture e

Application of the reference model

Figure 3.18.: Method completion after Chapter 3.
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With the description of the OIEP reference model the next step is to apply the model. For reference
model building, applying the reference model is a required step to complete the design process. This
is the case, since proper evaluation and eventual evolution of the model is only possible after having
applied the model (see Ch. 1.2). Therefore, this chapter proceeds as follows:

• Method for OIEP architecture generation (Sec. 4.1);
• Generation of an OIEP architecture for the PowerStack model (Sec. 4.2).

In addition to the application of the OIEP reference model to the PowerStack model, additional OIEP
architectures have been generated for a selection of different energy and power management setups.
These are used to verify the applicability of the model validity of both the OIEP reference model and
the method to generate OIEP architectures.
The additional OIEP architectures constructed are:

• For the PowerStack prototype (App. D.1);
• For GEOPM, modeled as a nested component (App. D.2);
• For LRZ’s SuperMUC Phase 1 & Phase 2 systems (App. D.3);
• For the SuperMUC-NG system (App. D.4);
• For the Fugaku system (App. D.5).

These OIEP architecture constructions show, both how the OIEP reference model is applied, and the
versatility for different kinds of system descriptions. The main body of the work only presents the
reference model application cycle once, while the additional constructions are left for the appendix,
for brevity.
This chapter shows how the OIEP reference model is applied to represent and better understand

the energy and power management setup of HPC systems, addressing research question Q3.

4.1. Applying the OIEP Reference Model
For applying the OIEP reference model, a methodical approach is followed. This follows the right
circle of the thesis method, as shown in Figure 4.1. The method is realized in five steps:

a) HPC system specific problem description;
b) Identification of requirements;
c) Reference model selection or architecture selection;
d) Architecture construction or adaption;
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Figure 4.1.: Focused right side of the methodical approach as of Figure 1.2. For application of the
reference model the steps a to e are iterated, as per adaption according to [Sch00, p. 78].

e) Resulting in: a specific architecture.

The architecture construction / architecture adaption of step d) itself follows seven steps:

1. Identifying the OIEP levels;
2. Composition and arrangement of the OIEP level tree;
3. Identifying the OIEP components;
4. Composition and arrangement of the OIEP component tree;
5. Inclusion of the OIEP monitoring overlay;
6. Identification of needed OIEP operating states and construction of OIEP state diagram;
7. Addressing the remaining states of the OIEP state diagram (by repetition of the above steps

for each state).

The result of applying the method is the specific OIEP architecture for the energy and power man-
agement system of the HPC system setup in question.

4.2. Constructing an OIEP Architecture for the PowerStack
In the following section an OIEP architectures for the PowerStack is constructed1. The PowerStack
itself tries to define a reference architecture, as defined in 3.2.1, whereas OIEP defines a reference
model to describe such architectures, which potentially can serve as a reference architecture.
The efforts of the PowerStack community builds both a general model for the PowerStack and an

initial prototype, implementing a subset of the outlined model. This section constructs an OIEP
architecture for the PowerStack model succeeding the second PowerStack seminar [PS’19a]. A second
OIEP architecture construction for the PowerStack prototype is described in Appendix D.1.
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Figure 4.2.: PowerStack Model – control and system interaction. According to the second annual
PowerStack seminar. [PS’19a]

4.2.1. PowerStack Model – Problem Description
The straw-man document identifies the base identified base interactions, as well as the actors, roles
and responsibilities that have to be accounted for in the PowerStack. In subsequent discussions the
model was augmented and operational complexity was added to form a practical PowerStack model,
as seen in Figure 4.2.
The figure shows seven actors with complex control, adjust, monitor, optimize and override inter-

actions. Notably, this is a complex interaction of systems with a non-regular structure, converse to
what the name ‘stack’ suggests.
The initial stacked structure is still present going from top left to the top right continuing to the

bottom right of the figure, as follows:

• Policy;
• Scheduler (Consisting of both Energy Aware Scheduler (EAS) and Resource Manager (RM));
• Runtime (RT);
• Hardware-Platform (HW-Platform).

In addition to the actors, which were present as levels and their requirements in the straw-man, the
following additional actors are present:

• Cluster monitoring;
• Reliability Availability Serviceability (RAS) system/Cluster manager;
• Infrastructure2.

These additional actors are located in the middle and bottom left side of the figure. They are used
by admins and vendor personnel to monitor and eventually intervene and are seen as critical for safe
operation and maintenance.
For the structure of the PowerStack according to Figure 4.2, the following operating interactions

are derived:

• Policy actor decisions are derived by the Site-level requirements setting an operating state; The
operating state is adjusted according to information from the Cluster-Manager/RAS system
and Cluster Monitoring.

1The author of this work co-authored the document titled “A Strawman for an HPC PowerStack” [Can+18], as part
of the PowerStack core committee. The PowerStack strawman document was realized before conceptualizing the
OIEP reference model. Additional background on the PowerStack strawman is given in Appendix B.2.

2Excluded in the original PowerStack design
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• Scheduler operation is adjusted by the operating policy; The scheduler is takes information
from Cluster Monitoring and the runtime/application;

• The runtime/application is the combination of energy and power aware runtime directly inter-
acting with the application. By doing so, it is capable to optimize the hardware settings for
optimization targeting performance as well as energy and power optimization of the hardware.
Therefore, the Runtime optimizes or tunes all participating nodes of the hardware-platform.
The runtime communicates its settings and eventual energy and power estimates back with the
scheduler.

• The hardware-platform realizes the requests by the runtime enforcing specific energy and power
settings. Monitoring information is fed back to the runtime, as well as cluster monitoring and
Cluster-Manager/RAS. The Hardware-platform has both in-band and out-of-band mechanisms
for monitoring and control.

• Cluster Monitoring is a common service which aggregates and distributes the information. The
design includes such centralized monitoring infrastructure.

• The Cluster-Manager/RAS system may override the Scheduler and HW-Platform in case of
emergency.

This setup resembles the setup HPC systems already actively employing such approaches or parts of
the named systems, but in a completely integrated way. This is the case since no simple actor is a
new development unique to the PowerStack (for details see App. B.1.2). However, such approaches
traditionally are loosely structured and up to good judgement at system installation and integration,
whereas PowerStack concretizes this structure and its interactions.
For real system installations building upon PowerStack, several aspects of the setup are not yet

concretized: The optimization goals or policies, the specifications of interfaces, specific protocols or
interactions. The priority is set for a clear split of responsibilities of actors and entities within the
system, including their interaction.3
The above description serves as the problem definition for the construction of an OIEP architecture

for the PowerStack model.

4.2.2. PowerStack Model – Identification of Requirements
The next step is the identification of requirements, step b) of the chapter’s method. The PowerStack
strawman document itself lists several requirements (see desired features in [Can+18]):

• A holistic approach to coordinated power management, for optimization in a scalable distributed
system.

• Allow for safe operation, where faults of the electrical operation can lead to catastrophic failures.
Thus safety critical limits must be enforced at all times.

• Integration into the given security concepts of the center.
• Usage of open source tools with permissive licensing.
• Cross platform and vendor neutral support to avoid lock in to specific vendors.
• Production-grade quality and deployment of components for user and system administrators.
• Usage of well-defined and openly described interfaces, possibly following interface standardiza-

tions where appropriate.
• Real-time monitoring and control for adaptive dynamic optimization, at various levels of the

PowerStack.

The above PowerStack specific problem description, step a), and the identification of requirements,
step b), provide an adequate represent for requirements for an architecture construction for the
PowerStack model as of the second PowerStack seminar [PS’19a].

3This note highlights that the PowerStack effort is still in its early stages, with the self-imposed task to tackle a
non-trivial challenge with a non-negligibly sized interest group.
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4.2.3. PowerStack Model – Reference Model Selection
Given the above problem description and identification of requirements, step c) is to either select a
reference model or a reference architecture for architecture construction.
The OIEP reference model is selected to represent an architecture of the PowerStack as an OIEP

architecture. This is due to the lack of appropriate alternatives to the novel reference model provided
by the OIEP; Additionally, no suitable previous architecture description exists, capable of modeling
an extended architecture for the problem description and requirements of the PowerStack.

4.2.4. PowerStack Model – OIEP Architecture Construction
For the construction of the OIEP architecture, the seven steps of step d) of the chapter’s method are
followed. These steps are carried out below.

4.2.4.1. Identifying the Levels

For the required OIEP levels the abstract domains of control are used. This is augmented with infor-
mation regarding the actors of the system. For the OIEP architecture, the PowerStack is recompiled
in a hierarchical way to have unambiguous energy and power control structure. The following levels
are identified:

• Administration;
• Site;
• Cluster;
• Job;
• Node;
• In-band hardware controls;
• Out-of-band hardware controls;
• Infrastructure;
• Infrastructure-Hardware.

For each OIEP level the exact level specification has to be conducted. Each levels’ scope and place-
ment are canonic according to their description and name. The optimization goal and required
functionality is according to the description for the actors, or open for configuration, as specified in
the document and in its summary in Section B.2. Associated hardware and software components are
components or instances of actors fulfilling the role. The level specifications are described in more
detail in conjunction with the OIEP level tree in the following paragraph.

4.2.4.2. Composition and Arrangement of the Level Tree

The levels of the OIEP architecture of the PowerStack are placed in an OIEP level tree and sup-
plemented with information regarding the level specifications: a) scopes, b) goals, c) locations, d)
functions and e) associated components. This is done for all levels to explain the level tree construc-
tion, as well as to provide additional details on the scarce information regarding the levels, given
above. This helps to understand the mapping of the PowerStack model and how the OIEP level tree
is composed for the architecture design. Figure 4.3 shows the compiled level tree.
As stated by the OIEP reference model, a root entity is needed. This coincides with the policy

decisions in the previous section. In the PowerStack the policy decisions are at the top of the decision
hierarchy. At the site-level, these policy decisions are acted upon to form the initial control directive.
Additionally, a cluster-level decision maker, a job-level decision maker, and a node-level decision are
needed. The design description is intended for a single cluster, but can be trivially extended or
replicated for multiple clusters operated by the same organization.
The scopes of management can be derived from the layout of the system and from the structure

of the PowerStack layout. When designing an OIEP level tree several decisions have to be made,
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Figure 4.3.: PowerStack model – OIEP level tree. Level description of the PowerStack using OIEP
reference model.

since multiple suitable ways of managing the system may exist. The reasoning for some decisions
made for the OIEP architecture of the PowerStack model are also provided in the following. The
identified levels, the decisions regarding their arrangement and associated interfaces provide the basic
structure for the PowerStack OIEP architecture’s level tree. The details of each level of Figure 4.3
are described in the following:

Administration-Level: The root level is the administration-level.

a) The scope of the administration-level is the complete energy and power management system,
as defined in Section 3.3.1.2.

b) The associated optimization goal is setting and specifying overall optimization goal. In the
PowerStack description above, this is the policy the center administration uses as guideline
for operation. In the PowerStack the exact optimization goals are open, but with restrictions
from the list of requirement, namely: Safe operation and real-time monitoring and control
for adaptive dynamic optimization. The exact operational goal has to be set by the entity
employing the OIEP architecture, by adapting it to the centers needs.

c) The location of the level is abstract at the top of the control hierarchy, physical resources are
co-located with the component on the level.

d) The required functionality is the ability to enforce the structure and optimization goals accord-
ing to the setup, and control and validate that the setup is installed correctly. Regarding level
interfaces, the only OIEP child level is the PowerStack’s site-level. In the case that optimiza-
tion goals are required to change, while maintaining the same hierarchy, such changes have to
be communicable via the level’s edges. It’s the root level’s responsibility to make sure this is
possible, if needed.

e) Regarding the corresponding component for the administration-level the admin is selected from
the actors of the PowerStack description. This entity has the exact capabilities.

By interacting with center leadership and placement at the top of the hierarchy, the named respon-
sibilities can be conducted.

Site-Level: The next identified level for the PowerStack is the site-level.

a) The OIEP level scope of the site-level is the computing center. At this level, site critical decisions
are made.

b) The OIEP level’s goal is one of the requirements of the PowerStack: Operating under safe
conditions while providing the possibilities for optimization of the overall system.

c) The location of this level is the first with physical resources needed for operation, since it is done
by a software entity. The logical location is central to the center, below the administration-level.
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d) The functionality at the site-level is to receive the optimization goal read and information about
safe operation and pass control directives to the cluster and infrastructure to guarantee this
safe operation.

e) Therefore, the component is the RAS system (which was not present in the original strawman
design).

In RAS systems outside of PowerStack interfaces to the compute-side of clusters are normally not
present, unless they are critical to physical hardware safety. For the PowerStack such interaction is
required to enable the goal of enabling the possible energy and power optimization of the underlying
software and hardware systems in a hierarchical fashion. The selection of the site-level with the
RAS system as OIEP level is a choice by the model creator. The justification for this setup, is that
according to Figure 4.2, the RAS system has a view of the cluster and infrastructure, and can interact
and control either of them.
A missing aspect, the override functionality, has to be handled gracefully due to the fact that safe

operation is to be guaranteed. The RAS system does not gain direct access to the scheduler, policy
and hardware (as in Fig. 4.2) since direct overrides violate the intention of the OIEP reference model
of a clean control hierarchy. This is achieved using OIEP operating states.

Cluster-Level: On the compute-side of the energy and power management system, the cluster-level
is placed.

a) The scope of the cluster-level is the complete cluster. This scope is focused on the compute-
side, with the component of the job scheduler in mind. During normal operation the individual
jobs dictate the energy and power behavior of all participating nodes, thus the behavior of the
cluster.

b) The goal at the cluster-level of the PowerStack is the optimal usage of the clusters resources in
terms of energy and power.

c) The location of the level overlaps with the scope from a logical perspective, which covers the
cluster-level. The physical side, the location is hardware associated with the cluster, for example
as a service node.

d) The functionality and the goal of the level tightly overlap: While the goal is the optimal usage
of energy and power, the functionality required for this is a control algorithm providing such
optimization mechanism. The required functionality is managing information from the jobs,
determining the optimal energy and power configurations for an available job and dispatching
jobs with optimal configuration. Additionally, the components of the level have to be able to
respond to changing control directives from their parent level; In this setup, from the site-level.

e) For components the associated component is an energy and power aware job scheduler. The
components have to have a clear directive which optimization goal to prioritize: the job schedul-
ing goal (e.g. job throughput, makespan or node usage) or the energy and power goals. In either
case a choice has to be made, given the implications of each priority.

Job-Level:

a) On the next level the identified scope is the individual job.
b) The goal of this job-level is to optimize all participating components for a job, where the goal of

optimization, itself is dictated by the level above. This goal is passed as a control directive, for
example via APIs, or configuration files, to be evaluated by the job runtime. The anticipated
control directives for a single job by the PowerStack are: The application of job specific power
or energy consumption limits or specific energy optimization goals, such as minimizing energy
to solution for the single job. Alternatively a job may run without artificial limitation and only
be monitored for energy and power consumption.

c) Regarding location there are two possible scenarios: Either the runtime shares the job resources,
or a dedicated compute node per job is set aside for the runtime.
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d) The functionality which represents the realization of the goal is multi-faceted: The component
on the job-level receives the control directives, computes the optimal node settings and directs
the participating nodes via respective APIs provided by the node-level. The optimization
algorithm takes the configuration from the cluster-level, and information about the current
job’s behavior from all nodes and adjusts the configuration accordingly.
The additional complexity is added, due to the fact that the control at the job-level can be:

• Static or dynamic management,
• located in user space or operated as system tool, or
• perform local adjustments vs. job-wide actions.

As explanation, in static management a job chooses optimal job launch parameters based on the
input from the scheduler. Contrary, dynamic management enables the adaptive management
over the course of the execution of the job, adjusting the control based on measurements and
the behavior of the application.
The job-level controllers can be in user space, meaning that the user can influence the behav-
ior, or even contributes decision parameters directly. By contrast, a system tool may choose
to only take cluster information and active node measurement, oblivious of the application
characteristics.
In the same vein, local adjustments vs. job-wide actions depend on the limitations and knowl-
edge a job-level component has: In the case, that node local limitations are reached or due
to local changes, a job wide limit is reached, different actions follow. Alternatively, due to
aggregate information at the job-level, node local adjustments can be made slowing down in-
dividual participating components, while advancing the overall progress in a way an individual
component is not capable of, due to limited scope.

e) The component at the job-level, which combines and can realize these tasks and functionalities
is the job runtime (and online autotuning tools).

Node-Level:

a) The scope of the node-level is each individual node.
b) The level’s goal is providing access to node-level measurement and control, including granting

and restricting hardware access.
c) Since each component on the node-level has an associated physical node, the associated location

is specific and concrete. By being associated with a specific node, its resource restrictions and
physical/logical access rights for underlying hardware has to be clear.

d) The functionality is the fulfillment of the goal to provide interfaces to the lower levels. These
lower levels are for either in-band or out-of-band hardware access. Depending on the job-level,
components on this level may need additional functionality regarding autonomous decisions.
Additionally, aggregation of information is needed, since only a reduced data-set is useful at
the job-level. If data aggregation and reduction is not used, processing bottlenecks may occur
for large jobs on the parent-level.

e) The component on the node-level is the node management agent. Such software system on the
node may be provided as the node-level part of the runtime, set up during node configuration,
or as a separate software system. The configuration at this level is crucial for access control
and authorization to hardware controls, as well as to information from the user applications.

In-band- & Oo-band-HW-Level: The leaf levels of the compute-side, are the in-band and out-of-
band hardware control levels.

a) Their scope is the hardware control and measurement, at their respective in-band- and out-of-
band-level.

b) Their goal is to provide a safe and functional interface to this hardware with low overhead.
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c) The major differences regarding in-band and out-of-band is the location:
• The in-band-level’s physical location is within the CPU. The used monitoring and control

mechanisms use the same hardware and communication paths as the user application.
• The out-of-band-level uses channels and resources, which do not interfere with the resources

dedicated to the application. Therefore there is less contention with the user’s job, even if
overall resource capacity may be limited.

d) The functionality of providing hardware control and monitoring interfaces is the same for both
levels. The PowerStack does not dictate which hardware control mechanism is used, or how
this functionality is provided. Specific centers may restrict the kind of component, which they
want to use. By carefully specifying the functionality of the levels, such restrictions can be
given without the need to reevaluate individual components.

e) The components for the levels on the in-band-level are for example kernel functionality and the
kernel modules for control register access of the CPU. On the out-of-band-level, the example
components are BMCs placed on the node for control and monitoring. Both component exam-
ples for the levels allow to safely encapsulate the control directives from the above levels and
provide the required functionality.

Infrastructure-Level: On the infrastructure side, the right-hand side child level of the site-level, the
next level is the infrastructure-level.

a) The level scope is the infrastructure. In the original PowerStack strawman document the
infrastructure was explicitly excluded. Since the infrastructure is part of the discussion on
PowerStack since the first seminar [PS’18], and is included in 4.3, it is included in the OIEP
architecture for the PowerStack model.

b) The goal of the infrastructure-level is to participate and react to energy and power management
opportunities initiated by the site-level.

c) The location of the infrastructure-level is the respective management infrastructure of the com-
puting center’s infrastructure.

d) The functionality provides mechanisms to respond to infrastructure-level opportunities of energy
and power management in a coordinated way regarding the usage of the HPC system. The
functionality again provides abstracted ways of interaction, regarding control and monitoring.
A RAS system on the higher level will only be given a limited set of control, and only useful
monitoring information that it can process itself is passed on. This is opposed to often requested
full range of available parameters. By providing such parameters and information proactive
control and optimization of the infrastructure can be implemented. Without the inclusion in
the PowerStack only reactive response is possible, which might have to escalate or even override
decision for safe operation.

e) The components on the level are the management components (Inf-Mgmt) for the respective
integrated infrastructure systems.

Infrastructure-HW-Level: The child level of the infrastructure-level represents the infrastructure
hardware controls.

a) The leaf levels scope is each respective hardware type.
b) The goal of the level is the abstraction of the energy and power controls of each respective

hardware type.
c) The infrastructure-hardware-level’s location is co-located with the infrastructure hardware itself.
d) The offered functionality is not only the access control and realization of monitoring and control

utilization, but also safe operation regarding local control systems, not interfacing with the
OIEP levels.

e) Possible components of this level, e), are the infrastructure hardware system components
(Inf-Sys), as listed in the background section found in the Appendix (App. B.1.1).
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Figure 4.4.: PowerStack model – OIEP component tree.

4.2.4.3. Identifying the Components

In the previous step components were identified for each level of the level tree as part of the OIEP levels
and OIEP level tree construction. The already identified components result from the requirement of
the OIEP architecture to identify example components at each level.
Since the PowerStack aims at the provision of a component agnostic model, these example compo-

nents are sufficient for the further use for the following OIEP component tree. Hereafter, the following
assumption regarding the example components is made for each component:
Given the control directive and the local information of the component a local optimization algo-

rithm is executed and the resulting control decision is passed on to the connected child components.
Any more concrete components used at a center using the OIEP architecture of the PowerStack have
to be specified by the model creator before usage. Such selection also clarifies the component type
(type i-iv), which can only be determined for clearly specified components. The OIEP architecture
construction commences with the composition of the OIEP component tree.

4.2.4.4. Composition and Arrangement of the Component Tree

For the construction of the OIEP component tree for the PowerStack model, the structure of the
OIEP level tree is used as foundation. When placing the components, the following consecutive
considerations are made:

• Adding the identified OIEP components at the corresponding level.
• Assessing if multiple components are present at a level.
• Assessing if these multiple components can exist at the same time or are excluding each other,

and adding the appropriate selection operators (xor operator and virtually selected operator).
• Identifying the edges of the OIEP components to the components on the level below.
• Setting multiplicity indicators for control of multiple child components for each edge.
• Verifying the control flow and the integrity of the OIEP component tree according to the rules

of the OIEP reference model.

In Figure 4.4 a possible OIEP component tree for the PowerStack model is presented. The figure
shows the base structure of the OIEP level tree presented in Figure 4.3. Regarding the mapping of
the OIEP components: On the Administration-level, the component for the admin is added; On the
site-level, the component for the RAS system is added; On the cluster-level, the component for the
job scheduler is added; On the job-level, the component for the job runtime is added; On the node-
level, the component for the node manager (Node-Mgmt) is added; On the in-band-hardware-level,
exemplary MSRs are added; On the out-of-band-hardware-level, exemplary BMCs are added.
Regarding multiple components on a level: For this OIEP architecture only a single component

is present at each level. The identified edges thus canonically follow the edges of the levels. The
multiplicity indicators are added in the description. The description for the edges representing control
therefore goes as follows:
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• The admin component controls exactly one RAS system for the site.
• The RAS system component controls exactly one scheduler for the example containing one

cluster. In turn, it controls Q infrastructure management systems, where Q represents the
number of present infrastructure management systems integrated into the OIEP architecture.

• The job scheduler component controls 0 to N job runtime components. For the multiplicity
indicator, 0 represents an empty cluster, not occupied by any active compute job, while N is
the maximum number of jobs that can run on the cluster simultaneously. Therefore, the job
runtime has to implement a setup and cleanup routine. These routines leave idle nodes in a
known state after job execution is finished. This known idle state is set in accordance with the
goals of the OIEP architecture.

• The job runtime component controls exactly M nodes using the node-management component.
M represents the number of participating active nodes in the job. (Each job has its individual
value M .)

• In the presented setup, each node-management component has access to controls both out-of-
band and in-band. This is represented by the edge to the MSRs and the BMC. These are at
the leaf levels representing the leaf components.

• On the Infrastructure side, a further edge is represented from the infrastructure management
components to the Infrastructure systems components. During normal operation a fixed number
of these components are present. This is represented as infrastructure management components
(Inf-Mgmt) controlling R infrastructure system components (Inf-Sys) on the infrastructure-
hardware-level.

Using this structure, it can be verified that each component is controlled by exactly one parent
component. By verifying that the implementations follow this setup and implement their control
decisions accordingly safe energy and power optimization is possible.
This specifies a possible exemplary setup of components, and serves as the OIEP component tree

for this version of the PowerStack models OIEP architecture.

4.2.4.5. Inclusion of the Monitoring Overlay

For the monitoring overlay, the data sources are identified and the monitoring overlay is constructed.
For the PowerStack model, the description above includes a database for the collection of node

performance counters and monitoring information. A central entity for monitoring data collection is
a requirement for many modern centers. This central database is modeled according to the second
PowerStack seminar providing information to the job scheduler and admin. This is the only additional
data source in the PowerStack model. Therefore, the monitoring overlay is constructed by inverting
the edges OIEP component tree for the architecture.
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Figure 4.5.: PowerStack model – OIEP monitoring overlay. Inverted edges for information flow are
overlaid over the OIEP component tree of Fig. 4.4. The cluster monitoring database DB1
is added as OIEP data source and integrated into the monitoring overlay.
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Figure 4.5 shows this OIEP monitoring overlay for the PowerStack model overlaid onto the OIEP
component tree. The edges of the OIEP component tree are reversed and added, representing infor-
mation flow up the tree. Additionally, the cluster monitoring database, DB1, is added as the OIEP
data source representing the central cluster monitoring of Figure 4.2. The database, DB1 is added
below the cluster-level, since this is the location of the component lying on the deepest level, which
is using the data source.
For sake of completeness, Figure 4.6 presents the database DB1 and its data sources. As of the
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Figure 4.6.: PowerStack model – OIEP monitoring overlay – view of the data sources of the database.

description of Figure 4.2, the cluster monitoring obtains its data from the in-band and out-of-band
components. Therefore, Figure 4.6 shows that the database in the data-source view is positioned one
level above its highest level data source (as described in Sec. 3.3.3.2).
This highlights the noteworthy difference between Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6: the location of DB1.

For the OIEP monitoring overlay, the location is set on the highest level below the deepest consumer
of the information. For the database view and its data sources, it’s on the lowest level above the
highest level data source. Therefore, DB1 is located below the scheduler-level in Figure 4.5 and above
the node hardware-levels in Figure 4.6.

4.2.4.6. Identification of Operating States and Construction of the State Diagram

The next step in the OIEP architecture construction is the identification of operating states and the
state diagram. With the above paragraphs the basic functionality for energy and power management
is covered. The OIEP architecture is in accordance with the PowerStack model, however, emergency
operation is not handled, yet. In Figure 4.2, the figure on the system interactions for the PowerStack
model, this is indicated with dashed arrows. The dashed arrows point from RAS to the HW-Platform,
as well as to the job scheduler, both labeled override. A direct override violates the OIEP reference
model’s principle of control, since only one parent can have direct control over any component. Thus,
the mechanisms of the OIEP operating states and the OIEP state diagram are used to resolve the
situation in a comprehensive and manageable way.
Given the PowerStack model two operating modes are identified: default and emergency. In the

following, the states are described, given state-description and triggers for the transition into the
state. Later states associated OIEP component tree is declared.
The OIEP operating state default is the normal operating mode of the PowerStack model. Regard-

ing state transitions to default, two transitions have to be handled: First initialization and second
returning to default operation. The system initialization has to be handled by each component in
the above OIEP component tree. To return from emergency to default operation, once the system
administration has resolved the emergency situation, they can trigger a return to normal operation.
The OIEP operating state emergency is the state for extraordinary circumstances and for safe

handling of situations where direct control for emergency handling is needed. The state transition, as
depicted in Figure 4.2 is initiated by the RAS component when detecting a situation where normal
operation has to be interrupted. An associated OIEP component tree needs to be developed, which
is suitable for direct access to the nodes of the cluster, capturing the override functionality in a clear
design.
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Figure 4.7.: PowerStack model – OIEP state diagram with normal and emergency state.

Figure 4.7 shows a simple state diagram for these two OIEP operating states to realize the
PowerStack requirements. The FSM shows the default-state as the initial state with a state transi-
tion to the emergency-state. The transition is triggered by the RAS component on the event of an
emergency detection. The emergency-state has a state transition to the default-state. The transition
is manually triggered by the admin.
The remaining step in the construction of the OIEP architecture is the repetition of the above

steps for all OIEP operating states, which is presented in the following paragraph.

4.2.4.7. Addressing the Remaining States of the State Diagram

In the following, the construction steps for OIEP architecture have to be repeated for the remaining
identified OIEP operating states. Since the structure of control for this emergency state is specified by
the override indicators of Figure 4.2 the constructed OIEP architecture only needs small adjustments
to represent this change. The resulting OIEP component tree is presented in Figure 4.8. The Figure
implicitly contains the needed OIEP levels, OIEP level tree, OIEP components and OIEP component
tree, with the altered operating mode in OIEP operating state emergency.
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Figure 4.8.: PowerStack – OIEP architecture for the emergency state.

Figure 4.8 shows the OIEP component tree with reduced underlying OIEP level tree: The cluster-
level, job-level and in-band-level are not present, while the multiplicity indicators at the edges are
adjusted for the scenario. The selection of components on the levels is unmodified, while they operate
in the OIEP operating state emergency. The multiplicity indicator from RAS to Node-Mgmt is
changed, since an exact control of all nodes present in the system is needed. This is indicated by the
integer N ′ representing all nodes of the cluster.
The emergency state is set up, so that in case of emergency control of all hardware capabilities rest

with the RAS system. Both infrastructure and node management is controlled with the according
configurations, while removing runtime systems, which cannot identify and react to the emergency
scenario. Once the emergency case has been gracefully handled, the default OIEP operating state is
reinstantiated by the admin. The monitoring overlay is a simple inversion of the control flow and not
shown. Database and data sources are handled as of the original architecture setup. When imple-
menting the components the triggers for state transitions and the needed actions to transition states
and hand over control have to be implemented accordingly.

According to the method for applying the reference model of this chapter (see Sec. 4.1) this con-
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cludes step d) the model construction. The result is an OIEP architecture for the PowerStack model,
which represents step e) of the method, completing the application of the method.
This concludes the exemplary OIEP architecture for the PowerStack model following the initial

sketch as presented in the [Can+18] document, augmented with the discussions of the first and second
annual PowerStack seminar [PS’18; PS’19a].

Alternative OIEP State Diagram With Additional OIEP Operating States: In the following para-
graph an alternative OIEP state diagram is presented with additional states which were discussed
over the course of the PowerStack seminars.
Over the course of the PowerStack seminars [PS’18; PS’19a] the need for additional operating states

for the PowerStack was discussed. These are not included in the above OIEP architecture design. In
the following a possible alternative with a more extensive OIEP state diagram is illustrated. In the
case that a center has additional needs for operating their energy and power management system,
the state diagram shows how a possible alternative diagram can include such considerations.

Default

init

Emergency Maintenance

Special Op.

admin:set-maintenance

RAS:emergency-detection

admin:set-normal
admin:set-specialtime&date:

normal-op.

Figure 4.9.: Possible alternative OIEP state diagram for the PowerStack model.

Figure 4.9 shows a total of four states, with various state transitions. The states are the original
default and emergency state, as well as the additional states special operation and maintenance. The
additional maintenance state is triggered by administration, where no active jobs are run, but systems
and software upgrades are performed. The admin triggers the transition back to default operation.
The additional special operation is a state, where special energy and power circumstances can arise
which need specific management strategies in place. Such circumstance can arise when the system is
operating for benchmarking for a TOP500 run. Similarly, when an application is run on the complete
system, special energy and power settings may be applied, which are not suitable during normal
operation. The state transitions to special operation is triggered by the admin. State transitions
back to default operation as well as maintenance are indicated in the diagram. One additional special
transition is indicated in the diagram not included before: The transition from special operation back
to default operation. It is triggered by a timed even, to illustrate such scenario.
In the case that an operating scenario needs to be included which does not need a different OIEP

component tree, it is up to the model creator to decide if this is handled as a separate state or can
be included in an existing state. Such cases are for example seasonal transition, or day and night
operation, where the configuration of a single component (in this example the infrastructure) changes,
but not the setup of the OIEP architecture, itself.
Any additional state introduced into an OIEP architecture requires careful descriptions, the asso-

ciated transition triggers, transition actions and of course the respective OIEP architectures. The
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construction of the associated OIEP component trees for the example outlined in Figure 4.9 are
skipped for sake of brevity.

Chapter Summary
Chapter 4 (supplemented by Appendix D) presents the contributions four and five for this work,
by presenting a method for applying reference models and exercising this by designing select OIEP
architectures4. This provides answers to Question Q3 of this work — how can such model can be
applied — raised following the main problem statement.
This covers and completes the right-hand circle of the chapter’s method, the application of the

reference model, leading in a natural progression to the evaluation and evolution of the OIEP reference
model.

Problem definition1

Problem domain
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Reference model building

HPC system specific
problem descriptiona
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Reference model-
/ Architecture-

selection
c
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Specific architecture e
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Figure 4.10.: Method completion after Chapter 4.

4Of which one is presented in Chapter 4 and five in the Appendix D.
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This chapter forms a part of the fourth and last step of the thesis method, as presented in Section 1.2:
The evaluation and evolution of the reference model.
According to [Sch00, p. 85], a full evaluation has to be conducted by a separate entity, independent

of the model creator of the reference model.1 Such full evaluation is proposed as future work, where
the initial assessment provided summarized below may serve as orientation.
This chapter builds upon an assessment of the model conformity, regarding the previously described

requirements of Section 2.3 presented in Appendix E.1 and shows its result as summary. The presented
summary is joins the requirements assessment and a comparison with generic model building systems
together, in Section 5.1. The chapter is concluded with a discussion on the identified limitations.
Appendix E supplements the chapter with the presentation of the full assessments (App. E.1), as well
as a discussion on use-cases for the OIEP reference model (App. E.2).

5.1. Assessment Synopsis and Comparison with Generic Model
Building Systems

This chapter provides a summary for the assessment of the fulfillment of these requirements, as
conducted in Appendix E.1. This is conducted referring to Section 2.3 with Appendix A.2.
The summary of this chapter is presented in Table 5.1 in combination with the comparison to the

requirements for the selected generic model building approaches of [BCN91; MS94; Sch98; Sch99;
Sch00]. A specific interest lies on [Sch98], as for the method an adaption of the works proposed
method is used, as presented in Section 1.2.
Table 5.1 shows the assessment, differentiating the requirements of the OIEP reference model as

fulfilled “by design”, “enabled” by the design, and marks requirements for special interest of full
evaluation with an indicator arrow. The table lists the identified requirements with indicators from
the related work, identifying matching requirements from generic model building systems. The last
column lists the energy and power specific OIEP reference model. Within this row, indicators are
placed, “D” for by Design, “E” for Enabled, and “←” indicating that this aspect has to be followed
up with a full evaluation.
The following requirements are covered by design of the OIEP reference model: locally distributed

environment, diverse hardware components, reference model for energy and power, model structure
and building blocks, applicability and systematic construction, optimization goals, modularity, limiting
scope and remote, opaque components, transparent structure and information flow, chain of command
and traceability, manageability, simplicity and readability, structural equivalence, and operating modes.
The following requirements are covered by design, but limitations do apply, due to design choices

of the OIEP reference model: diverse software components, scalability completeness and relevance,
formality, expressiveness and feasibility and implementability. The explanation for these items is
discussed in the listing below, in Section 5.2.
Additionally, these requirements are not fulfilled by the design itself, but enabled by it: applica-

bility and systematic construction, optimization goals, modularity, limiting scope and remit, chain of
command and traceability, manageability, automation, and static and dynamic control.

1The author of this thesis notes, that such evaluation is not a quantitative evaluation, but a qualitative one. For
an objective systematic evaluation, an unbiased entity has to perform said evaluation. Therefore, the author only
provides an assessment, as provided in this chapter.
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Table 5.1.: Assessment for satisfaction of the requirements for the OIEP reference model, appended
to the generic model building requirements of Table 2.2 (as identified of [BCN91; MS94;
Sch98; Sch99; Sch00] in Sec. 2.3). The last column indicates the OIEP reference model,
with indicators “D” for “by Design”, “E” for “Enabled”, and “←” for “full evaluation
required”.

[BCN91] [MS94] [Sch98] [Sch99] [Sch00] OIEP
Locally distributed environment * D ←
Diverse hardware components * D
Diverse software components * (D) ←
Reference Model for energy and power * D
Model structure and building blocks (X) (X) D ←
Applicability and systematic construction X X D/E ←
Variability * (E) ←
Optimization goals * D/E ←
Modularity X X D/E ←
Limiting scope and remit X X D/E
Opaque components X D
Transparent structure and information flow (X) D
Scalability * (D/E) ←
Chain of Command and Traceability * (X) D/E
Manageability D/E ←
Simplicity and readability X X X D ←
Completeness and Relevance X X (X) (X) (D) ←
Comparability X (E)
Automation E
Formality X (X) (D)
Expressiveness X (X) (D)
Structural equivalence (X) D ←
Static and dynamic control * E
Operating modes * D
Cost of integration (X) (X) (E) ←
Feasibility and Implementability X (D/E) ←
Adaptiveness X X X (E)
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5.2. Identified Limitations

Where the following requirements, are enabled, however limitations apply. This is either due to
the fact, that the enablement is not enforced by the design, or that the choices of the OIEP reference
model only allows to identify, but do not support the requirements directly. These requirements
are: variability, scalability comparability, cost of integration, feasibility and implementability, and
adaptiveness.

Overall, compared to the generic model building, all aspects are covered or at least enabled. Where
limitations apply, a conscious choice was made to suite the application area of energy and power
management systems of HPC systems. The identified limitations are discussed below.

5.2. Identified Limitations
The identified limited requirements are listed with additional details:

• Diverse software components: Limited to software components used/configured in a hierarchical
way, not violating the single parent control flow.

• Variability: Enabled, but limited, since considering variability is not mandated.
• Scalability: By design of the reference model, OIEP enables to construct scalable designs.

However, by using the OIEP reference model scalability is not guaranteed. (Even if non-scalable
setups can be easily identified using the approach.)

• Completeness and relevance: Only the OIEP reference model building blocks and the hierar-
chical structure is prescribed. This may be limiting but is seen appropriate (otherwise UML
may be used to model the system in the first place) in the eyes of the author. Using this all rel-
evant aspects of energy and power management setups are modeled. This assumption requires
external evaluation.

• Formality: Only a graphical formalism is given, while no grammar is provided, or more formal
aspects are provided.

• Expressiveness: See the argument on completeness and relevance
• Cost of integration: Improved capability to estimate cost of integration is enabled using the

reference model, (simply by being able to model the system), but no specifics are given. This
aspect needs to be further elaborated on.

• Adaptiveness: Similar to the modularity aspect, but: By choosing specific designs the possibility
of adaptiveness may be limited. Such incompatibilities in terms of adaptiveness are detectable,
but not directly preventable; Thus, this is indicated as limited.

In addition to the identification of requirements fulfilled by design or enabled by design, The table
shows the indicator, “←” on the far side, to indicate the need for full evaluation of these aspects of
the OIEP reference model. The indicators on the requirement for full evaluation should be followed
up as prospect future work.
For comparison with the generic model building requirements, only the aspects of comparability,

feasibility and implementability and adaptiveness are “only” enabled by the OIEP reference model.
All other aspects are covered by design.
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5. Assessment

Chapter Summary
Chapter 5 provides a brief evaluation and self assessment of the work at hand. This is achieved by
providing a summary for the assessment of the requirements for an energy and power management
system of Chapter 2 for the developed OIEP reference model (presented in full in App. E.1).
This is followed by a discussion on the limited fulfillment of a selection of requirements, presented

in Section 5.1. The chapter is complemented with a short discussion on use-cases in Section E.2.
The chapter (supplemented by App. E) forms the first part of the last step of the thesis method the
evaluation and evolution, which is continued in the future work discussion of Chapter 6.
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Figure 5.1.: Method completion after Chapter 5.
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This chapter discusses future work for the OIEP reference model. The future work section is split
into three parts:

• Future developments for the OIEP reference model
• Future work for the application of the OIEP reference model
• Open topics in energy and power management

6.1. Future Developments for the OIEP Reference Model
As formalized in the thesis method (see Sec. 1.2), the structure of the method is cyclic. Therefore,
future developments and adaptations for the OIEP reference model can follow the outlined method.
Regardless of this iterative approach, there are obvious future directions for work on the OIEP refer-
ence model, which help the efforts to make energy and power management systems more integrated,
understandable and also a normal part of any HPC system.
The OIEP reference model has some aspects only loosely specified, which may require additional

thought and evaluation. The following list provides directions for future work:

• Extension beyond the current leaf-levels;
• Extension beyond the current root-levels;
• Theory for OIEP reference model on the modeling of multiple clusters using a single combined

OIEP architecture;
• Theory for OIEP reference model on the modeling of sub-parts of a OIEP architecture as

independent OIEP architectures with independent OIEP state diagrams;
• Users as explicit actors in the architecture;
• Steps towards standardization of the OIEP reference model.

Details are provided in the following paragraphs.

Extension Beyond the Current Leaf-levels: The current OIEP reference model models systems from
the highest level components, down to the hardware interfaces. These leaf level entities build the
cut-off of components modeled using the OIEP reference model, since they form the last components
controllable by software components directly. For future work, an investigation beyond this lowest
level is of interest. Can the model be applied up to the firmware level and model hardware mechanisms,
which realize the lowest instance of energy and power controls. Such efforts may lead to provide
interface to topics related to Electical Engineering (EE) for integrated systems. At these levels, the
model’s interaction and compatibilities with RCSs may be studied.
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Extension Beyond the Current Root-levels: The root level at the OIEP reference model is the
interface to the outside world. It sets optimization goals and provides rules for the operating en-
vironment. HPC systems do not operate in isolation, as efforts on grid-integration show [Ste+19a;
Cla+19b; Pat+16]. By having a system modeled as OIEP architecture, the interfaces and exchange
of information, may be easier to extend towards interaction with ESP and smart grids, and the energy
spot marked. This is an opportunity to use energy automation systems, volatile energy sources and
renewable energy with different stabilities, where ESPs might see a HPC center as a potential load
buffer or regular.

Theory for OIEP Reference Model on the Modeling of Multiple Clusters Using a Single Combined
OIEP Architecture: Such extension seems trivial, since the root component simply handles, multiple
instances of the child components. However, in the current setup, modeling a single HPC system
and its energy and power management setup has a large influence on the form and shape of the
resulting OIEP architecture. How to effectively combine multiple OIEP architectures as a single
system, without redesigning the complete system remains for future work. From a graph theory
perspective such mechanism joins, two trees to a larger tree structure. Therefore, the relations of
OIEP component tree and OIEP level trees viewed as a OIEP forest, merged by introducing a common
root with the trees as children seems trivial. For the OIEP reference model, the implications obtained
from the simple graph operation have large impact on energy and power management and control on
the highest levels and throughout the architectures. These implications are not trivial to resolve at
all.

Theory for OIEP Reference Model on the Modeling of Sub-parts of an OIEP Architecture as
Independent OIEP Architectures With Independent OIEP State Diagrams: Similar to the pre-
vious paragraph, future work for the OIEP reference model can assess implications of dividing trees
into sub-trees, which are modeled as OIEP architectures with individual OIEP state diagrams, and
independent state transitions. In the presented OIEP reference model, the OIEP operating states
transition the management hierarchy for the complete OIEP architecture. The implications for sub-
trees and potential diverging tree-structures make such systems more complex and it is to be seen
if the individual control flow results in a system too variable for proper control. The ability to
manage the system is inherited from its rigid and fixed tree structure and the resulting simple and
comprehensive control flow.

Users as Explicit Actors in the Architectures: For the OIEP architectures the identification of user
actors currently is only a side aspect of the model. Such considerations are hidden behind the OIEP
components and if at all described in the functionality of these. The Power-API conducted a major
use-case analysis for their work in [III+13]. The presented use-case analysis is focused on actors
within the system, where actors represented humans interacting with the different parts of the HPC
system (except for one use-case, where an actor is representing an application).
The OIEP reference model is energy and power management system centric. Such interaction with

actors, which are not modeled as components, shows how the system is used for such control, from a
user-centric perspective. Future work may need to look at how to extend the OIEP reference model
given such use-cases. This may help to settle several arguments on:

• If users have to be involved in all energy and power decisions or not;
• Where to limit the scope and responsibilities of users and admins explicitly;
• Considerations of impact to automation, in the presence and absence of human actors.

Steps Towards Standardization of the OIEP Reference Model: The last item on the list of the
OIEP reference model is the path towards standardization. The PowerStack committee [SPSweb],
authored the initial considerations on a strawman document to have a unified approach for energy
and power management [Can+18]. The effort to align the different interest groups is challenging, and
choice of common vocabulary, objectives, actors etc. is under ongoing discussion. By providing the
OIEP reference model as tool may help to formalize these ideas using common vocabulary. To provide
a generally accepted approach for centers, and vendors to model the energy and power management
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approach of interacting software components, there is still a far way. Identifying how the transition
to a standardized reference model and a standardized reference architecture can be made is up for
future work.

These five points summarize the five most pressing issues identified by the author on future work for
the OIEP reference model, itself.

6.2. Future Work for the Application of the OIEP Reference
Model

For the application of the OIEP reference model to develop OIEP architectures a second list of open
research questions and future work is identified. These are:

• Tools support for OIEP architecture creation;
• Metrics of performance;
• Evaluating the impact on procurements, maintenance and system upgrades;
• Outstanding evaluations with regard to Table 5.1.

Tools Support for OIEP Architecture Creation: As for any model to be useful, it has to be used. For
the usage of models, tools have to exist supporting users to apply them effectively. This involves ease
of problem description, and visual representation of the system. Future directions for the application
of the OIEP reference model therefore are the development of tools supporting the model.

Metrics of Performance: For improving energy and power, measurements are the key to success.
For the application of OIEP architectures measuring the impact of applying a particular architecture
is necessary to identify how an OIEP architecture is performing. As a baseline, traditional metrics can
be used which have proven in the facility environment. These are general energy efficiency metrics,
developed over the years [Wil+14; Wil18].
However, for an integrated system, of energy and power management components, it is also inter-

esting to measure the total used headroom of power optimization granted by each energy and power
management level of an OIEP architecture. Therefore, it is of interest to evaluate new metrics specific
to such integrated energy and power management setups.

Evaluating the Impact on Procurements, Maintenance and System Upgrades: One of the goals
of the OIEP reference model is to make energy and power management systems more understandable.
This allows to shows why adding comprehensive mechanisms to manage energy and power into the
system is of importance. On the practical side, OIEP architectures seem like a good tool to support
procurements, maintenance and upgrades of energy and power management setups of HPC systems.
Therefore, introducing OIEP architectures in such process and evaluating its benefits may be of great
interest for the success of using a reference model for such use-cases.

Outstanding Evaluations With Regard to Table 5.1: Table 5.1 listed several outstanding items for
full evaluation. These are sometimes in regard to the design of the OIEP reference model, but some
can only be evaluated when applying the model. For future work, especially the aspects enabled by
the usage of a OIEP architecture are of interest for further investigation.

6.3. Open Topics
Energy and power has gained major attention in HPC over the last years. To keep up with the needs
of computation, clusters have transformed in size and scale, making them again machine room scale.
With the current trends in computer science a model such as the OIEP reference model may enable
new directions for energy and power research for HPC. Several topics are of ongoing interest but
sometimes stall due to the barrier to move them into real systems, where production continues as
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done traditionally. For the following topics, having a reference model to model and make the energy
and power management system understandable may help to make some of these aspects a reality.

• Overprovisioning;
• Advanced components;
• Integration of eXplainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI);
• Making energy and power a first class citizen as resource of HPC;
• Enabling digital twins of HPC systems for energy and power management;
• Making integrated control of the 4-Pillars a reality.

Overprovisioning: The idea of overprovisioned systems has first been described in [Pat+13a], and
since been studied on an experimental basis in numerous papers [Sar+13; CHK16; Sak+18]. A special
emphasis is put on scheduling [Sar+14; Sak+17; Sak+18], with only few extensions to other parts of
the system (as by example to cooling [Cao+17]).
For production systems overprovisioned features are often shied away from, since without mechan-

ical fail-safes the risk of catastrophic failure is too high. One of the first systems applying a de-facto
overprovisioning strategy is the Fugaku system. Without the Bunch of Bladess (BoBs)’ power-cap
overrides, the system could easily exceed the provisioned 30 MW peak power.
By providing the OIEP reference model to model all aspects of the energy and power management

system, such power-caps can be controlled over multiple interacting components, while not strictly
enforcing a cap at a single level.
A promising future work direction therefore is how the OIEP reference model enables system designs

with overprovisioning in mind.

Advanced Components: Similar to the aspects of overprovisioning as a general strategy to operate
a HPC system, there have been many efforts in advanced energy and power enabled components.
By having a way to integrate such components in the overall system, and providing a comprehensive
overview of how they interact with the system, introducing these into production can be enabled.
Therefore, research software can can be integrated more easily for use within production systems.

Future work in this direction, enables software components, by modeling the interactions in an OIEP
architecture.

Integration of XAI: Regarding advanced components, Machine Learning (ML) and Artificial Intel-
ligence (AI) is entering the area of system software. To move beyond mere data analysis trust has to
be gained for autonomous components to control parts of the HPC systems and its resources.
Efforts for XAI have surged in interest, as AI and ML techniques show broader dissemination in

research, again, as recent surveys show [Bar+20; VL20]. For HPC center to adopt AI driven solutions
their decisions have to be clear, in terms of safe operations. AI requires clear interfaces and sufficient
training data. For AI to be explainable in the HPC context the optimization goals as well as control
decisions have to be comprehensible or even replicable by the admins. However, for an admin allowing
their system to be controlled by AI systems, the location, scope (and its enforced limitations), and
eventual replaceability, by a working fall-back has to be guaranteed.
For future work in HPC the OIEP reference model in combination with XAI presents an opportu-

nity: By encapsulation, modularity and the presentation of a clear energy and power management
model, OIEP components with ML/AI decision capabilities can be evaluated in any component rel-
evant to system optimization.

Making Energy and Power a First Class Citizen as Resource of HPC: The efforts on the Flux
framework [Ahn+14] introduced a generalized resource model in place of traditional job scheduling.
With the addition of scheduling efforts spanning multiple system and a general resource management
approaches, new challenges arise. Among them, a co-scheduling challenge, and job coordination and
communication challenge [Ahn+20]. Using energy and power management to represent all HPC
systems of a center as OIEP architecture and using these for control the system (with their local
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compoents), while having a decoupled general resource manager such as the Flux framework enables
completely new approaches to energy and power as a resource.
By exposing functionality of a holistic energy and power management setup and coupling it with a

generalized resource management setup such as Flux, new opportunities for optimizing HPC systems
can be identified. (After all energy is the de-facto limiting factor to all modern computation.)

Enabling Digital Twins for Energy and Power Management: By being able to model the holistic
energy and power management setup, the creation of physical twins is possible. The structure of
the model and its energy and power management setup can be encapsulated inside a simulation or
emulation environment. These techniques can be used to evaluate systems before production, and
evaluate the performance in different system scenarios. When using copies of the software components
that are present in the real system, the components can also be tested. Additionally, this forms a
testbed for the introduction of new components, and understanding their interaction with the rest of
the system, and potentially resource usage and potential bottlenecks.
Using the OIEP reference model, the relevant parts of the HPC system’s energy and power man-

agement setup can be isolated and integrated for the required testing setups.

Making Integrated Control of the 4-Pillars a Reality: The 4-Pillar [WAS14] framework identifies
the four pillars to energy efficient operation of data center:

• the building infrastructure,
• the system hardware,
• the system software, and
• the applications.

to understand LRZ’s efforts for improving energy efficiency. The initial goal of the work of [WAS14]
as “What HPC data center aspects play an important part for the improvement of energy efficiency”.
Most efforts at the center overlaid over the basic schematic identifies independent aspects to moni-
toring, while the control efforts are confined to their pillars.
Future work can expand and unify the control efforts, using the OIEP reference model to model all

aspects of the 4-Pillar framework and identify, where to interact. The 4-Pillar framework can help
to identify where the largest benefits for optimization are located, while the OIEP architectures can
model how operational management of such integrated energy and power management system can
be realized and how to improve a system continuously. An effort like this may resemble aspects of
an operating system for HPC.
In combination, models like the 4-Pillar framework and the OIEP reference model help to under-

stand the internals of HPC systems and improve more than the aspects they focus on. This allows
to set the focus for future efforts.
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Chapter Summary
Chapter 6 shows prospect future work for the OIEP reference model. For this, the chapter looks at
future work, expanding the reference model itself, future work for applying the reference model, as
well as for general energy and power research for HPC enabled by the OIEP reference model. The
short future work descriptions outline the second part of the evaluation and evolution, according to
the work’s method (see Sec. 1.2). With this the four steps for the reference model construction are
finished, completing the process circle and concluding the thesis method.
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Figure 6.1.: Completed Method after Chapter 6.
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7. Conclusions
This chapter presents the conclusions from answering the problem statement and the conclusions
from the contributions of this thesis.

The challenge addressed in this work is the definition of a reference model for integrated energy
and power management of HPC systems.
This challenge is approached by answering three questions, the first – the work’s problem statement

– and two supplementing questions. In the following the conclusions from each of these questions are
stated.

Q1: How to model energy and power management systems for HPC systems in an integrated,
holistic way?

• The research question is answered by dissecting it into two subsequent questions. These answer
the problem statement by addressing:
– The structure and components of such reference model;
– A method for application of the reference model (with example applications);

• To tackle the individual questions, first a method with the identified goal to create a reference
model is devised, giving structure to this work (in Sec. 1.2). This is followed by two chapters
containing the problem domain analysis (in Ch. 2 & B.1).

• In total, the conclusions from these questions answer the research question by presenting a struc-
tural approach for modeling integrated energy and power management systems and exercising
on this solution by presenting the works contributions.

Q2: What is an appropriate structure of such model and what are its required building blocks?

• This question is answered by first, adopting a method for reference model construction (in
Sec 3.1), suitable for the problem domain, resulting in the construction of the OIEP reference
model (in Ch. 3).

• Energy and power management is modeled by creating levels of abstraction, used to give struc-
ture, which captures interfaces as well as control and information flow in a hierarchical fashion.

• The abstraction is presented in the form of building blocks of
– OIEP levels and the OIEP level tree,
– OIEP components and the OIEP component tree
– OIEP data sources and the OIEP monitoring overlay
– OIEP operating states and the OIEP state diagram

• These building blocks allow to model energy and power management systems in hierarchical
structure, allowing to integrate high-level optimization goals, with several levels of interacting
software systems, down to low-level hardware controlled in a comprehensive, integrated and
holistic way.

• To complete the creation of a reference model, after the model construction, the additional
steps of application, evaluation and evolution are needed.
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Q3: How can such a model be applied to concrete system architectures for energy and power
management of HPC systems?

• To answer Question 3, a method for the application of the reference model is needed. Such
method is constructed and presented in Section 4.1.

• The method is tailored towards applying the OIEP reference model for the construction of
OIEP architectures.

• To model existing HPC systems using the OIEP reference model and construct OIEP architec-
tures for them, their structure has to be analyzed.

• The identified components then have to be mapped to the building blocks provided by the
reference model.

• The result is a transparent and understandable model of the energy and power management
system for a given HPC system.

• This process is applied and its feasibility shown.

With the conclusions from Questions Q2 and Q3, the solution to Question Q1 is supplemented and
finalized. The method followed in this work is concluded and the contributions fulfilled.

Concluding Remark

With the presentation of the contributions and the conclusions to the problem statement and re-
search questions, the overall problem statement is satisified. This work is a stepping stone towards
modeling energy and power management systems of HPC systems, by providing the first reference
model for describing hierarchical energy and power management system for HPC systems: the Open
Integrated Energy and Power (OIEP) reference model.
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Appendix A.

Supplement – Motivation

A.1. Detailed Requirements Definition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 107
A.2. Detailed Comparison to Other Model Building Requirements . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 115

A.1. Detailed Requirements Definition
For a complete problem domain analysis a requirements’ analysis for reference models in energy and
power management for HPC is presented. The requirements analysis is based on the requirements
definition concept introduced by [RS77]. For object-oriented reference modeling the work [Sch00]
recommends a case analysis. The work at hand substitutes this for a requirements’ analysis due to
the breath of goals and system setups as seen in Section 2.2. This allows for a more general solution,
where use-cases are used to evaluate the applicability of the model (see Ch. 4).
The contents of Sections 2.1 and 2.2 are considered for the analysis of the requirements.
The methodical approach for requirements analysis of system development by [RS77] is followed

according to these steps:

1. Context analysis (Sec. A.1.1), answering why a system is created, given technical operational
and economic feasibility criterion. This forms boundary conditions regarding scope.

2. Functional specification (Sec. A.1.2), answering what the purpose of the system regarding func-
tionality and system goals is. This forms boundary conditions regarding functionality.

3. Design constraints (Sec. A.1.3), answering how the system is created constructed and imple-
mented. This forms boundary conditions regarding intended usage.

All aspects are assessed from a technical, operational and economic1 viewpoint. These steps for con-
text analysis, functional specification, and design constraints are presented in Figure A.1 from [RS77].

The corresponding requirements’ definition is done in the upcoming Sections A.1.1, A.1.2 and A.1.3,
following Figure A.1 from left to right row by row. The derivation of the requirement is presented in
three parts for each identified item:

1. The naming of the requirement (as paragraph heading);
2. The description and derivation of the requirement;
3. The explicit requirements statement.

A.1.1. Context Analysis
In accordance with the structured analysis for requirements definition, defined in [RS77], the following
question is asked: Why is the proposed reference model constructed?
This poses requirements regarding the unique operating environment, problems, challenges and

opportunities to be addressed, not solved by other reference models. From the previous Sections
(Sec. 2.1 and Sec. 2.2) the context analysis is performed from a technical, operational and economic
standpoint.

1Economic in terms of economic impact/viability/sustainability, whereas the work is not assessing profitability.
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Figure A.1.: Graphical representation for requirements definition viewpoints, as of [RS77, p. 10]

A.1.1.1. Technical Assessment

The technical assessment of the context analysis provide requirements regarding current operations.
The identified requirements are:

• Locally Distributed Environment:
• Diversity of Hardware Sensors and Controllers:
• Diversity of Software Managing Energy and Power:

Locally Distributed Environment: The targeted environment of the reference model are HPC sys-
tems, which consists of individual locally distributed computer systems. The computer systems are
set up in such way that location of hardware and software as well as the software managing sub-parts
of the computer system are themselves distributed within the HPC center. Additionally, support
infrastructure responsible for sub-parts may not be part of the cluster, but of its management infras-
tructure.
Resulting requirement: The reference model has to be applicable for usage in a locally distributed
environment.

Diversity of Hardware Sensors and Controllers: In HPC systems a diverse set of hardware for
energy and power measurement and controls are present. With the plenitude of vendor specific
solutions as well as variety of sound hardware abstractions a reference model has to provide a way
of modeling and abstracting hardware sensors and controller. The goal is to make these controllable,
optimizable and manageable in an abstract way.
Resulting requirement: The reference model has to be able to model diverse energy and power sensor
and control hardware.

Diversity of Software Managing Energy and Power: A diverse set of software systems interacting
with energy and power management systems are present in HPC systems.As seen in Section 2.2 a
variety of different software is interacting with aspects of energy and power. Similar to the abstraction
of hardware, the software components have to be representable in an abstracted way.
Resulting requirement: The reference model has to be able to model diverse software interacting with
energy and power management and controls.

A.1.1.2. Operational Assessment

The operational assessment of the context analysis provides requirements regarding the problem
statement [RS77]. The identified requirements are:
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• Provision of a Reference Model for Energy and Power Management Systems:
• Model Structure and Building Blocks of the Reference Model:
• Applicability and Systematic Construction:

Provision of a Reference Model for Energy and Power Management Systems: The main prob-
lem statement asks for a model for energy and power management in an integrated, holistic fashion.
Section 2.1.3 discusses the need for an integrated energy and power management system. With sev-
eral system specific solutions for energy and power management a generalization providing a model
approach is a natural conclusion. However, since specific systems solutions and sound modeling of a
generic approach are a chicken-and-egg problem, the design of a reference model giving guidelines for
structure and design can help the introduction of modeling energy and power management systems.
Resulting requirement: Design of a reference model suitable for integrated energy and power man-
agement in HPC.

Model Structure and Building Blocks of the Reference Model: The structure of a reference model
is an essential element for its usefulness. With a diverse set of centers and software setups managing
energy and power a universal structure acceptable by any center is hard to find. As seen in the simple
example of Section 2.1.2 conflicts in complex software systems can occur. The structure and concepts
of a reference model can supplement the design for conflict free energy and power management
systems.
Resulting requirement: Provision of basic structure and building blocks for the modeling of energy
and power management.

Applicability and Systematic Construction: A reference model is only useful if it can be applied to
real systems. This allows to understand the system, manage and improve it. Two kinds of applicabil-
ity have to be examined, first applicability of real systems providing energy and power management,
second existing software interacting energy and power, as mentioned in an above paragraph. Addi-
tionally, energy and power management is becoming more and more important for the procurement
of HPC systems [EEWG17], thus this applies to current and upcoming systems. To apply a reference
model, a systematic way of construction an instantiation of the model has to be provided.
Resulting requirement: Applicability of the reference model to real world energy and power manage-
ment systems in a systematic way.

A.1.1.3. Economical Assessment

The operational assessment of the context analysis provide requirements regarding the sensitivity
factors. Sensitivity factors, such parameters or properties, actions or events, impact operation of
the system from a resource perspective in the case where perturbation may cause delay failure or
faults. Conversely, regarding positive outcome, sensitivity factors may be used to improve efficiency
or enhance output if managed and optimized. The identified requirements are:

• Variability:
• Optimization Goals:

Variability: Variability is present in any HPC system, as discussed in Section 2.2.1 The variability in
HPC systems power delivery is an artifact that system designers have largely accepted and based on
the goals of a center, for example stable operation, worst case-provisioning is traditionally considered
sufficient [Pat15]. Variability can have negative, impacts regarding power, power spikes, brown-outs,
heat load, cooling disturbances, high power slopes, trapped capacity and stranded capacity [Wil18].
In the case that several components see such concurring effects, the safe operation is not guaranteed,
resulting in failure of operation. At the same time, understanding and using variability can improve
energy and power usage efficiency [Rou+09; Sch+16b; Mai+16; Eas+17; Pat+15].
Resulting requirement: The system has to be able to use positive and avert negative effects of
variability.
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Optimization Goals: Centers have different optimization goals impacting how system for energy
and power management are used. As discussed in Section 2.2 optimization goals of centers are divers
and their solutions approaching the problems from different directions [Mai+18; Koe+18; Koe+19].
Individual components can optimize for different goals, thus a reference model has to be able to
represent solutions of any goal related to energy and power management and optimization.
Resulting requirement: The reference model has to be able to represent and work with different
optimization goals.

A.1.2. Functional Specification
In accordance with [RS77]’s structured analysis for requirements definition, the following question is
to be answered: What is the reference model supposed to be as boundary conditions for functionality.
This raises requirements regarding the proposed function, performance parameters and expected
impact. From the previous sections (Sec. 2.1 and Sec. 2.2) the requirements are accordingly derived
from a technical, operational and economic standpoint.

A.1.2.1. Technical Assessment

The technical assessment of the functional specification provides requirements regarding proposed
functions for the reference model. The identified requirements are:

• Modularity:
• Limiting Scope and Remit:
• Opaque Components:
• Transparent Structure and Information Flow:

Modularity: Modularity is one of the key concepts for reuse in a reference model and compatibility
of conceptually similar components. With the broad array of software components and board array
of hardware, a reference model has to be able to abstractly represent these components. This results
in the possibility to substitute sub-systems with known results. For a reference model to be useful
such modularity has to be provided.
Resulting requirement: The reference model has to have a modular setup.

Limiting Scope and Remit: Components have to have a clearly defined scope and remit. From the
modularity aspect a derived requirement is limiting scope of a component, regarding the information
a component can access, and limiting remit of a component, regarding the control a component can
enforce. This allows clear definition of interfaces, and the clear identification of similar components,
enabling modularity.
Resulting requirement: Components have to have a clearly defined scope and remit.

Opaque Components: Functionality of the reference model has to be indifferent to internal oper-
ation of components as long as they provide the functionality they specify. The second requirement
derived from the modularity aspect is operation with opaque components. With a plenitude of hard-
ware and software not all information about the components can be known. This means that a
black-box approach has to be sufficient for the usage components: Given a specific function of the
component, known data input, control output and control domain, the internal functionality of the
component has to be irrelevant to the rest of the energy and power management system.
Resulting requirement: The reference model has to operate reliably even without knowledge of inter-
nals of components’ individual control decision.
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Transparent Structure and Information Flow: Given the reference model, information and control
flow in any derived energy and power management system has to be clear and transparent. Conversely
to the opaqueness of individual components, the overall reference model has to provide clarity in terms
of information and control flow. This means that given a control decision is made, the resulting actions
are clear to any observer. The need for transparency is seen in the conflicts shown in Section 2.1.3.
Resulting requirement: The reference model has to provide transparency of structure, of control and
of information flow within any derived system.

A.1.2.2. Operational Assessment

The operational assessment of the functional specification provides requirements regarding perfor-
mance parameters for the reference model. The performance parameters are qualitative since quan-
titative performance parameters are difficult to realize for models of management systems. The
identified requirements are:

• Scalability:
• Chain of Command & Traceability:

Scalability: Given increasing system sizes and increasing scope of energy and power management
systems a reference model has to scale according to the HPC systems represented. The requirement on
operation/applicability within locally distributed environments is a continuation of this requirement,
from an operational functional viewpoint. While scalability is hard to measure regarding abstract
system models, the resulting system instances have to be scalable. Therefore, by design bottlenecks
should be identifiable, and the scaling requirements of individual components should be identifiable
from the setup, and structure of the model. The reference model should be able to provide, or identify,
information related to system scale.
Resulting requirement: The reference model has to be scalable and be applicable to arbitrary system
sizes.

Chain of Command & Traceability: Given the transparency requirement regarding control deci-
sion passed from component to component chain of command and traceability of decisions has to be
represented by the reference model. This requirement is directly continuation of the transparency
requirement. For operational assessment this allows operators to identify failures and faults in de-
cisions, and eventual need for modification of components goals and functionality. Without such
requirement operation while including opaque components from system vendors is not possible. As
a design requirement, this helps pinpoint components causing issues while operating in a complex
system.
Resulting requirement: Traceability of decisions and clear chain of command

A.1.2.3. Economical Assessment

The economical assessment of the functional specification provides requirements regarding expected
impacts of the reference model. The identified requirements are:

• Manageability:
• Simplicity and Readability:
• Completeness & Relevance:
• Comparability:
• Automation:
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Manageability: Given a setup of hardware and software components interacting with energy and
power for resource optimization, a reference model has not only to provide structure but make the
energy and power system manageable. The need to design, implement, operate, change and de-
commission software systems managing energy and power usage is a primary goal of the proposed
reference model. The ability to manage such systems means that future costs of development decrease
due to the following of best practices, possible reuse of components, and adaption of existing energy
and power management systems for future HPC systems. The reference model has to support in the
process of making general energy and power management systems manageable.
Resulting requirement: The reference model has to make the energy and power system manageable.

Simplicity and Readability: For reference models to be usable they have to be simple and readable.
This makes them understandable and their necessity clear. The reference model and descriptions of
HPC system using the model should be minimal and clutter free. If complexity can be avoided while
maintaining functionality a simplified version of the model is preferred. A similar principle regarding
theory building is described as Occam’s Razor [THO18]. Occam’s Razor should also be considered
for individual components: For any two components achieving the same result, the simpler of the two
should be chosen. Only if a model is understandable and simple it finds use in practice.
Resulting requirement: The reference model and its components shall design simple and readable.

Completeness & Relevance: A derived requirement of simplicity and readability are completeness
and relevance. Only in the case that all relevant aspects of the energy and power management system
are represented by the reference model the system can have a positive impact. In the case that sub-
parts of the system are not represented, the value of the remaining part diminishes. This results
in the need for a reference model covering the full set of functionality impacting energy and power
management. At the same time only relevant aspects of the system are to be modeled. This means
if a part of the system is not measurable or controllable suitable model representations have to be
found or the rest of the system is irrelevant.
Resulting requirement: The reference model has to be complete and be able to represent all relevant
aspects of the HPC system, providing proxy representation for unmanaged/-able system parts.

Comparability: Current energy and power management systems are hard to compare [Mai+18].
This is foremost due to different setups, but also since no common model to describe such systems
exists. Therefore, energy and power management system are difficult to compare. Efficiency metrics
serve as proxies for comparability of HPC systems and centers [Pat+13b; Wil+14]. These metrics
however do not allow to compare the methods used to achieve the efficiency. To reason about the
effectiveness of the utilized approach, structure of employed systems or identification of opportunities
to improve the employed energy and power management system need to be made comparable.
Resulting requirement: The reference model shall provide a structure and language to allow energy
and power management systems to be described using the model and compare them from a structural
and functional perspective.

Automation: Fully integrated software solutions allow for a larger degree of automation. The inte-
gration of sensor based information systems in data centers has increased level of automation [Ala12].
By strong integration of systems, as well as previous requirements based on modularity, full au-
tomation is achievable. Thus designs for a reference model should allow for systems without human
intervention, whenever possible.
Resulting requirement: The reference model has to be suitable for automated and autonomous com-
ponents.

A.1.3. Design Constraints
In accordance with [RS77]’s structured analysis for requirements definition the following is to be
answered: How should the proposed reference model be constructed? Again by using the insights
from the previous Sections (Sec. 2.1 and Sec. 2.2) the requirements are derived from a technical,
operational and economic viewpoint.
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A.1.3.1. Technical Assessment

The technical assessment of the design constraints provides requirements regarding resource specifi-
cations of the reference model. The identified requirements are:

• Formality:
• Expressiveness:
• Structural Equivalence:

Formality: The reference model needs a way of representation of structure interaction and com-
ponents in a formal way. Formalism and graphical formalism have long traditions of being used to
represent and analyze critical infrastructure [BLM12]. UML is used as a generally accepted form
of modeling system designs in computer science. Due to the universal character of UML, unwanted
interactions of components can be modeled which are hard to identify. The usage of a graphical for-
malism given rules and restrictions tailored for energy and power management systems can support
the avoidance of undesired designs decisions.
Resulting requirement: The reference model shall be design using a (graphical) formalism.

Expressiveness: All abstractions of components found in energy and power management systems
have to be representable. Given the requirement of formality and the diverse set of hardware and
software components, expressiveness of the model is needed. Any component in an energy and power
management system is to be representable in an abstracted from.
Resulting requirement: The reference model has to be expressive, to be able to represent any com-
ponent of an energy and power management system.

Structural Equivalence: The structure of the reference model should represent the structure of
the energy and power management system to be managed. The structure of energy and power
management systems of HPC systems is hierarchical, going from complete HPC systems and even
computing facilities to individual nodes and components. The reference model should maintain and
represent this structure. This follows from the setup of the system designs from an electrical, computer
system architecture standpoint, as well as the chain of command requirement.
Resulting requirement: The reference model has to follow a structured approach. In the case of
energy and power management systems for HPC systems a hierarchical structure.

A.1.3.2. Operational Assessment

The operational assessment of the design constraints provide requirements for usage conditions of the
reference model. The identified requirements are:

• Static and Dynamic Control:
• Operating Modes:

Static and Dynamic Control: Different components handle decision-making differently, based the
required or possible energy and power adjustments over time. This can be seen in traditional compo-
nents in HPC systems, such as schedulers and runtime systems. Decisions for resource usage can be
either static or dynamic. For example job schedulers and resource managers allocate resources in a
static fashion providing the resource for a fixed time at a predefined quantity. Runtime systems, on
the other hand, adjust their resource usage continuously over the execution period. Runtime systems
and components have to either be able to deal with or indicate how they deal with energy and power
adjustments in time.
Resulting requirement: The components of the reference model have to have the ability to indicate
capability or requirements based on frequency of time dependent energy and power adjustments.
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Operating Modes: Energy and power consumption may be influenced by the environment the
HPC center operates in. The reference model has to provide mechanisms to deal with such known
operating scenarios. As literature research shows, energy and power consumption can be dictated
by usage scenarios outside the normal operating mode, e.g. time dependent power limits [Mai+18].
Scenarios requiring different operating modes are possibly emergency operation with specific energy
and power limits, maintenance, benchmarking or normal operation with known energy and power
characteristics. Flexibility to react to different system requirements and operating modes should be
representable by the reference model.
Resulting requirement: The reference model shall provide capabilities to react to different operating
modes.

A.1.3.3. Economical Assessment

The economic assessment of the design constraints provide requirements for expected costs of the
reference model. The identified requirements are:

• Cost of Integration:
• Feasibility and Implementability:
• Adaptiveness:

Cost of Integration: By applying the reference model existing system designs should be depictable.
A redesign due to the constraints of the reference model should not be necessary. Design of HPC
systems is a long process, from defining system requirements to RFI, to RFP, to acceptance of bid and
finally building of the HPC system. Usage of a reference model for energy and power management
should not increase costs of this design, but ease the design process, supplementing decision-making
in component selection and validation of compatibility and energy and power management setup. By
using the reference model perceived system complexity is reduced.
Resulting requirement: The reference model should supplement the design of systems decreasing
complexity thus design and complexity induced costs.

Feasibility and Implementability: Using the reference model feasibility off the solution should be
assessable. Given a system design assessment of development efforts for missing components can be
challenging. Given the modularity requirement, the reference model should help assess feasibility of
a solution as well as implementability of development of new components for the reference model.
Resulting requirement: The reference model shall support feasibility assessment reducing estimation
errors for development effort.

Adaptiveness: For changes in the energy and power management system the reference model has
to be flexible enough to reflect changes without the need to remodel the full computer system using
the reference model. Changes to software and hardware of HPC systems can impact warranty of a
system. This means that changes to structure of components of the energy and power components
are either to be approved by the system vendors or done after the system is out of warranty, making
the system a test-system. By providing a reference model for vendors and HPC centers to clearly
identify changes, and manage change the reference model allows for more adaptiveness.
Resulting requirement: The reference model shall allow for system changes without model re-con-
struction for improved adaptiveness, including model re-use.

An overview of the requirements identified is shown in Table 2.1 as summary.
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A.2. Detailed Comparison to Other Model Building Requirements
This appendix presents the detailed comparison of the requirements for reference models for energy
and power management, as identified in Appendix A.1. The requirements are compared to the re-
quirements for general model building found in literature, discussed according to the works of [BCN91;
MS94; Sch99; Sch00].
The field of For comparison to this works requirements, the relevant model building work from

literatures focuses on

• Data model quality indicators [BCN91; MS94];
• Model building principles [Sch98];
• Reference modeling [Sch99] and [Sch00], both using the principles of [Sch98].

This comparison looks at generic requirements for system models, not specific to energy and power
management, since this work provides the first reference model for energy and power management.
The requirement concepts of [BCN91; MS94; Sch98; Sch99; Sch00] are compared according to

the concepts equivalent to the requirements identified above. A table with indicators for equivalent
concepts for requirements, is presented in Table 2.2.
The table lists the identified requirements found for the energy and power management reference

model of the research question. The requirements are compared to the data modeling, model building
and reference modeling approaches of [BCN91; MS94; Sch98; Sch99; Sch00]. Since several of the
identified requirements are specific to energy and power management systems, these are indicated
with an asterisk (*) in the table, and not discussed further for now. In the paragraphs below the
requirements from above are identified in italics.

• The work of [BCN91, pp. 29–30] discusses conceptual models in the database domain. The
identified quality indicators in the work are: expressiveness, simplicity, minimality and formal-
ity. Additionally, graphic completeness and ease of reading are indicated successful models.
The equivalent requirements are indicated in Table 2.2, accordingly demanding simplicity and
readability, completeness and relevance, formality and expressiveness. Table 2.2 indicates par-
tial fulfillment of transparent structure and information flow requirement. This is inferred from
the description of graphic completeness of [BCN91]. Minimality, in the description of [BCN91,
pp. 29–30] (“no concept can be expressed through compositions of other concepts”) is not re-
quired by the reference model of this work. For such minimality requirement, a known level of
abstraction/detail is required for all users of an applied model.

• The work of [MS94, pp. 101–107], focused on data models, discusses quality metrics and inter-
actions for model evaluation. The metrics identified are: simplicity, completeness, flexibility,
integrity, understandability and implementability. The according matching requirements are
indicted in Table 2.2 as: simplicity and readability, completeness and relevance, feasibility and
implementability and adaptiveness. Integrity of [MS94] corresponds to the requirement cost
of integration with limited fit, since it reflects the cost and adjustments of either processes or
model needed to integrate the model into existing systems.

• The work of [Sch98, pp. 117–156] focuses on model building and introduces the principles of
orderly modeling (Ger. Grundsätze ordnungsmäßiger Modellierung) (GoM). GoM does not
directly present requirements, however principles which serve as abstractions of requirements.
The principles are: Principle of construction adequacy, loosely fitting the requirements of model
structure and building blocks, simplicity and readability and applicability and systematic con-
struction; Principle of language adequacy, loosely fitting formality and expressiveness; Principle
of economic viability, loosely fitting cost of integration, since it assess profitability, whereas cost
of integration is not focusing on monetary cost; Principle of systematic construction, fitting
applicability and systematic construction; Principle of clarity, fitting simplicity and readability
and comparability; This is reflected in Table 2.2.

• The work of [Sch99, pp. 61–71], uses GoM and specializes the principles for reference modeling,
making the principles explicit requirements: Modular construction; Independence of modules;
No visibility into module internal structures; Ability to combine modules; Well defined tasks
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for modules; Ability to adapt modules; Clarity of module interfaces; Universality; General
adaptiveness. The matching requirements of this work are modularity, limiting scope and remit,
opaque components, and adaptiveness, as in indicated in Table 2.2. The concepts only partially
mapping to the requirements of this work are chain of command and traceability identified in the
description of well-defined interfaces, and simplicity and readability, identified in the description
of the requirement modular construction in [Sch99]. The concept not found in this work is
universality due to the focus on energy and power management, compared to general reference
model requirement. Additionally, the full scope of “clarity of module interfaces” important
in [Sch99] is not stressed as much in the requirements of this work. Interface definitions are of
importance for implementations, whereas for energy and power reference models, not the exact
specification of an interface, but the exact information about control flow and information flow
is of importance. This is reflected in the requirements for this work, as stated above.

• The work of [Sch00, pp. 58–64]2 discusses requirements for reference model building based on
GoM. The requirements extend GoM by: Re-usability and universality, quality of content and
model, scope and modular construction, adaptiveness. The requirements matchmodularity, lim-
iting scope and remit, applicability and modular construction and adaptiveness. Additionally,
the description of modular construction partially matches both model structure and building
blocks as well as applicability and systematic construction. The description of quality of con-
tent and model additionally fits the requirement completeness and relevance. The matching
requirements are indicated in Table 2.2. The aspect not found in this works requirements is
universality, due to the focus on energy and power management. A noteworthy requirement of
process development models discussed in [Sch00, p. 24] is tools support. This is important for
energy and power management to keep in mind once energy and power management reference
models establish at computing centers.

Table 2.2 shows that all requirements for energy and power management reference models derived
have a matching requirement for general model evaluation, model building and reference modeling,
or are specific to energy and power. The non-energy and power specific requirements that have no
correspondence are manageability and automation. This is noteworthy and sets this applied reference
model apart, since manageability is one of the prime reasons to use a reference model. At the same
time automation is one of the fundamental economic values of having well-defined systems operating
according to a reference model. The ability to manage and automate optimization of generic systems
driving innovation of and allow for continuous improvement.

2The main focus of [Sch00] is the definition of object-oriented reference modeling for process and project controlling.
These requirements are discussed in [Sch00, pp. 22–24] and are not focus of this work since the software development
process is not the focus of this work. Conversely, in [Sch00, pp. 58–64] the work analyzes requirements for reference
model building, which is addressed here.
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B.1. Background on Hardware & Software in Energy and Power
Management of HPC Systems

This chapter provides the necessary background for energy and power management in HPC. To
coordinate energy and power management in a systematic way it is required to understand hardware
and software of HPC systems.
Initially, a basic description of hardware components within the system is given in Section B.1.1.

This description includes current measurement and control capabilities.
Regarding the background on software, which is presented in Section B.1.2, it is important to

initially recall a typical HPC environment. For this a brief characterization of commonly run massively
parallel applications in HPC is given, including information on how users interact with the system.
System software, such as schedulers, which enable efficient use of HPC systems are discussed in this
section, as well.
The later part of the software description is focused on software interacting with energy and power

by design. A description on software interfaces for energy and power management and control is
given. The most important aspect for the work at hand is system software managing energy and
power. The section is completed by an outline on how the OS uses power management features and
user applications utilizing power and frequency controls directly.
This provides the necessary background to understand the main contribution of the work. Addi-

tionally this captures all background needed to understand the OIEP architectures, instantiated in
Chapter 4 and Appendix D.

B.1.1. Background – Hardware
A solid background on hardware of HPC systems is required to understand which components software
can control and interact with. A mental image regarding types of components in a typical computing
center and computer cluster setups help to understand the setup of a reference model. For the energy
consumption of a HPC center an important separation is infrastructure and computer systems. Such
distinction is for example presented in [Wil+14; Wil18], which is presented in Figure B.1. The figure
shows the infrastructure side of a HPC center (both electrical infrastructure and cooling) and the
major HPC system components responsible for energy, power and cooling. To illustrate a typical
computing center and how energy and power management is laid-out from a center perspective this
serves as fundamental background for the work at hand.
Center infrastructure has two main responsibilities: reliable power supply and cooling. Utility in

this figure is the connection to the outside power grid, provided by an ESP. This represents the power
supply of the center. The center infrastructure additionally provides resilience, e.g. in the form of
a Uninterupted Power Supply (UPS) or redundancies to multiple ESPs, and distributes provided
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resources. Distribution of the supplied power is done by PDUs, while distribution of cooling is done
via air ventilation systems or water piping, connected to the large scale infrastructure cooling systems.

The primary purpose of HPC centers is to operate and provide the HPC system. For this, a look
inside the hardware components which make up HPC systems is needed. Internally the HPC system,
again, has systems to manage energy, e.g. Power Supply Units (PSUs), PMU and VRs, and cooling.
The centerpiece for computation is however the CPU, memory and Input/Output (I/O) subsystem.
These systems consume energy and generate heat, which is in turn handled by the power supply and
cooling within the HPC system and dissipated to the infrastructure and further to the environment.
This basic view of center infrastructure and HPC system with its fundamental elements is organized

into additional structural hardware component groupings. The CPU, memory and I/O subsystem
of the HPC system are clustered systems of commodity components to form the HPC system. This
is shown in Figure B.2, sketching the typical setup of a cluster of several 42U racks, while Fig. B.3
shows a single 1U server.
Figure B.2 shows a schematic view of a computer cluster, consisting of several cabinets or racks. A

rack contains power and cooling as well as network to supply the server computers it houses. Within
a rack these are, for networking, a rack switch panel, for power, a rack mounted power strip and
the necessary piping or airflow distribution for cooling. A rack houses several servers referred to as
compute nodes, for example 42 1U server inlays, as seen in Fig. B.2.
A single rack contains several 1U server inlays containing the compute nodes. The 1U server setup

in Fig. B.3 shows an exemplary hypothetic setup containing two nodes, a typical dual-socket setup
on the left-hand side and a single socket setup with two accelerator cards on the right. Other typical
setups are racks housing several 2U- or 4U-servers or blade-servers mounted horizontally or vertically
in an appropriate enclosure.
The components highlighted in these three figures show the crucial components required to operate

an HPC system in terms of energy intake, distribution and consumption with respective measurement
and control.

In the following subsections the hardware components of both the computing center and its computer
clusters are split into two groups:

• Primary consumers are hardware components that significantly contribute to energy and power
consumption in the computing center, have mechanisms to measure power or energy consump-
tion and have hardware mechanisms to control this consumption.

• Secondary consumers are hardware components that are either insignificant with respect to
their total energy and power consumption, or have no mechanisms to measure or control it.
Modeling these may still be required, but control and management has less priority, depending
on the use-case.

The assigment of components to the group of primary consumers and secondary consumers largely
depends on the capabilities of the installed hardware. The following represents the current state of the
hardware. This may change over time. Additionally, HPC centers may have their own prioritization
for components. Requests for vendors to support measurement and control capabilities in the future
is therefore expected. This listing for the background goes from facility to smaller components. The
hardware components are discussed and the relevant concepts for energy and power measurement
and control are given.

B.1.1.1. Primary Consumers

The following hardware components are considered primary consumers:

• Utility,
• Facility cooling,
• PMU,
• CPU,
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• Memory,
• Accelerators.

This list is not exhaustive and components that lack any of the measurement or control capabilities or
do not currently contribute an extensive load to the system may become relevant in the future. The
hardware components are discussed according to their basic functionality, measurement capabilities
as well as control capabilities.

Utility: Utitlity is a general term for all infrastructure level power utility of a HPC center.

Functionality: The Utility is the primary entry point for energy intake and distribution for the
facility infrastructure. At this level the control lies mostly with the ESP and building infrastructure.
It is determined how much power can be supplied to the facility and actual consumption for price
calculations is determined. Energy intake is handled in medium voltage and transformation to low
voltage takes place here, as well. The PRACE white paper on “Electricity in HPC Centers”[Pos+]
talks about this first stage and infrastructure of HPC electricity. The white paper also includes infor-
mation on how pricing is generally determined at European centers, based on average consumption in
15 minute intervals. Pricing determination differs from center to center and is also handled differently
dependent on the country and regional circumstances [Mai+18; Yon+11].

Measurement & Control: Measurements are generally taken in kW h, (equivalent to 3.6 MJ)
mostly for billing, based on the contract. Control is there only indirectly, either by the supplier or
by the consumer based on activity of the systems housed in the facility. Naively speaking the center
can decide to switch clusters systems or cooling off. Due to limited granularity of control, and the
safety implications in shutting of cooling, as well as power ramp-rate-control implications, utility
modifications are not the primary focus for optimization. These are however important background
information. Additionally, the operating strategy of the utility impacts all other systems in the center,
and may therefore be important to be representable.

Facility Cooling: Facility cooling is the cooling infrastructure installed at the HPC center.

Functionality: Facility cooling, depicted on the right-hand side of Figure B.1 is a major power
consumer, and necessary for efficient operation. The functionality provided is often managed by
traditional building infrastructure management. The facility cooling is either handled via Computer
Room Air Conditioner (CRAC) or Computer Room Air Handler (CRAH), for air cooling. For water
cooling, several independent, yet coupled cooling circles are installed with heat exchangers and chiller
infrastructure.
In general cooling demand is regulated by a control loop directly linked to temperature sensors

on the outgoing side of the cooling system, while the effect is delayed until propagated throughout
the system. Information of these systems is often restricted to the center administration and of-
ten not even accessible to cluster administrators, since their scope differs. System administrators
should confidently be able to run their system without knowledge of the cooling generators as long
as they observe safe operating temperatures within the HPC-System. Cooling infrastructure infor-
mation is generally maintained in Data Center Infrastructure Management (DCIM) system for both
management and control.
The cooling infrastructure is a major contributor to the data center metrics of Power Usage Ef-

ficiency (PUE) [MB06]. Such metrics serve as indicator for optimization of operational costs of a
system. At some facilities different clusters are cooled using different technologies where scheduling
and system usage can thus have large impacts on the overall center efficiency.

Measurement & Control: Freedom to control the cooling infrastructure largely depends on cool-
ing requirements at a specific point in time, as well as conditions of the temperature environment
of the center and system. Thus, infrastructure cooling is also partially out of scope for this work,
regarding control measures, but again serves as important background for policy decisions and save
operation of the system housed in the facility.
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PMU: The Power Management Unit (PMU) (as used within this work) is responsible for power
management of system, devices, and processor power management (as of ACPI specification [Cor+]).
The exact location on the hardware platform, of the associated controller and firmware, differs by
implementation. On Intel platforms, some of this functionality is moved inside the CPU and is
referred to as Power Control Unit (PCU) [Int15b; GSS15].

Functionality: Basic features of energy and power control are steered by the PMU on the server’s
motherboard, controlling the underlying behavior of for example the CPU, memory, GPU or other
accelerators, and I/O which consume a large fraction of the total system energy.
The PMU has more management functionality than a simple PSU or VR, which mainly transform

and distribute the supplied power. The PMU is integrated on the motherboard of the server and has
integrated control functionality via firmware, controlling energy and power functionality of the node.
For most functionality interaction with the CPU is necessary. It can however also control connected
memory and Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI) connected devices.1

Measurement: Both PMU and CPU provide measurement capabilities, namely hardware coun-
ters accessible which are exposed to the OS. These measurement capabilities are exposed via the CPU.
Some PMUs provide only limited measurement capabilities making them secondary consumers.

Control: For hardware control, firmware interfaces implementing ACPI specifications are used. In
the following the ACPI features relevant to all components for energy and power control of the PMU
are explained: ACPI [IMT-ACPI; For; Cor+] is a standardization effort that allows unified usage
of hardware control register specifying operating modes on dedicated and general purpose hardware,
namely the ones controlled by PMUs.
These are G-states, D-states, S-states, C-states, P-states as defined in [IMT-ACPI]. The ACPI

power management approach is exposed to OS and BIOS. These states define specific readiness and
operating states, and specify specific transitions and action entering and exiting these states.
G-states indicate the global system status. These are global states indicating the readiness of a

device, which are defined as G3 through G0: G3 represents a mechanical off state. G2 indicates an
off state changeable by software, thus minimal power is consumed, with the ability to instruct the
system to reboot. G1 is a sleep state, able to return to working without a reboot but a system restore
from the previous working state. G0 indicates the working state. The functionality provided by the
G-states can be used for remote wake-up, sleep, shutdown of nodes, with the effect of reduced power
consumption and later resume to working state. A use-case for this is for schedulers inducing sleep
states to nodes idle for too long [Mai+18]. With the goal of maximizing utilization of the clusters,
the payoff of such mechanisms may be small, however.
S-states specify more granular sleeping states definitions, and can be placed between G2 and

G1, where S1 to S5 represent different levels of context retainment while sleeping and thus power
consumption and wake up latency.
D-states are mostly used for system components other than the complete node and the CPU. D-

states indicate levels of readiness from turned-off, and even device-removed state, to specifics levels
of context preservation, to fully available and on. These states supported differ by device type, but
are useful for example for GPGPU clusters.
C-states define processor power state definitions. C0 represents the processor power state in which

the processor executes instructions. C1 is the initial non-operating state, with the lowest latency. This
means the latency of switching from C0 to C1 and back is low enough so that the operating software
can always consider using it when non-operational. C2 and C3 both have improved power saving,
but introducing noticeable latency, with C3 even saving on (read disable) cache coherency. [Cor+;
Ils+17]
P-states indicate device and processor performance state definitions. P0 Performance state, again

provides maximum capabilities and maximum performance, while being able to consume maximum
power. Performance States P1 to Pn are ordered from smallest to largest power savings, which also

1Most energy and power management approaches interact with either PMU or CPU energy and power management,
therefore these two parts are explained in greater detail.
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impact performance to an increasing amount. According to ACPI, P-states may support an arbitrary
number of performance states not exceeding 16. [Cor+; Int15b]
These cover basic ACPI management features present in most systems devices and processors and

devices. These are generally directly used by BIOS and the OS.

CPU: The CPU is the Central Processing Unit of a computer.

Functionality: The primary consumer of major interest is the CPU. This section contains descrip-
tion as well as measurement and hardware control mechanisms of the CPU. Basic internal functionality
regarding power and heat generation of the CPU is required. Within this work the reference proces-
sor architecture is the Intel Architecture [Int15b] and features present in modern processors since the
Sandy Bridge microarchitecture. The general behavior is similar across manufacturers, while specific
implementations of measurement and control functionality may differ.
Power consumption of a CPU is dictated by frequency, supply voltage and activity. While idle

power depends on the C-state and P-state, active CPUs have a minimum and maximum power draw.
Power consumption of the CPU can be represented according to this formula:

PCPU = Pdynamic + Pstatic + Pleakage

The dynamic power is Pdyanamic = αCV 2f
2 , with activity factor α, capacitance C, voltage V consisting

of supply voltage Vdd and the voltage swing both assumed equal, thus V 2, and frequency f [FHR99].
Static power Pstatic = Isc∗Vdd depends on short circuit current Isc, while dynamic power Pleakage =

Ileakage ∗ Vdd depends on the leakage current Ileakage. In both static and leakage Vdd is equivalent
to the supply voltage [CSB92]. Supply voltage is generally set at minimal possible thresholds while
guaranteeing error free switching for a specific frequency.
The limits of switching, required power draw and physical properties are well described by Den-

nard et al. [Den+99], as well as Brooks et al. [Bro+00]. Dennard et al. shows the limits of integrated
circuit shrinking, while Brooks et al. give an overview of microprocessor modeling and chip design
modeling with a comprehensive overview of power-performance fundamentals. These considerations
show the general proportionality for server CPUs power consumption of P ∝ CV 2f . [CSB92; FHR99;
Int04]
The components inside the node all generate heat when processing, storing and operating on

data. The statements of the classical work on “Irreversibility and Heat Generation in the Computing
Process” of Landauer [Lan61] is to be recalled regarding energy loss associated with switching. Of
course all components have an electrical efficiency, associate with them. Since this value is < 1
they generate heat. This temperature surplus, has to be taken out of the system and is the reason
why cooling is the second largest energy consumer in a computer system. With the generated heat
transferred out of the system this allows for a stable working environment. In other words, main
purpose of any computer system to process with a maximum attainable computational performance,
with input energy and byproduct heat.
Coming back to CPU power, the minimum power is the wattage to supply all CPU components,

while the maximum CPU power consumption is a technical limit named the TDP. The TDP is for
both safe electrical operation, and at the same time represents a safe limit regarding heat generation.
Maximum TDP is a fixed value set by the hardware manufacturer for a specific processor architecture,
and should be enforced by firmware. Colloquially TDP is said to be the maximum power a processor
can consume [Cut].

Control: Regarding active energy and power control of CPUs (in this work by example of pro-
cessors from Intel) the two most relevant mechanisms are discussed: DVFS and RAPL.
DVFS uses the two variables voltage and frequency to alter power consumption and processor

performance. P-states are generally implemented using DVFS as mechanism. As described in the
Intel 64 and IA-32 Architectures Software Developer’s Manual Volume 3 Chapter 14 [Int15b] the P-
state mechanism is controlled by registers IA32_PERF_CTL and checked by IA32_PERF_STATUS [Int15b;
Int15a; Int04]. P-states, as specified in [Cor+], are defined per processor. The concept of DVFS is
not tied to a specific domain of control within the processor. Depending on the hardware capabilities
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and exposed firmware control mechanisms DVFS can be applied as granular as a per core frequency
control. In addition to that P-states have set number of states as defined by ACPI, while general
DVFS can have much finer granularity. The voltage selection is in general done via static mapping
according to the set frequencies guaranteeing safe and efficient operation. The voltage does not impact
computational performance, but is minimized while guaranteeing correct switching at the specified
frequency. Control of the processor, implement ACPI specifications, as well as general DVFS is
available since Pentium II with Intel Speed Step [Int04].
The second mechanism is RAPL, the Intel’s Running Average Power Limit. For this mechanism

TDP is important. TDP is an empirically defined upper limit for processor power draw, enforced by
firmware. Using RAPL this limit can be artificially reduced further.
Control is exposed via control registers of the CPU [Int15a]. Limits can be set according to the

registers MSR_PKG_POWER_LIMIT, MSR_PP0_POWER_LIMIT, MSR_PP1_POWER_LIMIT. These registers set
power limits for a specified time window and guarantee that the running average power is not exceeded.
Different limits apply to different domains of the chip according to the specifications. [Int15b; Int15a].
This is a different mechanism for power/performance trade-off while not setting a fixed frequency for
a specified duration but specifying power limits directly.

Measurement: As mentioned in the control paragraph CPU measurements are accessible using
processor registers and specific MSRs, either read directly or exposed to by the operating system.
This is true for both DVFS and RAPL. DVFS features only allow to measure frequency and per-
formance, e.g. via performance counters. No direct power or energy measurements are available.
RAPL on the other hand allows measuring derived power for a specific domain directly. For example
MSR_PP0_ENERGY_STATUS can be read for the energy consumed by the domain of processor cores, as
specified in [Int15b]. Access to these registers has to be configured and is not generally available for
either DVFS and RAPL, and are in general exposed via the OS. External hardware instrumentation
tools for CPUs, based on shunts or hall effect sensors, exists but are often prohibitive for general use
at a cluster scale.

Memory: Memory is the primary storage in the memory hierarchy used by the CPU.

Functionality: Memory is generally operated at the same frequency (for example in
DDR4 SDRAM), with voltages again chosen for reliable operation. This allows for reliable tim-
ing and intervals as needed by the processing elements [JED03]. Therefore, power consumption is
often assumed static, since isolated measurement is non-trivial.

Measurement & Control: RAPL also introduced Dynamic Random-Access Memory (DRAM) as
control domain, supported on server processors. Desrochers et al. [DPW16] investigated RAPL for
memory, validating measurements and the used power model. This allows for control and measure-
ment of energy expenditure of the memory. RAPL control for memory is achieved, not by impacting
power consumption, but by controlling memory bandwidth. Power consumption is mostly dictated
by access rates, thus indirectly control-able. Both measurement and control of DRAM consumption
is available on modern server processors by Intel [Dav+10; DPW16; Int15b]. External hardware
instrumentation tools for memory measurement, based on dual in-line memory module (DIMM) riser
cards, exists but are again prohibitive for general use at a cluster scale.

Accelerators: Accelerators are extension cards with special purpose processors, supplementing the
CPU. These are for example GPUs, FPGAs, many core devices and vector processor extension cards.

Functionality: Accelerators are major power consumers for computer nodes that obtain the major
compute performance from such cards. Their power characteristics similar to CPU, however since
they often process streaming data, their power profile is more predictable, in case the kernel profiles
are known.
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Measurement & Control: Accelerators cards share several features with the CPU in terms of
energy and power control and measurement. They are however often a few generations behind the
measurement and control of CPUs. The discussion above focuses on the CPU but several of the
above points are applicable to GPUs as well, such as ACPI features. Some of the more fine-grained
functionality is expected in future generation GPUs. DVFS frequency control exists, and features such
as power limits and power usage exists, for example as specified in NVIDIA Management Library
(NVML) [MC18; NVI13]. For other accelerators such as Intel Xeon Phi RAPL functionality is
available [Int17; Int16].
Depending on the maturity of control and measurement capabilities accelerators can either be a

primary or a secondary consumer even though they are in general major power consumer in HPC
systems.

B.1.1.2. Secondary Consumers

The following components are considered secondary consumers:

• UPS,
• PDU,
• PSU,
• Node cooling,
• VR,
• I/O and networks.

These components either do not have significant (dynamic) power consumption, or lack monitoring or
control capabilities. The hardware components are discusses nevertheless to understand the complete
system background in relation to energy and power for this work. Additionally, hardware capabilities
do change over time and components considered a secondary consumer here potentially move to the
category of primary consumers in the near future.

UPS: The first component from the infrastructure side, as seen in Figure B.1, is the UPS handling
resiliency of the system with regards to power fluctuation and supply failure. UPSs builds the main
component for resilience and reliable power supply. Uninterrupted power can for example be achieved
by staged fail-safe mechanisms: Batteries, for short term bridge and startup of generators, and diesel
generators for safe shutdown, as well as longer term safe operation of (mission-)critical systems during
power failure. These are emergency systems and can not generally be used for power management and
for normal operation strategy. Research does exist in this field however and the reader is referred to
power co-generation as evaluated by Tokyo Institute of Technology in their Tsubame system [Yon+11].
The UPS is connected to support cooling as well as the computer systems installed in the system.

PDU: The next hardware component, considered a secondary consumer PDU. The power distribu-
tion is often done in a hierarchy and well integrated with infrastructure circuits, to support loads,
while not overloading fuses. There are three kinds of PDUs: Units distributing power to different
systems in the center, units distributing to the racks of the various systems, as well as rack internal
PDUs, distributing to the servers mounted in the rack. PDUs sometimes have power meters inte-
grated which allow good measurements. If power readers are not integrated, the PDUs’ power-plugs
can be used for external power meters if measurement at this granularity is required. Some solutions
and their usage in clusters are discussed in [Dio+13; Ils+15]. Control capabilities are limited in
general.

PSU: Inside a node the primary unit for energy intake is the PSU present at every node. The
primary objective of the PSU is to transform the 230 V supply power to 12 V and distribute this
power to the components on the node. The PSU distributes the power to the node components,
such as fans and active cooling, which exchange heat to the cooling infrastructure outside the node,
as well as on node, the PMU, VRs and finally CPU, Memory and I/O and potentially accelerator
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cards. In terms of hardware control and measurement on node, there are several interaction points.
If management of the PSU is done, this is steered by the PMU or BMC, while itself PSU supplies
and distributes.

Node Cooling: Regarding node cooling air and water have to be differentiated: Water cooling is not
directly controllable in server installations, since pump, inlet and outlet temperatures are controlled
and managed on the infrastructure side of the cooling cycle. Conversely, regarding air temperature
PMUs can alter fan speeds which draw power. Their direct impact on power consumption is often
neglected while controlling temperature is important for VRs and general CPU and memory power
performance dependence, and are important to control thermal induced variability. Reactive and
proactive control of fan speed remains active research [Acu+17; Acu17].

Voltage Regulators: On the motherboard VRs transform power from 12 V to lower required operat-
ing voltages. VRs internal to the CPU match DVFS requests to the appropriate electrical potential.
The voltage regulators are not generally accessible for direct control, but modern motherboards sup-
ply sensors for measurement, which play a critical role in system health [GSS15]. Depending on the
location of the VR, their health and usage can be monitored by administrators via the BMC.

I/O and Networks: Network Interface Controllers (NICs) and switches are not directly controllable
power consumers. Network cards have a power consumption around 5 − 10W [GSS15]. Switches
are in the 100 − 300W range [GG15]. Their aggregate power consumption contributes to overall
system costs, power usage based on activity is not energy proportional with usage, however. Even
with low activity their power usage remains high. Dynamic link management is still subject to long
adjustment times. [GG15] Research in dynamic energy and power management of the network is still
limited, but improved I/O capabilities are becoming a requested topic of EE-HPC-WG procurement
considerations [EEWG17].
The network of HPC system is however critical to energy and power management for a second

reason: Management and monitoring information has to be communicated within the system. When
using runtime systems to monitor and control energy and power decisions latency of transmissions
are critical. Modern computer systems generally have two networks for the computer system. First,
the primary high performance network. This network has very low latencies, high bandwidth and
specific topology ideal for the system at hand and generally intended for the applications running
on the system. Technologies for this often use optic-fiber, for example Infiniband, Fibre Channel or
Gigabit Ethernet. Second, the administrative network. This secondary network is a backup network
to service nodes, that are either unavailable (in the primary network) or for system health inspection.
This network should not be burdened by constant loads, since it is not designed for this use-case.
Additionally, if the network is needed for an incident it should not be highly saturated by other
routine tasks, such as sensor data distribution. This network is often not directly connected to
storage systems.
When operating system software to optimize energy and power it is critical to avoid the introduction

of noise into the primary or secondary network degrading or impacting their required performance.
At the same time timeliness of control information as well as amount of sensor data is of large value.

B.1.2. Background – Software
To understand how software interacts with the described hardware mechanisms the following aspects
of software and energy and power are discussed in the sections below:

• Software in an traditional HPC environment;
• Software interacting with energy and power.

The initial section recalls the typical operation of HPC from a user/application perspective (in
Sec. B.1.2.1). This leads to software actively interacting with aspects of energy and power, to
formulate the background on the potential software components present in an energy and power
management setup (in Sec. B.1.2.2).
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B.1.2.1. Software in a Traditional HPC Environment

HPC systems consists of a complex setup of software to provide reliable high performance. This
section presents the logical cluster organization, and the software enabling such environment within
the system. Additionally, it is shown how users interact with such system and how user jobs are
processed. This is required to understand which components and processes are present in the system
and which aspects are relevant to energy and power management.

HPC Cluster Organization: The computing hardware is configured in such way that specific usage of
the system is incentivised for all users to be able to maximize their productivity and their applications
performance. Having large parts of the system idle or blocked by users not utilizing the node is costly
for the center with the large procurement costs for the computer systems and idle power consumption.
To maximize utilization and fair share, or enforcing a different specific usage models of the system is
operated in batch scheduling.
The scheduling algorithms are optimized for high throughput, high productivity use, with many

users enqueuing jobs. Batch scheduling system have three types of nodes: login nodes, service nodes
and compute nodes.
A small number of nodes serve as login nodes to the system. These are the initial point of access

for the users of the system. On the login nodes the users of the system are presented with a standard
Linux environment with access to their $HOME directory and default applications, compilers, editors
and tools. Specific to HPC environments, there are tools for optimization and usage dedicated
to the distributed mode of operation. Login nodes are used to configure job scripts, set up the
computer’s environment files and directories and submit jobs. After the jobs complete the results
of the applications executed and completed experiments are accessed and processed further. No
demanding computation is to be executed on the login nodes, since many users are accessing these
simultaneously.
Similar to login nodes, service nodes are not part of the compute nodes, but are dedicated to the

administrators of the systems, to service the nodes. In general, even for large clusters there are only
one or two nodes dedicated as service nodes.
The majority of the nodes of a cluster are dedicated compute nodes. Users cannot directly access

the compute nodes, but they submit compute jobs in the form of a job script to a batch scheduling
system. The compute nodes form the heart-piece of the cluster, containing the high performance
hardware and are interconnected with low latency high throughput network among themselves and
to storage systems.

Processing of HPC Jobs: Once a job is submitted, the job scheduler evaluates the preamble of
the job script and places the job in the job queue according to the scheduling algorithm used. The
resource manager manages the resources (i.e. the nodes) of the cluster. In accordance to the order of
the job queue the resource manager allocates the nodes and forms a partition for the next job, sufficing
the requested resources and the requested time. Within such a job partition the user application is
executed, as specified in the job script.
In general the applications is executed on all nodes of the job partition in parallel. For node local

performance optimization thread-level concurrency is used (e.g. as provided by Open Multi-Processing
(OpenMP)). For communication among the nodes communication libraries such as Message Passing
Interface (MPI) or languages using PGAS concepts are used. Programming models and high pro-
ductivity tools are generally provided by the computing centers. This is crucial for performance,
especially if the system uses accelerators. Once the job terminates, the resource manager claims the
nodes again and sets them to back into a clean, known state so that they can be used for the next
reservation. The user is notified about the completion of the job and output and log files are placed
in their specified directories.
To achieve the best possible performance administrators provide modules and libraries which can

be loaded using a module system. Some applications are used without user modification and are also
provided with optimized configuration.
Within this default setup of HPC environments and job processing, users never come in contact

with the notion of electrical energy and power consumption. Some systems supply energy and power
feedback to the users in the form of log files. This is however not standard practice and often only of
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minor interest to the user, since it generally serves to inform users, not for user-billing. According to
the knowledge of the author, there is no known HPC system, where the budget for computation of
the users is accounted by energy or power consumption or where such approach is used as alternative
to CPU-hours as budget.
The users’ goal of using the system is to complete their computational tasks. Thus, the primary

goals for users are: correct results, and timely completion. For the timely completion, performance
optimization is necessary. This is also supported by tools, such as: Debuggers for correctness and
profiling and tracing tools for performance, to support the users’ efficient usage of the computer
system.

B.1.2.2. Software Interacting with Energy and Power

For the design of an integrated energy and power management system the last important missing
piece is to look at and understand software that already interacts with energy and power. There are
several software components that address energy and power controls directly, but these are generally
operated in isolation. This section addresses:

• Operating System,
• Software-Interfaces,
• System Software,
• Tools,
• Applications.

These types of software have both different capabilities, and also different interest, in their interaction
with energy and power. In general, they do not have any interaction with the other classes in terms
of energy and power and operate independently, given they have the required permission. Afterwards
the background information can be tied together looking at related work for this research regarding
integrating energy and power management and the modeling of such systems.

Operating System: OSs use several of the hardware interfaces for energy and power management
directly and have the capabilities to exposes those to all software running on the individual nodes.
The OS has the scope of managing resources of a single node. Additionally, the OS is the gateway
for exposing hardware functionality via kernel modules and the associated file system locations.
The role of the OS in power management stems from its two most fundamental roles: Providing a

clean abstraction to hardware resources and the management of these available resources [TB14]. The
functionality of modern OSs with regard to energy and power management mostly originated from
requirements of Personal Computers (PCs) and laptop computers. This can already be seen when
looking at the ACPI, as discussed in Section B.1.1. The low power consumption use-cases handled by
the OS use the above mentioned P-states and C-states. They are initiated when pressing the power
button, inducing sleep or hibernate states or when closing the laptop lid. The mechanisms provided
are used to address functionality to improve longevity of battery life.
These functionalities have transitioned into general data-center operation, as well, with normal web-

server use-cases. Servers can safely go into a power-saving mode when no requests have be handled.
Once the server encounters load, fast transition into P-state P0 is required. Thus, algorithms provided
by the kernel to decide for example what time periods for appropriate C-states are adequate, since
states saving more power increase transition time to switch back to P0.2
In the HPC case, the OS can oftentimes interfere with the desired performance goals, for example by

undesired process scheduling, and focusing on correctness, neglecting performance [Loz+16; Ils+17].
This represents the other extreme, where not idle systems have to be managed, but full performance
is hindered by tasks operating at inappropriate priorities in the eyes of the user.
To address what functionalities Linux provides in this regard, a short overview of the Linux drivers,

acpi_cpufreq and intel_pstate, for energy and the specified power governors associated and de-
scribed in the Linux documentation are given: performance, powersave, userspace, ondemand,
conservative and schedutil. [Bro+]

2P0 requires C0, while transition times withing P-states are generally not affected by the P-state selected.
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The drivers use information about the processors specified minimum and maximum frequency, or
a specific target frequency between minimum and maximum frequency:

• The performance governor chooses the maximum frequency allowed by the CPU’s frequency
range.

• The powersave governor chooses the minimal frequency allowed by the CPU’s frequency range.
• The userspace governor allows any user, or userspace program with User Identifier (UID) root

to set a fixed frequency.
• The ondemand governor sets the frequency according to a load estimator triggered by the Linux

scheduler. The estimation is done over a short time window and requires a specific maximum
transition latency to work properly. Additional parameters are passed to decided when lowering
the frequency is estimated to be a sound decision. When demand for performance is detected,
frequency is set to the maximum allowed.

• The conservative governor has a similar behavior as ondemand with the difference that on
detected performance demand, the frequency is gradually increased, contrary to setting the
frequency to the maximum instantly [Bro+].

• The schedutil governor has a tight integration with the Linux kernel scheduler and its Per-
Entity Load Tracking (PELT) mechanism for better load prediction [Cora; Brob].

For the HPC use-case either performance, or userspace are used. The ondemand governor is a
typical found in desktop or server setting. [Bro+]
The Linux cpufreq subsystem implementation, and the systems cpufreq-drivers dictates the ex-

act functionality of each of the above mentioned governors. Looking at differences in driver, the
acpi_cpufreq driver uses the ACPI specified P-states and functionality. In addition, turbo boost
is used with arbitrary turbo frequency if the frequency is specified as 1MHz above the maximum
frequency. The functionality of the intel-pstate driver uses additional features enabled and docu-
mented for Intel specific functionality and can be found openly in [Wys]. This driver implements and
provides a performance governor or defaults back to a powersave governor using an intel hardware-
specific implementation as provided in the Linux kernel [Broa; BWK; Bro+; Wys].
For other software, outside the OS, to directly change power and performance, awareness of which

drivers and governors are compatible and do not override these settings is required.
The OS plays an important role in making interfaces to hardware controls available to administra-

tors and user-space via kernel modules. The msr kernel module is an example for this. Loaded by
modbprobe msr, the MSRs control registers are exposed in /dev/cpu/cpu*/msr of the Linux Filesys-
tem Hierarchy Standard (FHS). Since this functionality is however separate from the OS’s usage of
the interfaces these will be discussed in the next section regarding software interfaces.
The OS has other interfaces to applications which also impact energy and power characteristics.

The default Linux job scheduler impacts the resource usage of a specific process and how to prioritize
it. The OS, however, only has limited knowledge about the application its energy and power char-
acteristics or how to prioritize processes according to this. The process scheduler considers access
time to the CPU. To alter process priorities the Linux the program nice [mana], is used to change
application-“nice-ness”(priority). For HPC applications, where a single job reserves nodes exclusively
the application is of most priority. In such usage scenario the OS is to be configured accordingly,
disallowing other processes of lesser priority to hog resources. It has been shown that this is not
trivial, even if previously considered so. Exact configuration and knowledge of the set state is thus
needed. [Loz+16]

Software Interfaces: The hardware interfaces of the system are typically not directly accessible for
all software of a system. For this reason software interfaces to energy and power measurement and
control exist. These serve to address and expose energy and power hardware interfaces, but also
address hardware abstraction. Additionally, access control is managed via these software interfaces
in some cases, whereas the basic configuration has to be set by the admins.
Admins with root privileges can read and write any exposed device file in sysfs is located in

/sys/devices/system/ or device drivers in /dev/. Since direct access is error prone, for ease of
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use and safety reasons tools to write these settings for privileged users exist. An example for this
is the direct setting of frequencies by the administrator using the exposed P-states mechanism. The
tool cpupower frequency-set 〈FREQ〉 allows root users to set processor frequency directly. The
underlying DVFS and P-state mechanism adjusts the frequency and according voltage interacting with
the firmware power settings. Similar mechanisms for privileged users exist for writing RAPL power
limits: As discussed above, access to MSRs is exposed via Linux kernel drivers managing MSRs. These
are directly addressed by reading and writing the device driver in /dev/cpu/cpu*/msr. To abstract
this interaction, rdmsr and wrmsr is provided when loading the kernel module for MSRs [Corb]. This
means that privileged users can directly manipulate everything exposed. In a multi-user environment
no save abstraction is thus provided.
For software interfaces directed towards users with finer control, additional abstractions exists.

These are for example the software interface like msr-safe [Sho+]: The msr-safe tool provides a
kernel module for safe reads and writes to MSRs, provided a white-list file, which allows to spec-
ify which MSRs should be read- and write-able by users or a user-group. Using this mechanism,
administrators can configure a subset of MSRs and make them available for read and write. This
again follows standard Linux user and group permission settings, but allows for finer granularity in
access control. Similar methods have been designed for PCI Control and Status Registers (CSRs),
providing a tool called csr-safe, which hasn’t seen as wide adoption for alteration on energy and
power usage [WM16]. A recent effort to combine multiple of these tools for better granularity of
interfaces to energy and power interfaces which provide a safe access model, using csr-safe and
msr-safe among others is variorum [LDR17; Bri+].
A software interface that has a wider scope than bridging hardware abstraction over the OS is

Power-API [Gra+16; III+16]. Power-API is a portable API for power measurement and control.
Interfaces for programmatic use of power can be encoded in XML-format or JSON-format, which
requires known protocols and interactions between interacting programs. With known hardware,
interactions and requirements an API can be specified relying on known interface encoding. Power-
API specifies roles, system descriptions, attributes and meta-data information to concretize the API.
It provides type definitions, interface functions, high-level functions and role/system interfaces. These
Power-API is given as C-API and supplemented with Python language bindings [III+16]. This API
is adopted in tools and by vendors especially on the infrastructure side of power management and
monitoring controls. The usage model regarding its operation is important related work for this thesis
document and covered in the related work section (Sec. 2.4).
Several APIs traditionally rooted in performance profiling and tracing have also been extended for

energy and power monitoring. Examples for these are Performance Application Programming Inter-
face (PAPI) [Ter+10], Score-P [Knü+12] or the Linux perf interface. These APIs are not generally
used to set and alter energy and power settings, but have been augmented or extended to include
performance metrics related to energy and power. These APIs serve as unifiers and abstraction layer
for accessing the underlying architectures in a platform agnostic way. Their granularity can be quite
different: Where perf is suited for more direct, low level access, Score-P provides a high level abstrac-
tion, utilizing low level interfaces itself internally. perf utilizes the low level Linux RAPL MSRs and
requires root privileges. This interface is exposed by the OS as perf_event interface since Linux ker-
nel 3.14 [Kha+18]. PAPI uses perf events to obtain performance data, while accessing RAPL counters
directly via MSRs. PAPI either requires root privileges or can use the msr-safe library, contrary to
perf. Score-P provides a whole runtime infrastructure to homogenize interfaces intended for tools like
the PTF [BPG09; Sik+16], Scalasca [Wol+08], Tuning and Analysis Utilities (TAU) [MBM94] or
Vampir [Knü+08]. The work of Score-P is extended to the usage of energy within the Scalable Tools
for Energy Analysis and Tuning in HPC (Score-E) project [Die16; Hera].

System Software: System software plays a major role in optimization of energy and power using
software. To improve utilization of energy and power as a resource and the management of this
resource is also where most research is taking place. Prototyping of these approaches can be done
quickly, providing testable solutions, while at the same time not directly impacting mission critical
systems, contrary to research targeting infrastructure software.
For energy and power management approaches the following approaches exist for system software:

• Job schedulers,
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• Power schedulers / cluster power managers,
• Job runtimes,
• RAS systems,
• Monitoring systems.

Most system software has an inherent purpose outside of energy and power. These capabilities
are in a transition where more and more energy and power relevant topics are added to this original
functionality. Other system software is created with energy and power management as its sole purpose.
In the following several examples from the above mentioned categories are presented as background.
These also present the main actors and components in an integrated energy and power management
system. Some system software combines different aspects of energy and power management which are
part of more than one category. This work will split such software and characterize by its functionality.

Job Schedulers: Job schedulers are using batch scheduling algorithms to ensure optimal node
usage for the complete cluster, as mentioned in Section B.1.2.1. The job scheduler optimizes for
throughput, turnaround time and system utilization [TB14]. Once energy is added to the managed
resources, for example by specifying a maximum power draw limited and jobs having a known power
consumption, schedulers which are aware of this information can optimize their scheduling decisions
and direct resource managers to configure the job partition in particular ways. Several approaches for
energy and power aware schedulers exist. It has to be noted that the resource management aspect,
necessary for the resource allocation after scheduling, is often intertwined into this aspect of energy
and power aware scheduling. For energy and power aware schedulers the following approaches are
taken: Energy tagging, using energy and power metrics and job characteristics for scheduling and
resource management, and scheduling for over-provisioned systems.
The first approach to energy aware scheduling discussed is energy tagging. This was initially done

at LRZ using the IBM LoadLeveler with the introduction of energy tags [Auw+14; Bel+13]. By
analyzing the workloads of LRZ, the optimal frequency of operation was determined for the Super-
MUC Phase 1 system [Auw+14]. The employed scheduler used this information with the addition of
heuristics, to derive the optimal frequency for each job (as described in the patent [Bel+13]). The
mechanism can be summarized as follows: During operation several metrics are collected including
frequency, runtime, Cycles Per Instruction (CPI), a proxy for effective memory transactions, among
others, as well as job identifier (job-ID) and user assigned energy tag. These are stored in a job
database. Upon identification of the same job according to the energy tag, the scheduler triggers a
program which extrapolates the energy consumption for each possible frequency. With this infor-
mation the optimal operating frequency for the job is derived to minimize energy to solution. The
resource manager sets the allocated partition to the derived optimal frequency and the job is exe-
cuted. The energy tagging mechanism of LoadLeveler has been migrated to Platform LSF [IBMa].
The energy tagging identifies characteristics of jobs which the resource manager uses to prepare the
environment, while the scheduling algorithm can remain energy and power oblivious.
The second group of approaches use energy and power metrics for scheduling decisions [Wal+16;

Cha+19; Mau+19; Hu+17; Kum+20]. Looking at scheduling algorithms different approaches ex-
ists, such as Maurya et al. [Mau+19] optimizing for energy savings while keeping a fixed scheduler
makespan, other approaches such as Hu et al. [Hu+17] optimize for turnaround time. Both Maurya
and Hu’s optimization is done using DVFS. Chasapis et al. [Cha+19] evaluate variability of power
consumption of nodes and optimize via job placement while driving scheduling decisions based on
a power budget. Kumbhare et al. [Kum+20] look at value-per-time algorithms and extend these
with power allocation strategies comparing different approaches. Wallace et al. [Wal+16] combine
approaches of traditional scheduling and complete system monitoring to control power load. This
is done by learning job power profiles and altering scheduling. In cases where a power budget is
exceeded DVFS is used to control the power consumption.
The last group of research described in this paragraph is scheduling for hardware overprovisioned

systems [Pat+15; Kon+19]. In a hardware overprovisioned system [Pat15, p. 15] additional hardware
is installed, with the goal to keep power consumption of the center constant. This requires high
fidelity control over power characteristics of the complete HPC system. From a cost perspective
power is the limiting factor for large scale centers. For scheduling on such a system additional job
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properties have to be given to be successful: Information on the impact of lower power consumption
by using DVFS or power capping on runtime, similar to energy tags. Additionally, the addition
of functionality such as possible moldable- or maleable jobs [Sar+14] can increase the possibilities
of scheduling in hardware overprovisioned systems. Regarding power limited environments and job
schedulers, a large body of research exists considering improvements on scheduling for overprovisioned
systems. [Raj+17; Pat+15; Sar+14; Ell+16b; Wal+16].
An EE-HPC-WG EPA-JSRM survey [Mai+18; Koe+19; Koe+18] has shown that general energy

and power aware scheduling is not yet widely adopted but centers are building initial capabilities to
integrate such technology and are assessing center specific requirements.

Power Schedulers / Cluster Power Managers: Power schedulers are specific cluster power man-
agers, separating energy and power management functionality with a cluster scope from traditional
job scheduler and resource manager functionality [Ell+15a].3 Power schedulers schedule and reallo-
cate the power in between nodes, based on demand and limitations of their cluster. This kind of
system software is a resource broker for power consumption of the cluster. Power schedulers consist
of two components, node local daemons running on the complete cluster and a management instance
orchestrating individual nodes to fulfill the power scheduler’s optimization goal.
The prime example for this is POWsched [Ell+15b; Ell+16b; Ell17]. POWsched measures power

consumption of all nodes. When detecting that specific nodes draw a significantly higher portion of
energy over a specified period of time, POWsched adjusts power consumption of the nodes. Redis-
tribution of power is done in a fair way according to a simple heuristic. The goal of POWsched is
to provide fair usage of power, while reducing overall energy consumption. POWsched is completely
agnostic of jobs and partitions allocated on the cluster, and treats this as the domain of the job sched-
uler and resource manager. Power schedulers can have a notion of jobs or can be job-oblivious. Job
aware means that adjustments are made with the knowledge of which nodes belonging to the same
job. Such job awareness prevents averse power allocations. Job awareness is not to be confused with
runtimes which directly interact with applications. POWsched [Ell+15b] is a job oblivious example
of a power scheduler.
Other system software which fall into the category of power schedulers are: EAR Daemon (EARD)

together with EAR Global Manager Daemon (EARGMD) of the Energy Aware Runtime (EAR)
[CB19; Bro+19] energy management framework or the demand-aware adaptive power management
framework by Cao and Kondo [CHK16]. For both of these frameworks specific parts are power
schedulers while the larger framework also adds several interactions with specific job schedulers,
monitoring systems, and additional software interfaces to interact with the applications similar to the
functionality of a job runtime.

Job Runtimes: Job runtimes run alongside applications, utilizing information from the hardware
platform and the application to optimize specific characteristics of either of them. Job runtimes have
the scope of a single job. They operate on the cluster partition they are assigned to by the resource
manager. There are two ways to start a job runtime: Either the user starts the job runtime alongside
the job by themselves, like any user tool, or the user is mandated to run it with any application.
To enforce a mandatory use, a technical solution is desirable. For a technical solution, the resource
manager can prepare the environment of a partition, such that the user cannot disable the invocation
of the job runtime, unless actively trying to break out of the system.
Job runtimes have two sources of information: The application, and the hardware platform. The

application can actively interface with the job runtime, providing information about its state and
behavior. Alternatively indirect exchange of information is possible. This indirect exchange is not
actively implemented by the application programmer, but supported by the use of standardize pro-
gramming models which support tools interfaces during runtime. Examples for tools interfaces are
MPI_T for MPI [MPI15] or OMPT for OpenMP [OMP]. Function calls by the application that utilize
the programming model can then be intercepted by the job runtime to get information about what
the application is doing. Interaction of the job runtime with the hardware platform is achieved using
interfaces such as the ones discussed in the software interface paragraph, above. In addition to these

3In contrast, job schedulers and resource managers functionality in the paragraph above explicitly extended job
schedulers and resource managers with energy and power functionality.
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two sources of information, the environment the resource manager provides can also be critical to job
runtime’s mode of operation: Options set in the job script, or set by job scheduler/resource manager
impact the behavior of programs running in userspace: Both compute job and job runtime. Some
job runtimes and job schedulers have introduced interfaces for a more direct interaction [GEOa].
The optimization a job runtime is able to achieve largely depends on the type and capabilities

of the job runtime. Such capabilities can be sophisticated power and performance models on single
nodes, but also multi-node optimization. The advantage of job runtimes is their scope of a job and
potential control over all participating nodes. Such a runtime can efficiently aggregate information
from each process and node participating in the job, since they share the same high-performance
communication infrastructure, as the job itself. With the appropriate runtime agents aggregating
and processing the information continuously, job wide optimization is possible. Several runtimes use
the information about distributed behavior to leverage potential from manufacturing variability seen
across nodes or critical path analysis to understand job-global progress driving energy and power
tuning devisions. Job runtimes that only utilize job local information, on the other hand, mitigate
potential communication overheads.
GEOPM [Eas+17] is an example for a job runtime continuously optimizing platform settings via

MSRs. The runtime is operating alongside the application, one process, or thread depending on
how it is set up, in a distributed fashion using its own MPI communicator. Using this approach
the runtime can optimize more than just individual nodes, and individual application processes, but
achieve a global optimization. The runtime achieves this by implementing a Partially Observable
Markov Decision Process (POMDP). Other examples of runtimes using distributed information are
for example Conductor [Mar+15]. This runtime performs distributed critical path analysis. The
focus is more on the application side, than the platform side, compared to GEOPM.
Other runtimes are not distributed but operate on node local information of both platform and

application. An example for this is EAR, where EAR library (EARL), Dynamic Application Iterative
Structure detection algorithm (DynAIS) and EARD can be seen as the runtime part of EAR [CB19].
Yet again other runtimes use application information regarding communication characteristics, such
as COUNTDOWN [Ces+18], whereas the information is only used for node local optimization. There
exist a large variety of job runtimes or tools fitting in the runtime category.
Several programming models that operate using runtime systems by themselves, have also looked

into integrating energy and power extensions as proof of concepts. This has been done by show-
ing, that a tightly integrated interface to power is especially useful with good knowledge about
application behavior. Such examples are presented in [Acu+16; Acu+17; ACK19; Acu17], by using
Charm++ [Ill] as programming model. For High Performance ParalleX (HPX) [KBS09] the Auto-
nomic Performance Environment for eXascale (APEX) project [Huc+13] serves as example. Similarly,
for OmpSs [Dur+11], the works in [Mar13; MMN13] shows examples for energy extensions.
A key takeaway is that job runtimes for energy and power management have to interface with the

hardware platform and the application to do their work, for basic functionality. To achieve good
optimization, however, additional interaction with the job scheduler/resource manager is needed,
especially for production use. An even more important aspect is that such interface is needed to
communicate change in optimization strategy or convey the intent of an optimization. A lack of
interfaces limit changes in strategy to a complete reconfiguration of the system.

RAS Systems: The main purpose of RAS systems is reliability, availability and serviceability, as
the name suggests. This means in particular to keep the system functional, and available, but also
have functionality that allows to service the system in the case of a failure. Such system has to have
monitoring capabilities to detect both faults but also have knowledge that the system is running as
intended.
RAS systems have a central control entity, operated and monitored by either system integrator or

system administrator. The system itself has sensors and monitoring systems, that is seen as vital
to observe reliability and availability. In the case that service is needed, it is important that quick
response is possible. This means that separate service infrastructure is required in general. RAS
functionality is the primary use-case for the service infrastructure of a HPC system. Traditionally
it is the only system allowed to operate on the dedicated out-of-band service infrastructure. Only
after thorough assessment other systems are allowed to use the service infrastructure. Depending on
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Figure B.4.: Hierarchy of equipment states (as of [Ste05]).

the setup it may be concluded that other functionality jeopardizes the RAS functionality and thus
has to either be in-band or utilize a separate out-of-band infrastructure. RAS systems are at the
intersection of HPC system and infrastructure and are often operated in collaboration with HPC
center and vendors of system and infrastructure.
RAS systems are responsible for the reliable operation of a system, but this also includes managing

infrastructure and as well as cluster information. As seen in figure B.4 the system can have one
of the following states as identified by Stearleyet al. [Ste05] for RAS systems: Non-scheduled time,
engineering time, productive Time, standby time, unscheduled downtime and scheduled downtime.
The goal is to have the system spend on production time, either productive time or standby time,
while having an operational up to date system. [Ste05]
Examples of such systems are discussed in research literature [AE18; Fan+19; KO02; Di+18;

Ste05]. System vendors provide solutions to manage RAS use-cases for their system. In a normal
procurement a RAS system is offered with the system, e.g. as part of Extreme Cloud Administration
Toolkit (xCat) [IBMc] as offered for the SuperMUC Phase 1 RFP [Lei10]. More specific requests
regarding capabilities have been seen as specific request in RFP documents, as was done in the
CORAL procurement documents [COR18, pp. 78].
The extensions to energy and power is natural since reliable power is among the primary tasks

of RAS systems. The tasks include monitoring, power cycling, and management of systems and
infrastructure with the goal of reliability. Recent extensions to other systems has been added while
primary RAS functionality has to operate self-contained. Example issues solved by such integration
are ramp-up and ramp-down for smoothing increases and decreases in power draw supported by other
software systems within in the system. Rapid increases or abrupt loss/disruption of power draw can
cause critical hardware faults.

Monitoring Systems: Monitoring systems are an important part of modern HPC systems. With
the introduction of the Green500 [TOPe; SHF06] and the bi-annual listing of the most energy effi-
cient HPC systems, better systems for energy measurement have been proliferated throughout cluster
installations. The Green500 with the TOP500, the Green Grid and EE-HPC-WG have issued a mea-
surement document for a more consistent and comparable method of measurement for the Green500
list [Gre+]. This method has helped computing centers to make more precise requests for measure-
ment hardware such as sensor in the procurement documents. The Green500 effort also helped to
introduce monitoring systems from the software side, since centers realized that storage and anal-
ysis provides valuable metrics and insights. The idea of system monitoring is also critical for RAS
systems. Decoupling the mission critical real-time observations from the service aspects and aug-
menting the information with any data collectible in a computer system gives the monitoring systems
a much broader scope, without the service aspect. Energy and power is only one metric among the
information collected. The addition of scalable databases and long term storage of large amounts
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of performance data give the possibility to assess performance metrics of the center and clusters for
different purposes. Monitoring systems collect from any data-source of interest, without primarily
focusing on energy and power. This information is often included to assess for example performance
per watt or other relevant metrics.
Monitoring systems have several different use-cases: The use-cases are either long term usage-

statistics, short-term dashboards to see current activity, or in depth analysis of applications and
system behavior. Examples for such monitoring systems are Lightweight Distributed Metric Service
(LDMS) [Age+14], DCDB [Net+19], MetricQ [Ils+19a], Operations Monitoring and Notification In-
frastructure (OMNI) [Bau+19] Grand Unified Information Directory Environment (GUIDE) [Vaz+17].
Additionally, vendor specific solutions do exist.
Some centers also have monitoring systems which are closer to a specific aspect of the computer sys-

tem. In the case of LRZ, there are three specialized Monitoring systems: First, PowerDAM [Sho+14],
with focus on the Infrastructure side metrics and Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) focusing on any
data related to power [Sho15]. Second, PerSyst [GHB14] which focuses application monitoring from
the compute-side. The monitoring system utilizes a sampling approach collecting performance coun-
ters of the cluster and co-relating them with application data. The focus lies on application and user
support, without the need of expert users instrumenting codes [GHB14; Car15]. The third develop-
ment, is a general monitoring system, DCDB [Net+19]. The monitoring system has a more general
approach, offering capabilities and APIs familiar to data-analysts, where the other two tools are more
domain-specialized for Operational Data Analysis (ODA) or user-support.

Tools: Tools4 are generally used to support application programmers and users to improve produc-
tivity. Such tools include:

• Code optimization;
• Correctness checkers;
• Programming tools for parallelization (for shared and distributed memory and accelerators);
• Managing complexity of application and user environment;
• Profilers and tracers;
• Visualization;
• Autotuners.

An extensive survey is given by Collette et al. in [CCJ04]. The Virtual Institute – High Produc-
tivity Computing (VIHPS) keeps updated lists including tutorials of such tools for high productivity
supercomputing [VIHPS].
The primary interaction with energy and power management of tools is to give users the possi-

bility to get insights into performance metrics directly for their application. While several tools for
productivity are unrelated to information about power, extensions for energy and power have been
included in tracers and profilers for programmers to understand how their application behaves on a
system. The performance tools traditional focus is on direct performance indicators, such as Last
Level Cache (LLC) misses, LLC hits, instructions retired, FLOPS, Instructions Per Second (IPS),
memory bandwidth used, among others. Energy and power metrics only allow indirect conclusions
about application performance. An example of tools extending into both domains is for example
PAPI [Wea+12].
There are ongoing debates on whether users should optimize their applications for power or per-

formance.5 One of the few things both sides of the debate agree on is that users know their codes
better and can either improve the application or provide valuable information to either user tools,

4This work refers to tools as user-space programs to assist application programmers or users, compared to system
software which does not have the user as primary target audience.

5On “optimizing code for power is equivalent to optimizing code for performance.”(Quote not attributable): The
reasoning behind such statement goes as follows: Performance of processors are inherently limited by their total
power consumption, which is reflected by TDP. If a parallel processor can fetch instructions faster and process more
work sequentially, it will clock higher until TDP is reached. The resource is shared among cores and by efficiently
parallelizing work TDP can be reached easily. Thus optimizing either serial efficiency to achieve TDP or improving
parallelism of a code increases power used. If this is done by doing useful work, power efficiency also improves.
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which they utilize themselves, or other parts of the system. Thus, a clear benefits exist for using tools
and APIs targeting application programmers augmented with energy and power information, since
it allows them to share their domain knowledge even if their primary concern lies outside of energy
and power.

Applications: User applications build upon programming models which provide the means to effec-
tively use shared memory on a single node (e.g. OpenMP) and communication libraries (e.g. MPI)
or distributed memory programming models (e.g. PGAS) for parallel execution on multiple nodes.
The application programmer knows the application behavior, algorithms and potentially scaling

behavior of their codes. Thus, it is easier for them to assess if the observed performance (FLOPS
and runtime) is as expected, given that they use performance tools to acquire the information.
Application specific tuning for energy and power is possible since measurement and control is

available in both tools, APIs and hardware interfaces. Several programming models also provide hooks
to interact with the application directly or its’ profiling interfaces, which can be utilized to interact
with energy and power mechanisms outside the application. There is a wide array of papers arguing,
that specific properties of jobs allow for better control over energy and power consumption [Sar+14;
Bai+15; FR96; Kal90; Kal+12; Acu+14; KKD02; Cer+10; Mag+07; HLK04].
There are additional application properties that allow other elements of energy and power man-

agement systems to improve either performance or energy and power characteristics of applications
and clusters. For example: 1. Instrumentation, indicating regions of interest for optimization. Tools
providing the possibility to indicate such regions are for example Score-P, alternatively the usage of
programming models with a tools interface, such as MPI or OpenMP can achieve similar goals. These
can be used for direct energy and power optimization or by other software components. 2. Languages
/ Programming models providing a runtime system, which have augmentations for energy and power.
Such as Charm++ [Ill]. 3. Moldable jobs and maleable jobs: Applications that allow a variable num-
ber of processes and cores, either dynamically adjusted during application execution, or by allowing
other software components, such as the schedulers or runtimes (e.g. Charm++ [Ill]), to determine
the optimal settings for energy and power. These require knowledge of the user or even changes to
the program.
Applications are the first class citizen of the systems. Successful completion of scientific experiments

is the primary goal. With energy and power optimizations, especially when done indirectly, the user
has to know of either the benefit or the degree of control they have on a given system. In the case that
a user is actively optimizing performance, energy and power they are generally cooperative. In the
case that they do not care about energy and power, it is critical not to disturb either their perceived
performance or ability to complete the work they care about. After all: all hardware and software
components listed above are there to enable and improve the scientific results the users of the systems
can produce with their application codes.
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B.2. Supplementary Background – PowerStack Strawman
Summary

This section forms a summary as supplementary information to Section 2.4.1 and the OIEP architec-
ture construction for the PowerStack model in Section 4.2.

The PowerStack community is actively developing the concepts of the PowerStack this is done in
several topic specific groups as well as by annual synchronizations in the form of seminar events [SP-
Sweb]. As initial design point, the PowerStack community captured a straw-man document [Can+18].
The initial design of the PowerStack community, is seen in Figure B.5.

Figure B.5.: PowerStack model – Initial model, as seen and described in the PowerStack strawman
document [Can+18].

The figure shows inherited power bounds in a waterfall style diagram from site-level requirements to
customized, power-aware job-scheduling to application-level performance tuning and power-balancing
to component-level measurement and control. This initial setup is described as a 3-level system in the
strawman document: The system-level, the job-level, and the node-level.

• The system-level is responsible for enforcing requirements dictated by the HPC center, and
express them as requirements to the cluster. Such requirements are for example limits on
power consumption for a cluster, but also requirements on fairness or prioritization of resource
allocation.

• The job-level is responsible for deducing settings, for example employed by energy aware job
schedulers, which enforce job power-bounds and node allocations. The energy aware scheduler
optimizes for utilization and throughput, and fulfills the system-level and cluster limits, subse-
quently deciding and dictating the power limits for each job. Inside individual compute jobs,
runtime systems can use these job-level requirements and optimize its operation and pass the
information to the node-level.

• The node-level is responsible for the node hardware components regarding measurement and
control. The system is hierarchical in design, and provides possibilities for optimization at
each level, where requirements are dictated from top to bottom, in this case as inherited power
bounds for subsets of the overall system.

At each level tools are selected as actors of the system which have specific roles and responsibilities.
The PowerStack strawman document describes several node management modes, as well as actors.
The node management modes are:

• Job-aware active node management;
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• Job-agnostic active node management;
• Idle node management.

Regarding actors, the following list is identified:

• System resource manager and job scheduler;
• Power-aware job manager;
• Power-aware node manager;
• Applications;
• Application profiling frameworks;
• Site administrators;
• Application developers;
• Users.

First, the node management modes are summarized, followed by the actors.

• With job-aware active node management, the resource manager directs a job manager about the
allowed resource consumption regarding energy and power. The job manager is a job runtime
that can monitor and tune the parameters in the adaptive dynamic optimization case. Such
runtime has the ability to understand the impact of enforcing energy and power limits for
individual nodes on performance and execution time of the compute job. Optimization of these
parameters under the resource managers constraint is the primary task of the job manager.

• With job-agnostic active node management the resource manager can directly access the control
interfaces on the node. In this case energy and power limits can still be enforced, but the
possibility of optimizing the parameters is missed, due to lack of run-time information. This
can be required if no prior knowledge about the job is present and or no monitoring of application
progress is possible.

• Idle node management is the power management of nodes, which are not assigned to any active
compute job. The resource manager directly interfaces with power management on the node,
to enforce and interface with power saving capabilities. Depending on idle node operations
strategy and resource requirements, this can be realized by setting power limits, sleep states or
idle node-shutdown.

Regarding the example actors, the straw-man document identifies typical associated roles and re-
sponsibilities, used tools, as well as their interactions with other actors:

• System resource managers and job schedulers: Their main task is to monitor resource usage and
allocating these resources to jobs. Regarding power, their responsibilities include: Management
and accounting for idle node power; Assigning of power budget for active jobs; Monitoring and
controlling power budget for jobs and users; Performance analysis for efficient energy or power
budget for given job and node; Recording energy and power telemetry. The system resource
manager and job scheduler is identified as actor which interacts with the job manager interfacing
information about power budgets, operating frequencies, power management algorithms, or
similar as applicable. This information is either given by administrators or users in job scripts.
Feedback is provided by job profiling tools or databases.

• Power-aware job managers: Their role and responsibility is to interpret the directives from the
system resource manager and job schedulers and manage the active nodes running a job. The
job manager has a set of control-able parameters and optimization goals. The actor is designed
in a way to enable scalable tuning and information aggregation to make job optimal decisions,
propagated to the nodes and processors partaking in the job. Interfaces to job scheduler,
application profiling interfaces, application and node managers are required.
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• Power-aware node managers: Their role is to provide telemetry data for monitoring and inter-
faces to node-level hardware. Management of access rights of the tools interacting with these
interfaces is required. Interfaces exist to external monitoring, system resource manager and
job manager. This actor includes all safety measures in terms of access control of provided
interfaces to the hardware.

• Applications: This represents any user application run in user-space which can influence the
system behavior by using the provided interfaces. Successful completion of the user application
represents the objective of sustaining the PowerStack with the given resource usage implica-
tions. Interfaces from the application to other systems in the system are exposed via tune-able
parameters in the code, as well as profiling information made available from within the appli-
cation.

• Application profiling frameworks: These frameworks form an abstraction and separation of
the measurement and telemetry in user-space solely concerned with application information.
Interaction with other actors can include resource manager, job manager and node manager to
provide application specific functionality and possibly improve decision-making.

• Site administrators: Their primary role, regarding power, is to configure the system energy and
power policies and setting up systems and constraints for the rest of the operational entities
of the system. The actor has interfaces to the outside world (e.g. to interact with ESPs), as
well as interfaces to the inside of the system (e.g. by providing configurations to power caps
the scheduler and resource managers have to adhere to). The interaction with the other actors
in the system happens once at the time of system setup, and additionally any time external
factors change, which have a requirement change as their consequence. Therefore, configuration
and changes to the node managers are performed or initiated by this actor.

• Application developers: Their task is to develop, test and debug applications. Their interaction
with the PowerStack includes enabling and implementing features and interfaces for profiling
and control. Their interfaces target the job manager and profiling frameworks.

• Users: Their role is similar to the application developer, with the difference that interaction with
the systems happens via configuration and changes to application inputs. Direct interaction is
done via the system’s resource manager.

These actors and their roles have to be considered in an example setup, even if the list is explicitly
named to be incomplete in the strawman document [Can+18].
At the time of writing, the PowerStack community still handles open question about how specific

cases can be unified into a solution viable for all involved parties. The strawman design formed the
initial discussion point and since evolved over the course of the PowerStack seminar events [PS’18;
PS’19a].
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C.1. Supplement – Methodical Approach for the Reference Model
Construction

The work, [Sch00, pp. 81–84], which forms the foundation for the method of this work is too context
specific in the model generation step. Both [Sch00] and [Sch98] are used as guidelines for this method
and present a methodical approach for model building, placed in the domain of information systems.
Both are therefore only applicable with heavy adaptations.
[Sch00, p. 81] presents an object-oriented iterative reference modeling approach. The work’s model

construction is split in two phases: First activity diagrams are generated for all identified use-cases.
These activity diagrams are then used to derive a single general activity diagram or a set of specialized
activity diagrams. Using the general or specialized activity diagrams, objects, classes and class
relations are derived, in typical object-oriented fashion. This is iteratively applied to generate a
complete object-oriented class model. For a general energy and power management reference model,
the consideration of all possible use-cases is not feasible. An approach using basic structural elements
to construct and model such use-cases is needed.
[Sch98] uses a traditional, not strictly object-oriented, reference modeling approach.1 The approach

first identifies objects, according to their characteristics, use-cases and relations. The approach uses
a so called master-reference model, which specifies model building blocks independent of specific
use-cases. The basic building blocks are identified as abstract objects, together with the relations
relevant for model organization [Sch98, pp. 217–234]. Next the reference model structure is developed
and selected [Sch98, pp. 235–240], followed by the reference process model [Sch98, pp. 240–260],
concluded by reference data model [Sch98, pp. 261–276]. Similar to [Sch00], the work in [Sch98] is in
the information systems domain, making several steps of their reference model construction methods
not entirely universal. However, the fundamental model construction steps presented in [Sch98,
pp. 207–291] are applicable to reference model building for energy and power management with
slight adjustments.
By contrast, commonly known reference models in computer science do not present their method

for reference model generation (e.g. ISO/OSI [Zim80; ISO-7498], OASIS SOA [OAS06], or the afore-
mentioned 4D/RCS [AB05]). Replication of the model building process using equivalent approaches
is thus not possible due to lack in transparency or historically grown model approaches.
For a solid method of an adapted approach, the chapter at hand goes back to Stachowiak’s funda-

mental model theory [Sta73, pp. 128–140]. The fundamental model theory describes three principle
characteristics for models:

Mapping: “Models are always models of something, more precisely mappings, representations
of natural or artificial originals, which themselves can be models.”1 [Sta73, p. 131]

1For the essential parts applicable here, see phases two and three of [Sch98, pp. 187–188]. With details in [Sch98,
pp. 207–291].
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Reduction: “Models in general do not present all attributes of the to be represented original, but
only those, which seem relevant to the creator or user of the model.”1 [Sta73, p. 132]

Pragmatism: “Models are not exclusively mapped to their originals. They fulfill a function of sub-
stitution a) for certain – recognizing and/or acting, model-using – Subjects, b) within
certain time intervals and c) under restriction to certain mental or actual opera-
tions”1 [Sta73, pp. 132–133]

These characteristics serve as construction fundamentals when generating the reference model, and
as guiding principles for the method.
An approach more grounded in fundamentals for model construction, in [Tha10, pp. 3117–3118],

formulates a theory for conceptual modeling. The theory discuses model construction using the
steps of: to “conceptualise”, to “abstract”, to “define” and to “construct”. An additional step, to
“understand”, precedes, while the step to “evaluate” follows the act of model construction. The step
to “refine” in [Tha10, p. 3120] represents an iterative process to evolve the model to a presentable
state.
For the methodical approach of this chapter both [Sch00] and [Sch98] are combined and reduced

to their fundamentals, taking Stachowiak’s fundamental model theory [Sta73] and [Tha10]’s model
into account.
Given these considerations, the method is introduced as presented in Section 3.1.

1Translation from German by the author.
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C.2. Considerations for Model Creators on OIEP Level and Level
Tree Construction

When designing an instance of an OIEP architecture, using the OIEP reference model, model creators
have to consider several aspects:

• “What is the overall desired optimization goal?”
• “What are the hardware features desired for altering energy and power behavior?”
• “What levels of management are needed?”
• “How to model the energy and power management system using the OIEP reference model in

a minimal but sufficient approach?”
• “Are there any level specific restrictions which have to be considered at design time?”
• “Are there possible conflicts in the initial level design and hierarchy?”
• “Are any level-decisions restricting modularity or scalability of the management system?”

These considerations for the model creator are discussed in the following.

“What is the overall desired optimization goal?” The structure of the OIEP level tree as well as
the OIEP levels’ goals have to be aligned with the overall optimization goal of the system. Conflicts
by design can be detected as early as the complete level tree is modeled.

“What are the hardware features desired for altering energy and power behavior?” The hardware
features to pursue the optimization goals depend largely on the availability of the system. In certain
circumstances specific requirements for hardware features to be used are dictated by the center
leadership. Depending on the setup, certain features may also be restricted. This can be restrictions
in use or in configuration. An example for such dependency is preset OS settings which are preset
and use is restricted due to mandate by the center leadership. Overall restrictions or requirements
for hardware features can be found in RFPs or responses to RFPs (Where a response to an RFPs
can be supported by providing an OIEP architecture description).

“What levels of management are needed?” By modeling the root level as anchor point for the
energy and power management hierarchy, as well as modeling the hardware features to be set and
modeled the corner stones for an OIEP architecture are set. The intermediate levels for OIEP archi-
tectures are to be modeled according to the needs of the HPC center, HPC system, or specific demands
by OIEP levels themselves. The intermediate levels sometimes can be derived from RFPs, or general
system descriptions with a requirement or specification for energy and power management systems.
For example, if an HPC system requirement asks for an energy and power aware job scheduler, the
OIEP architecture should match such requirement. Clarity, applicability and structural equivalence
as requirements for the OIEP reference model do apply to the generation of the individual OIEP
architectures, as well. Choice of level identifiers or (mnemonic) level names should be considered, as
well.

“How to model the energy and power management system using the OIEP reference model in a
minimal but sufficient approach?” When modeling an energy and power management system with
open specifications finding the right granularity, level of abstraction or even setup and components
can be an open process with no single right answer. After having modeled the system, all levels
should be assessed, and evaluated based on the follow considerations:

• Is the specific level necessary?
• Is an additional level necessary, for clean interaction?
• Can a level be merged / Does a level need to be split (According to the method presented in

Section 3.1)?
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• Are the edges of the OIEP level tree representative of the control flow for energy and power
management within the system?

It is sufficient if these questions can be answered satisfactory, and the model is an equivalent to
the actual system or is a representation of the desired features for a system to be built.

“Are there any level specific restrictions which have to be considered at design time?” When
designing OIEP levels for an OIEP architecture the model creator sometimes already has specific
software components in mind, fulfilling the mechanism described. Some of these software compo-
nents impose restrictions. The restrictions of the components have to be checked and validated.
Unnecessary restrictions and unnecessary ambiguity should be eliminated.

“Are there possible conflicts in the initial level design and hierarchy?” The goal of the system is
to prevent conflicting decision in the energy and power management system. By design of the OIEP
levels and arrangement within the OIEP level tree for an OIEP architecture possible conflicts can be
checked and validated. For example, the usage of hardware features which are mutually exclusive,
such as the usage of explicit DVFS and RAPL should be restricted by the design of the levels. This
is that either an additional level is introduced managing the possible conflict, or by eliminating the
conflict by restricting the architecture to an explicit conflict free design.

“Are any level-decisions restricting modularity or scalability of the management system?” Due
to the fact that the OIEP reference model is to be applied on open HPC systems, levels and the
design of the level tree have to be checked for possible restrictive designs preventing modularity by
introduction of dependencies. Similar considerations have to be made for considerations regarding
scalability: The design of the levels and the level tree should not restrict the scaling of the energy
and power management system. The introduction of additional levels to deal with large scales of the
system is a valid approach.

There is no mandated way of designing OIEP architectures. The approach chosen should be docu-
mented in a clear, precise and understandable way, however. This is necessary to be able to verify
designs and also for the possibility improve these designs in an incremental way, by substitution and
iterating over different designs. This is enabled by the modular design of the reference model. Ex-
emplary mappings of system architectures to the reference model are shown in Chapter 4 (including
a method for OIEP architecture construction).
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Appendix D.

Supplement – OIEP Architectures for
Selected HPC Systems

D.1. Constructing an OIEP Architecture for the PowerStack Prototype . . . . . . . . . . . 147
D.2. Constructing an OIEP Architecture for GEOPM as Nested Component . . . . . . . . 151
D.3. Constructing an OIEP Architecture for the SuperMUC Phase 1 & 2 systems . . . . . 163
D.4. Constructing an OIEP Architecture for the SuperMUC-NG System . . . . . . . . . . . 169
D.5. Constructing an OIEP Architecture for the Fugaku System . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 177

As supplement to Chapter 4, and the presentation of a single OIEP architecture in the main part
of this work, this Appendix presents five additional OIEP architectures. The presented energy and
power management setups and HPC systems are:

• The PowerStack prototype (see Sec. D.1);
• GEOPM, as a nested component (see Sec. D.2);
• LRZ’s SuperMUC Phase 1 & Phase 2 systems (see Sec. D.3);
• LRZ’s SuperMUC-NG system (see Sec. D.4);
• R-CCS’s Fugaku system (see Sec. D.5);

These constructions for OIEP architectures show, first how the OIEP reference model is applied, but
more importantly, the versatility of the OIEP reference model for different kinds of model descriptions.
These representations do not claim to be exact, since only public documentation is used. The

approach shows how the reference model can be used to understand, and represent the energy and
power control structure of the larger systems.
The six approaches (including the PowerStack Model), show different potentials of the OIEP ref-

erence model:

• The ability to concretize energy and power management models (PowerStack model – Sec. 4.2);
• To understand and potentially plan prototype implementations (PowerStack prototype – Sec. D.1);
• To model system software interacting with energy and power as nested OIEP components

(GEOPM – Sec. D.2);
• To model energy and power management setups of real HPC systems

– known at design-time of the OIEP reference model (LRZ’s systems – Sec D.3 & D.4);
– known only after completion of the OIEP reference model (R-CCS’s Fugaku system –

Sec. D.5).

These OIEP architecture constructions are presented below and supplement the research question Q3.
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D.1. Constructing an OIEP Architecture for the PowerStack
Prototype

With the construction of the OIEP architecture for the PowerStack model in Section 4.2, a direct
continuation of this is to construct an OIEP architecture for the PowerStack prototype.
The previously constructed OIEP architecture serves as basis for the architecture of this prototype.

Still, the prototype has its own OIEP architecture, since it deviates from the previous design in parts.
At the time of writing the prototype is under development, by a collection of collaborators from Intel,
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) and the University of Tokyo, and is not part of this
work’s contribution. The exercise of mapping the OIEP reference model concepts from the model to
the prototype serves to show how an OIEP architecture description can be systematically adapted
from one system to a similar design, using the methods of this work.
For the construction of an OIEP architecture for the PowerStack prototype, the steps of the method

for reference model application are followed. These steps are:

a) Problem description;
b) Identification of requirements;
c) Reference model or architecture selection;
d) Architecture construction or adaption;
e) Resulting in: an OIEP architecture for the PowerStack prototype.

These steps are shown in reference to the OIEP architecture construction of the PowerStack model
presented in Section 4.2.
Since large parts of the PowerStack model’s OIEP architecture construction can be re-used the

existing OIEP architecture is selected for adaption in step c). The above constructed OIEP architec-
ture for the PowerStack model needs small adjustments and has to be restricted to fit the prototype
setup. The restrictions are mostly explicit selection of technology and OIEP components, as well as
the explicit exclusion of some aspects of the original architecture. These alterations are described in
the problem description and in the realization, below.

D.1.1. PowerStack Prototype – Problem Description
The problem description follows the same argumentation as the above construction. By contrast, the
task for the prototype is to show a minimal functional approach providing the base functionality of
the PowerStack. This task allows to show a configuration which follows the above approach, without
the addition of too much complexity. In turn, this allows to show the benefit of a system setup with
interacting components according to the PowerStack.
The prototype setup is limiting itself to managing a single cluster, and excluding out-of-band-

hardware access, as well as the infrastructure side. With these restrictions the architecture follows
the original PowerStack strawman design (as seen in Figure B.5) more closely compared to the more
extensive PowerStack model of the seminars (as seen in Figure 4.2). The explicit hardware and
software selection for the prototype is listed in the requirements.

D.1.2. PowerStack Prototype – Identification of Requirements
The prototype is set to run on available hardware, using software which is actively worked on by
members of the PowerStack core committee. Therefore, the hardware builds upon Intel Xeon CPUs,
with support for RAPL via MSRs, as present since the Sandy Bridge microarchitecture [Rot+12]. For
access and configuration to MSRs, the msr-safe library [Sho+] is selected, developed by collaborators
at LLNL. The centerpiece for energy optimization is the job runtime GEOPM [GEOb], developed by
collaborators at Intel. The GEOPM tool is representative of auto-tuning, adaptive runtimes, as well
as energy measurement and tracing tools, since the tool combines these functionalities. Depending
on the configuration of GEOPM these features can be used in isolation or combination, if desired.
For the scheduler of the prototype, the selected software is an altered version of the Simple Linux
Utility for Resource Management (SLURM) scheduling system. The scheduler is augmented using a
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Figure D.1.: PowerStack prototype – Simplified OIEP level tree.

Slurm Plug-in architecture for Node and job Kontrol (SPANK) plug-in developed by University of
Tokyoas part of the PomPP framework [SP; Wad+18]. This enables the interaction of job runtime
and job scheduler.
Using these open-source tools, the prototype can serve as a starting point for centers looking into

the integration of the PowerStack into their systems. No special considerations for different operating
states are made for the prototype.

D.1.3. PowerStack Prototype – Reference Model or Architecture Selection
According to the method, step c) is used to identify the OIEP reference model as the used reference
model for the architecture design. In the case of the PowerStack prototype, not only is a refer-
ence model identified, but also a known prior OIEP architecture selected which is altered to suit
the problem requirements. The architecture is the previously constructed OIEP architecture of the
PowerStack model.
Therefore, in the architecture construction step, step d), the PowerStack model’s OIEP architecture

is used, reduced and modified, according to the problem description and requirements.

D.1.4. PowerStack Prototype – Architecture Construction or Adaption
For the architecture construction of the PowerStack prototype’s OIEP architecture the steps of out-
lined in the Section 4.1 are followed. Since the architecture builds on the previously identified archi-
tecture, the alterations are named, following the same systematical manner.

D.1.4.1. Identifying OIEP Levels for the PowerStack Prototype

For the identification of the OIEP levels, the OIEP levels of the PowerStack model are used. The
levels are the reduced set according to the requirements:

• Administration;
• Cluster;
• Job;
• Node;
• In-band hardware (In-band-HW).

All these levels follow the description of the PowerStack model’s OIEP architecture. The descriptions
are restricted, so that they follow the requirements of the prototype, as named above. Thus, the
site level is eliminated, while administration only interacts with the cluster and the node level only
interacts with in-band-hardware. The components of the levels are the explicit components named
in the requirements’ identification.
Figure D.1 shows the OIEP level tree with five levels and without any level branching. The root of

the tree forms the entity controlling the cluster and setting all configurations. The administration-
level is at the root level, passing control to the cluster-level, The cluster-level passes control decisions
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to the job-level. The job-level passes control decisions to the node-level. While the node level passes
control to the leaf level, the in-band-hardware level. The tree is a degenerate tree of degree 1.

D.1.4.2. Identifying the OIEP Components for the PowerStack Prototype

The components of the PowerStack prototype are named in the description and requirements. This
step thus also follows canonically from the OIEP level descriptions. For each component, the func-
tionality is as described previously. The type and interfaces are shortly outlined in the following.
On the administration-level, the admin is the root component. The component is of type iii. The

interfaces are the configuration files for the scheduler and a set of preset configuration files for the
runtime, which the scheduler can employ.
On the cluster-level, the selected energy and power aware SLURM is the selected component. This

component is of type ii. The interfaces are its configuration files as well as the selected configuration
files for the scheduler, or the shared memory interface provided by GEOPM.
The component on the job-level is GEOPM. This component is of type i. The interfaces are the

configuration files, as well the provided shared memory interface. The interface to msr-safe is via its
provided interface.
On the cluster-level, the selected component is msr-safe. This component is of type ii. The

components interfaces are its provided interfaces, while it uses the MSR kernel module functionality
to access the hardware registers.
Concluding, the in-band-hardware are the MSRs. This component is of type ii. The interfaces to

the MSRs are the exposed registers to be altered for the control of RAPL functionality.

D.1.4.3. Composition and Arrangement of the Component Tree for the PowerStack Prototype.

The OIEP component tree is the composition of above components with the indicated tree structure.
This is seen in Figure D.2. The components of each level are indicated as identified above. The
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Figure D.2.: PowerStack prototype – Simplified OIEP component tree with selected OIEP compo-
nents.

control flow from the root component to the MSRs is a trivial chain of command. The figure shows
the admin component controlling one instance of SLURM, in accordance with the restriction to one
cluster. The SLURM component provides control commands to one instance of GEOPM per job. The
multiplicity indicators 0..N indicate that zero to N instances of the GEOPM component are allowed
(where N is the maximum number of possible active jobs). Since GEOPM is the only component
on the level, this is equivalent to the statement that there is one GEOPM component per active job.
Similarly, the GEOPM component controls exactly M node component, where M is the number of
total energy and power control domains for all nodes in a job (typically one per node or one per
processor). The msr-safe component controls the MSRs, where only one instance is allowed to read
and write the registers of each node.
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D.1.4.4. Inclusion of the Monitoring Overlay for the PowerStack Prototype

The OIEP monitoring overlay for the PowerStack prototype is also canonical. This means, that there
are no additional data-sources added (contrary to the PowerStack model’s architecture). Thus, the
edges of the OIEP component tree are inverted, having information flow up to the root, which forms
the complete monitoring overlay.

D.1.4.5. Identification of Operating States and Construction of the State Diagram for the
PowerStack Prototype

For the PowerStack prototype, no differentiation of operating states are identified, nor required by
the problem description or requirements for the architecture. Thus, no additional work is to be done
to complete the OIEP architecture.

This completes step d), resulting in the OIEP architecture for the PowerStack prototype. The OIEP
component tree is representative of the resulting OIEP architecture, which is represented as step
e) of the method for reference model application, the specific architecture of this energy and power
management system.
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D.2. Constructing an OIEP Architecture for GEOPM as Nested
Component

In the previous OIEP architecture in Appendix D.1 the job runtime GEOPM is used as an OIEP
component. This means that GEOPM is treated as a black box, where the runtime operates on a
job partition performing optimizations on all participating nodes. In such black box approach, the
model creator does not need any knowledge about the internal structure of the component, since the
functionality is used as proclaimed by the component. To verify that a component is compatible
with the design of the OIEP reference model, the component itself can be assessed in a white box
approach. This is especially useful if a component has a complex structure and model creators need
to verify that the system behaves as wanted in terms of energy and power management and control.
Verifying the structure also allows to reason about potential performance and scalability implications
of the chosen design of the architecture of an OIEP component.
In the following such OIEP architecture design is done for GEOPM to serve as white-box view of

GEOPM as OIEP component. For this, the method for applying reference models is followed as of
Section 4.1.

To expand GEOPM from a black box into a white box view, the concept of the OIEP nested
components is used (see Sec. 3.3.2.2). By representing an individual component as a nested compo-
nent, its internal structure can be represented as an independent OIEP architecture. Within such
nested component, its root node represents the interface to the outside world. Using analogous out-
side black-box view of such component, this is represented by the regular parent component giving
the control input. In an OIEP architecture the root nodes external interfaces are normally handled
by setting the root level’s optimization goal and functionality. Thus, in the white-box view of a
nested component the root level’s functionality has to contain the statement for it to be used as
nested component. Accordingly, the leaf nodes (within) represent the arbitrary amount of interfaces
of the nested component to the (outside) components on the child levels. The nested component is
self-contained and for both inside and outside the concepts of the OIEP reference model apply.
The interest of this exercise is to show how a component, which can be used as a component of

an OIEP architecture, can itself be expressed using the mechanisms of the OIEP reference model. In
the case of GEOPM, this is a non-trivial task, since the control structure of the job runtime itself
has no fixed or rigid structure. Architecture descriptions for energy and power management can
therefore rely on the OIEP reference model for the overall structure, as well as for the structure
of their employed components, using the same mechanisms. The expansion as a nested component
can be done with any other component. Using GEOPM as example helps to understand how the
process of mapping components works and serve as an example for any other component. This is the
case, since the GEOPM runtime system is on the more complex side in terms of energy and power
optimization components.
The description of GEOPM is given according to [Eas+17], with the addition of clarifications,

important for this work, where needed. The description of GEOPM extends the short introduction
given in the supplementary background section in Appendix B.1.2.2. GEOPM was conceived before
the OIEP concepts and also before the PowerStack initiative.

D.2.1. GEOPM as Nested Component – Problem Description
GEOPM stands for Global Extensible Open Power Manager and is developed by the P3-Team at
Intel as an open source tool with collaborators across academia and industry.
The aim of GEOPM is a scalable runtime, which is able to adjust energy and power hardware

settings to optimize the operation of HPC applications. GEOPM is a runtime which operates on
a single compute job, optimizing the CPU power settings of all participating nodes. The job wide
optimization is done by using measurements from the nodes, and monitoring data from the compute
job’s application processes. Using this information a POMDP is performed continuously.
The goal of the open design and extensibility of the GEOPM runtime and framework is to be able

to design and write optimization plugins, named GEOPM agents. These agents can be designed
specific to the needs of the HPC centers that needs certain application optimizations and tuning for
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their energy and power optimization needs. For an OIEP architecture this means that the selected
agent has to fit to the optimization goal specified. GEOPM provides several basic and advanced
agents. For the development of new agents GEOPM provides sophisticated software infrastructure
and mechanisms to make new optimization goals easily expressible and run efficiently on large scale
systems.
For operation within a cluster, the (provided or center specific) GEOPM agents can be configured

by the administrator. In the case that GEOPM is configured for user interaction, the GEOPM agents
can be selected manually or by invoking the respective APIs by the user. This user mode is especially
useful for researchers developing energy and power optimizations.
GEOPMs is intended to use in regular HPC cluster operation. Therefore, GEOPM interfaces with

several components of a cluster. These interfaces are shown in Figure D.3. The figure shows GEOPM

Figure D.3.: GEOPM Interfaces to other components according to its original design (as of [Eas+17]).

interacting with processor power/performance monitor and controls, indicated as hardware compo-
nents. Additionally, interaction with applications and libraries is indicated via profiling interfaces.
The last interaction is with the workload manager, via the workload manager interface. The interfaces
are provided by GEOPM including user and admin interfaces to configure how GEOPM is used via
the workload manager. The figure shows, the workload manager with a power aware job scheduler,
and the user application, as third party software.
The five interfaces provided by GEOPM are explained giving additional details regarding their

interaction with other components:

• User interface,
• Administrative interface,
• Workload manager interface,
• Profiling interface,
• Interfaces to the processor.

Regarding these interfaces, the user and admin interfaces allow the user and, or admin to pass infor-
mation to the scheduler for appropriate configuration of the runtime. The workload manager interface
is in turn the interface used for this configuration. The interface to the workload manager uses API
calls or configuration files, if special configuration from the workload manager side is required. In-
terfaces to the hardware allow the node local GEOPM runtime instances to control and monitor the
processors, which the runtime processes are operating on. The profiling interfaces give the runtime
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the ability to interact with the user application and its used libraries. The profiling interface is used
to obtain information regarding progress of the user application. Additionally, application specific
information and parameters can be interacted with or monitored. By using the profiling interface
and the interfaces to the processors the runtime can derive decisions and adjust parameters for each
node to optimize for the configured optimization goals.
A typical user application operates on several distributed processors within a compute cluster.

The novelty of the GEOPM runtime is that for the job wide optimization, its decisions are made
continuously by enabling aggregated decision-making by the runtime. The decision process itself is
done with partial and aggregated information. This information is passed up an internal process
hierarchy, which in turn passes control information down to the leafs. The decision-making algorithm
is implemented in the form of hierarchical agents in a POMDP. The hierarchy of agents is provided
as infrastructure for agents implementing the optimization goals, by sharing information internally
and communication externally via the described interfaces.

Figure D.4.: GEOPM hierarchical design and communication mechanisms, according to its original
design (as of [Eas+17]).

Figure D.4 shows the hierarchical design and communication structure of a GEOPM controller
hierarchy with four processors. On the top of the example a power aware job scheduler is located.
This job scheduler is connected to the GEOPM root via a shared memory region, representing the
workload manager interface of the previous figure. The elements below are the controllers of GEOPM
(indicated in green): the root controller, aggregator controllers and leaf controllers. The GEOPM
controllers are connected via an MPI communicator, labeled MPI Comms overlay, forming a tree
hierarchical design, which is used for decision-making. The leaf controllers of GEOPM are present on
each processor of the compute job, which the runtime is executed on. In the example of Figure D.4,
there are four leaf controllers. Each leaf controller has access to the msr-safe driver, and a shared
memory region. The leaf controller can read and write the processor’s MSRs via msr-safe. The
access to the msr-safe driver represents the access to processor power/perf monitor and controls of
the previous figure. The shared memory region connects the leaf controller with the MPI ranks of the
figure. In Figure D.4 the users HPC application is represented by the MPI ranks from zero to n− 1
(in purple), which is representative of the previous figure’s “App” and “libs”. The example shows the
MPI ranks of the application split and distributed over the four processors shown at the bottom of
the illustration. Using these two schematic the functionality of GEOPM is explained.
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When an application is running, each process of the application shows specific performance and
power characteristics on all participating the processors. Each of the processes of the application
makes progress contributing to the overall progress of the application. At the same time all processors
contribute to the overall power characteristics of the application. Given this information, GEOPM
operates as follows:
On each processor one GEOPM controller manages this processor’s behavior, based on measure-

ments obtained from that processor. The GEOPM controllers execute their control loop in intervals
called epochs. In each epoch performance, energy history, the applications progress, as well as other
data is collected. Recursively, the controllers send aggregate data up the tree for each epoch, starting
at the leafs. Each intermediate controller then assesses the information, and sends aggregate data
further up the tree, towards the root. Based on this aggregate data, the root controller makes deci-
sions for each of its child controllers. The result of a control decision is the restrictions of possible
control actions each child controller can take. The child controllers make decisions based on their
measurements and the restricted actions for control, as dictated by their parent. This is again done
recursively, until the refined control decisions reached the individual leaf controllers. Based on the
implementation of the optimization algorithm followed, this results in an overall optimization of the
overall system, according to the mechanisms of POMDP.
For the propagation of decisions and information of controllers the hierarchy seen in D.4. The

decision algorithm executed is called the decider1. Each implementation of the decision algorithm
contains two major parts: An implementation regarding the data aggregation, containing both ag-
gregation algorithm, including the communication to the parent controller; And, an implementation
of the control algorithm, with both control algorithm and the communication regarding the decisions
sent towards the child controllers. The decider implementation can be replaced, as it is implemented
as a plug-in. Using such design optimization goals are selectable and replaceable, according to the
need of the HPC center; That is, according to the configuration/selection of the workload manager
as instructed by the user or admin, as seen in the previous figure (Fig. D.3).
Regarding the structure of the control hierarchy, the tree hierarchy is set up in a way, such that

intermediate levels are introduced according to the total number of leaf controllers involved. This
introduction of intermediate levels is done by the runtime, selecting an optimal degree for each
node according to the total number of nodes. This is achieved by introduction of aggregator con-
trollers, resulting in a balanced tree. The selected (uniform) degree of the nodes is referred to as
fan-out in GEOPM. For optimized communication algorithms, the MPI communication topologies
are used. These are designed efficiently by using standard MPI mechanisms, namely the Cartesian
topology [MPI15]. Both, the usage of efficient communication and the selection of degree and depth
of the hierarchy ensures scalability and the minimization of overhead.

D.2.2. GEOPM as Nested Component – Identification of Requirements
The resulting requirements for the representation of GEOPM as a nested OIEP component are as
follows:

• Modeling of the hierarchical control mechanisms, with:
– Root controller;
– Aggregator controllers, with arbitrary depth;
– Leaf controllers, matching the number of processors in the system;
– Representation of control and information flow.

• Verifying, that the control mechanisms follows the desired control flow.
• Usability as nested component within other OIEP architecture.

This completes the step b) of the method.

1The deciders are replaced by agents after version 0.6.1 for the release of GEOPM version 1.0, as seen on [GEOa].
This document uses the nomenclature of the original publication for the names of the implementation [Eas+17].
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D.2.3. GEOPM as Nested Component – Reference Model or Architecture
Selection

The next step is the identification of a reference model, where the OIEP reference model is selected and
in this special case, the representation is done as a nested component in the form of a self-contained
OIEP component as OIEP architecture. This directly follows from the requirements. Therefore, the
next step is the architecture construction, step d) of the method.

D.2.4. GEOPM as Nested Component – OIEP Architecture Construction
For the construction of the OIEP architecture for GEOPM as a nested component, the first five of
the seven steps introduced in the method for reference model application (as of Sec. 4.1) are used:

1. Identifying the Levels;
2. Composition and arrangement of the level tree;
3. Identifying the Components;
4. Composition and arrangement of the component tree;
5. Inclusion of the monitoring overlay;

The sixth and seventh step (the identification of operating states and construction of the state dia-
gram, as well as the repetition of the construction for the identified states) are not needed, since no
states are identified for this architecture description.
The following sections construct the nested components for each controller, one after the other. This

is done according to the first four steps of the architecture construction as listed above, namely: level
identification, level tree arrangement, component identification and component tree composition.
This results in a possible construction of the OIEP level tree and OIEP component tree for the
GEOPM job runtime as single complete nested component.
The section first shows GEOPM as an excerpt of an already modeled architecture as the familiar

black box component. This is followed by the construction of the nested component controllers:
The runtime component containing the root controller, the aggregator component containing the
aggregator controllers and the leaf component containing the leaf controllers. After these sections are
finished, the complete white box OIEP component is presented.

D.2.4.1. GEOPM as Nested Component – Initial Black Box View

To begin the construction of an OIEP architecture for GEOPM as nested component, Figure D.5 is
presented to recall the black box view of the component.

Workload Management

Job Energy Manager

Processor-Level

GEOPM_RT

p

Figure D.5.: GEOPM as an OIEP component. Black box component view as excerpt of an OIEP
architecture.

Figure D.5 shows an excerpt of an OIEP architecture and the black box view of the GEOPM com-
ponent. The parent level is the workload manager-level, where job schedulers, or similar components
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are placed. The GEOPM OIEP component itself is on the job energy management-level, the child
level is the processor-level. The number of outgoing edges is p, where p indicates the number of
participating processors per job. The model excerpt is according to the usage model of the above
problem description. The subsections break this view up with the result of a white box view of the
structure of the GEOPM component.

D.2.4.2. GEOPM as Nested Component – Runtime Component and the Root Controller

To create a nested representation of GEOPM according to the description above, the first step is a
representation containing the root controller.
Initially the levels are identified. For the root controller two levels are needed, as identified:

the controller-level (containing the root controller) and the child-level (containing all further nested
components). For each the a) scope, b) goal, c) location, d) function and e) associated components
are listed.
The controller level represents is present in all nested components of this OIEP architecture design.

a) The scope of the controller level of the GEOPM_RT component is the root controller and processing
of aggregate information regarding the energy and power and performance characteristics of all
participating sub-processes/processors.

b) The optimization goal is to fulfill the optimization goal of the configuration as configured by
the workload manager.

c) For location the root controller-level is a process within the MPI communicator of the runtime.
d) The functionality is management of power budgets according to the optimization algorithm

selected and splitting the power budgets for the child level, accordingly. The functionality
includes assessment of aggregated information to reach this result and reporting to the workload
manager. Additional functionality is the selection of the nested component. This selection is
done according to fan-out. If control over more components is required than allowed by the
fan-out, the selected components are aggregator components. In the case that less or equal
components are required than the fan-out value, the leaf components are selected directly as
the child components. This selection is implemented in the runtime initialization.

e) The component on the controller-level is an implementation of the root controller.

For the child-level the level characteristics are shaped by the restrictions of their respective parent
level.

a) The scope of the child-level of the root has the scope of the energy and power characteristics
of all of its participating sub-processes/processors.

b) The optimization goal is to fulfill the optimization goal of the configuration as set by the root
controller (which applied restrictions).

c) For location the root controller-level is again a process within the MPI communicator.
d) The functionality at this level is to realize the recursive scoping and management of energy and

power for the processors, which are part of their subgroup, according to the desired fan-out.
e) The component on the level is either an aggregator controller or a leaf controller. This selection

is indicated by an xor operator as mutually exclusive with the matching virtually selected
operator indicating and concluding the selection.

The two level hierarchy follows canonically, with the controller-level as parent on top and the child
on the level below.
The components of the levels are identified, as root controller implementation, and for the child-

level either an aggregator controller or a leaf controller.
Using this information, the root controller’s internal level tree and internal component tree can be

constructed.

Figure D.6 shows the internal level tree (Fig. D.6a) and the internal component tree (Fig. D.6b).
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Agg. Leaf
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(b) Internal component tree

Figure D.6.: Nested setup for the GEOPM_RT component. Figure D.6a, shows the internal level tree,
Figure D.6b, shows the internal component tree. The aggregator component (Agg) and
the leaf component (Leaf) are a nested component themselves, detailed in Figures D.7
and D.8.

The outer component of the nested component for the GEOPM runtime uses the identifier GEOPM_RT.
As seen in Figure D.6a, the level tree contains two levels, the controller-level on top, and the child-level
on the bottom. Figure D.6b shows the internal OIEP component tree of the GEOPM runtime com-
ponent (GEOPM_RT). The top level contains the root controller (ControllerRoot). The root controller
controls one to k components on the child-level, where k is the fan-out programmatically detected as
described above. The child components are either aggregator components (indicated by Agg) or leaf
components (indicated by Leaf). The leaf components control exactly one processor, whereas the
aggregator component controls an arbitrary amount of components in the range from one to p.
The OIEP monitoring overlay for the nested component is constructed by inverting the edges of

the OIEP component tree, without the addition of additional OIEP data sources.
The next step is the repetition of the nested component construction for the aggregator component

and the leaf component. Using these, the GEOPM_RT component can be recursively populated.

D.2.4.3. GEOPM as Nested Component – Aggregator Component and the Aggregator
Controller

For the aggregator controller, the same workflow as for the OIEP architecture of nested component
follows.
The levels and level-tree construction are identical to Section D.2.4.2, with the following differences:

• The scope of the controller-level, a), is restricted to the sub-processes/processors of the aggre-
gator controller.

• The optimization goal, b), and functionality, c), is to work according to the restrictions of the
parent controller.

• The reporting functionality of the aggregator aggregates towards the higher level’s aggregator
and the root for decision-making (as opposed to reporting to the workload manager).

• The component on the controller level, e), is the aggregator controller.

The remainder for levels and the internal level-tree is equivalent to Section D.2.4.2.
Using this information, the aggregator controller’s internal level tree and internal component tree

is identified and constructed.
Figure D.7 shows the internal level tree (Fig. D.7a) and the internal component tree (Fig. D.7b).

Figure D.7b presents the same basic setup as the GEOPM_RT component of Figure D.6b with the
following differences: The component implementing the controller logic is the aggregator controller
ControllerAgg, on the controller level. On the child level the same selection is possible as before,
the total number of components Agg is recursively limited by the total number of processors p. Since
the recursion-depth of an instantiated component Agg is not known, the total number of child nodes
which the nested component controls is a variable range form one to p.
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Figure D.7.: The component is identified as aggregator component (Agg). The aggregator component
and the leaf component on the child-level are both nested components. The aggregator
component is applied recursively, while Leaf is detailed in Figure D.8.

Leaf

Controller-Level

(a) Internal level tree (one level only)

Leaf

ControllerLeaf
1

1

(b) Internal component tree

Figure D.8.: Nested setup for the leaf component (Leaf). The leaf component contains exactly one
level with one component, the leaf controller (ControllerLeaf).

The OIEP monitoring overlay for the nested component is constructed by inverting the edges of
the OIEP component tree, without the addition of additional OIEP data sources (not shown in the
figures). This completes the aggregator component.

D.2.4.4. GEOPM as Nested Component – Leaf Component and the Leaf Controller

The leaf component is a trivial component, with a non-trivial functionality for the contained compo-
nent: the leaf controller. The level characteristics are as follows:

a) There exists exactly one level, with scope of the leaf controller.
b) The optimization goal is to fulfill the optimization goal of the configuration as provided (and

restricted) by the parent controllers/components.
c) Regarding location the leaf controller is a process within the MPI communicator, pinned to the

processor to be controlled.
d) The functionality is the management of the power budgets according to the leaf level opti-

mization algorithm selected. The functionality includes the interaction with the driver, here
msr-safe, according to the description above.

e) The component on the level is an implementation of the leaf controller.

Figure D.8 shows the internal level tree (Fig. D.8a) and the internal component tree (Fig. D.8b).
Both figures show the trivial setup, with one level. Figure D.8b shows the internal component tree.
The only component is the (ControllerLeaf) with exactly one incoming edge from the parent level,
controlling exactly one component, outside the nested component. The connected component outside
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the nested component is the processor, on the child level of the GEOPM_RT component, which initialized
the arbitrarily deep nesting.
In contrast to the simple setup of the nested OIEP level tree and the OIEP component tree of the

leaf component, the OIEP monitoring overlay has additional aspects: The leaf component obtains
information from the user application using the profiling interface. Therefore, the user application
is listed as OIEP data source. The OIEP monitoring overlay of the leaf component is presented in
Figure D.9. The figure shows the inverted edges and additionally, the integration of the application as

Leaf

ControllerLeaf

ControllerRoot/Agg.

Processor
App

Figure D.9.: Leaf component – internal component monitoring overlay.

OIEP data source. The leaf controller thus has two sources of monitoring information: One, from the
processor, the leaf is operating on. This information is from performance counters exposed from the
component on the level below. Two, from the application process operating on the node or processor.
This second source of information is modeled as a sensor in the monitoring overlay. Any information
from the application are given either through hints about upcoming characteristics of the application
or specific regions within the code.
This completes the construction of the internal OIEP architecture for the nested components for

the runtime component GEOPM_RT containing the root controller, the aggregator component Agg con-
taining the aggregator controller and the leaf component Leaf containing the leaf controller. In turn,
these steps complete step d) of the method for reference model application (as of Sec. 4.1).

As summary, Figure D.10 shows the black box view on the left and the constructed white box views
of the constructed components on the right. This summary represents the overview of what is needed
to construct a completely instantiated white box view of a nested OIEP component representation of
GEOPM. Figure D.10 not only summarizes the results of the previous constructions, but presents all
necessary components of the OIEP architecture as nested components. Therefore, this also represents
the summary step of the OIEP architecture construction for the nested component, completing the
section.

GEOPM_RT

p

GEOPM_RT

ControllerRoot
1..k

Agg. Leaf
1..p 1

p

Agg.

ControllerAgg.
1..k

Agg. Leaf
1..p 1

1..p

Leaf

ControllerLeaf
1

1

Figure D.10.: Component summary of the nested GEOPM_RT representations. Left: Black box view;
Right: White box of GEOPM_RT, Agg, and Leaf, as constructed above.
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D.2.4.5. GEOPM as Nested Component – Complete White-box View, by Example

Even thought the construction of the internals of the nested OIEP component are completed with
the previous step, this section shows how a two times nested GEOPM_RT component is presented using
the model. This illustrates how the mechanism is used to present the white-box of an architecture.
The following example shows a GEOPM instance controlling four processors, with a fan-out of two.
Analogous to the hierarchical representation of GEOPM in [Eas+17], as presented in Figure D.4,

an instantiated white box OIEP architecture for GEOPM interacting with four processors is shown
in Figure D.11 (with the analogous monitoring overlay in Fig. D.12). The figure shows an energy
aware scheduler on the workload management level on top, as well as the four processors to be
managed on the Processor level. On the job energy manager level, the instantiated white box view
of the GEOPM_RT component is shown. The runtime contains a root controller interfacing with two
tree sub-components. Each of these utilize an aggregator component, containing the aggregator
controller. The aggregator controller logic manages and controls two nested leaf components. The
leaf components are the simple component that contain the leaf controller which are interfacing to
exactly one component on the processor level each: for each leaf one the four processors.
In the following the execution of GEOPM alongside a user application is described using this

OIEP architecture. Looking at the structure of the outlined OIEP representation of GEOPM and
the GEOPM implementation based on version 1.0.0, the functionality is described. Using these
two views the mapping of the original functionality to the architecture design is used to verify that
the operation of GEOPM is represented in the structure of the component. The implementation of
GEOPM [GEOa], and the presentation of Eastep et al. [Eas+17] the workflow is as follows: On startup
of GEOPM, alongside the user application, each processor starts one additional process executing
GEOPM’s logic.2 The optimization algorithm of GEOPM is interchangeable and selected either by
the user, admin or scheduler (but always passed to the runtime via the job scheduler in the batch
script). In the OIEP architecture this is represented as a control directive given from the level above.
In Figure D.11 this is done by the component of the workload manager. The respective component
in the OIEP architecture is the energy aware scheduler. The associated GEOPM agent is loaded and
the controllers initialize their data-structures, as well as registers, namely the required performance
counters needed for operation.
The processes executing the controller logic execute the code paths associated with the functionality

of either leaf, aggregator or root controller. The controller types are identified by rank of the MPI
communicator used internal to the GEOPM communication.
The energy and power optimization algorithm executed at each controller is based on the Agent im-

plementation chosen. Examples for these are ‘EnergyEfficientAgent’ ‘FrequencyMapAgent’ or ‘Power-
BalancerAgent’ and ‘PowerGovernorAgent’.
Leaf controller functionality of an algorithm is implemented in the two functions: adjust_platform

and sample_platform. The control functionality in OIEP terms is realized in the adjust_platform,
while the monitoring functionality is located in sample_platform. The aggregator controller function-
ality is implemented in the functions aggregate_sample and split_policy. The control functionality in
OIEP terms is realized in the split_policy, while monitoring in aggregate_sample. The root controller
uses the same aggregate and split functionality to communicate with the level above. (In general,
agents requiring different aggregate mechanisms for the root controller can implement the interface
accordingly.) For the aggregate functionality, every component is receiving information from their
child components (as seen in Fig. D.12). For the split functionality, every component makes its con-
trol decisions and directs the control decision to all of its children (using the control paths as seen in
Fig. D.11).
Using a control instruction realized in the form of GEOPM policies, control is passed down, split

according to the split_policy implementation. On the leaf controller, the so called ‘platform’ is
adjusted. Platform in GEOPM is a representative of the hardware interface to the level below
GEOPM (the hardware platform). In the case modeled her, the interaction with the platform is the
interaction with the example processors. In terms of the implementation the interface is located in
PlatformIO containing the underlying implementation of encapsulated libraries to the MSRs. The
leaf controller then regularly polls for the adjustments to take effect using sample_platform and

2Assuming the usage of launch mechanism ‘_process_’. Analogous descriptions go for ’_pthread_’ and ‘_applica-
tion_’ launch methods.
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Figure D.11.: Instantiated nested OIEP component tree of a GEOPM runtime representation with
depth of two and fan-out of two. The example GEOPM runtime has control over four
processors.
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Figure D.12.: Instantiated nested OIEP monitoring overlay. The GEOPM runtime representation
with depth of two and fan-out of two. The GEOPM runtime has both the four proces-
sors and the applications as data sources.
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based on the agent reports the required measurements up the tree, using aggregate_sample. Once an
aggregator acquired all samples of its child processes, and performed the aggregation the results are
sent up the tree towards the root to adjust policies accordingly. Finally, these are sent upwards in
the hierarchy.
This control loop is executed continuously, as needed in hierarchical control loops with noisy mea-

surements and continuous changes in the operational environment. A second way to use the hierarchy
is for agent implementations to set a specific policy and split energy and power budgets accordingly
once at the start of the job. Once the job completes the monitoring data is used to generate back the
result if so required, not running continuous adjustments. This is implemented in the static policies
of GEOPM and the monitoring agent.
This exercise of illustrating a simple nested implementation, visually, shows how a complex tool,

such as GEOPM can be mapped to the OIEP concepts. The resulting structure shown as an OIEP
architecture helps to clarify the mechanisms, where control and monitoring information is used in a
transparent way. This is especially useful for the evolution of multiple components in an integrated
co-design fashion.
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D.3. Constructing an OIEP Architecture for the SuperMUC
Phase 1 & 2 systems

LRZ’s primary concern is energy to solution [Mai+18; Koe+18; Koe+19]. Starting with the “Descrip-
tion of Goods and Services for the European High Performance Computer SuperMUC at LRZ” [Lei10],
explicit requirements on managing energy from the software side were added for LRZ’s future system
procurements. Before that, the procurement process only required naming the peak energy consump-
tion as an explicit requirement to be provided by vendors bidding for the systems [Bad+04]. Such
requirement on peak energy consumption in procurement documents is mainly for safe design of the
electrical system. The RFP procurement for SuperMUC Phase 1 in 2010 introduced specific asks
about energy efficiency regarding the system [Lei10]. The RFP emphasizes this by setting a primary
goal for the petascale class system:

“To establish an integrated, highly energy efficient system and a programming environ-
ment which enable the solution of the most challenging scientific problems from widely
varying scientific areas.”

Description of Goods and Services for the European High
Performance Computer SuperMUC at LRZ, 2010. [Lei10,
p. 1]

Additional inquiries are mentioned in the document and marked with important for weighting in the
decision-making process, such as: “The batch system should be energy-aware” [Lei10, p. 32]. The
text goes as far, as to suggest possible solutions, such as using sleep states for unused components
and application dependent frequency settings. However, the monitoring system for energy and per-
formance is still unweighted3 in the document. The offered system is among the first to introduce
an energy aware scheduling solution [Auw+14]. In the following this system is modeled as an OIEP
architecture.
The construction of the OIEP architectures for the SuperMUC Phase 1 and SuperMUC Phase 2

systems presented below the five steps of the method for applying reference models, as of Section 4.1.

D.3.1. SuperMUC Phase 1&2 – Problem Description
To construct an OIEP architecture which describes the SuperMUC Phase 1 system, the available
documentation is analyzed. This is primarily based on the system solution and software system
installed, since the RFP document has had no direct requirements on integrated energy and power
management, yet. The goal is to have a model description of the energy and power management
system. For reference the system specification of SuperMUC Phase 1 and Phase 2 are provided:
SuperMUC Phase 1 is the initial installation of the SuperMUC system. The main installation

are 9216 IBM System x iDataPlex dx360M4 nodes, using Intel Sandy Bridge-EP Xeon E5-2680 8C
processor, totaling 2.897 PFLOPS of peak performance. Additional parts of the system are 205 Blade-
Center HX5 nodes, using Intel Westmere-EX Xeon E7-4870 10C processors, totaling 0.078 PFLOPS,
installation in 2011, and 32 IBM System x iDataPlex dx360M4 nodes, using Intel Ivy-Bridge and
Xeon Phi 5110P 0.064 PFLOPS, installation in 2013. [LRZS] Installation of the main system: 2012,
Juli [BB12].
SuperMUC Phase 2 is the second large installation of the SuperMUC System. The system contains

3072 Lenovo NeXtScale nx360M5 WCT nodes, using Intel Haswell Xeon E5-2697 v3 processor. The
theoretical peak performance of the system is 3.58 PFLOPS [LRZS]. Installation of the Phase 2
system: 2015, June [Pal15].
The extension for the Phase 2 system did not imply any fundamental change in the energy and

power management setup, aside from the hardware and infrastructure upgrades.

The offered solution for SuperMUC Phase 1 contained the following three components:

• Power-Aware Scheduler
• Job Database

3That is, not marked ‘mandatory’, ‘important’ or as ‘target’ in the RFP document.
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• Control optimal frequency via DVFS

The power aware scheduler for optimal frequency selection used in the procurement of SuperMUC
Phase 1, selected for installation at LRZ with the vendor International Business Machines Corporation
(IBM), is described in detail in [Auw+14]. The software system for both Phase-1 and Phase-2
are similar enough so that a single OIEP architecture covers both systems. The difference can be
reduced to parameters of the model and the hardware used, were both do not change how the OIEP
architecture is constructed or its result.
The LoadLeveler [IBMb] scheduler used in the system has capabilities to predict energy consump-

tion on a node given a specific frequency. The technical implementation of LoadLeveler’s functionality
is based on a patent [Bel+13]. After completion of a job, information about runtime, frequency, power,
average CPI, average memory utilization of the application are stored in a job database. The database
entry is referred to with a job-ID, or tag. Any following job submitted with the same job-ID uses the
optimal frequency as predicted by the mechanisms implemented in the LoadLeveler functionality.
The scheduling system can predict optimal frequency for a given job and calculates the estimated

energy consumption. Modeling the system therefore results in a straight forward OIEP architecture.
Even though administrative operation is not described in the RFP document, the system documen-
tation suggests that tools support for system management. This is done using xCat [IBMc; For+;
LRZS]. xCat has capabilities beyond what is described in the document at hand, and it is unknown
to the author if advanced functionality, such as triggering throttling events as operational safeguards
or shutoff of idle nodes using its rpower <noderange> on|off Command Line Interface (CLI) tools
are used. Thus, it is not modeled here. The usage of this is not described, but can be modeled in
oblivious fashion, using the mechanisms of the OIEP reference model.

D.3.2. SuperMUC Phase 1&2 – Identification of Requirements
With the goal to present the energy and power management system, the according requirements’
identification can be presented in brief:

• Modeling the scheduler;
• Modeling the processor control;
• Modeling the job awareness.

D.3.3. SuperMUC Phase 1&2 – Reference Model or Architecture Selection
The statement that the system is to be modeled using an OIEP architecture, completes step c) of
the method for the application of the reference model.

D.3.4. SuperMUC Phase 1&2 – OIEP Architecture Construction
For the construction of the OIEP architecture (step d) of the method) the seven steps for model
construction as described in Section 4.1 are used. These commence in the following paragraphs.

D.3.4.1. Identifying OIEP Levels for SuperMUC Phase 1&2

For the SuperMUC Phase1&2 systems the following levels are identified:

• System management;
• Scheduler;
• Job;
• Processor.

For each a) scope, b) goal, c) location, d) function and e) associated components are identified.
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System Management-Level:

a) The scope for the system management-level is the monitoring of the complete system activities.
b) The goal in terms of energy and power management is a formal management anchor for the

energy and power management activities. This therefore builds the root level. This formal goal
also represents configuration and monitoring of the appropriate system configurations, delegated
to the scheduler with the aim to achieve minimized energy to solution, using frequency scaling
mechanisms.4

c) The location is a high availability management system outside the cluster infrastructure.
d) Functionality includes the configuration and emergency setting of the energy and power man-

agement settings.
e) The associated component is xCat.

Scheduler-Level:

a) The scope for level is job scheduling, thus the scope also contains all active nodes of the cluster.
b) The goal in terms of energy and power management is to configure the optimal CPU frequency

for each job to achieve minimal energy to solution.
c) The physical location is at a management node responsible for the scheduler. The scheduler

also requires the job database for the selection of optimal frequency for recurring jobs. This
means that an additional resource for this database or for querying this information is needed.

d) Functionality is the implementation of patent [Bel+13].
e) Therefore, the associated component is LoadLeveler [IBMb] with the implemented functionality.

Scheduler-Level:

a) The scope for the job-level is the job partition allocated to a compute job.
b) The goal of the job level is to enforce the selected frequency settings selected by the scheduler.
c) The logical location is at the handover from the resource manager to the compute job, namely

the system administration part of prolog and epilog of each compute job.
d) The functionality required is setting and resetting DVFS accordingly before and after a job.

Additionally, the job level functionality needs to aggregate the total energy spent after the job
is complete (forwarding the information to the job database for optimal frequency estimation).

e) The associated components are the prolog and epilog-script.5

Processor-Level:

a) For the processor-level, the scope is the processor’s DVFS settings.
b) The goal of the processor-level is to expose the DVFS settings to the job-level, while disallowing

the user to override the settings.
c) The location is in the OS kernel’s drivers and tools, enabling the functionality, as well as the

user access control.
d) The functionality is configuration to enable the job-level. This entails to provide the processors’

frequency controls via the P-state mechanism.
e) The associated components are the Linux kernel modules acpi-cpufreq or intel_pstate. For

the setup at hand the P-state identifier is used, representing the component, since the access
mechanism is not known to the author.

The next step is to place the identified components in the OIEP component tree.
4This goal is voiced by LRZ, as well as seen in the frequency selection mechanism shown in [Auw+14]; Employed to
select the optimal base frequency for the SuperMUC Phase 1 system.

5The author has no knowledge if this is implemented in this way since the solution is closed-source.
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Figure D.13.: OIEP component tree for the SuperMUC Phase 1 and Phase 2 systems.

D.3.4.2. Constructing an OIEP Level Tree for SuperMUC Phase 1&2

The level tree is canonical, following the hierarchy system management-level, to scheduler-level, to
job-level, and processor-level from top to bottom.

D.3.4.3. Identifying the OIEP Components for SuperMUC Phase 1&2

The next step is specifying of the OIEP components. This section goes over the components, identifies
their type, the interfaces and functionality. Due to the closed nature of the software and its setup the
information on the software is limited. In the following it is assumed that the components implement
the functionality of the level. This can be seen as given from [Auw+14; Bel+13] For brevity’s sake,
the above given functionality is sufficient for the creation of the OIEP architecture without all details
on the components, implying that the components implement the level’s functionality. Which leaves
the specification of the component types to be done:

• xCat is a component is of type ii with energy management integrated [For+].
• LoadLeveler is a component of type iii with energy management added to the functionality but

not vital to serve the primary scheduling goal. [IBMb].
• The component type of the prolog and epilog is of type iii.
• The P-state as component is of type i.

With the component identification finished the composition of the OIEP component tree follows.

D.3.4.4. Composition and Arrangement of the Component Tree for SuperMUC Phase 1&2

The OIEP component tree for the SuperMUC Phase 1 and SuperMUC Phase 2 systems have a canon-
ical structure, following the outlined simple level hierarchy. The OIEP component tree contains the
described OIEP level tree and shows the arrangement of the levels and the components. Figure D.13
shows the OIEP component tree. From top to bottom, the levels with associated components are:
The system management-level, with xCat; The scheduler-level, with LoadLeveler; The job-level, with
the job pro- and epilog (identified in the Figure with JOB_PRO-/EPILOG); And finally the processor-
level with the P-state component. Regarding multiplicity indicators: xCat controls one LoadLeveler
component; LoadLeveler controls N jobs, where N is the number of currently active jobs (each pre-
ceded by a job-prolog and concluded by job- epilog). Each of these JOB_PRO-/EPILOG scripts sets the
values for M components, where M is the number of participating processors each, in turn, setting
the appropriate P-state settings.
The OIEP component tree shows all energy and power management control in the system. The

major part of innovation of the SuperMUC systems is the monitoring system, since it is used to
gather information about application behavior and used for the decisions for frequency control by the
scheduler for recurring jobs. The OIEP monitoring overlay is shown next.

D.3.4.5. Inclusion of the Monitoring Overlay for SuperMUC Phase 1&2

For the derivation of the job behavior, which is used for scheduling the user application with the
appropriate frequency settings, LoadLeveler uses additional data. This is modeled as OIEP data
sources for the OIEP monitoring overlay.
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In [Bel+13] and [Auw+14] the described measurements are CPI, GigaByte per Second (GBS), as
well as information about total energy used. The information about energy is collected from so-called
paddle cards, an external component, located on the node, able to measure node power consumption.
This information is stored in a database identifying characteristics of compute jobs. The LoadLeveler
component uses information from the jobs and (mainly) the mentioned job database. On the system
management side, the xCat component also uses additional system monitors used to identify any
issues with the cluster. This summary is used to construct the OIEP monitoring overlay.
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Job
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Figure D.14.: OIEP monitoring overlay for the SuperMUC Phase 1 and Phase 2 systems.

Figure D.14 shows the components, data sources and derived monitoring overlay. The edges from
the OIEP component tree are inverted, and the OIEP data sources are added to the system as
described above, the multiplicity indicator are in accordance to of OIEP component tree. The paddle
cards are installed one per node (thus M/2) and data sources for CPI and GBS are collected at
each processor. There is one instance for the job database JobDB providing information to the
scheduler. Additionally, there are a number of sensors which directly inform the component at the
system manager-level. For the overview S monitors are assumed, which provide information regarding
general system health.
How the data is used to derive the decisions is internal to the components, while the OIEP mon-

itoring overlay shows which data is used where. Not shown in the overlay are the data sources, for
the JobDB.
The next steps in the OIEP architecture construction are the identification of OIEP operating states
and the construction of the OIEP state diagram. Since the documentation for SuperMUC Phase 1&2
does not include any specific operating states in which energy and power management is handled
differently these steps are skipped and the construction of the OIEP architecture for the systems is
concluded.
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D.4. Constructing an OIEP Architecture for the SuperMUC-NG
System

As successor to the SuperMUC Phase 1 and Phase 2 systems, SuperMUC-NG draws many insights
from its predecessors. LRZ applied the knowledge gained from the previous HPC systems in both
the procurement, and the selection of the final system capabilities [Bre+16b; TOPf]. The major
innovation compared to the previous systems is the move from the closed LoadLeveler to an open
SLURM [YJG03] based system, with the integration of the EAR tool [CB19]. Therefore, the energy
management setup changed. In the following the construction of a possible6 OIEP architecture for
the SuperMUC-NG is presented.

D.4.1. SuperMUC Phase-NG – Problem Description
For the problem description and requirements’ derivation, a summary of items relevant to energy and
power as requested in the procurement is given. This is supplemented with information about the
solution offered to LRZ, which is used to describe the problem for the construction of a representative
OIEP architecture and to derive its requirements.
Where the previous RFP documents for SuperMUC Phase 1 and Phase 2 are very brief on energy

and power management, the RFP for SuperMUC-NG mentions several exact specifications. This can
be seen in both the description of goods and services document [Bre+16b] and the decision criteria
and benchmark description document [Bre+16a]. In the following a selection of the necessary and
notable requirements in the procurement are highlighted.7

In the RFP of the system large aspects focus on the energy and power specifications, their require-
ments, and ways to manage and measure them. In the following a summary of noteworthy entries is
listed.
Regarding power supply:

• An explicit power limit of 4000 kW for Phase 1 of SuperMUC-NG, with a total power consump-
tion of (a possible) Phase 2 system totaling to no more than 7150 kW of power consumption for
the computer system is set.

• Estimation of the expected mean and peak power consumption is requested.
• Redundant critical components have to be connected to different PSUs.

Regarding the compute nodes:

• A monitoring granularity of temperature, energy and power with at least 1 Hz, 1 J, and 1 W,
with less than 5% error is requested. (Desired readings are named with a 10 hertz reading
frequency, with less than 5% error.)

• Explicit control mechanism of compute nodes regarding temperature, voltage, energy and power
are requested.

• Run-to-run variation of the same application on different nodes should not exceed 5% (named
as important feature), with a desired power variability within 3% (named as target feature).

• Explicit service nodes reserved as: Login nodes, archive nodes, accounting, performance and
power database severs, monitoring server, resource management server, system management
server.

Explicit information on cooling:

• Specifics on cooling loops with 1.3 MW cold water cooling and 8 MW of warm water cooling
capacity.

6OIEP was not used to design the SuperMUC-NG energy and power management system. The author’s work only
manifested after the procurement of the system was finished and the author was not aware nor involved regarding
any of the offered solutions.

7As of the procurement the SuperMUC-NG system is also planned with two Phases, similar to the original SuperMUC
system. The original procurement focuses on Phase 1.
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In an explicit section on energy efficiency and energy measurement (see [Bre+16b, pp. 63]), the
following is requested:

• A listing of all sensors in each component;
• Real-time measurement for direct current (DC) energy counters for all nodes;
• In-band measurement of energy and power counters via sysfs or user-space interfaces;
• Out-of-band measurements capabilities via standard tools and interfaces;
• Specifics on measurements up until alternating current (AC)/DC conversion;

Explicit request regarding the scheduler and resource manager are:

• Per job power measurement;
• Means to control energy and power usage (including energy and power capping and power

ramp-up/ramp-down).
• Additionally, the scheduler was explicitly requested to be SLURM.

Others energy and power related requests are:

• Power cycling strategy;
• Strategy for orderly power-up and power-down of the system (power ramp-rate-control);

Regarding benchmarking, the document [Bre+16a] lists additional items (mandatory, but un-
weighted towards the acceptance of the tender), as follows:

• Expected mean power consumption;
• Energy efficiency estimates;
• Monitoring capabilities during benchmarking;
• The freedom to use any frequency / power envelope, while staying within the peak power

consumption proposed in the tender;
• Estimated energy efficiency during High-Performance Linpack (HPL) in accordance with the

Green500;
• Estimated mean power consumption as 65% of HPL’s power consumption;
• Estimated energy cost based on this mean power consumption;

This summary and excerpt of items included in the RFP document show the importance of energy
and power management for the system. Additionally, it illuminates several aspects of why a well
integrated energy and power management software system is required.
The ultimately procured system consists of the following hardware: SuperMUC-NG, is the next

generation flagship supercomputing system at LRZ with 6480 Lenovo ThinkSystem SD 650 DWC
nodes using the Intel Skylake Xeon Platinum 8174 CPU. The interconnect is a fat tree topology
connecting the 311050 cores for a theoretical peak performance of 26.7 PFLOPS. Total main memory
of the system is 719 TByte. [Pal17] Installation: 2018, Sep. [Pal18]. The system placed eighth on the
TOP500 when first appearing on the list in November of 2018 [TOPf]
The solution is supported by power management software, for which the scheduler SLURM [YJG03]

as well as the EAR [CB19] system is used. (According to [Bra+19]:) Provisioning is again done using
xCat [IBMc]; SUSE Linux Enterprise Server (SLES) [SUSE] is used as OS; The base software system
is based on OpenHPC [OHPC].
Using this information the requirements’ identification is derived for the construction of the OIEP

architecture.
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D.4.2. SuperMUC Phase-NG – Identification of Requirements
For the requirements’ identification the explicit requests and the provided solution are outlined to be
able to describe a structural solution using the OIEP reference model. The requirements are refined,
whereas technical details given in the RFPs are abstracted away.
The resulting requirements of OIEP architecture for energy and power management is summarized

as follows:

• The system has constraints on total power usage.
• The system design was optimized for a total budget.
• The approach to minimize operating costs are cooling solutions and novel software solutions.
• The optimization goal is a trade-off between energy and performance, where measurement and

control is a primary goal (in contrast to the explicit minimal energy to solution).
• Specific quality of sensors is given/required.
• Explicit control mechanisms for energy and power capping as well as ramp-rate control are

requested.
• Explicit limits on run-to-run variation (potential for software optimization in the case of hard-

ware variation)
• Using this background, the known system components have to be modeled, namely: xCat for

provisioning, SLURM for scheduling, EAR energy management framework on the job and node
level.

The much more detailed problem description does not impact the layout of the OIEP architecture,
since energy and power control is mentioned only in a limited way. (Measurement capabilities are
in the focus.) The largest influence of change is the proposed and selected solution by the system
vendors. This solution is built on xCat, SLURM, and EAR, whereas energy and power control is
enforced exclusively by EAR.

D.4.3. SuperMUC-NG – Reference Model or Architecture Selection
Using the provided information the method can commence with step c): The selection of the model.
The system is again described using the OIEP reference model, constructing a new OIEP architecture.
Using this information a four layer OIEP architecture is constructed for SuperMUC-NG.

D.4.4. SuperMUC-NG – OIEP Architecture Construction
The OIEP architecture construction, step d) of the method for applying reference model commences
according to the seven steps of: Level identification; Level tree construction; Component identifica-
tion; Component tree construction; Monitoring overlay construction; Identification of states and the
repetition of these steps for any identified state (as of Sec. 4.1).

D.4.4.1. Identifying OIEP Levels for SuperMUC-NG

From the structure of those software components, the following levels are identified:

• System management;
• Energy resource management;
• Node;
• Kernel-interface.

For each, their a) scope, b) goal, c) location, d) function and e) associated components are identified.
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System Management-Level:

a) The scope for the system management-level, is provisioning and management of the system.
b) The level’s goal is the operation under the total energy limits striking a balance between energy

budget and performance.
c) The location is the system management server.
d) The functionality is system provisioning, controlling energy and power, regarding normal oper-

ation, power cycling and system ramp control. Therefore, it is the root of the OIEP level tree
and serves for configuration for the system admins.

e) The associated components is xCat, assuming the admins manage the server using this compo-
nent.

Resource Management-Level:

a) The scope for the energy resource management-level is active energy management of all compute
nodes.

b) The goal is operation under the total power limit.
c) The location is either the performance and power database server or one of the system man-

agement servers.
d) The functionality of the energy management framework, is enforcing the global power limits and

applying warning levels depending on resource usage. This enforces the selection of respective
energy and power strategy according to total energy budget, job-type. An additional function
is accounting using the performance and power database servers.

e) Associated component is a module from the energy management framework EAR: EAR Global
Manager (EARGM).

Node-Level:

a) The scope for the node-level is the energy and power management of the individual nodes.
b) The level’s goal is the enforcement of local power/frequency limits and the efficient management

of power/performance trade-offs of the individual node.
c) The location is on each node of the cluster.
d) The functionality is to realize the level’s goal by enforcing power and frequency optimizations.

This is done by setting optimal frequency assessing requested vs. required frequencies. The level
takes energy and power control from the energy resource management-level to enforce strict
limits. To select optimal frequency for the node, power/frequency and performance is assessed.
Additionally, environment flags set by the scheduler are taken into account for selection of
optimization (to temporarily suspend the functionality). User application libraries can also
serve as additional data sources for specific job types.

e) The associated components is EARD.

Kernel-Interface-Level:

a) The scope for the kernel-interface-level is the kernel-userspace API for energy and power and
frequency control of the individual nodes.

b) The level’s goal is to interface with the OS interface to the hardware.
c) The location is in userspace of the OS.
d) The functionality is control of access rights, setting of frequency and power limits using Linux

kernel functionality (including loading and configuration).
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Figure D.15.: OIEP component tree for the SuperMUC-NG system.

e) The associated component is sysfs8.

It is noteworthy, that no scheduler-level and job-level is present. This is due to the fact, that neither
SLURM, nor a job-level energy and power component has active controller over an OIEP component.
Both SLURM and EARL, a EAR library interfacing application characteristics to the EARD, are
therefore modeled as OIEP data sources in the OIEP monitoring overlay of the architecture.
The OIEP level tree is constructed from this information.

D.4.4.2. Constructing an OIEP Level Tree for SuperMUC-NG

The OIEP level tree for SuperMUC-NG is canonical according to the list of levels from above. The
root level is system management-level, followed by energy resource management-level, node-level and
the kernel-interface-level. The next step is to define the OIEP component, which live on these levels.

D.4.4.3. Identifying the OIEP Components for SuperMUC-NG

With the level tree defined, the next step is the identification of the OIEP component. As part of
the level identification, the components are named previously. For the EAR system, all components
are of type i, while their functionality is described according to the functionality of the levels (while
details can be found in the documentation [CB19; Cor17]). The interfaces of the levels are:

• xCat configures EARGM9

• EARGM uses an EAR internal API to send control requests to the EARDs.
• EARD uses Linux kernel interfaces (reflected as sysfs).

Next the OIEP component tree is constructed.

D.4.4.4. Composition and Arrangement of the Component Tree for SuperMUC-NG

For the component tree, the components are placed inside the OIEP level tree and connected according
to their interfaces. Additionally, multiplicity indicators are given. The OIEP component tree of the
SuperMUC-NG system is shown in figure D.15. Figure D.15 shows the four levels with the respective
components placed within them. xCat controls the EARGM. EARGM controls N EARD instances,
where N is the number of nodes in cluster. EARD controls the kernel interface.

D.4.4.5. Inclusion of the Monitoring Overlay for SuperMUC-NG

Regarding the monitoring overlay, the data sources have to be included. Therefore, the data sources
are identified first. According to the description of the RFP, several monitors are included informing
system management. In the documentation, as well as in the source code [CAA] of EAR, SLURM
is specified to inform EARGM and EARD of specific configuration requests for SLURM jobs. This
information is evaluated at the EARD controller. Regarding applications that run using MPI, EAR

8This is again acpi-cpufreq or intel_pstate configured via the cpufreq-tools, depending on the kernel module and
driver. Sysfs is named explicitly since it is named explicitly in the procurement.

9Possible via EAR’s configuration API, however it is unclear if this is used for the system at hand.
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preloads the EARL library (when setup accordingly in the SLURM prolog). EARL then relays this
information to instruct energy and power optimization which EARD uses for optimization. In any
case EARD has active control.
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Figure D.16.: OIEP monitoring overlay for the SuperMUC-NG system.

Figure D.16 shows the OIEP monitoring overlay with the included data sources, as well as the
inverted edges for information flow. The system sensors provides data to xCat, while EARL provides
data to EARD, therefore they are located on the respective next level. SLURM, provides data to
both EARD and EARGM and is located below the lower of the two.

D.4.4.6. Identification of Operating States and Construction of the State Diagram for
SuperMUC-NG

Regarding operating states the RFP document names several special cases to be handled. There are:
orderly ramp-up, ramp-down, as well as power cycling for power ramp-rate-control. Additionally, the
RFP mentions that benchmark operation can use any power setting, as long as it stays within the
maximum listed power limits. Using this information a potential OIEP state diagram is constructed.

Default
Operation

Benchmark
Operation

Ramp-up Ramp-down

Off
Maintenance

Figure D.17.: Possible OIEP state diagram for the SuperMUC-NG system. The label admin:manual
applies for all state transitions. The initial state is Off. States are derived from the
RFP documents [Bre+16b; Bre+16a].

Figure D.17 shows the potential OIEP state diagram with six operating states. These states are
off, ramp-up, default operation, benchmark operation, ramp-down, and maintenance. The state off
is the initial state. All transitions in this state diagram are triggered by the administrator and
are therefore they are not labeled individually, as required in Section 3.3.4.2. The state transitions
are: From off to ramp-up; From ramp-up to either benchmark operation or default operation; From
benchmark operation to either default operation or ramp-down; From default operation to either
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benchmark operation or ramp-down; From ramp-down to maintenance; From maintenance to either
off or ramp-up.
Since there is no public documentation if these states are actually used regarding the systems

energy and power management, or how they are realized, the associated OIEP architectures would be
speculation, which is therefore skipped and left as an exercise. (It should be noted that the examples
just serve as illustrative purpose for the usage of the OIEP reference model, and how the requests of
the RFP could be realized. There is no claim to exact representation of the installation.)
Therefore, the last step of the architecture construction, the addressing the remaining OIEP oper-

ating states for SuperMUC-NG (by repetition of the above steps for each state of the state diagram),
is forpassed. This concludes the OIEP architecture construction for the SuperMUC-NG system.
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D.5. Constructing an OIEP Architecture for the Fugaku System
The previous sections describe HPC systems, software components and potential reference architec-
tures, for which the OIEP reference model design was targeted for. In the following, an interesting
energy and power management setup is described using an OIEP architecture. The author was not
aware of the peculiarities of the Fugaku system until after the OIEP reference model was completed.
Therefore, it serves as an excellent testbed and shows, how the non-trivial energy and power man-
agement system of a computer system can be described using the provided mechanisms. The aim is
to formulate a comprehensive understanding of the energy and power management of the system.
In the following a short description of the system is presented: The Fugaku system is a flagship

HPC system at R-CCS, entering the TOP500 list as the fastest system of June 2020. The system
consists of 158 976 compute nodes with a total core count of 7 630 848 cores at a power consumption
of 28 MW [Don20]. The processor architecture is the ARM-based Fujitsu A64FX CPU [YosHC].

The paper “Evaluation of Power Controls on Supercomputer Fugaku” [Kod+20] describes the
power control setup of the Fugaku system. This description is used for the construction of an OIEP
architecture for the Fugaku system, in this section. The paper was presented at the “EE-HPC-WG
State of the practice Virtual Workshop” as part of the virtual IEEE Cluster 2020 Conference. The
paper itself uses a testbed for the Fugaku system [Kod+20].
For the design of a OIEP architecture for the Fugaku system, the method for the application of

reference model for the construction of a OIEP architecture is applied.

D.5.1. Fugaku – Problem Description and Requirements
The section on the problem description proceeds with a more detailed description of the Fugaku
system according to [Kod+20], [Don20] and [Fuj]. This detailed summary highlights the energy
and power control mechanisms and the CPU operating modes. From these the requirements for
representation of an OIEP architecture are derived.

D.5.1.1. Fugaku – Problem Description

The Fugaku system consists of 432 racks. Each rack has 8 shelfs, mounting 3 BoB, each. A BoB
contains 8 CPU Memory Units (CMUs), where a CMU holds two nodes (traditionally referred to as
“board”). A single node of the Fugaku system is a single socket CPU with High Bandwith Memory
2 (HBM2) and the Torus fusion (Tofu) interconnect D. The CPUs in the Fugaku system are A64FX
CPUs based on a 64-bit ARMv8-A with Scalable Vector Extension (SVE) totaling 48 cores each [Fuj].
The cores of a CPU are grouped into four Core Memory Groups (CMGs). Each CMG has an assistant
core, dedicated to OS and I/O functionality [Sat+20]10.
For power/performance evaluation of the Fugaku evaluation system, five different so-called power

knobs were evaluated [Kod+20]:

• Frequency (normal at 2.0 GHz, boost at 2.2 GHz, with the minimum frequency 1.6 GHz.)
• Limiting instruction issuance (from four Instructions Per Cycle (IPC) to two IPC)
• Limiting integer arithmetic pipelines (from two to one)
• Limiting floating-point arithmetic pipelines (from two to one)
• Memory throttling from (100% to 10% in 10% decrements)

The effects of these controls are evaluated and presented in [Kod+20], resulting in three distinct
operating modes:

• In normal mode, CPU frequency is set to 2.0 GHz, with all processor functionality enabled.
• In boost mode, CPU frequency is set to 2.2 GHz, with all processor functionality enabled.

10There are differences regarding node configurations of “compute-I/O” nodes and pure “compute” nodes, in terms
of assistant core configuration, memory and network configuration. In therms of energy and power control the
description is similar, even though the total power consumption differs. Both are representable by the constructed
OIEP architecture, however, going forward the description defaults to describing “compute” nodes.
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• In eco mode, the reduced floating-point arithmetic pipeline is used.

The paper describes that the limits of instruction issuance, integer arithmetic pipeline, as well as the
memory throttling, showed mixed resulted. Therefore, they are not explicitly referred to as with a
mode name.
In addition to the power knobs, the A64FX CPUs also implement a core-retention functionality.

This implies that unused cores can be set to lower C-states, independently. Core-retention, as well
as power measurement are realized using Power-API interfaces.
The nodes, which are not part of an active job use node-retention functionality, placing the complete

node in a retention state with only one assistant core active. The paper mentions that cooling has to
be adjusted in the case, of many nodes switching to node retention in a short period of time [Kod+20,
p.3].
Each BoB has an integrated FPGA processing internal measurements to assure that total power

consumed at the BoB-scale is not exceeded. This mechanism assists in safe operation, while not
exceeding a total power consumption of 30 MW.

D.5.1.2. Fugaku – Identification of Requirements

For step b), the requirements’ identification of the method for energy and power management archi-
tecture description is used. This description implies several points:

• The system scheduler configures the basic node configuration.
• Within each compute job, the user can select and configure the participating nodes, as follows:

– Set CPU frequency;
– Throttle memory11;
– Set individual cores to core-retention;
– Set floating-point unit to FLoatinting-point unit A (FLA) only;
– Set integer unit to EXecution unit A (EXA) only;
– Set Instruction Issuance Limit (IIL).

• Idle nodes are put into node-retention (requiring a potential adjustment of the cooling facilities,
depending on the fraction of idle to active nodes).

• BoB measurements can trigger and enforce a power limit.

D.5.1.3. Fugaku – Reference Model or Architecture Selection

Using these requirements a representation of the Fugaku system using OIEP reference model is
constructed, completing step c), of the method.

D.5.2. Fugaku – OIEP Architecture Construction
The construction of the OIEP architecture for the Fugaku system commences according to the seven
steps outlined in the method of Section 4.1. Initially, the OIEP levels are identified (see Sec. D.5.2.1),
which are used to construct the OIEP level tree (see Sec. D.5.2.2). Next, the OIEP components are
identified (see Sec. D.5.2.3), which are used to construct the OIEP component tree (see Sec. D.5.2.4).
The OIEP data sources are identified for the construction of the OIEP monitoring overlay (see
Sec. D.5.2.5). Following this, the OIEP operating states are identified (see D.5.2.6), and the above
steps are repeated for each state, concluding the construction of the OIEP architecture.

11Assumed at the CMG granularity, according to [YosHC]
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D.5.2.1. Identifying OIEP Levels for the Fugaku System

Using the above description and requirements, the following levels are identified:

• System Management-level
• Cooling Facility-level
• Scheduler-level
• Job-level
• Node-level
• CPU-level
• CPU frequency-level
• CMG-level
• Memory-level
• Core-type-level
• Core-state-level
• Core-function-level

For each level the a) scope, b) goal, c) location, d) function and e) associated components is described
below.

System Management-Level:

a) The scope For the system management-level is the complete system.
b) The goal is to efficiently operate within the 30 MW facility power envelope.
c) The location is a management server (unspecified). Logically this level builds the root of the

OIEP level tree.
d) The functionality is to provide a root to the OIEP architecture, and enable and set all base

configurations for the underlying levels. This is done according to the responsibilities of a root
level and in accordance with the Fugaku system description and the OIEP reference model.
The direct interaction is with the adjacent scheduler level, as well as the cooling facility.

e) The associated component is the Management System (mentioned in the software stack as
of [Don20, p.10]).

Cooling Facility-Level:

a) The scope for the cooling facility-level is the cooling facility, according to mnemonic nomencla-
ture.

b) The goal is to provide sufficient cooling for the complete system, while keeping the cooling
generation aligned with heat energy generation of the system.

c) The location is the facility management.
d) The functionality is measurement and adjustment of cooling production according to the levels

goals, this response has to be guaranteed to control cooling over-generation when many nodes
switch into node retention.

e) The associated component for the OIEP architecture is a cooling controller (Coolingcrtl).
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Scheduler-Level:

a) The scope for the scheduler-level is the management of all participating nodes grouped as jobs.
b) The goal is to provide the configurations as well as grouping of nodes according to jobs. The

configurations set and enable the energy and power management controls, as required for the
user applications.

c) The location is at the service nodes dedicated to the scheduler.
d) The functionality is the fulfillment of the level’s goals.
e) The associated component is not further specified, and named “batch job system” in [Don20,

p. 10]. Thus, an abstract Scheduler component is identified for the construction.

Job-Level:

a) The scope for the job-level is the individual job.
b) The goal is maximum performance without wasting power.
c) The location is a job partition12.
d) The functionality is the selection of node configurations according to: Normal or boost mode;

And whether to enable eco mode and core retention. Additionally, the job level has the func-
tionality of reporting energy and power of a job to the scheduler and the user.

e) The associated component remains abstract and is indicated as Job.

Node-Level:

a) The scope for the node-level is the individual node participating in the job.
b) The goal is primarily to provide the node’s control functionality, including node retention for

jobs not associated with a compute job.
c) The location is a process on the node. Depending on the implementation, the located is placed

on a compute or assistant core of the node.
d) The functionality is the provision of interfaces and forwarding the parent’s components control

decisions, but also to forward energy and power measurements to the job-level.
e) The associated component is a node-level controller.

CPU-Level:

a) The scope for the CPU-level is the energy and power management of the CPU functionalities.
b) The goal is to enable measurement and control and forward the node requests.
c) The location is either assistant or compute core of the processor.
d) The functionality includes the control of clock frequency, as well as the management of the four

associated CMGs.
e) The associated components are identified as either an active or an idle CPU component.

CPU Frequency-Level:

a) The scope for the CPU frequency-level is the frequency control of the CPU.
b) The goal is to set the controls according to the requested frequency at the parent level, the

CPU.
c) The location is a kernel driver on an (assistant) core of the CPU.
d) The functionality is in accordance with the goal.
e) The associated component is a DVFS controller.

12In [Kod+20], it remains unspecified, if the energy and power controls are accessible to the user or if the administration
retains full control of the configuration.
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CMG-Level:

a) The scope for the CMG-level is a single CMG of the A64FX processor.
b) The goal is to provide controls to the energy and power functionality at the CMG scope.
c) The location as part of the logical structure of the CMG.
d) The functionality is to management of the different cores as well as the memory controller.
e) The associated component is the CMG in its active and idle state configuration.

Memory-Level:

a) The scope for the memory-level is the performance functionality of the memory controller.
b) , b), The goal is to provide access to the performance settings enabling the configuration of the

memory subsystem.
c) The location is within the Memory Management Unit (MMU) or the Memory Access Controller

(MAC)13.
d) The functionality of the level is to provide configuration to trade-off memory performance and

power.
e) The associated component is labeled Memthr.

Core-Type-Level:

a) The scope for the core-type-level are the different core types.
b) The goal is to provide a location for the differentiation of core types (compute core and assistant

core) to forward the respective control functionality used or provided by the different core types.
c) The location is a logical and physical location with the CMG.
d) The functionality provided at the level is the energy and power management functionality at

the core level. The level’s purpose is to differentiate core types: In the case of a compute core,
build the interface to specific core functionality on the lower levels; In the case of the assistant
core, implement the energy and power management functionality of the CMG.

e) The associated components are compute cores and assistant cores.

Core-State-Level:

a) The scope of the core-state-level is the core activity.
b) The goal is to the provide functionality and full configuration space of the compute cores or

enable core retention.
c) The location a logical location for core management.
d) The functionality is according to the named goal which implies either forwarding energy and

power configuration so specific core functions or core energy and power management in the form
of core retention, depending on the component.

e) The associated components are OIEP components for an active cores and cores in core retention.

Core-Function-Level:

a) The scope of the core-function-level is the individual core functionality available for configura-
tion at each core.

b) The goal is to expose the energy and power controls available on the individual cores.
c) The location the control registers for the cores.

13No exact details were found in the neither [Fuj], nor [Kod+20].
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d) The functionality is in accordance with the goals.
e) The associated components are a component for the IIL control, a component for limiting to

the usage of EXA and a component for limiting to use FLA.

Using these level descriptions, the OIEP level tree is constructed.

D.5.2.2. Constructing an OIEP Level Tree for the Fugaku System

According to the level description and the identified control hierarchy, the OIEP level tree is con-
structed. Figure D.18 shows the constructed level tree for the Fugaku system. From top to bottom,
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Figure D.18.: OIEP architecture for the Fugaku System – Constructed OIEP level tree.

the system management-level controls the scheduler-level and the cooling facility-level, which is a leaf
level. The scheduler-level controls the job-level. The job-level controls the node-level. The CPU-level
controls the CPU frequency-level and the CMG-level. The CPU frequency-level is a leaf level. The
CMG-level controls the core-type-level and the memory-level (which is a leaf level). The core-type-
level controls the core-state-level, which finally controls the last leaf level, the core-function-level.

D.5.2.3. Identifying the OIEP Components for the Fugaku System

The next step in the construction of the OIEP architecture for the Fugaku system is the identification
of the OIEP components. The procedure goes form level to level and identifies the components, their
type, their function and their interfaces (in accordance with Sec. 3.3.2.1).

Component on the System Management-Level: The identified component is the Management
System, the component is of type ii, with functionality to configure the scheduler and manage the
cooling system; The interfaces, are according configuration files/APIs and control interfaces to the
facilities.
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Component on the Cooling Facility-Level: The identified component, the Coolingcrtl, component
is of type iv. The functionality is to provide the facility cooling, responding to requests in cooling
from the system management14. The component is a leaf component, thus no interfaces to child
components are modeled.

Component on the Scheduler-Level: The identified component, the Scheduler, is of type iii. The
functionality is to configure job partitions with the respective configurations. The energy and power
related tasks are enabling and disabling node retention, depending on whether the nodes will be
allocated to a job or to the pool of idle nodes. The interface is the epilog and prolog as well as
job and node configuration files. The component controls N jobs and one group of nodes identified
as the Poolidle (therefore the edge is labeled N + 1). The scheduler implements the mechanism to
allocate and configure the jobs for the job type, active or in reserve, such that the original scheduler
functionality is supported: The allocation of nodes to compute jobs.

Component on the Job-Level: For the job-level, two OIEP components are identified: First: the
Job component, representing all active jobs in the system; and second the Poolidle component,
representing the pool of idle nodes.
The active job is a component of type iii, since its primary goal is the execution of the compute

job. The functionality is to use the provided control mechanisms, configured and granted by the
parent levels, to maximize performance without wasting energy. That means, the active request of
frequencies per CPU, the activation and deactivation of processor functionalities etc. The compute
job is the main source of information for the configuration selection, since, as stated in [Kod+20],
the different mechanisms show their effectiveness based on the job characteristics and their resource
usage. The interfaces are controlled via APIs targeting the lower levels of the OIEP architecture. The
requests are passed on to the respective component in the hierarchy. The energy and power control
interface targets all participating nodes of a job. The component actively involves the user.
The component identified as Poolidle is treated as a special job type. The component serves as

reserve for all nodes waiting to be allocated to active jobs. These are configured accordingly using
node retention. The component therefore is of type ii. The interface is an API call to activate node
retention, and resume normal operation.

Component on the Node-Level: On the node-level the two components are the active node and
the node in retention state.
The activeNode component is of type iii, the functionality is forwarding of CPU frequency requests

and core configurations to the respective child components. The interfaces represent control over the
subcomponent, the activeCPU as part of the node.

The component for the node retention, identified as retNode, is of type ii. The functionality, is to
set the node into node retention. A single interface remains active while putting the node in low
power mode: The active control interface is via a single CPU to a CMG, which keeps an assistant
core active, to be able to reset the node to its active state.

Component on the CPU-Level: The components on the CPU-level is either an active CPU for the
active job or the idle CPU for sake of resuming an idle node.
The component CPUactive, is of type iii, with functionality to control CPU frequency, as well as

forward energy and power configuration to its subcomponents the CMGs. The interfaces reflect this,
with control over four CMGs.
For the inactive CPU, CPUidle, the difference is the functionality and the resulting active interfaces:

For a retired node, CPU functionality is set to idle, with an active interface to one CMG. The
controlled CMG responsible for handling the idle state of the node.

Component on the CPU Frequency-Level: On the CPUfrequency level, the component is generic
DVFS, and it is assumed that a respective Linux kernel driver is used for realization. The functionality

14The cooling facility has additional internal complex control structures, whereas in the OIEP component only the
energy and power management interaction with the system management is modeled.
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to dynamical control voltage and frequency is the only pure type, type i in the system according to
the OIEP reference model. The functionality is to receive specific frequency requests, passed from
the job-level, which the application thinks is optimal for the type of job. The interface is provided
via OS-kernel functionality.

Component at the CMG-Level: On the CMG level the represented components are either the
configuration of the active CMGs (CMGactive) or the idle CMG (CMGidle). Both components are of
type iii.
The functionality of the active CMGs is to provide, forward and configure the capabilities of the

CMG and the cores, which are part of the CMG. For interfaces to the child components, this means the
configuration of twelve compute cores and one or zero assistant cores, depending on the configuration
of the node.
The functionality of the inactive CMGs (CMGidle) is to keep exactly one working assistant core per

node operational. This is required to resume from node retention and restore functionality from the
induced idle mode.

Component at the Memory-Level: The description of [Kod+20] mentions memory throttling. The
component for the control of memory throttling is labeled Memthr. The component is of type iv.
By setting the throttling level the power consumption is reduced according to [Kod+20] (while it
is not actively used in any configuration mode, since no favorable performance/power trade-off was
identified).

Component at the Core-Type-Level: For the core type, two kinds of cores inside the CPU are
distinguished: the compute core and the assistant core.
The compute core is the active worker of the node. Here the computations are performed. The

component is of type iii, since it has active energy and power control capabilities besides the core
functionality of the compute core. The functionality is mainly to set the configuration for the core.
For the assistant core, the type is type ii, since the main task is OS functionality, including active

power management. Either by managing node retention for idle nodes, or other OS functionality
as part of a CMG. Refined OIEP architectures of the system may extend the functionality of the
assistant and add additional controlled components as child components of the assistant core.

Component at the Core-State-Level: For the core-state-level the different components are either
an active core or a core in core retention. This is differentiation is only relevant for compute cores of
an active node. For inactive nodes the core state is dictated by the out-of-band configuration set by
inducing node retention.
For the active core (activecore), the component is of type iii. The functionality is to configure the

core functionality, according to the requested settings from the parent levels. The interfaces reflect
the configuration functionalities to the active power-knobs IIL, EXA and FLA.
For the core in core retention (retcore), the component is of type ii. The functionality is to set the

individual core to the core retention state.

Component at the Core-Function-Level: The components on the core function level represent the
remaining three active power control knobs described in [Kod+20]: IIL, EXA and FLA. The type of
all three core-functionality-level components is type iv.
The functionality of IIL is to limit the instruction issuance down from a instruction issue-width

from four instructions to two. The functionality of EXA is to reduce the integer arithmetic pipeline
from two to one, disabling EXB15. The functionality of FLA is to reduce the integer arithmetic pipeline
from two to one, disabling FLB.
The interfaces for the configuration of the core functionality is to control registers exposed by the

processor per core.

Using these descriptions of the OIEP components, the OIEP component tree is constructed.
15Similar to the memory throttling mode, IIL and EXA modes are not actively integrated in a clusters’ configuration

mode, since no favorable job characteristic was identified for its usage, according to [Kod+20].
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D.5.2.4. Composition and Arrangement of the Component Tree for the Fugaku System

For the construction of the OIEP component tree the components from the above description are
placed within the OIEP level tree.
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Figure D.19.: OIEP architecture for the Fugaku system– Constructed OIEP component tree.

This is shown in Figure D.19. The figure shows the control structure of all participating components
in the setup. The system management-level is occupied by the management system component. It
controls one cooling controller as well as the configuration of the scheduler. The scheduler controls
components, which are either Job or Poolidle. Which make a total of N active jobs and the single
pool of idle nodes (N+1). Each active compute job has its own amount of participating nodes. Thus,
a job is controlling K participating active nodes. On the side of Poolidle, P nodes are controlled, all
set to node retention. Node actively control their CPU, identified as either active or idle, where each
active CPU can control its DVFS settings and the four active CMGs it consists of. For nodes in node
retention, the CPU is set to idle, with exactly one active control to a single CMG having exactly
one assistant core active. For the CMGs of the active CPUs 12 compute cores and a single assistant
core are controlled per CMG (depending on node type and configuration). The compute cores can
set themselves to core retention or be active. While active, they consume energy depending on their
workload, while performing computation. Each compute core controls their own core functionalities,
by setting IIL, EXA and FLA configurations. The control forms a chain of command, where the
management system passes control to the scheduler, which passes control to the job. From there on,
the user is in the position to direct the chain of command for each participating leaf component to
optimize for the computational requirements.
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D.5.2.5. Inclusion of the Monitoring Overlay for the Fugaku System

For the OIEP monitoring overlay the principal method for construction is applied: First, identifying
additional OIEP data sources, second construction of the OIEP monitoring overlay.
For additional data sources, two types of measurement are mentioned: rack groups of 54 racks each

and the individual racks. These measurements are of different granularity and quality. The infor-
mation is consumed at the system management-level. For the construction of the OIEP monitoring
overlay for the Fugaku system, these data sources are used. The control flow of the OIEP component
tree is inverted and the identified data sources are added.
The resulting monitoring overlay is shown in Figure D.20. The figure shows the same structure as
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Figure D.20.: OIEP architecture for the Fugaku system – Constructed OIEP monitoring overlay.

the OIEP component tree of the previous figure, Figure D.19, with the added data sources identified
as Rack Group and Rack, placed below Management System, and the inverted edges. The rack group
is identified with multiplicity indicator G, representing the groups of 54 racks, while the indicator R
represents the total number of racks present in the system (with 396 full racks and 36 half racks for
the initial system [Don20]).

D.5.2.6. Identification of Operating States and Construction of the State Diagram of the
Fugaku System

The next step for the construction of the OIEP architecture is the identification of OIEP operating
states. The paper [Kod+20] mentions that 16 nodes are grouped together in a BoB, whereas the
BoBs have integrated FPGAs measuring the groups power consumption and to set an artificial power
limit if overconsumption of power is identified. For the OIEP architecture description this is used
to describe a second operating mode, named BoB-cap. Figure D.21 shows the OIEP state diagram.
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Figure D.21.: OIEP architecture for the Fugaku system – Constructed OIEP state diagram.

The figure shows two states: The default state, which is also the initial system state and the BoB-cap
state. The state transitions are triggered by the BoB: When transitioning to the BoB-cap state, where
the application of power-caps is enforced; And when returning to the default state which follows the
previously constructed OIEP component tree.

D.5.2.7. Repetition of the Above for the Remaining States of the State Diagram for the
Fugaku System

Due to the identification of additional operating states, the above steps for OIEP architecture con-
struction have to be repeated for the identified state before concluding the architecture construction.
Therefore, a separate structure is described for both levels and the components while in BoB-cap

state. In the BoB override, the scheduler and jobs are not in control of energy and power management,
however the BoB takes their place. This is represented by a BoB-level.
The scope of the BoB-level, a) according to the chapter’s, is the power management of the BoB.

The goal, b), is the enforcement of an active power cap, if limits of power consumption are exceeded.
The location, c), is the BoB and its attached FPGA. The functionality, d), is the enforcement of the
power limit as well as to trigger the state transitions. The associated component, e), is the BoB itself.
The BoB as component is of type ii, with energy and power management directly integrated into

the core functionality of the component. The functionality is according to the above description,
interfacing with the system management. The interface to lower levels is directly to the nodes which
are part of the BoB.
Figure D.22 shows the associated OIEP component tree. The figure shows a similar set up as Fig-

ure D.19, with the scheduler-level and job-level replaced by the BoB-level. Additional key differences
are that the components in the tree: Figure D.22 has zero to 9936 BoBs under the control of system
management. Each BoB controls 16 active nodes. The xor operator and node retention is not part
of this OIEP component tree, since the mode is only relevant for active compute jobs with excessive
power consumption. The sub-tree under the active node level is equivalent to the default tree.
The OIEP monitoring overlay for the BoB-cap state has a single added data source: The FPGAs

aggregating the power consumption of each BoB. As seen in Figure D.23 the three data source, Rack
Group, Rack and FPGA are added as data sources and the edges of the OIEP component tree are
inverted.
This concludes the construction of the OIEP architecture, finishing step d) of the method, resulting

in e), a model for the system. With this the complete exemplary OIEP architecture for the Fugaku
system is described using the OIEP reference model and the publicly available information.

As a use-case for the completed OIEP architecture an overview for different operating modes or
scenarios of the Fugaku system are presented in the next section. Using this OIEP architecture,
the operating modes of the paper [Kod+20], normal mode, eco mode, boost mode, and the (eco)-
boostret mode, as well as an instantiation of the idle pool are shown in Appendix D.5.3 for illustrative
purposes.
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Figure D.22.: OIEP architecture for the Fugaku System – BoB enforced OIEP component tree.
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Figure D.23.: OIEP architecture for the Fugaku system – BoB enforced OIEP monitoring overlay.
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D.5.3. Instantiated OIEP Architectures For the Fugaku OIEP architecture of
Section D.5

For illustrative purposes instantiations of the OIEP architecture for the Fugaku system (see Sec. D.5.2)
are shown in the following. These are four modes discussed by Kodama et al. [Kod+20], as well as a
representation of idle nodes.

• Figure D.24 shows the OIEP architecture instantiation of normal mode.
• Figure D.25 shows the OIEP architecture instantiation of eco mode.
• Figure D.26 shows the OIEP architecture instantiation of boost mode.
• Figure D.27 shows the OIEP architecture instantiation of (eco) boostret mode.
• Figure D.28 shows the OIEP architecture instantiation of a pool of idle nodes.

Each of the examples shows 16 nodes assigned to the named mode. Each OIEP component tree shows
only instantiations of the nodes, which the mode uses, as described in [Kod+20]. The descriptions
are in the captions.
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Figure D.24.: OIEP architecture instantiation representing nodes in normal mode.
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Figure D.25.: OIEP architecture instantiation representing nodes in eco mode.
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Figure D.26.: OIEP architecture instantiation representing nodes in boost mode.
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Figure D.27.: OIEP architecture instantiation representing nodes in (eco) boostret mode.
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Supplement – Assessment
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E.1. Assessment of Conformity With the Requirements
With the presentation of the requirements for the creation of a reference model, and the resulting
OIEP reference model, this section assesses the fulfillment of the named requirements. The section
commences according to the list of requirements according to Section 2.3 (previously summarized in
Table 2.1):

Locally Distributed Environment By design of the OIEP reference model the system is intended for
large scale energy and power management system of HPC systems. The application of the model in
Section D.3, D.4 and D.5 shows this by example. The model itself is design to identify potential scaling
hazards using the hierarchical design and the multiplicity indicator. (The multiplicity indicator allows
to compare the scaling requirement with the capabilities of the associated component.)

Diversity of Hardware Sensors and Controllers The OIEP reference model allows to model any
energy and power relevant sensor and controller as OIEP components. To conform with the OIEP
reference model the model restricts how these are used in an OIEP architecture. The requirement
for modeling a component is the description of its type (according to type i–iv), its interfaces and a
description of its functionality (in natural language).

Diversity of Software Managing Energy and Power Similar to the diversity of hardware sensors
and controllers argument, the OIEP reference model enables to model arbitrary software systems to
manage energy and power. The restriction lies on how such software can be integrated in the respective
OIEP component tree, (which might require restructuring or even redesign of a component, if the
component violates the hierarchical tree control structure, by its design).

Provision of a Reference Model for Energy and Power Management Systems By providing the
building blocks and methods of the OIEP reference model the complete work at hand shows the
attempt of providing such reference model.

Structure and Building Blocks of the Reference Model As provided in Chapter 3. (A full evalu-
ation is still required by independent entity as future work, according to [Sch00, p. 85].)

Applicability and Systematic Construction As provided in Chapter 4. (Full evaluation required by
independent entity as future work, according to [Sch00, p. 85].)
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Variability As discussed throughout the motivation chapter (Ch. 2, with App. A.1), in particular
in the problem scoping (Sec. 2.2) and the requirements’ analysis (Sec. A.1.1.1), a reference model
allows to deal with systems with inherent variability. Since the OIEP reference model is a structural
reference model, it enables the users of the reference model to model the energy and power control
structure of systems with components showing such variability.

Optimization Goals By design of the level goals and selection of components, the model creator
is empowered to select the optimization goals suitable for their system. The OIEP reference model
helps to structure the hierarchical interaction of seemingly conflicting optimization goal, as long as
the interfaces of components, levels and their implementations are respected. Therefore, the OIEP
reference model is a tool, which can be used to enable this requirement.

Modularity The concepts of levels, components, and definition of the tree hierarchies with accord-
ing interfaces enables the creation of modular designs. For non-modular energy and power control
systems, creating a model using an OIEP architecture allows to pinpoint components inhibiting the
modularity of the energy and power control setup.

Limiting Scope and Remit Similar to the modularity argument, by providing the concepts of the
OIEP reference model, the design of OIEP architectures and their OIEP components with properly
scoped design are enabled. Additionally, by constructing an OIEP architecture, the model view allows
to identify if components require or have a larger number of affected subsystems than intended or set
by the architecture specification.

Opaque Components The systems in question are often comprised of large quantity of compo-
nents, with implementation details not manageable by a single entity. By the choice of design and
specification of OIEP levels, their function, and the arrangement as an OIEP level tree, the placed
components can be handled in an opaque fashion, without needing to know all component internals.
The structural setup of the OIEP reference model and specification of interfaces for specific OIEP
architectures enable opaque components. This speaks for the design of the reference model, not yet
for the implementations. As seen with the ISO/OSI reference model [Zim80; ISO-7498]: a production
system’s opaque usage of components depends on the exact specification of interfaces. This can be
enabled by a model design, however the realization involves standardization and the desire to have
standardization for such systems in energy and power (as spearheaded by the Power-API [Gra+16]).
Standard interfaces without a standardized usage model (in the form of a reference model) does
however not suffice for opaque components.

Transparent Structure and Information Flow By design, the OIEP reference model is designed
so that OIEP architecture present the hierarchical structure of the energy and power management
system, with control flow going down and information flow going up along this structure. Therefore,
the structural setup is fully transparent, with transparent information flow.

Scalability The hierarchical model design itself is scalable, while it is able to set requirements and
indicate limits to scalability, by usage of the multiplicity indicator. The mechanisms do support
model creators and system designers to identify potential scalability concerns and mismatches of
model requirements and reality. The design decision is to identify scaling hazards and support
redesigns for truly scalable energy and power management. This has to be cross-checked and verified
with component capabilities.

Chain of Command & Traceability By the design of the control flow, a control decision is the
direct results of the control directive of the component’s parent component. Therefore, (assuming
persistent logging of the propagated decision is implemented) administrators are able to back-trace
the chain of command and the resulting control decisions. It has to be evaluated if, by design of
the control structure, and usage of open control interfaces and components (as well as the required
logging), RAS systems can be supported for failure and fault analysis in more complex energy and
power management systems.
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Manageability By design the manageability of the system is increased, at design time, due to a
holistic view of the system, compared to a cluster of isolated components. As for the argument in
chain of command & traceability, above, thorough implementation and tools support and evaluation
has to be shown for usage of the reference model, including thorough evaluation.

Simplicity and Readability The OIEP architectures combine all energy and power management sys-
tems present in an HPC system’s pne management design. Therefore, only by using such reference
model and design, readability of the holistic design can be attempted. The model presents an improve-
ment over current isolated components without any energy and power management overview. The
design disallows complex potential hazardous interactions by design of the reference model design.
(These situations are produce and model-able by approaches such as UML). Simplicity is enforced by
the clear hierarchical structure. For further evaluation on simplicity and readability a user evaluation
is required.

Completeness & Relevance By self assessment the relevance is given, as the OIEP reference model
presents the first holistic energy and power management reference model for HPC, where other
systems are component specific or not capable of presenting the complete systems. In terms of
completeness of the reference model, this is not proven. However, the conscious design decision
to limit the reference model to the structural elements presented, specific design considerations are
enforced (such as e.g. the single parent rule avoiding hazardous control overrides.)

Comparability By providing a reference model for energy and power management, identifying the
similarities and differences of two system architectures is easier, since they can be described using the
same structural elements and language. However, since the OIEP reference model does not mandate
a specific setup (as for example the PowerStack model as a reference architecture does), but only
specifies a generic hierarchical structure, the comparability of two systems is not trivial, yet.
The meaning of the identification of a specific degree of similarity for example, is not yet clearly

defined in the context.

Automation Similar to comparability, automation of the energy and power management system is
not granted for free by using the OIEP reference model, however it is enabled. By using a reference
model, with modularity as a design goal, automated components are easily integrated. Aspects of
automation, which require a specific setup, where no changes are acceptable after the setup-phase can
be overcome using the OIEP reference model. Additionally, identifying which aspects of the system
are manual versus having varying degrees of automation can be verified. This allows to identify
bottlenecks regarding automation or the requirement of a human in the loop, by design, and how to
move to a more autonomous energy and power management setup.

Formality As constructed in Chapter 3 the OIEP reference model provides a (graphical) formalism,
by providing the structures of the OIEP level tree, OIEP component tree, OIEP monitoring overlay
and the OIEP state diagram, as well as associated rules and requirements for their levels, components
and data sources and states.

Expressiveness The work at hand does not prove that any energy and power management system
is expressible using the OIEP reference model, however by combination of OIEP component tree, as
well as the OIEP operating states, this should be possible in theory. (As a non-formal proof, any
energy and power controller can be modeled as a single level single component, where the logic is
encoded in the state diagram. Therefore, the expressiveness is at least as expressive as any FSM.)
(By contrast:) The rules of forbidding a single child component being controlled by two parents
is introduced, so that the expressiveness is directed to useful control mechanisms, and having the
knowledge about who controls what at any given point in time. (Even with the state diagram to
circumvent the restrictions as hinted at earlier:) The main design idea is to use the OIEP component
trees to express the energy and power control and management mechanisms in the HPC system in
this hierarchical way, avoiding designs with control hazards such as overrides. This intends to force
specific designs, not universal applicability.
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Structural Equivalence As constructed in Chapter 3 the OIEP reference model provides a hierarchi-
cal structure, provided by the OIEP level tree, OIEP component tree and OIEP monitoring overlay
as well as their associated rules. This structure is enforced.

Static and Dynamic Control By design of modularity, components can be set to operate in static
fashion, only setting parameters at configuration time. In the case that lower-level components can
handle dynamic adjustments, the parent component can implement static or dynamic management
of control. It should be noted, that in general the level of dynamicity increases from the bottom
to the top levels. In case that a bottom level is static in their configuration/energy and power
control adjustment, dynamic components on higher levels become useful if the amount of managed
child components is large enough and the instantiation of new controlled components is large enough
(introducing a new dimension of dynamicity). The effects and combinations of static and dynamic
energy and power management in concert of a large orchestrated power control hierarchy has to be
evaluated for more concrete statements.

Operating Modes By introduction of the OIEP operating states and the OIEP state diagram (see
Sec. 3.3.4) operating modes/states are integrated into the OIEP reference model (with the primary
goal to avoid control overrides within a control hierarchy).

Impact of Integration For impact of integration cost, the OIEP reference model needs to be used
in concrete system installations and evaluated. In terms of decreasing complexity, the applications
of the reference model to concrete HPC systems, as seen with the Fugaku system (in App. D.5)
and the LRZ systems (in App. D.3 and D.4), shows how a complete system can be modeled to gain
a better understanding of the energy and power management system. By not knowing the averse
effects of changing a component and its exact points of interaction with the system, changing a single
component so far has been deterring to change a system after initial setup. The OIEP reference
model strides to improve this situation by helping centers to understand the systems better.

Feasibility and Implementability By providing the OIEP reference model, HPC centers and decision
makers are given a tool to model and understand how energy and power management components in
their system interact and are used. This can help to understand which components are ready to be
used, need further developing or require mere plumbing and proper configuration. Using the OIEP
reference model supports the assessment of feasibility and implementability.

Adaptiveness By providing the considerations of diversity of hardware sensors and controllers, di-
versity of software managing energy and power, modularity, as well as the overall design of the OIEP
reference model, a contribution to more adaptive energy and power management systems is provided.
By being able to construct an OIEP architecture for an energy and power management system, it is
however not a given that changing its mode of operation is trivial.
This can be seen in the OIEP architecture of SuperMUC-NG (see App. D.4), where the EARD

component, is a persistent daemon in control of the nodes energy and power controls. Even when
deactivated or exchanging the component setup for a compute job or job runtime centric approach,
the energy and power management setup requires a redesign, since the two components EARGM and
EARD dictate the structure. The approach is thus not designed with modularity as a focus. Such
adaption would more resemble a hack, compared to an elegantly integrated solution). The OIEP
reference model therefore only allows to identify where a model redesign is needed when trying to
adapt an energy and power management system.

This assessment is used to specify the last row of Table 5.1 in Chapter 5, regarding the entries
of the OIEP reference model.
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E.2. Discussion on Use-Cases
With the construction of the OIEP reference model, and the introduction of the method how to
model energy and power management systems as OIEP architectures, the following section goes into
a small discussion on use-cases.
The Chapter 5 with Appendix E.1 motivate an outstanding evaluation, and provides a brief self

assessment, while raising several points needed for such evaluation. With the completion of these
evaluations, the evolution step of the method can commence. At the same time use-cases for the
OIEP reference model have to be identified.
Therefore, this Appendix forms a short discussion on use-cases, to lead into the Chapter 6 on future

work.

For use-cases, which play an important role for assessment and evaluation, a short selection is pre-
sented:

• Procurement of energy and power management systems;
• Updates and upgrades of energy and power management systems;
• Component design and integration;
• Support for operation of energy and power management systems.

These points are discussed in the following.

Procurement of Energy and Power Management Systems The OIEP reference model allows to
model arbitrary energy and power management setups in a hierarchical fashion. This provides op-
portunities for both HPC centers, and vendors for improved interaction.
From the HPC center’s perspective, the description of a desired or required energy and power

management allows to communicate the functionality of a requested energy and power management
setup. As seen in the previous section such information is often dispersed within all affected aspects
of a RFP (see App. D.3 and D.4). Using an OIEP architecture to layout and describe an OIEP
architecture, a consolidated energy and power management description can be given. There are
several scenarios to supplement a procurement document using the OIEP reference model:

1. Description of a desired OIEP architecture (abstract or with specific components); or
2. Description of a desired OIEP level tree, to be completed; or
3. Description of a partial OIEP component tree, to be completed.

Therefore, the center leadership is supported to predefine and pinpoint what kind of energy and power
management setup is envisioned for the tenders.
Similarly, the vendor community can use OIEP architectures to display and make their energy and

power management setup explainable and respond to RFPs in a comprehensive way. To do so, they
can integrate their software solutions, in either a given OIEP architecture, if provided by the center,
or model their energy and power management setup using the mechanisms provided by the OIEP
reference model.

Updates and Upgrades of Energy and Power Management Systems Updates of the energy and
power management setup are uncommon, since these are not covered by licenses, or the support
contracts for large scale systems. Similarly, for systems where non-technical hurdles are not in the
way, system administrators avoid updates to software altering the system’s behavior.
For the use-case of system updates and upgrades, an OIEP architecture can support to identify the

compatibility of a system upgrade. At the other hand, using an OIEP architecture description for
a system, the center leadership can identify invariants of a system, which must remained unchanged
over the lifetime of a system. For example by dictating the use of a specific hardware interface on
the node-level or a specific high-level optimization goal.
Such information can ease the life of a researcher in the energy and power domain, since they can

identify, what changes are admissable, so that they can propose a feasibility study and realize new
ways for energy and power management given an existing setup.
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Component Design and Integration For component design and integration a similar argument can
be made:
First, by having a given OIEP architecture, in which a newly developed or existing component

should operate in makes it easier to identify the needed interfaces the component needs to implement.
Additionally, the role, which the component fills in the energy and power management setup can be
easily identified. The implementation can be directed to fulfill this requirement.
Second, being able to describe a snapshot of an OIEP architecture, in which the OIEP component

operates helps to, communicate the features of the component. By designing against known interfaces,
and with a known role and place, of the software (or hardware), testing and integration can be assisted.
Examples for these are, unit testing, integration tests, system testing and acceptance testing. Such
approaches are easier to perform on systems described using a (standardized) reference model.

Support for Operation of Energy and Power Management Systems HPC systems have RAS
systems to support operational reliability, availability and serviceability of the system. Additionally,
systems are enhanced with more and more telemetry and even long time monitoring in the form of
performance databases.
By having a OIEP architecture in place in addition to such telemetry, the direct effects of changes

to the HPC system’s behavior can be observed. Such information can be used to back-trace the root
case of an unwanted change in the system, by following the chain of command and logging for control
commands. Additionally, the control algorithms for the system can be continuously improved. Such
capabilities are only possible by using a hierarchical energy and power management system, such as
the OIEP reference model
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Acronyms and Abbreviations

AC alternating current 170
ACPI Advanced Configuration and Power Inter-

face 58, 121–124, 127, 128
admin administrator 28, 38, 67, 74, 79, 82, 86,

87, 89, 90, 98, 100, 128, 149, 152, 154,
172

AI Artificial Intelligence 100
ALU Arithmetic Logic Unit 25
APEX Autonomic Performance Environment for

eXascale 132
API Application Programming Interface 35, 83,

84, 129, 134, 135, 152, 172, 173, 182, 183

BAdW Bavarian Academy of Sciences and Hu-
manities (Ger. Bayerische Akademie der
Wissenschaften) 2

BIOS Basic Input Output System 58, 121, 122
BMC Baseboard Management Controller 28, 85–

87, 125
BoB Bunch of Blades 100, 177, 178, 186–188,

201,
Glossary: Bunch of Blades

BoF Birds-of-a-Feather 10

CAPEX capital expenditure 3, 18
CLI Command Line Interface 164
CMG Core Memory Group 177–185
CMU CPU Memory Unit 177, 201, 205,

Glossary: CPU Memory Unit
CPI Cycles Per Instruction 130, 164, 167, 201,

Glossary: Cycles Per Instruction
CPU Central Processing Unit 2, 3, 16–19, 24–26,

28, 55, 61, 69, 73, 74, 85, 119, 121–125,
127, 128, 147, 151, 165, 177–180, 182–
185, 206, 208, 217

CRAC Computer Room Air Conditioner 120,
201,
Glossary: Computer Room Air Condi-
tioner

CRAH Computer Room Air Handler 120, 201,
Glossary: Computer Room Air Handler

CSR Control and Status Register 129

DAG directed acyclic graph 61, 64–66
DART DASH runtime 11
DC direct current 170
DCDB Data Center Data Base 70, 134

DCIM Data Center Infrastructure Management
120

DD Diagram Definition 38
DDR4 SDRAM Double Data Rate 4 Syn-

chronous Dynamic Random-Access
Memory 19–21, 123

DGEMM Double-precision GEneral Matrix-
Matrix multiplication 19, 201,
Glossary: Double-precision GEneral
Matrix-Matrix multiplication

DIMM dual in-line memory module 123
DLP Data-Level Parallelism 16
DRAM Dynamic Random-Access Memory 123
DVFS Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling

19, 20, 58, 122–125, 129, 130, 144, 164,
165, 180, 183, 185

DynAIS Dynamic Application Iterative Struc-
ture detection algorithm 132, 201,
Glossary: Dynamic Application Itera-
tive Structure detection algorithm

EAR Energy Aware Runtime 131, 132, 169–173,
201, 207,
Glossary: Energy Aware Runtime

EARD EAR Daemon 131, 132, 172–174, 198,
201, 207, 208,
Glossary: EAR Daemon

EARDB EAR Database 208
EARGM EAR Global Manager 172–174, 198,

207, 208
EARGMD EAR Global Manager Daemon 131,

201,
Glossary: EAR Global Manager Dae-
mon

EARL EAR library 132, 173, 174, 201,
Glossary: EAR library

EARPLUG EAR SLURM Plugin 208
EAS Energy Aware Scheduler 79
ECMWF European Centre for Medium-Range

Weather Forecasts xix
EE Electical Engineering 97
EE-HPC-WG Energy Efficient High Perfor-

mance Computing Working Group 10,
11, 15, 18, 125, 131, 133, 177

EPA-JSRM Energy and Power Aware Job
Scheduler and Resource Manager 10, 11,
18, 131
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ESP Electricity Service Provider 4, 5, 18, 28, 72,
98, 117, 120, 139, 217

EXA EXecution unit A 178, 182, 184, 185, 202,
Glossary: EXecution unit A

FHS Filesystem Hierarchy Standard 128, 211
FIFO First-In, First-Out 24, 210
FLA FLoatinting-point unit A 178, 182, 184, 185,

202,
Glossary: FLoatinting-point unit A

FLOPS FLoating point Operations Per Second
xix, 2, 15, 16, 18, 134, 135, 163, 170,
202, 208, 209, 211, 214, 216, 217,
Glossary: FLoating point Operations
Per Second

FPGA Field Programmable Gate Array 18, 123,
178, 186, 187

FSM finite state machine 71, 73, 89, 197

GBS GigaByte per Second 167
GEOPM Global Extensible Open Power Man-

ager 9, 10, 13, 132, 145, 147, 149, 151–
157, 159–162, 202,
Glossary: Global Extensible Open
Power Manager

GoM principles of orderly modeling (Ger.
Grundsätze ordnungsmäßiger Model-
lierung) 115, 116

GPGPU General Purpose Graphics Processing
Unit 18, 25, 121

GPUGraphics Processing Unit 2, 18, 25, 61, 121,
123, 124

GUIDE Grand Unified Information Directory
Environment 134

HBM2 High Bandwith Memory 2 177
HDF5 Hierarchical Data Format 5 202,

Glossary: Hierarchical Data Format 5
HPC High Performance Computing xix, 1–3, 5,

7, 8, 10, 11, 16, 17, 25, 33, 35, 36, 39,
40, 57, 99–102, 117, 119, 125, 128, 151,
152, 197, 202, 209, 215,
Glossary: High Performance Computing

HPCS International Conference on High Perfor-
mance Computing and Simulation 9

HPL High-Performance Linpack 170, 211, 217
HPX High Performance ParalleX 132, 202,

Glossary: High Performance ParalleX

I/O Input/Output 119, 121, 124, 125, 177, 202,
Glossary: Input/Output

IBM International Business Machines Corpora-
tion 164

IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics En-
gineers 177

IIL Instruction Issuance Limit 178, 182, 184, 185,
202,
Glossary: Instruction Issuance Limit

ILP Instruction-Level Parallelism 16, 17, 210
Intel Intel Corporation 9, 19, 122, 123, 128, 147,

151
IPC Instructions Per Cycle 177
IPS Instructions Per Second 134
ISC International Supercomputing Conference -

High Performance 10
ISO/OSI International Standard ISO/IEC 7498

Open Systems Interconnection 45, 46,
141, 196

ITI Information Technology Industry 217

job-ID job identifier 130, 164
JSON JavaScript Object Notation 129

KISS Keep It Simple Stupid 49, 202,
Glossary: Keep It Simple Stupid

KPI Key Performance Indicator 134

LAN Local Area Network 1
LDMS Lightweight Distributed Metric Service

134
LLC Last Level Cache 134
LLNL Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

147
LRZ Leibniz Supercomputing Center (Ger.

Leibniz-Rechenzentrum) 2, 13, 70, 101,
130, 163–165, 169, 198, 216

MAC Memory Access Controller 181
ML Machine Learning 100
MMU Memory Management Unit 181
MOF Meta Object Facility 38
MOSFET Metal-oxide-semiconductor field-

effect transistor 16, 18, 207
MPC Model Predictive Control 39
MPI Message Passing Interface 126, 131, 132,

135, 153, 154, 156, 158, 173, 202,
Glossary: Message Passing Interface

MSR Model Specific Register 24, 58, 73, 74, 86,
87, 123, 128, 129, 132, 147, 149, 153, 160

NIC Network Interface Controller 125
NUMA Non-Uniform Memory Access 17
NVML NVIDIA Management Library 124
NWP Numerical Weather Prediction xix

OASIS SOA OASIS Reference Model for Service
Oriented Architecture 45, 141

OCL Object Constraint Language 38, 39
ODA Operational Data Analysis 134
OIEP Open Integrated Energy and Power 7, 43–

45, 75, 78, 81, 82, 94, 95, 98, 104, 151,
160, 162, 203,
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Glossary: Open Integrated Energy and
Power

OMNI Operations Monitoring and Notification
Infrastructure 134

OpenMP Open Multi-Processing 126, 131, 135
OPEX operating expenses 3, 18
OS Operating System 19, 22–24, 29, 36, 37, 58,

117, 121–123, 127–129, 143, 165, 170,
172, 177, 184, 206

P3-Team Power Pathfinding to Product-Team 9,
151

PAPI Performance Application Programming
Interface 129, 134, 203,
Glossary: Performance Application Pro-
gramming Interface

PC Personal Computer 127
PCI Peripheral Component Interconnect 121,

129
PDE Partial Differential Equation 26
PDU Power Distribution Unit 29, 69, 119, 124,

203,
Glossary: Power Distribution Unit

PELT Per-Entity Load Tracking 128
PGAS Partitioned Global Address Space 11, 126,

135
PMU Power Management Unit 23–25, 119, 121,

124, 125, 203,
Glossary: Power Management Unit

POMDP Partially Observable Markov Decision
Process 132, 151, 153, 154, 203,
Glossary: Partially Observable Markov
Decision Process

PowerDAM Power Data Aggregation Manager
70, 134

PSU Power Supply Unit 119, 121, 124, 125, 169,
203, 217,
Glossary: Power Supply Unit

PTF Periscope Tuning Framework 37, 129
PUE Power Usage Efficiency 120, 203,

Glossary: Power Usage Efficiency

QoS Quality of Service 63

R-CCS RIKEN Center for Computational Sci-
ence 13, 16, 145, 177, 208

RAPL Intel’s Running Average Power Limit 19,
58, 69, 122–124, 129, 144, 147, 149

RAS Reliability Availability Serviceability 29, 30,
58, 73, 74, 79, 80, 83, 85–89, 130, 132,
133, 196, 200

RCS real-time control system 40, 97, 205
READEX Runtime Exploitation of Application

Dynamism for Energy-efficient eXascale
computing 37

RFI Request For Information 16, 114, 203,
Glossary: Request For Information

RFP Request For Proposal 16, 50, 67, 75, 114,
133, 143, 163, 164, 169–171, 173–175,
199, 203, 215,
Glossary: Request For Proposal

RM Resource Manager 79
ROM Read-Only Memory 208
rpm revolutions per minute 208
RT Runtime 79

SC ACM/IEEE Supercomputing Conference 9
Score-E Scalable Tools for Energy Analysis and

Tuning in HPC 129, 203,
Glossary: Scalable Tools for Energy
Analysis and Tuning in HPC

Score-P Scalable Performance Measurement In-
frastructure for Parallel Codes 37, 129,
135, 203,
Glossary: Scalable Performance Mea-
surement Infrastructure for Parallel
Codes

SI International System of Units (Fr. Le Système
international d’unités) 2, 203, 208, 214,
216, 217,
Glossary: International System of Units
(Fr. Le Système international d’unités)

SIMD single-instruction stream – multiple-data
stream 25

SLES SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 170
SLURM Simple Linux Utility for Resource Man-

agement 147, 149, 169–171, 173, 174
SPANK Slurm Plug-in architecture for Node

and job Kontrol 148, 207, 208
SSE Streaming SIMD Extensions 25
SVE Scalable Vector Extension 177

TAU Tuning and Analysis Utilities 129
TCO Total Cost of Ownership 3
TDP Thermal Design Power 19–21, 122, 123, 134
Tofu Torus fusion 177

U.S. DOE United States Department of Energy
15, 16

UID User Identifier 128
UMA Uniform Memory Access 17
UML Unified Modelling Language 38, 39, 113,

197
UPS Uninterupted Power Supply 117, 124, 203,

Glossary: Uninterupted Power Supply

VIHPS Virtual Institute – High Productivity
Computing 134

VR Voltage Regulator 67, 119, 121, 124, 125, 203,
214,
Glossary: Voltage Regulator

WAN Wide Area Network 1

XAI eXplainable Artificial Intelligence 100
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xCat Extreme Cloud Administration Toolkit
133, 164–167, 170–174

XMI XML Metadata Interchange 38
XML eXtensible Markup Language 38, 129
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Glossary
4D/RCS The spatio-temporal real-time control system (4D/RCS), is the integration of RCS with

spatio-temporal data for autonomous vehicles. [Alb+02] 40, 45, 141

A64FX The Fujitsu designed A64FX 64-bit ARMmicroprocessor used in the Fugaku system (see [Sat+20]).
177, 178, 181, 208, 210

Abstract component tree Component tree showing all possibly allowed components and connections
in the specific OIEP architecture design. 61–68, 212

Architecture An architecture is a model description of a real or conceptual system with exact speci-
fication of the parts, their relations, interfaces and the overall structure. Architectures are best
described using a reference model. 45, 78

Argobots (Argo) Argobots are the runtime components, providing basic single node functionality
and infrastructure in an Argo Machine. [Per+15; Seo+18] 36

Autotuning Automatic performance tuning, or autotuning, is the technique of experimental specifi-
cation of optimal parameters for a specific use-case. Autotuning is an experimental technique,
where different configurations of applications or tools are tested for the best combination of
parameters. [Vud11] 27

Black box
“[A] black box [is understood as] piece of apparatus [...] which performs a definite
operation [...], but for which we do not necessarily have any information of the struc-
ture by which this operation is performed.”

Norbert Wiener, 1965 [Wie65, p. xi]
68, 151, 155, 159

Black-out A black-out is a supply voltage or load current interrupt, caused by component failure or
induced for mitigation of permanent damage. [Sey18] 72, 205

Bridge component Bridge components in an OIEP component tree are components which serve as
neutral components. They take the input from the parent level and forward it to the connected
child levels without alteration. 67

Brown-out A brown-out is a voltage surge, due to a large load being switched off. [Sey18] If not
mitigated brown outs cause cascading errors, resulting in black-outs. 72, 109

Bunch of Blades A Bunch of Blades (BoB) are 16 CMUs is the organization structure of the Fugaku
system. [Don20] 100, 201

C programming language C is a system programming language described by its authors as:
“C is a general purpose programming language which features economy of expression,
modern control flow and data structures, and a rich set of operators. C is not a “very
high level” language, nor a “big” one, and is not specialized to any particular area of
application. But its absence of restrictions and its generality make it more convenient
and effective for many tasks than supposedly more powerful languages.”

Brian W. Kernighan, Dennis M. Ritchie, 1978 [KR78, p. ix]
129

C-state Processor Power state (Cx state). (See [Cor+]) 121, 122, 127, 178
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Chip
“A tiny square of thin semi-conducting material which by suitable etching, doping,
etc., is designed to function as a large number of circuit components and which can
be incorporated with other similar squares to form an integrated circuit.”

“chip, n.1., 2.f.” OED Online, 2019 [OEDa]
xix

Co-design Co-design is the process of designing a system with participation of all stakeholders. For
computer systems, this often means that both hardware and software, or users and developers
are included in design decisions. The stakeholders have to be specified. 162

CoMD Reference Classical Molecular Dynamics application. This application code serves as proxy
application for typical classical molecular dynamics algorithms and workloads. It was created
by the Exascale Co-Design Center for Materials in Extreme Environments at LLNL. 22

Compute cluster A compute cluster, or cluster for short, is a system of computers, co-located in
physical proximity and connected using high-performance network infrastructure. The individ-
ual computer systems which make up the cluster system are called nodes and, in general, are
commodity server computers. 1–4, 17, 25, 39, 40, 99, 131, 152, 153, 206

Compute job A compute job, or job, is a task or collection of tasks to be executed on an HPC
system. The compute job has a number of required resources, in general a number of compute
nodes, a time window, which is required to complete the compute job on the requested resources
and a job description (typically provided as a reproducible job script containing all requested
resources as well as the script to process the job). The tasks to be executed are typically part
of an HPC application. 69, 126, 132, 137, 138, 151, 153, 165, 167, 180, 183, 187, 198

Compute node A compute node, or node for short, is an individual computer system which is part
of a cluster system. Nodes are typically computers using commodity server hardware running
a standard OS configured for use within a cluster. 1–3, 22, 25, 124, 172

Computer Room Air Conditioner Computer Room Air Conditioner (CRAC) are air conditioning
system using direct expansion refrigeration cycle to actively cool and exchange hot for cold air.
120, 201

Computer Room Air Handler Computer Room Air Handler (CRAH) are air handling systems, used
for heat exchange (from water chillers, or ambient air). 120, 201

Control Domain Control domains, or domains of control, in the OIEP reference model are used as
concept for describing the scope, functionality and logical placement of a required group of
components for the energy and power management of HPC systems. 48

CPU Memory Unit A CPU Memory Unit (CMU) are two nodes mounted on a single board. The
CMU forms an organizational unit in terms of cooling and power supply of the Fugaku sys-
tem [Don20]. (Equivalent to a blade in other systems). 177, 201

Cycles Per Instruction Cycles Per Instruction (CPI) is a measure of how many cycles a single in-
struction requires to completion. An average value for this metric is computed by reading a
reference counter for clock cycles and dividing it by the number of instructions retired over the
same time period. 130, 201

D-state Device power state (Dx state). (See [Cor+]) 121

Dark silicon Dark Silicon describes the fact that not all parts of a silicon chip can be used simulta-
neously, and thus remain dark, or not powered on. [Hen+15] 20

Data locality Data locality describes the issues related to placement of memory needed to perform
computation in distributed or shared memory system. To compute, a processor needs access to
the data the computation uses as input data. For performant operation, the location of the data
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is of importance, since latencies between fetching data and computing can impact performance.
These data accesses are dependent on location of the memory as well as proximity of access in
relation to time. 17

Degree of a vertex The degree of a vertex is the number of out-going edges, or child vertices. 51

Dennard scaling Dennard scaling describes performance of MOSFET devices when scaling down the
dimensions of these devices, initially described by Dennard et al. [Den+99]. The main result
of this work is that power density of integrated circuits remain constant (if leakage voltages
are negligible). Thus, under these conditions power dissipation and cooling problems stays
unchanged. The limits of Dennard scaling are described in [Boh07] and [JN16], and are often
referred to as the “Power Wall” [Bos11]. 16

Depth of a tree The depth of a directed tree is the maximum depth of all vertices. 51, 54

Depth of a vertex The depth of a vertex V is the length of the path from root R to V . 51, 54, 207

Digraph A directed graph is a graph with edges that have an associated direction. 70

Directed Tree A directed tree is a directed graph, of vertexes and edges, with a specified vertex R
such that:

• Each vertex V 6= R is the terminal vertex of exactly one edge.
• R is the terminal vertex of no edge.
• R is a root, in the sense that for each vertex V 6= R there is a directed path from R to V .

Each edge has an initial vertex V1 and a distinct terminal vertex V2, where V1 is called the
parent of V2 and V2 the child of V1. Vertices without out-going edges, thus child vertices, are
called leaf vertices. The degree of a vertex is the number of out-going edges, or child vertices.
The depth of a vertex V is the length of the path from root R to V .
(Definition as adaption of [Knu97, p. 372]’s oriented tree with inverted edges, supplemented
with information of [Knu97, pp. 308–376].) 46, 51, 207

Distributed System
A distributed system is a collection of autonomous computing elements that appears
to its users as a single coherent system.

Maarten van Steen and Andrew S. Tanenbaum, 2018 [ST18, p. 2]

An important class of distributed systems is the one used for high-performance com-
puting tasks.

Maarten van Steen and Andrew S. Tanenbaum, 2018 [ST18, p. 25]

1

Double-precision GEneral Matrix-Matrix multiplication DGEMM is a general matrix-matrix oper-
ation in the form of C ⇐ αA∗B+βC. In general vendors provide hardware specific, optimized
implementations. 19, 201

Dynamic Application Iterative Structure detection algorithm DynAIS is the loop detection algo-
rithm of EAR. It receives sequences of MPI calls from EARL and provides information about
code regions of the application process. [CB19] 132, 201

EAR Daemon Daemon for EAR running on each node of the cluster managed by the EARGM.
EARD reads information from the hardware platform and sets frequencies as instructed by
EARL or the SPANK plugin for EAR [CB19]. 131, 201

EAR Global Manager Daemon EARGM Daemon controlling the global energy consumed by the
system. Adapting policies and global energy limits enforcing limits to EARDs [CB19]. 131, 201
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EAR library The EAR library interfaces with the running application using PMPI. This information
is provided to DynAIS to identify code regions of similar behavior, i.e. loops. The EAR library
derives an optimal frequency and instructs the EARD to set frequencies accordingly. [CB19]
132, 201

Echelon structure Synonym for hierarchical structure, used in hierarchical control systems (loanword
of military origin).(see Albus [AB05]) 39

Energy Energy is a derived quantity with unit joule (J).
Expressed in terms of other SI units: J = N m. [Org19] xv, xvii, xix, 3–15, 18, 20, 22, 24–41,
43–61, 66, 68–75, 77, 78, 80–83, 85, 87, 88, 90, 93–104, 107–117, 119, 121, 122, 124–135, 138,
139, 141, 143–145, 149–152, 156, 160, 162–167, 169–175, 177, 178, 180, 181, 183, 184, 187,
195–200, 206, 210, 212, 213, 215, 216

Energy Aware Runtime Energy Aware Runtime (EAR) is a framework providing: EARL, a library
for application interaction; EARD, the node management daemons; EAR SLURM Plugin
(EARPLUG), a SPANK plugin for EAR; EAR Database (EARDB), the energy accounting
database; and EARGM, the cluster energy manager [CB19]. 131, 201

Epilog In scheduling, the epilog is responsible for cleaning up the user-environment and the execution
of scripts, to report user and job metrics, as well as to reset the nodes to a known default state.
165, 166, 183

Exascale era The exascale era is the time-period of exascale systems. This era is reached once the
first exascale system is online and in productive operation. The era is concluded once the first
system reaches zettaFLOPS (1× 1021 FLOPS), marking the start of the zettascale era. xix

Exascale system An exascale system is a computer system capable of operating at a sustained per-
formance of at least 1× 1018 FLOPS, or one exaFLOPS. 2, 15, 16, 18, 208

EXecution unit A Execution unit A (EXA), is one of two integer execution units, present in each
A64FX cores. These are referred to as EXA and EXB. [Kod+20] 178, 202

Fan Fans serve the purpose of moving cool air in air-ventilated computer systems. Fans have variable
speed, thus thermal performance, and measurable revolutions per minute (rpm). 67

Firmware Software to control low level functionality of hardware, typically provided by the hard-
ware manufacturer. Historically stored on Read-Only Memory (ROM), and not altered after
installation. Nowadays, Firmware can be updated but is still generally provided by the manu-
facturer only and not updated unless basic functionality is in need of critical updates. 29, 55,
56, 121–123

FLoating point Operations Per Second Floating point operations per Second (FLOPS) is the met-
ric used for issued 64 bit floating-point operations per second. Precision used is 64 bit in
accordance with IEEE754 [Ins08]. SI-prefixes do apply. xix, 2, 202

FLoatinting-point unit A Floating-point unit A (FLA), is one of two floating-point units, present in
each A64FX cores. These are referred to as FLA and FLB. [Kod+20] 178, 202

Frequency Frequency is a derived quantity with unit hertz (Hz).
Expressed in terms of other SI units: Hz = 1/s
The frequency in hertz implies the unit cycles per second [Org19]. 129, 163–165, 177, 178, 180,
182–184

Fugaku The Fugaku system is a flagship HPC system at R-CCS, entering the TOP500 list as the
fastest system of June 2020. The system consists of 158 976 compute nodes with total core count
of 7 630 848 cores at a power consumption of 28 MW [Don20]. The processor architecture is the
ARM-based Fujitsu A64FX CPU [YosHC]. xvi, 13, 16, 77, 100, 145, 177–179, 182, 185–189,
198, 205, 206
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G-state Global system state (Gx state). (See [Cor+]) 121

Global Extensible Open Power Manager GEOPM is an extensible power management framework
targeting high performance computing. The runtime part of the framework can be extended
to support new control algorithms and new hardware power management features. [Eas+17;
GEOb; GEOa] 9, 151, 202

Green500 The Green500 list ranks the systems of the TOP500 according to FLOPS/W as proposed
in the [SHF06]. The Green500 list is listed and ranked at [TOPe], dating back to 2006. 133,
170

hack
“Computing. An inelegant yet effective solution to a computing problem; a workaround,
a short cut, a modification.”

“hack, n., 7 a.” OED, Online, 2020 [OEDb]
198

Hardware Computer hardware, the physical parts and resources of a computer. 55, 56, 117

hardware overprovisioned system A hardware overprovisioned system is a system that has more
hardware capacity than the available supply power can provide [Pat+13a]. 130, 131

Hierarchical Data Format 5 HDF5 is a standardized set of data formats for large scale complex data
objects. HDF5 has associated data model, file format and API as well as a set of tools and
APIs and efficient implementations for massive parallel systems. [HDFG] 202

High Performance Computing High Performance Computing (HPC) combines approaches from sev-
eral disciplines of computer science and computer engineering striving to maximize the com-
putational performance achievable using a computer system. The goal is to make challenging
problems of science and engineering computable which are otherwise infeasible to compute in
reasonable time or with the required problem size or resolution. xix, 1, 202

High Performance Computing Application HPC applications are science and engineering applica-
tions designed specifically to run on HPC systems due to their need for high computational
performance. For current generation of HPC systems these are applications with a high degree
of parallelism, according to the high degree of parallelism of clustered HPC systems. 1, 2, 4,
22, 153, 206

High Performance Computing Center An HPC center is a computing center housing one or more
HPC systems. The centers provide the required infrastructure to operate the computer systems,
but also the personnel and know-how to operate and service the installation. 1–8, 10, 22, 35,
40, 58, 69, 70, 98, 100, 108, 114, 119, 120, 143, 151, 154, 198, 199, 215

High Performance Computing system The computer systems purpose built for HPC are called HPC
systems. HPC systems are designed to solve computational problems which are infeasible to be
solved on so-called commodity computers. xix, 1–8, 12–18, 25, 31, 35, 37, 39–41, 43, 45, 47–50,
56, 58, 60, 61, 69, 71, 77, 78, 80, 85, 95, 97–101, 103, 104, 108, 109, 111–114, 117, 119, 124–127,
130, 132, 133, 143–145, 169, 177, 195, 197, 198, 200, 206, 208, 209, 211, 215

High Performance ParalleX The HPX runtime system is the runtime system for the parallel execu-
tion model ParallelX. [KBS09] 132, 202

High-end capability computing
“ ‘High-end capability computing’ means advanced computing that pushes the bounds
of what is computationally feasible. While that is often interpreted in terms of raw
processing [performance], users expect to achieve new scientific understanding or en-
gineering capabilities through computation. [...] Thus, from the user’s perspective,
high-end capability computing means whatever sort of advanced, nonroutine comput-
ing system is needed to push the computational science or engineering capabilities of
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a given [scientific] field.”
[Nat08, p. 1]

1

ILP wall The ILP wall is the feasibility limit of parallelizing independent instruction streams at the
processor level. (C.f. [Wal91].) 17

In-band In-band measurement and control, in contrast to out-of-band, uses the same communica-
tion infrastructure as the workload running on the systems. The resources are the primary
infrastructure of the system, namely the dedicated high performance communication network.
Utilization of this network should not impact the application performance, the primary users of
the system, in a measurable way. It should be noted that throughput of the primary network
is very high, while latencies are very low, compared to the service network. 80, 81, 84–89, 133,
148, 149, 170

Input/Output I/O in this work refers to any information transfer from the main computational
devices, CPU and Memory, to a remote system, such as other nodes of other clusters or persistent
memory (storage) located outside the node. 119, 202

Instantiated Component Tree Component tree showing the instantiated version of the abstract com-
ponent tree of a specific OIEP architecture design. 61–68

Instruction Issuance Limit Instruction Issuance Limit (IIL) is a mode of operation where the instruc-
tion issue width of the A64FX processor (per core) is limited to from four to two. [Kod+20]
178, 202

International System of Units (Fr. Le Système international d’unités) The International System
of Units (SI) is the internationally agreed upon system of weights and measures used throughout
the scientific world. It is maintained by the Organisation intergouvernementale de la Convention
du Mètre, organized by the Bureau international des poids et mesures at the Pavillon de Breteuil
(Parc de Saint-Cloud) France [Org19]. 2, 203

Job runtime A runtime is a software system managing the execution environment of an application.
Runtimes have specific control parameters they can modify to allow for optimization of the
execution of the application, or enable the execution at all. 29, 30, 67, 69, 83, 84, 86, 87, 131,
132, 138, 148, 151, 155, 198

Job scheduler A job scheduler is a computer program responsible for scheduling the available re-
sources of a cluster in a batched fashion. The word ‘batch scheduler’ is often used interchange-
ably. In such scheduler, the resources used for scheduling are the number of nodes and duration
of the reservation. The best possible placement is determined using scheduling algorithms such
as FIFO or back-filling among others. The optimization goal is throughput, turnaround time
or system utilization [TB14, p. 154]. Experimental HPC schedulers add additional resources
such as energy and power, or other applicable job requirements. 29, 30, 67, 69, 73, 83, 86–88,
113, 126, 130–132, 138, 143, 148, 152, 153, 155, 215

Job script A job script is a computer program to be submitted to a job scheduler. The script has to
be interpretable by the job scheduler, and describes the experimental setup to be executed on
a compute cluster. The preamble of the job script contains information on requested resources
and compute time. The main body of the job script loads required environment modules and
describes the experimental design, typically as a shell script. 126, 132

Keep It Simple Stupid "Keep it simple stupid", attributed to Clarence Leonard (Kelly) Johnson,
date unspecified [Ric95]. In popular use by 1970 as the KISS principle. 49, 202

Libmsr The libmsr library is a software library for user-space msr access as well as wrappers to
extract information from model specific registers used on intel platforms. [RB] 73, 74
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LINPACK LINPACK is a collection of fortran subroutines to analyze and solve linear algebra sys-
tems [Don+79]. The LINPACK benchmark solves such system with known number of operations
in 64-bit floating-point arithmetic [DL11]. This allows to measure practically achievable FLOPS
for a HPC system. A current implementation of the benchmark is HPL [Pet+]. 2

Linux Linux, is a free and open operating system following the Unix principles, and heavily inspired
by it. Modern HPC systems operate using a GNU/Linux distributions or derivatives thereof,
and are therefore using the Filesystem Hierarchy Standard (FHS). 25, 36, 126–129, 165, 172,
173, 183

LoadLeveler IBM Tivoli® Workload Scheduler (TWS) LoadLeveler® (LoadLeveler) is the scheduler
used at both SuperMUC Phase 1 and SuperMUC Phase 2 systems. The scheduler has integrated
functionality for energy aware scheduling. The scheduler is superseded by IBM Platform Load
Sharing Facility (LSF®), with much of the original functionality integrated. [IBMa; IBMb] 130,
164–167, 169

Maleable job A maleable job is a compute job that can successfully alter the number of nodes used
for operation at runtime. The application and the used scheduler as well as the utilized parallel
runtime (e.g. MPI) has to support this [Sar+14]. 131, 135

Manufacturing variability Due to the manufacturing process not all silicon wavers have the exact
same physical characteristics. Even though foundries employ tight quality controls, the result-
ing, theoretically identical, processors subsequently show differences in their power consumption
at the exact same performance at a fixed frequency [Mai15; Mai+16]. 20

Memory The memory subsystem of a compute node provides the data storage of working memory
required to execute a program. Due to technology limitations, its size is limited, and a memory
hierarchy is in place. In distributed systems, working data is distributed across the memory
subsystems of several nodes and needs to be communicated. For memory technologies and
further details refer to [HP17]. 2, 17, 55, 119–121, 123, 125, 206

Memory wall The memory wall is the issue that overall performance improvement is limited by mem-
ory technology due to the fact that processor performance and memory performance improve
at disparate rates.[WM96] 17

Message Passing Interface MPI is the standard interface for process communication in HPC sys-
tems. This includes “point-to-point message passing, collective communications, group and
communicator concepts, process topologies, communication environment, process creation and
management, one-sided communications, extended collective operations, external interfaces,
I/O, some miscellaneous topics, and a profiling interfaces”[MPI15]. The current standard is
MPI-3.1 as of June 4, 2015. Please refer to the MPI-forum for detailed information. [MPI] 126,
202

Microarchitecture The microarchitecture is the organization of a microprocessor; the design and the
organization of the internal structure of the processor. Processors with similar organization are
sometimes referred to as belonging to the same microarchitecture family. [HP17] 122, 147

Model A model is a representation of an object, system or concept, relevant to the model-user,
reduced to the essential attributes of the object, system or concept, valid or useful over a
specific period of time to achieve a specified task or goal. 45

Model creator The model creator is the actor creating a model. When applying the OIEP reference
model, the model creator is the actor designing the OIEP architecture for a specific HPC system.
46, 48–51, 54–56, 59, 61, 63, 66, 68, 70–73, 83, 86, 90, 93, 143, 144, 151, 196

Moldable job A moldable job is a compute job that can be started with a varying number of compute
nodes. The application and the used scheduler has to support such job initalization [Sar+14].
131, 135

Moore’s law Moore’s law states:
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“The complexity for minimum component costs [number of components per integrated
circuit] has increased at a rate of roughly a factor of two per year [...]. Certainly over
the short term this rate can be expected to continue, if not to increase. Over the
longer term, the rate of increase is a bit more uncertain, although there is no reason
to believe it will not remain nearly constant for at least 10 years.”

Gordon E. Moore, 1965 [Moo65]
2

Msr-safe The msr-safe tool is a software tool comprised of a kernel module as well as scripts and
whitelists to safely give access to model specific registers on intel platform with strong security
and performance considerations. [Sho+] 25, 73, 74, 129, 147, 149, 153, 158

Multiplicity indicator Multiplicity indicators indicate the number of allowed replicas of the same
kind of child components of a single indicated edge in the abstract component tree of the OIEP
reference model. 61, 62, 64, 66–68, 87, 89, 166, 167, 186, 195

Nested component Nested components in an OIEP component tree are components which can be
represented internally as OIEP component tree of an OIEP architecture. 67, 151, 155, 157–159

NodeOS (Argo) NodeOS is the Linux based operating system at the node level, providing basic
single node functionality and infrastructure needed by an Argo Machine. [Per+15; Per+17] 36

Occam’s Razor Principle attributed to William of Ockham (Gulielmus Occamus) stating: “Entia
non sunt multiplicanda, proter necessitatem.” [THO18] - ‘Things should not be manyfolded
without reason.’ (Loosely translated by the author.) 112

OIEP Architecture A concrete instance of the OIEP reference model. 7, 8, 13, 36–39, 43, 45, 49–
51, 53–61, 63, 65–67, 69–74, 77, 78, 80–82, 85–91, 97–101, 104, 117, 137, 143–145, 147, 148,
150–152, 154–157, 159, 160, 162–164, 166, 167, 169–171, 175, 177–179, 182–193, 195–200, 205,
211–213

OIEP Component Components in the OIEP model are instances of a specific tool located at a specific
OIEP level. They are one of the basic building blocks of the OIEP reference model and specific
OIEP architectures. 13, 48, 50, 51, 55–63, 67–73, 78, 86, 89, 98, 100, 103, 145, 147, 149, 151,
154–156, 159, 160, 166, 173, 178, 181–184, 195, 196, 200, 212, 213

OIEP Component Tree Tree structure of connected OIEP components embedded in the structure
of the level tree of an OIEP architecture. 13, 48, 51–53, 56, 59, 61–70, 72–74, 78, 86–91, 98,
103, 149, 150, 155, 157–159, 161, 165–167, 173, 178, 184–189, 195, 197–199, 205, 212, 217

OIEP Component Type i OIEP component of Type i, with pure energy functionality (see Sec-
tion 3.3.2.1). 57, 58, 86, 149, 166, 173, 184, 195

OIEP Component Type ii OIEP component of Type ii, with original functionality outside energy
and power management, but energy and power management functionality integrated into the
core of the component (see Section 3.3.2.1). 57, 58, 149, 166, 182–184, 187

OIEP Component Type iii OIEP component of Type iii, with original functionality outside energy
and power management, but energy and power functionality logically or physically located
alongside the component (see Section 3.3.2.1). 57, 58, 149, 166, 183, 184

OIEP Component Type iv OIEP component of Type iii, with core functionality completely lacking
energy and power management functionality, however with energy and power impact as side
effect of the component or tool (see Section 3.3.2.1). 57, 58, 86, 183, 184, 195

OIEP Data Source OIEP data sources are OIEP components, sensors or databases, providing addi-
tional data to OIEP components for decision-making. The data are supplemental information
to derive energy and power control decisions at the OIEP components. The data is sent via the
OIEP monitoring overlay. Contrary to control directives, the data is informative, compared to
the directives sent via the OIEP component tree. 13, 48, 68–73, 87, 88, 103, 157–159, 166, 167,
173, 178, 186, 213
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OIEP Level An OIEP level in the OIEP reference model is an abstraction of logical control domain.
OIEP levels have a specific scope, an associated optimization goal, a physical or logical location,
required functionality for their components, and associated OIEP components. Each level is
responsible for a specific needed functionality to form the overall energy and power management
system. 13, 47–50, 53, 55–58, 60, 63, 68, 73, 78, 81–83, 85, 86, 89, 103, 143, 144, 148, 149, 178,
196

OIEP Level Tree The OIEP level tree is a tree structure representing the levels of an OIEP archi-
tecture. 13, 48, 50–56, 59, 61, 62, 68, 70, 72, 73, 78, 81, 82, 86, 89, 98, 103, 143, 144, 148, 155,
159, 166, 172, 173, 178, 179, 182, 185, 196–199

OIEP Monitoring Overlay The OIEP monitoring overlay is a graph structure overlaying the specific
OIEP architecture. Directed edges indicate information flow of monitoring information from
OIEP data source to component, which is used to inform components, which they can use to
derive decisions for energy and power management. 13, 48, 59, 60, 68, 70, 72, 73, 78, 87, 88,
103, 150, 157–159, 161, 166, 167, 173, 174, 178, 186–188, 197, 198, 212

OIEP Operating State An OIEP operating state is an operating state in a OIEP architecture. Each
OIEP architecture has a state diagram associated to it, showing default and other operating
states as well as state transitions triggered by specified operational circumstances. 13, 48,
71–74, 78, 83, 88, 89, 98, 103, 167, 175, 178, 186, 197, 198, 213

OIEP State Diagram OIEP state diagrams, are state diagrams, representing the different OIEP op-
erating state of the energy and power management system associated with a OIEP architecture.
13, 39, 48, 71, 73, 74, 78, 88–90, 97, 98, 103, 167, 174, 186, 187, 197, 198

OmpSs A programming model based on OpenMP and StarSs.[Dur+11] 132

Open Integrated Energy and Power Open Integrated Energy and Power – OIEP refers to a common
open model to represent holistic energy and power management systems of HPC systems in an
integrated fashion. The concepts of OIEP are used to define a reference model for the description
of energy and power management system of HPC systems, the OIEP reference model. The
OIEP reference model provides common vocabulary and methods to describe energy and power
management system architectures of planned or existing HPC systems. Energy and power
management system architectures described using the OIEP reference model are called OIEP
architectures. 7, 43, 44, 75, 104, 202

Open Integrated Energy and Power (OIEP) reference model The original Open Integrated Energy
and Power (OIEP) reference model as described in this document. OIEP reference model for
short. 7, 8, 12, 13, 25, 34–41, 43–48, 50, 53–56, 59–61, 64–71, 75, 77, 79, 81–83, 86, 88, 91,
93–104, 143–145, 147, 148, 151, 155, 164, 171, 175, 177–179, 184, 187, 195–200, 206, 211–213

OpenHPC “OpenHPC is a Linux Foundation Collaborative Project whose mission is to provide
a reference collection of open-source HPC software components and best practices, lowering
barriers to deployment, advancement, and use of modern HPC methods and tools.” [OHPC]
170

Out-of-band Out-of-band measurement and control, in contrast to in-band, utilizes the service net-
work of the system. The service network’s primary purpose is to service nodes and infras-
tructure. For such administrative use this secondary infrastructure does not require the low
latency and high throughput which is required for the primary infrastructure. This system has
to stay available for emergency servicing. Use-cases outside the emergency and service case can
jeopardize its primary function and should thus be limited. 80, 81, 84–88, 132, 133, 147, 170,
184

P-state Device and processor performance state (Px state). (See [Cor+]) 121–123, 127–129, 165,
166
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Partially Observable Markov Decision Process A Partially Observable Markov Decision Process
(POMDP) is a markov decision process of the form: There exists a finite set of states S, a
finite set of actions A, and a set of observations Z, occurring periodically. The system is reward
based, where in time period z ∈ Z, an agent in state s ∈ S chooses an action a ∈ A and receives
a reward based on a reward function r(s, a), while at the same time making a transition to state
s′ ∈ S with probability Pr(s′|s, a) ∈ [0, 1]. In the following time period z′ ∈ Z an observation
is made with probability Pr(z′|s′, a) ∈ [0, 1]. From these state observations a believe state is
derived and an overall system state can be calculated [Han98]. Fundamentals on mechanisms
for solving the general concepts are described in [Son78; SS73]. 132, 203

perf The “Performance analysis tools for Linux (in Linux source tree)” [manb]. perf are the tools as-
sociated with performance counters for linux, providing a framework for all things’ performance
analysis via the kernel-base subsystem. [manb; manc] 129

Performance Application Programming Interface Performance Application Programming Interface
(PAPI) provides access to a unified interface to performance counters across heterogeneous
architectures. Component PAPI or PAPI-C gives simultaneous access to multiple components’
performance data measurements, via a common software interface [Ter+10]. 129, 203

PerSyst A system wide performance monitoring and analysis tool for HPC systems with the goal to
reduce amount of network load for data collection. [GHB14] 70, 134

Petascale system A petascale system is a computer system capable of operating at a sustained
performance of at least 1× 1015 FLOPS, or one petaFLOPS. 2, 15, 16

Power Power is a derived quantity with unit watt (W).
Expressed in terms of other SI units: W = J s−1. [Org19] In this work’s context it is useful to
think of power as energy change (consumption) over a period of time. P = ∆E

∆t . xv, xvii, xix,
3–20, 22, 24–41, 43–61, 66, 68–75, 77, 78, 80–83, 85, 87, 88, 90, 93–104, 107–117, 119, 121, 122,
124–135, 138, 139, 141, 143–145, 149–152, 156, 160, 162–167, 169–175, 177, 178, 180, 181, 183,
184, 186, 187, 195–200, 206, 210, 212, 213, 215, 216

Power Distribution Unit Power Distribution Unit (PDU), for power distribution within a rack (which
are themselves fed from server room distribution boards) [Pos+]. 29, 203

Power Management Unit The Power Management Unit (PMU) (as used within this work) is re-
sponsible for power management of system, devices, and processor power management (as of
ACPI specification [Cor+]). The exact location on the hardware platform, of the associated
controller and firmware, differs by implementation. On Intel platforms, some of this functional-
ity is moved inside the CPU and is referred to as Power Control Unit (PCU) [Int15b; GSS15].
23, 121, 203

Power ramp-rate-control Power ramp-rate-control is the active control of the increase in power draw
to stay within hardware limits. This avoids power surges with possible catastrophic failure. 120,
170, 174

Power scheduler Power schedulers are a type of system software controlling and enforcing maximum
power consumption of the cluster. Based on demand and utilization of a cluster power is
’shifted’ limiting power consumption of nodes, while relaxing limits for others to achieve specific
optimization goals of the scheduler. Goals are for example fair share of power or reduction of
idle power consumption [Ell+15a]. 29, 30, 131

Power Supply Unit The Power Supply Unit (PSU) is the node’s power supply. The PSU provides
functionality such as supply voltage conversion (e.g. 230 V to 12 V), as used on node and further
converted by VRs. For details, see [GSS15, p. 123]. 119, 203

Power Usage Efficiency Power Usage Efficiency (PUE) is a ratio defined by the power consumed in
the total IT-System divide by the total System Power consumption. PUE = Total Facility Energy

IT Equipment Energy
[MB06] 120, 203
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Power Wall The “Power Wall” [Bos11] are the limits of Dennard scaling, described in [Boh07]
and [JN16]. 17

Power-API Power-API is an API specification for power management and control. The API handles
interfaces and roles, but explicitly does not regulate or dictate interactions and responsibili-
ties. [Gra+16; III+16] 35, 39, 98, 129, 178, 196

PowerStack The PowerStack is a intended system reference architecture for energy and power man-
agement systems in HPC. The purpose is to have a common architecture suitable for general
usage at HPC centers with interoperable energy and power management setup. The PowerStack
is coordinated by the PowerStack community according to the PowerStack initiative. [Can+18]
11, 13, 35, 36, 77–83, 85–90, 98, 137, 139, 145, 147–151, 197

Primary consumer Primary consumers are hardware components that significantly contribute to
energy and power consumption in the computing center, have mechanisms to measure power
or energy consumption and have hardware mechanisms to control this consumption. 119, 122,
124

Profiler A profiler is a performance debugging tool that aggregates performance metrics over an
application run. These can be periodic samples or aggregated metrics over the lifetime of ap-
plications or code sections. The granularity is typically by application, code region or function.
134

Prolog In scheduling, the prolog is responsible for setting up specific environments and the execution
of scripts before the user’s job script is run on the reserved nodes. 165, 166, 183

Rack Unit (U) A Rack Unit (unit symbol: U) is a standard server with a faceplate of 19′ size. Exact
dimensions are vertical sizing of 44.45 mm, by 450 mm inlay width, faceplate mounting flange
dimension width is 482.6 mm. Depth ranges from 600 mm to 1010 mm, with extra space for
cabling. Exact specifications can be found in [EIA05]. 119

Reference architecture A reference architecture is a model of a hypothetical architecture, which can
serve as a reference for planned or existing system architectures with the same purpose. 45, 78,
99

Reference model A reference model is a model serving as reference for the description of models of
the same kind. 5, 6, 45, 46, 78, 93, 99, 103, 104, 195, 197, 205

Request For Information For HPC system procurement Requests for Information (RFIs) serve to
get information about capabilities from vendors. This allows to assess technology capabilities
anticipated within a specific time-frame and evaluate how these fit the needs of a center. RFIs
help to have an informed perspective regarding asks in RFPs. 16, 203

Request For Proposal A Request For Proposal (RFP), is a document describing requirements for
a system procurement at supercomputing facilities. This technical document sets the general
information regarding the upcoming procurement, such as dates and deadlines, but also re-
quirements on how the proposed fulfillment of the procurements by the bidder are presented.
The main part are the technical requirements for the system to be procured. These require-
ments are typically weighted in categories of ‘mandatory’, ‘important’ and ‘target’. An ask for
risk assessment of the presented solution can also be part of the RFP. Additional supplement
documents may include technical specifications of benchmarks, infrastructure and floor plans.
Based on these documents, vendors are asked to make a system proposal with performance
and cost estimates for their project bid. The RFP document is sometimes also referred to as
‘Description of Goods and Services’. 16, 203

Resilience The capability to cope with and recover from faults and failures. 17

Resource manager The resource manager is the entity of the system providing the resources as
allocated by the job scheduler. It reserves as the executive unit for the job scheduler, providing
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the computer resources and granting access to the nodes. Such resource access is granted in the
form of a separate partition on the cluster. It sets up the environment, starts job script and
after completion cleans up the nodes for the next reservation. 113, 126, 130–132, 138, 165

S-state Sleep state (Sx state). (See [Cor+]) 121

Scalable Performance Measurement Infrastructure for Parallel Codes The Score-P project provides
the Score-P measurement infrastructure and is a highly scalable and easy-to-use tool suite for
profiling, event tracing, and online analysis of HPC applications. [Herb; Knü+11] 37, 203

Scalable Tools for Energy Analysis and Tuning in HPC The Score-E project extends the Score-P
project regarding energy related aspects of analysis and optimization of HPC applications. [Hera]
129, 203

Secondary consumer Secondary consumers are hardware components that are either insignificant
with respect to their total energy and power consumption, or have no mechanisms to measure
or control it. Modeling these may still be required, but control and management has less priority,
depending on the use-case. 119, 121, 124

Soft error A computing error, resulting in an erronous result, without failure to any system compo-
nent, or hardware. Soft errors do not result in catastrophic errors for the computer hardware
and are hard to detect [KH04]. The resulting effect is silent data corruption, in the case that
the soft errors can not be detected. 17

Software The logical instructions and data to programmatically control a computer. 55, 56, 125

STREAM Triad The STREAM Triad benchmark is a standardized Benchmark for memory perfor-
mance in MB s−1. The benchmark fetches arrays of at least four times the size of the last-level
cache representing vectors. The following operation is performed: a⇐ b+ c ∗ SCALAR 19

SuperMUC SuperMUC refers to the flagship system of LRZ, installed in 2012. The name generally
refers to both SuperMUC Phase 1 and SuperMUC Phase 2. Within this docuement, specific
parts of the system are referred to explicitly by the Phase of installation. The more recent
SuperMUC-NG system is also referred to explicitly. 13, 77, 145, 164, 166, 169

SuperMUC Phase 1 SuperMUC Phase 1 is the initial installation of the SuperMUC system. The
main installation are 9216 IBM System x iDataPlex dx360M4 nodes, using Intel Sandy Bridge-
EP Xeon E5-2680 8C processor, totaling 2.897 PFLOPS of peak performance. Additional parts
of the system are 205 BladeCenter HX5 nodes, using Intel Westmere-EX Xeon E7-4870 10C pro-
cessors, totaling 0.078 PFLOPS, installation in 2011, and 32 IBM System x iDataPlex dx360M4
nodes, using Intel Ivy-Bridge and Xeon Phi 5110P 0.064 PFLOPS, installation in 2013. [LRZS]
Installation of the main system: 2012, Juli [BB12]. 77, 130, 133, 145, 163–167, 169, 211, 216

SuperMUC Phase 2 SuperMUC Phase 2 is the second large installation of the SuperMUC System.
The system contains 3072 Lenovo NeXtScale nx360M5 WCT nodes, using Intel Haswell Xeon
E5-2697 v3 processor. The theoretical peak performance of the system is 3.58 PFLOPS [LRZS].
Installation of the Phase 2 system: 2015, June [Pal15]. 77, 145, 163, 166, 167, 169, 211, 216

SuperMUC-NG SuperMUC-NG, is the next generation flagship supercomputing system at LRZ with
6480 Lenovo ThinkSystem SD 650 DWC nodes using the Intel Skylake Xeon Platinum 8174
CPU. The interconnect is a fat tree topology connecting the 311050 cores for a theoretical
peak performance of 26.7 PFLOPS. Total main memory of the system is 719 TByte. [Pal17]
Installation: 2018, Sep. [Pal18]. 2, 13, 77, 145, 169, 171, 173–175, 198, 216

sysfs Linux pseudo-filessystem to access information on kernel objects, such as devices, kernel mod-
ules, filesystems, and other kernel components. See [mand]. 170, 173

Temperature Temperature is a base quantity with unit kelvin (K).
The SI base unit is defined in [Org19]. It should be noted that this work uses ◦C as defined
in [Org19]:
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“[T]he numerical value of a Celsius temperature expressed in degrees Celsius is related
to the numerical value of the thermodynamic temperature expressed in kelvins by the
relation

t/◦C = T/K− 273.15.”
122, 169

Terascale system A terascale system is a computer system capable of operating at a sustained per-
formance of at least 1× 1012 FLOPS, or one teraFLOPS. 2, 15

The Green Grid The Green Grid is an industry affiliate consortium of the Information Technology
Industry (ITI) Council, targeting the improvement of IT and data center energy efficiency and
eco-design. [GGA] 133

Time Time is a base quantity with unit second (s).
The SI base unit is defined in [Org19]. 27

TOP500 The TOP500 is a biannual list of the top 500 fastest supercomputers of the world. The
computer systems are ranked according to the HPL benchmark and the list is source of statistical
information about the development of HPC systems since 1993.[TOPg]. 2, 3, 16, 17, 90, 133,
170, 177, 208, 209

Tracer A tracer is a performance debugging tool that collects a continuous data trace that allows
for precise reconstruction of the behavior of an application with regard to the collected met-
rics. Data collection is either done by continuous recording with a specified granularity, or by
recording individual event triggers. 134

Uninterupted Power Supply A Uninterupted Power Supply (UPS) is a setup to guarantee continous
power supply, in the case of a prolonged power outage at the ESP. The capacity of the system
is set to allow for startup of back-up power generators. For details, refere to [Pos+]. 117, 203

Virtually Selected Operator “∨” The virtually selected operator, “∨”, indicates a previous choice
of component further up the tree, to make sure each component is only controlled by a single
parent, even with a previously encountered xor operator in the OIEP component tree. 63–68,
86, 156

Voltage Voltage is a derived quantity with unit volt (V). It can be constructed from SI base units
in the form of V = W

A . Voltage denotes the potential electric difference. The SI derived unit is
defined in [Org19]. 3, 124, 129, 169

Voltage Regulator Voltage Regulators (VRs) provide supply voltage from a node’s PSU to the CPU.
For details, see [GSS15, p. 50]. 67, 203

White box
“[A] white box [is understood as a piece of apparatus] in which we have built in the
relation between input and output potentials in accordance with a definite structural
plan for securing a previously determined input-output relation.”

Norbert Wiener, 1965 [Wie65, p. xi]
68, 151, 155, 156, 159, 160

Xor Operator “⊕” The xor operator, “⊕”, indicates choice for a parent component to select exactly
one of the connected child components for the control path to a leaf component in the OIEP
component tree. 63–68, 86, 156, 187, 217
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